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This book is dedicated to the memory of Nai- nai, my maternal grand-

mother, who first introduced me to Buddhism through her simple piety, 

and to the memory of my father, Chi- meng Yü, who instilled in me  

the Confucian love for learning.

❦
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Foreword

daniel b. stevenson

W hen Chün- fang Yü  back in the 1960s chose the Ming- 
dynasty monk Yunqi Zhuhong (Yün- ch’i Chu- hung) for the 
focus of her Columbia doctoral dissertation and her future 

book, The Renewal of Buddhism in China, it was by every measure an unusual 
decision. A handful of Japanese, Chinese, and Euro- American intellectual his-
torians were drawn to Ming Buddhist figures such as Zhuhong for their involve-
ment with Neo- Confucian literati culture, but Zhuhong and Buddhism in the 
Ming were at best a distant and marginal interest among mainstream histori-
ans of Buddhism in China.

For any aspiring historian of Chinese Buddhism coming out of an Ameri-
can or European university during this period, the place to hone research skills, 
familiarize oneself with cutting- edge scholarship, and complete doctoral 
research was in one of the dedicated graduate institutes for Buddhist studies 
housed in private Buddhist universities and top- tier national universities in 
Japan. Many, if not most of those institutes were sponsored by established 
denominations of Japanese Buddhism, their resident faculty not infrequently 
of sectarian clerical background. Thus scholarly interest in Chinese Buddhist 
history gravitated quite naturally to figures, textual classics, and syntheses of 
Buddhist doctrine and practice that were regarded in retrospect as formative 
to established denominations and their orthodoxies. In contrast to a more 
recent broadening into Buddhist cultural (bunkashi) and social history (shakai-
shi), that scholarly agenda has come to be known among Buddhist historians 
as “sectarian- oriented Buddhology” (shūha gaku).
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x Foreword

The upshot of the sectarian historiographical focus was manifold. By and 
large, it led to syntheses of Buddhist teaching forged by patriarchal forbears 
in medieval Sui and Tang China, to which the major traditions of East Asian 
Buddhism, including those of Japan, had long traced their origin. Regarded as 
a golden age of “Buddhist sinification,” that era marked in the historical imag-
ination the height of Buddhist creativity and autonomy in China— an efflores-
cence in which Chinese Buddhists, secure in their grasp of the vast array of 
received texts and teachings, broke from a previous India- centered gaze and 
boldly set forth the true vision of the historical Buddha as they perceived it. 
Set against this idealized period, eras prior to the golden age of sinification 
and the millennium of Chinese Buddhist history that followed it were fated 
teleologically to be measured against its heights. Thus the tenth through nine-
teenth centuries in China became tantamount to an era of progressive Bud-
dhist ossification, popular assimilation, and “decline.”

As famously portrayed by Arthur Wright in his influential Buddhism in Chi-
nese History (1971), that decline was marked in part by a deepening “fusion 
with Daoism and folk religion” as elite “patrons” and persons of “talent” turned 
to Neo- Confucian teachings and the monastic sangha was left with no recourse 
but to recruit members and seek material support from an uneducated local 
populace. The literary creativity and intellectual vitality that had marked 
Buddhist flourishing in the Tang accordingly gave way to a deadening institu-
tionalized formalism, while a once lofty aspiration for Buddhist truth and 
awakening gave way to a superstitious and venal ritual service to local gods, 
ghosts, and ancestors.1 By definition, to take scholarly interest in topics and 
periods other than the great patriarchal luminaries, groundbreaking treatises, 
and lofty doctrinal systems of the Tang “golden age” was to concern oneself 
with the vestiges of a Buddhist tradition in “decline”— an entity that was, in 
effect, no longer truly “Buddhist.”2

To most of us today— Japanese, Chinese, and Euro- American historian alike— 
that story is by now tired and familiar, a tale of what seems a time long past. 
Yet, four to five decades ago, when Dr. Yü as a fledgling Buddhist historian 
chose the late- Ming figure of Yünqi Zhuhong for her doctoral research and 
future book, that choice of subject and period was most unusual, even to the 
point of being professionally perilous.

Zhuhong was active at the very end of the Ming dynasty, nigh on a millen-
nium after the glories of the Tang golden age— a pale and paltry shadow of its 
foregone creative vitality. At best he might be cast as an ardent apologist or 
reformer, a brief flicker of Buddhism’s once- great luminosity in an era of dark-
ness. At worst, he was a poster child for the very “decline” that Buddhism 
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experienced after the Tang. Throughout his career Zhuhong wrote and preached 
extensively on programs of study, practice, and ritual performance that were 
directed explicitly to concerns of the lay public, the regimens of which he 
actively propagated through various forms of voluntary merit making and 
devotional association. Such traditional Buddhist goals as awakening to the 
inner Buddha nature or rebirth in Amitābha’s western Pure Land of Highest 
Bliss remained front and center. But alongside those long- range goals Zhuhong 
promoted a panoply of ritual practices and tracts that addressed such concerns 
as aversion of illness and personal calamity, the quest for worldly blessings, 
avoidance of wine and meat, ledgers for tabulating good and evil deeds, acts 
of public charity and compassion (including the ritual blessing and release of 
captured creatures), and elaborate intercessory rituals directed expressly to 
such questionable enterprises as liberation of restless dead, pacification and 
conversion of local gods, exorcism, and weather control. Indeed, in his mis-
sives, ritual tracts, and sermons we find not only the entire gamut of what one 
might call “this- worldly” and “otherworldly” concerns of a Ming- period elite 
and non- elite public but also a reflection of the entire, expanded demonic cos-
mos of the Ming, with its teeming mélange of Buddhist, Daoist, and popular 
deities; local spirits and ancestral dead; purgatorial netherworlds; and sundry 
visible and invisible beings.

Zhuhong also penned a number of exacting scholarly commentaries and sub-
commentaries to influential scriptures such as the Amitābha (Amituo), apocry-
phal *Śūraṅgama (Shoulengyan), and Fanwang (*Brahmajāla) sutras. That reper-
tory included influential historical compendia directed to Chan and Pure Land 
cultivation and generic Buddhist subjects such as karma and its retribution. 
Tellingly, the Japanese Zen master Hakuin Ekaku (1686– 1769), who is tradi-
tionally hailed for having rediscovered the classic “investigation of a phrase” 
(kanna) approach to Rinzai Zen practice popularized by the Song- dynasty 
Chan master Dahui Zonggao (1089– 1163), is said to have come to that redis-
covery by fortuitous encounter with Zhuhong’s Whips to Urge One Through Chan 
Barriers (Changuan cejin 禪關策進, T. 2024) a compendium of famous disquisi-
tions on Chan huatou or “crux of a saying” practice drawn from the sermons 
of noted Chinese Linji masters of the late Song and Yuan, of whom Dahui was 
one. Moreover, it was precisely through that encounter with Dahui’s letters via 
Zhuhong that Hakuin was inspired to undertake his epoch- making reform, 
creating the archetypal, iconoclastic Rinzai (Linji) Zen practice that has dom-
inated scholarship on Chinese Chan/Zen history down to today.3

On an equally revealing note, Hakuin, despite his admiration for Zhuhong’s 
Chan Whips, was utterly scathing in his criticism of Zhuhong’s ideas regarding 
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xii Foreword

the “dual cultivation” of Chan and Pure Land practice. That approbation 
extended implicitly to intercessory lay- oriented ritual programs promoted by 
the likes of Zhuhong and the Ōbaku Zen line of Yinyuan Longqi (Ingen Ryūki), 
newly arrived in Japan from Ming China. Dramatic, rich in material and visual 
simulacra, and wildly popular in China— even in Chan circles— the rites for 
releasing living creatures (Fangsheng yi 放生儀), bestowal of food and release of 
hungry ghosts (Fang yankou 放焰口/Shishi egui 施食餓鬼), and the plenary water 
and land rite (Shuilu fahui 水陸法會) might easily be dismissed as incompatible 
with the true aims of Zen/Chan practice.

Zhuhong’s ritual eclecticism and his leaning toward dual cultivation of Pure 
Land and Chan also betokened that he and his views would receive but mar-
ginal attention from early generations of Japanese scholars of Jōdo and Jōdo 
Shin clerical background who were bent on “sectarian- oriented” (shūha) modes 
of inquiry. Both the Jōdo and Jōdo Shin traditions traced their original inspi-
ration to the Tang- dynasty Chinese master Shandao (613– 681), the pivotal fig-
ure in Chinese Pure Land history. A conspicuous qualitative line was thereby 
drawn between a “pure” or “true” Pure Land teaching beholden to Shandao’s 
presumptive emphasis on inner “faith” in the “other power” of Amitābha and 
celebratory (nonmeditative) calling of his name, and a “compromised” stream 
of Chinese Pure Land given to admixtures of Buddhist teaching and self- 
cultivation that diminished Shandao’s “exclusivist” emphasis. Much as 
Zhuhong and “dual cultivation” were marginalized in Zen scholarship for their 
perceived erosion of a “true” and “pure” Zen/Chan teaching of the late Tang 
and Song, he and his like were similarly sidelined in Pure Land scholarship as 
examples of the genetic regression that Shandao’s “genuine” Pure Land teach-
ing suffered in the era of post- Tang Buddhist “decline.” Anything beyond these 
two historical paragons of the “golden age” of Chinese Buddhist history was, 
by definition, “syncretic,” “compromised,” and less than truly “Buddhist.”4

With the exception of the occasional scholar drawn to broader themes of 
Buddhist cultural and social history,5 Chinese Buddhist historians were largely 
focused on these subjects at the time Dr. Yü embarked on her study of Zhuhong 
and his lay Buddhist entailments in the late Ming. Over the past four to five 
decades, that horizon of interests has expanded significantly. Neglected inter-
stices between Buddhist clergy, laity, and the larger, diversified field of Chi-
nese elite and popular religiosity have received increasing attention, bringing 
to the fore such topics as the strategic posturings of Buddhist, Daoist, and Con-
fucian moral and ritual polemic; contestations between mainstream Buddhist 
ecclesiastics and Buddhist- inspired “heretical” redemptive movements; Buddho- 
Daoist apocryphal scriptures; and the pan- religious appropriation of topoi 
such as the purgatorial courts of the Ten Kings of Hell. With it has come an 
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interest in media of social practice and cultural formation alternative to the 
scholastic world of canonical texts and doctrinal systems, including such ele-
ments as ritual performance and its sensory aesthetics, textual production, oral 
narrative, and bodily practice. Nor have these shifts in focus come at the 
expense of continuing work on classic periods such as the Tang. They have occa-
sioned a revisionist return to pivotal developments in Chan and Pure Land, 
which increasingly suggests that the “mainstream” of Chan and Pure Land 
teaching may have more closely resembled the “compromised” image of those 
two traditions than the “pure” Chan and Pure Land of the textbook.

Whence and how, then, might an aspiring scholar such as Chün- fang Yü , 
educated in the modern Buddhist studies academy of her day, have come to a 
figure such as Yunqi Zhuhong, much less a monograph bearing the title The 
Renewal of Buddhism in China? Whence also the enduring interest and impact 
of Dr. Yü’s work among the subsequent generations of young scholars of Bud-
dhism in Ming and Late Imperial China?

In the dedication of her book, Chün- fang Yü  credits her maternal grand-
mother with having “first introduced her to Buddhism through her simple 
piety,” and her father for “instilling in her a Confucian love of learning.” Those 
references are revealing— all the more so alongside assessments of Zhuhong’s 
historical significance offered by the likes of the Buddhist monastic scholar 
and historian Dongchu. In his History of Buddhism in Modern China (Zhongguo 
fojiao jindai shi, 1974), Dongchu 東初 notes how Zhuhong and like- minded late- 
Ming contemporaries “became the touchstone for Buddhist learning and prac-
tice over the three centuries that followed,” their most conspicuous contribu-
tion being the “eclectic inclusivity of their Buddhist thought, which avoided 
clinging one- sidedly to any single given school or sect.”6

Educated originally in Taiwan, Chün- fang Yü  as a graduate student at 
Columbia University in New York was mentored by William Theodore de Bary, 
who with his expanding interest in the broad spectrum of Yuan and Ming 
dynasty intellectual life pointed her toward Yunqi Zhuhong. During subsequent 
years of doctoral research in Taiwan and Japan, she worked closely with the 
eminent Chinese scholar monk Nanting and the eminent Kyōto scholar Makita 
Tairyō 牧田諦亮, who pioneered the novel field of dubious and apocryphal Chi-
nese Buddhist scripture.7 During her extended time in Kyoto, Makita himself— 
apparently taken with her interests in Zhuhong and his lay entailments— 
insisted on having a desk for Chün- fang brought into his office, where he 
could readily share his extensive library and learning with her. Back in New 
York, as she completed her dissertation and made strides toward its revision, 
Chün- fang frequently visited the Chinese Buddhist monastic and lay com-
munity at the Dajue Si (Temple of Enlightenment) in the Bronx. There she 
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consulted with the likes of Ven. Minzhi 敏智, Chan master, former abbot of 
the imposing Tianning Monastery in Changzhou (Jiangsu), and a graduate 
of Taixu’s reformist Wuchang Academy; Ven. Renjun 仁俊 and Ven. Richang 
日常, both of whom were disciples of the noted Buddhist reformer and scholar 
Yinshun; and Chan master and Buddhist historian Shengyan, who had recently 
arrived from Japan with a Ph.D. on Ouyi Zhixu (1599– 1655) in hand. It was 
there, at the Temple of Enlightenment in the mid-  to late 1970s, that I also had 
the good fortune as a young graduate student to meet and come to know 
Chün- fang.

That range of personal and scholarly influences gave Chün- fang Yü  a pur-
chase on Buddhism and Buddhists in China that was rather unusual for its 
day— and that showed Zhuhong and his “eclecticism” to be  far more vital and 
enduring than previously imagined. As Chün- fang Yü ’s work demonstrates, 
Zhuhong in his copious missives and writings drew far less on Tang- dynasty 
Buddhist patriarchal figures and their “classics” than on works by Song- period 
authors— writings of such Song luminaries as the Chan masters Dahui Zong-
gao and Yongming Yanshou, Pure Land treatises and commentaries of the Tian-
tai master Siming Zhili and Vinaya master Lingzhi Yuanzhao, assorted tracts 
by the likes of the Tiantai master Ciyun Zunshi against the taking of life and 
consumption of meat and wine, and ritual guides by Zhili and Zunshi for the 
ritual liberation of captive creatures. Zhuhong also undertook recodifications 
of existing manuals for the massive Water and Land Assembly and Rite for 
Release of the Burning Mouth Hungry Ghosts, the texts of which have guided 
orthodox performance of those rituals to the present day.

That wide range of interests and writings authored over the course of 
Zhuhong’s career reveals a Buddhism that is fully and functionally engaged 
with an array of diversified religious idioms, obligations, and entities extend-
ing well beyond the proverbial “monastery wall”— that is to say, the hermetic 
domain of concern that we often imagine Buddhism as a “religion” in China 
to have properly inhabited. Scholarly forays into those varied domains over the 
past half century have increasingly shown those interactions to be not confined 
strictly to an era of post- Tang Buddhist “decline” but endemic to the Buddhist 
landscape and religious imagination from the time Buddhist teachings 
first took root in China. One might profitably liken Zhuhong’s Buddhism to a 
defining “mainstream” in Chinese Buddhist history rather than a marginal 
“compromise” or “exception,” even during the “golden age” of Buddhist sinifi-
cation. Dr. Chün- fang Yü’s 1981 study of Yunqi Zhuhong has contributed to 
that broadened horizon, which gives her work its continuing relevance today.
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Preface to the  
Fortieth Anniversary Edition

T his book was first published in 1981. Since it went out of print 
many years ago, it has not been available to readers unless they 
have access to university libraries. Recently, a publisher in Tai-

wan wished to translate the book into Chinese. This led to the decision by 
Columbia University Press to publish a fortieth anniversary edition with a new 
introduction. It is very rare that an author has the chance to reexamine her 
first book through the lens of her overall scholarship. It is a great honor that I 
am given this privilege.

I came to study Ming Buddhism by chance. When I was a graduate student 
at Columbia in the 1960s, few students studied Buddhism, and even fewer stud-
ied Chinese Buddhism. There were usually only one or two students aside 
from myself taking courses relating to Buddhism. That was the case with the 
seminars on the Awakening of Faith taught by Yoshito Hakeda and on the Plat-
form Sutra taught by Philip Yampolsky. Most of my cohort specialized in Neo- 
Confucianism and wrote dissertations on Ming Confucian thinkers under 
the direction of Wm. Theodore de Bary. As an undergraduate at Tunghai 
University in Taiwan, I had the opportunity to study under two leading 
scholars of Chinese philosophy, Mou Zongsan and Xu Fuguan. They intro-
duced me to the thought of Laozi, Zhuangzi, and thinkers of the Dark Learn-
ing as well as the thought of Zhu Xi and Wang Yangming. My training in 
Chinese intellectual history was deepened by taking courses with de Bary and 
Wing- tsit Chan. I was keenly interested in the interaction between Buddhism 
and the indigenous Chinese philosophical traditions. This interest played a 
part when it was time to choose a dissertation topic.
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xvi Preface to the Fortieth Anniversary Edition

I was initially drawn to the period of Six Dynasties (222– 589), when Bud-
dhism developed a distinctive Chinese identity. This turned out to be imprac-
tical because I could not find an advisor. Eventually, at the suggestion of my 
advisor, Prof. de Bary, I wrote a dissertation on the Ming Buddhist master 
Yunqi Zhuhong (1535– 1615), a figure who lived in a dynasty long overlooked by 
Buddhist scholarship. Although some Chinese and Japanese authors wrote 
about Ming Buddhism, there was very little secondary literature in Western 
languages. I ventured into uncharted territory.

The prevailing view held by scholars in those days was that Buddhism 
reached the “golden age” in the Tang (618– 907) and then started a slow decline. 
For that reason, important studies focused on either pre- Tang or Tang Bud-
dhism, while Buddhism after the Tang received slight attention. This is amply 
demonstrated by two standard books widely used in graduate schools. Eric 
Zürcher’s The Buddhist Conquest of China: The Spread and Adaptation of Buddhism 
in Early Medieval China (1959) concentrates on the first five centuries only. 
Although Kenneth Ch’en’s Buddhism in China: A Historical Survey (1964) covers 
the history of Buddhism chronologically from its introduction to the twenti-
eth century, nevertheless, the whole section that begins with the Song (979– 
1279) and summarizes the one thousand years of post- Tang Buddhism is sub-
titled “decline.”

We have since come to know better. It is gratifying to see the f lores-
cence of scholarship on post- Tang Buddhism. During the last several 
decades, books on Song, Yuan, Ming, Qing, Republican, and contempo-
rary Buddhism have all made their appearance. The study of Chinese 
Buddhism is no longer limited to a prescribed historical time. There are 
still exciting territories to explore, and fortunately they are no longer 
entirely uncharted.

Since I wrote this book forty years ago, my research has branched out beyond 
the Ming, ranging from the pre- Tang, to Song, to contemporary Buddhism in 
Taiwan. It is possible now for me to look at Ming Buddhism, and specifically 
Zhuhong, in the broader context of the history of Chinese Buddhism. I now 
understand concepts such as sinicization, syncretism, “Three Teachings in One,” 
and even “dual practice of Chan and Pure Land,” all of which I discussed in 
the book, in a somewhat different light. The new introduction reflects my cur-
rent thinking. With the exception of changing the original Wade- Giles roman-
ization to pinyin, I have not made any revision of the book. This is because nei-
ther other scholars nor I have found anything stated there that needs 
correction.
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 Preface to the Fortieth Anniversary Edition xvii

Finally, I would like to thank the late Professor Wm. Theodore de Bary for 
suggesting Zhuhong as my dissertation topic and his unfailing support and 
encouragement over the years.

CFY
La Jolla, California
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I n the course of my research on Zhuhong and Ming Buddhism, I 
have benefited from the advice, suggestions, and criticisms of many 
teachers, scholars, colleagues, and friends. It has not always been 

possible for me to express my great appreciation and gratitude to these peo-
ple. I would like, therefore, to record my formal acknowledgment and indebt-
edness to them now.

Professor Wm. Theodore de Bary, my teacher for many years, has been 
unfailingly helpful in his patient guidance and creative suggestions. Despite 
his demanding schedule of scholarly and administrative duties, I have never 
been deprived of his counsel and advice whenever these were needed. It was 
he who introduced me to the field of Ming thought and led me to develop an 
abiding interest in it. It would be difficult to imagine the completion of this 
study without his constant help and encouragement.

During my stay in Taiwan from October 1967 to May 1968, the Reverend 
Nanting, abbot of Huayan Lianshe of Taipei, acted as both my instructor in 
Buddhist philosophy and my informant on monastic life. He went through the 
entire text of Zhuhong’s commentary on the Amituo jing (Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha 
Sutra) with me and also clarified many points that were unclear to me about 
monastic rules and practices. Most important of all, by his personal example 
he made me realize that even in this age of mofa— the decay of the Law— it is 
still possible to find a Buddhist monk of wisdom and compassion.

Professor Makita Tairyō, formerly of the Institute of Humanistic Studies, 
Kyoto University, was most gracious in consenting to direct my research while 
I was at the institute from October 1968 to May 1969. He was generous with 
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his time and readily made available from his personal collections books relat-
ing to my topic whenever they could not be found in the various libraries in 
Kyoto. Aside from offering many helpful suggestions, he was also a most ami-
able host. It is due to his kindness and hospitality that my stay in Kyoto will 
always remain a memorable event in my life.

I also want to express my indebtedness to Professors Philip Yampolsky, Alex 
Wayman, and John Meskill of Columbia University. Since I was a student in 
Professor Yampolsky’s seminars, I have benefited from his constructive criti-
cisms. Professors Yampolsky, Wayman, and Meskill helped me a great deal, by 
either pointing out weaknesses in my argument or alerting me to other impor-
tant sources relating to the subject.

When I revised the manuscript for publication, I benefited from suggestions 
of colleagues and friends. Irene Bloom, Sung- peng Hsu, Anna K. Seidel, and 
Holmes H. Welch read the manuscript either in part or in its entirety and 
offered me much- needed improvements in the various stages of the seemingly 
endless process of revision. Karen Mitchell of Columbia University Press 
deserves a word of special thanks for her editorial assistance. Grace Ahmed of 
Rutgers University, with her characteristic good humor and patience, typed 
the manuscript several times as it was revised. Olive Holmes, formerly of Har-
vard University, came to my rescue and helped me with the preparation of the 
glossary and index.

I would like to thank Sidney Leonard Greenblatt for giving me invaluable 
help when I struggled with the writing of my dissertation, the early incarna-
tion of this study. Through our long and interminable discussions I was chal-
lenged to address myself to an audience wider than my fellow Buddhologists 
and historians of Ming China.

I would also like to acknowledge my gratitude to the Research Council of 
Rutgers University, which provided me with two research grants to cover the 
expenses connected with preparation of the manuscript for publication.

Although my debt to these people and institutions is considerable, I alone 
am responsible for any imperfections in this book.

Chün- fang Yü
Princeton, N.J.
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On the Illustrations

T here are eight illustrations interspersed in the text of this book. 
Seven are woodcut prints made in the late Ming, and one is a 
lithographic print made in the late Qing. These prints come 

from four sources and in different ways touch upon Zhuhong and Ming 
Buddhism.

The portrait of Zhuhong (frontispiece) and the panoramic view of the Yunqi 
Monastery (figure 8.1) are found in the complete work of Zhuhong, Yunqi fahui. 
He wrote four poems commenting on his portraits, and this one was probably 
written for the portrait we see here.

[I am] As thin as dried- up firewood,
As feeble as fallen leaves;
As stupid as a blind tortoise, and
As awkward as a crippled turtle.
There is no Way [for me] to venerate,
No Dharma [for me] to speak about.
If you ask me why I am sitting thus cross- legged,
I am only calling Amituofo.1

The panoramic view of the monastery shows all the major buildings of the 
Yunqi Si, as well as the scenic spots on the mountain, most of which Zhuhong 
had written about in his poems. Following the steps leading from Fan Village 
on the extreme right, one comes to the place for releasing life (fangshengsuo) at 
the lower center of the left side of the picture. Going farther up, on the right 
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one sees the stupa of Zhuhong and on the left, that of the nun Zhujin, who was 
Zhuhong’s wife, surnamed Tang, before both left the household life. The wind-
ing path goes through a thicket of bamboos, and then one comes to the front 
gate of the monastery. The Meditation Hall (chantang) is in the middle, the 
Dharma Hall (fatang) is behind it, and the Western Hall (xitang) where 
monks lived is to the left. On the extreme left, there is finally the hall for stor-
ing the scriptures (cangjingtang).

The next four prints (figures 2.1– 2.4) depict significant events in Zhuhong’s 
life, and they come from a most unusual book entitled Jingdu chuandeng guiyu-
anjing (Transmission of the Lamp in the Pure Land Tradition: Mirror of the 
Return to the Origin). This work was written by a monk named Zhida who 
lived in the Baoguo Monastery of Hangzhou at the end of the Ming and the 
beginning of the Qing. It is an account of the lives of Huiyuan, Yanshou, and 
Zhuhong, the “three patriarchs” of the Pure Land tradition, written in the dra-
matic form called chuanji, which was very popular in the Ming.2 This was one 
of a few plays that used explicitly Buddhist themes for the edification of the 
audience. According to the author’s preface,3 though the form is that of a play, 
he prefers to call his work a shilu, “actual record,” because he wants the audi-
ence to take seriously the events that take place in it. The theatergoer should 
imitate the actions of the three patriarchs by practicing nianfo (calling the name 
of the Buddha), adopting a vegetarian diet, refraining from killing sentient 
beings, and, above all, seeking rebirth in the Pure Land. The language of the 
drama is plain, so that even young children can understand it. The author asks 
that the donor who sponsors the performance be sincere and serious. The per-
formance of the play is similar to the preaching of the Dharma. Hence no 
meat or wine should be served, but the donor should offer candles, incense, 
and tea. Similarly, the actors who perform the play should consider themselves 
to be preaching the Dharma. Maintaining correct thought after fasting, they 
ought to feel that the performance is spiritual almsgiving (fashi), in no way dif-
ferent from material almsgiving (caishi).

The play is in four juan. Even though it is about the three patriarchs, the 
sections on each are not evenly distributed. The section on Zhuhong occupies 
47 out of 123 pages and is almost half the length of the play. Moreover, in the 
play, the second patriarch, Yenshou, predicts just before he dies that the Pure 
Land teaching will be greatly glorified by Zhuhong in the Ming. It is obvious 
that the author regards Zhuhong as the culminator of the Pure Land tradition.

Figure 2.1 depicts the incident that triggers Zhuhong’s decision to leave 
home. It is New Year’s Eve, and Zhuhong and his wife Tang are in the study. 
The maid is about to serve tea to Zhuhong in his favorite teacup. A guardian 
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spirit (hushen) suddenly appears and the maid, taking him for a ghost, stum-
bles in her fright and drops the cup. Tang consoles her husband, saying, “Every-
thing is impermanent. All things that gather must also disperse.”

Figure 2.2 depicts Zhuhong’s enlightenment at Dongchang. Zhuhong is here 
sitting in deep concentration. In the state of samadhi he sees the Buddha burn-
ing incense and Māra holding a halberd. But a moment later he will see the 
Buddha and Māra change places, and this experience leads to his 
enlightenment.

Figure 2.3 shows Zhuhong standing by a rice field with a lay follower who is 
a first- degree licentiate with the unusual but highly appropriate surname Shui, 
“water.” Zhuhong calls the name of the Buddha, and as a result, rain pours 
down, to the relief and delight of anxious farmers.

Figure 2.4 depicts the ritual of water and land assembly (shuilu), which lasts 
for seven days and nights. Souls in torment (one is headless) come to Yunqi 
Monastery to listen to Zhuhong, who is seated on the platform dressed in the 
full ritual regalia. In the lower left- hand corner, some hungry ghosts are receiv-
ing food from the offerings left near the temple gate. Guanyin, holding a vase 
in her left hand and a willow branch in her right, is looking on from midair 
with approval.

The last two illustrations (figures  4.1 and 7.1) do not directly concern 
Zhuhong, but they serve as vivid illustrations of popular Buddhist practices 
in which Zhuhong was keenly interested. Figure 4.1 shows a tortoise being 
released at Jiaoshan Monastery. This lithographic print comes from a very inter-
esting book entitled Hongxue yinyuan (Causes and Conditions of Bright Snow), 
which contains 240 pictures accompanied by short essays recording important 
events in the life of the author, Lin Qing. The first volume was published in 
1838 and contains entries ranging from the author’s childhood to age forty. The 
second volume was published in 1841 and covers the decade from his fortieth 
to his fiftieth year. The last volume was published in 1849 and covers the next 
five years of the author’s life. The illustration used here appears in the second 
volume and records an event that took place in the summer of 1836. In late 
July of that year, the author was visiting the monastery Jiaoshan in the middle 
of the Yangzi River. Facing Jinshan Monastery, which was about fifteen miles 
away, Jiaoshan had been famous ever since the Kangxi emperor visited it in 
1703. According to the author, he had paid about ten cash for the tortoise at 
the market a few days earlier. Then he took the tortoise to Jiaoshan and set it 
free in the river. However, instead of swimming away, the tortoise came back 
and climbed ashore, as it is doing in the picture. Perhaps this was because the 
current was too strong for the tortoise, who had become weak from captivity. 
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But the author rather suspected that it wanted to stay on the temple grounds. 
In the end, he had it put in the pond for releasing life (fangshengchi) at Jiaoshan, 
and the tortoise swam in contentment.4

The last illustration (figure 8.1) comes from a Ming edition of the Xixiang ji 
(Romance of the Western Chamber).5 It is a scene depicting a typical Buddhist 
service. Madame Cui has asked the monks to read the sutra for the benefit of 
her dead husband. In order to be near her daughter Yingying, Zhang Junrui 
has asked the monks to do the same for his parents. On the fifteenth day of 
the second month, the day the Buddha entered Nirvana, a memorial service is 
duly conducted at the temple. In this picture, while monks are reading the 
sutra, Zhang is lighting a candle and Yingying is helping her mother offer the 
incense. Services of this kind were very much a part of popular Buddhist prac-
tice in the Ming. Zhuhong referred to them as jingchan (reading sutras and 
saying penance) and felt that the practice contributed to the commercializa-
tion and worldliness of the sangha.
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Introduction

W hen someone asks what the religions of China are, we 
answer that they are Confucianism, Daoism, and Bud-
dhism. The three religions are also listed this way in college 

introductory courses and textbooks on world religions and Chinese religions. 
The first two are home grown and had been parts of the Chinese philosophi-
cal and religious heritage for some five hundred years when Buddhism was 
introduced into China by missionary monks from Central Asia and India in 
the first century of the Common Era. It is worth pondering how and why Bud-
dhism, an originally alien religion, became one of the three great religious 
traditions of China. Other foreign religions such as Nestorian Christianity, 
Judaism, Islam, and the Franciscan, Jesuit, and Dominican orders of Catholi-
cism, as well as different denominations of Protestant Christianity, have all 
found their ways to China. However, unlike Buddhism, none of them achieved 
the same success and was universally accepted by people of all strata of society.

The Chinese people did not of course take to Buddhism right away. It was 
several centuries before Buddhism became Chinese Buddhism. Surely many 
factors contributed to this process in addition to royal patronage and literati 
promotion. The Buddhist concept of śūnyatā (emptiness) found favor with the 
thinkers of the Dark Learning movement, who were already engaged in dis-
cussing the meaning of wu (nothingness). Buddhist scriptures on meditation 
with their new techniques attracted adherents who were interested in the Dao-
ist search for immortality. Savior figures with their promise of universal salva-
tion, such as Maitreya, Amitābha Buddha, and Guanyin, were novel and not 
found in Chinese religions. Buddhist images, rituals, feasts, and festivals 
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enriched people’s religious lives. By the sixth century, if not earlier, Buddhism 
had become securely anchored in the Chinese religious landscape.

Scholars, including myself, used “transformation of Buddhism” to describe 
this process. Alternatively, it has been called “sinicization.” Both terms assume 
that the Chinese changed an entity called Buddhism into another entity called 
Chinese Buddhism to make it conform to their own understanding and sat-
isfy their own needs. However, is this accurate? Did the Chinese ever encoun-
ter a unitary entity that can be identified as “Buddhism”? We know that Bud-
dhist scriptures were not translated into Chinese systematically. Missionary 
monks of different schools and lineages came to China and translated only the 
scriptures that they themselves knew. Thus, scriptures belonging to mainstream 
Buddhism and Mahāyāna Buddhism were introduced at the same time. For 
this reason, from the beginning, the Chinese learned various types of Bud-
dhism. Which one then did the Chinese transform? 

As Chinese Buddhists became more knowledgeable about the available cor-
pus of scriptures representing different traditions, they made choices about 
which scriptures they liked more than others. They formed their own inter-
pretations concerning how Buddhism evolved in India. Furthermore, they cre-
ated their own exegetical and liturgical traditions not found in Indian Bud-
dhism. Doctrinal classification (panjiao), the establishment of Chinese Buddhist 
schools, the mortuary rites of the hungry ghost festival (yulanpen), food bestowal 
to the burning mouths (shishi), and the Water and Land Assembly (shuilu) are 
some examples that immediately come to mind. Instead of calling them trans-
formations, I think it is more correct to see them as real creations. The history 
of Chinese Buddhism consists of a series of new visions about what Buddhism 
is and new methods of practicing it. Once we shift our perspective from view-
ing Chinese Buddhism as the transformation of an imaginary Indian Bud-
dhism, we are able to appreciate its true creativity. Zhuhong’s Buddhism in 
the Ming and Humanistic Buddhism of contemporary times are simply two 
examples of a long line of innovations with which the Chinese formed their 
own Buddhist tradition.

Although Chan Buddhism has generally been regarded as a Chinese cre-
ation, I would like to suggest that Chinese Buddhists began their creative 
construction much earlier. The history of Chinese Buddhism is a series of ever 
evolving innovations. Zhuhong continued this tradition in the sixteenth cen-
tury. Chinese Buddhism, like Tibetan Buddhism or Japanese Buddhism, is not 
just the Buddhism practiced in a physical place but Buddhism with distinc-
tive cultural characteristics. As Buddhism spread from its birthplace to other 
parts of Asia, it interacted with the native philosophical and religious 
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traditions. The receiving culture did not play a passive role. On the contrary, 
the stakeholders of the host culture selectively chose elements of the new reli-
gion and created new forms of Buddhism. There are many examples to illus-
trate this case in Chinese Buddhism. I will limit my discussion to Buddha 
nature thought, Tiantai theory of nature entailment, and the four kinds of 
Dharmadhatu of Huayan. They represent different theoretical innovations by 
Chinese Buddhist thinkers based on their understandings of translated Bud-
dhist scriptures. I see Zhuhong’s dual practice of Chan and Pure Land as 
another example of the same kind of creative construction. Before turning the 
discussion to Ming Buddhism and Zhuhong, I will review briefly some of the 
ideas mentioned here, although they are well known to scholars in the field.

BUDDHA NATURE

Buddha nature thought is based on the Tathāgatagarbha Sutra and the Nirvāna 
Sutra. The former uses eight similes to demonstrate that all the excellent vir-
tues of a buddha are stored within us. But because of ignorance, greed, and 
lust, buddhahood is hidden. We carry the buddha embryo within us as a fetus 
is hidden within a womb, for the word garbha means both womb and embryo. 
The Nirvāna Sutra also affirms that all sentient beings have Buddha nature. Both 
tathāgatagarbha and “Buddha nature” appear in it and are used synonymously. 
The teaching that all sentient beings possess Buddha nature raises two issues. 
Does it mean that all people already possess Buddha nature, or that it is some-
thing that all can potentially attain? While the Tathāgatagarbha Sutra uses two 
similes, the pit of the mango fruit and the noble fetus carried in the womb of 
a poor woman, the Nirvāna Sutra uses the analogy of milk and butter to sen-
tient beings and buddhahood. To say that we have Buddha nature does not 
mean that we are already buddhas. It is a promise to be fulfilled in the future. 
The potentiality of buddhahood is actualized through religious practice and 
discipline.

The Awakening of Faith in Māhayāna, a treatise traditionally attributed to Ash-
vaghosha of the second century and translated by Paramartha in 550, is gener-
ally believed to be a Chinese composition. It was a Chinese synthesis of 
Mādhyamika, Yogācāra, and Tathāgatagarbha thought. It laid the theoretical 
foundation of Chinese Buddhist schools. According to Yoshito Hakeda, the 
translator of the English version, the faith to be awakened in the title is not 
faith in Mahāyāna Buddhism in contrast to Hināyāna Buddhism, but rather 
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faith in the Māhayāna, which is defined as the Absolute, or Suchness. There is 
only one reality, which is the One Mind. It is the totality of everything. The 
One Mind has two aspects: Suchness or the Absolute, and ignorance. It is pos-
sessed by both buddhas and sentient beings. Within this One Mind, the Abso-
lute and the phenomenal, inherent enlightenment (benjue) and unenlighten-
ment (bujue), nirvana and samsara coexist. They are mutually inclusive. They 
are nondual, not two. Just as the Nirvāna Sutra declares that we have Buddha 
nature, the Awakening of Faith says that we are originally enlightened.

The existential questions the treatise raises are three: (1) If we are originally 
enlightened, why do we not know it? (2) What is the cause of our fall from the 
state of enlightenment? (3) How can we recover from the state of unenlighten-
ment? The answer to the first two questions is ignorance. Because we are under 
the influence of ignorance, we are in samsara. Appearing as the first link of 
the twelve- link chain of dependent origination, ignorance has always been the 
Buddhist diagnosis of the human condition. What is revolutionary about this 
treatise is its insight that ignorance does not exist separately from enlighten-
ment. True to the Buddhist antimetaphysical tradition, the treatise does not 
ask the origin of ignorance. Instead, it provides a mythical explanation: igno-
rance is the state when a deluded thought suddenly arises. Since it coexists with 
Suchness, ignorance cannot be destroyed. Water in the ocean, the wind, and 
the waves are used to illustrate the relationship between Suchness and igno-
rance. The nature of water is wetness (Suchness). It is originally tranquil. But 
when it is disturbed by the wind of ignorance, waves (phenomena) appear. 
However, even when the originally tranquil ocean becomes agitated with surg-
ing waves, its nature of wetness never disappears. Once the wind of ignorance 
ceases, the state of tranquility or Suchness reemerges.

While ignorance has no beginning but has an end, the One Mind, Such-
ness, or inherent enlightenment has no beginning and no end. The text uses 
permeation or perfuming to describe how ignorance and Suchness work. When 
we are permeated by ignorance, we remain in samsara. But when we are per-
meated by Suchness, we achieve buddhahood. The impetus for enlightenment 
is found within us. This is inherent enlightenment. As is the case with Bud-
dha nature in the Nirvāna Sutra, inherent enlightenment must be actualized 
by religious practice carried out under a spiritual guide. This is called the pro-
cess of actualization of enlightenment (shijue).

The great popularity of the Awakening of Faith and its profound influence 
on Chinese Buddhism and intellectual history since the sixth century are not 
hard to understand. Although Confucius did not talk about human nature, 
both Mencius (372– 289 BCE) and Xunzi (316?– 237? BCE) show great interest 
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in and have much to say on the subject. Although Mencius speaks of human 
nature being good and Xunzi speaks of it being evil, both believe that we can 
achieve sagehood through study and moral cultivation. The faith in our intrin-
sic Buddha nature known as inherent enlightenment resonates with the faith 
in the innate goodness of human nature advocated by Mencius. The emphasis 
on religious practice in order to actualize inherent enlightenment echoes that 
found in both the Confucian and the Daoist traditions. Just like the Great Learn-
ing and the Daode jing, the treatise provides a road map, enabling us to return 
to our true nature and become truly ourselves. Without Buddha nature 
thought, would the Neo- Confucian thinkers such as Zhu Xi (1130– 1200) and 
Wang Yangming (1472– 1529) have been so interested in questions about nature 
and mind? However, one may also wonder how much Zhiyi’s theory of “nature 
entailment” (xingju)1 owes not only to the treatise’s stress on the coexistence of 
enlightenment and unenlightenment but also to Xunzi’s idea about human 
nature being evil.

NATURE ENTAILMENT

Zhiyi (538– 597), the putative founder of the Tiantai school, was noted for his 
formulation of three new doctrines: that of three truths, that of “three thou-
sand worlds in one instant of thought,” and that of “nature entailment.” The 
three truths are the truth of emptiness, the truth of temporariness, and the 
truth of the mean. While they are based on the two truths Nagārjuna taught 
in his “Verses of the Middle Way,” they represent a creative synthesis. The first 
two truths of emptiness and temporariness in Zhiyi’s system are the equiva-
lent of the ultimate truth and the conventional truth. Because all things are 
dependent on causes and have no independent nature, they are empty. This is 
the ultimate truth. Although they are empty, things are not nonexistent because 
they do exist contingently. This is the conventional truth. However, the third 
truth of the mean or the middle way is unique and not found in Nagārjuna’s 
formulation. This is the insight that all things are in reality both empty and 
temporary at the same time. The three truths are not viewed as separate or 
sequential. Rather, they are three integrated and simultaneous ways of under-
standing the ultimate reality. This threefold vision infuses the world right here 
and now with ultimate meaning.

Both the dictum of “the three thousand worlds in one instant of thought” 
and the doctrine of “nature entailment” can be understood in light of the 
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Tiantai cosmology. There are ten realms of existence. In addition to the tradi-
tional six realms of devas, asuras, humans, animals, hungry ghosts, and hellish 
beings, there are the four realms of buddhas, bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas 
or self- enlightened buddhas, and voice hearers or disciples. Just as the three 
truths are integrated with one another, these ten realms are similarly inte-
grated. The saying “the three thousand worlds in one instant of thought” is 
used to describe this vision. The “three thousand worlds” refers to the totality 
of phenomena, and the “one instant of thought” refers to the mind. This means 
that mind and phenomena are nondual. Mind as an instant of thought is not 
ontologically prior to phenomena, nor the other way around. When this is 
applied to the ten realms, each realm includes the other nine. Every instant of 
thought includes all beings, and any one being in any moment also includes 
all other beings. Following this logic, not only do all beings possess the good 
nature of buddhas, but also buddhas possess the evil nature of all sentient 
beings. This is the doctrine of “nature entailment.”

Everyone has two natures: one good, the other evil. The Buddha and the 
sentient beings are not different in their nature because they are both good 
and evil. They have the potential to do both good and evil. The Buddha is aware 
that he has the potential to do evil, but he chooses to cultivate good instead. 
Sentient beings are not aware that they have the potential to do good, there-
fore they continue to cultivate evil. Enlightened beings such as the buddhas 
have fully developed their good nature, while unenlightened beings such as us 
are dominated by our evil nature. However, the two natures are not separate 
but are mutually inclusive. While good nature and enlightenment exist in us 
potentially, the fully enlightened Buddha retains the evil nature in a state of 
dormancy. Just as we can activate our good nature and become buddhas, the 
Buddha is connected with us because he shares the evil nature although it is 
not manifested. “Nature entailment” refers to the coexistence and mutual con-
tainment of the good and evil nature in both the enlightened Buddha and the 
unenlightened sentient beings.

THE FOURFOLD DHARMADHĀTU

Like Tiantai, Huayan Buddhism created unique concepts and vocabularies in 
constructing its philosophy. The Dharmadhātu is the world as seen by Vairo-
cana Buddha, the revealer of the Huayan Sutra. It has two aspects, li (univer-
sality) and shi (particularity). Both terms are familiar to a Chinese audience 
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but not found in Buddhist scriptures. Li refers originally to the vein in jade, 
while shi refers to an object, such as the jade itself. Li is the underlying essence 
of shi and shi is the outward manifestation of li. While enlightened beings see 
the world as being empty, ordinary people see it as being constituted of dis-
crete things and events. Li and shi are fundamentally inseparable, although they 
can be contemplated separately. Huayan masters speak of the fourfold 
Dharmadhātu. It does not mean that there are four different kinds of 
Dharmadhātu; rather, Dharmadhātu should be viewed from four different 
perspectives:

the Dharmadhātu of universality or li
the Dharmadhātu of particularity or shi
the Dharmadhātu of the nonobstructed relationship between li and shi
the Dharmadhātu of the nonobstructed interrelationship among shi

Fazang (643– 712), the third patriarch of the Huayan school, offered the best 
explanation of the fourfold Dharmadhātu in his “Essay on the Gold Lion.” The 
golden lion represents the Dharmadhātu, which can be examined from four 
different perspectives. When we concentrate on the gold only and not the lion, 
we see the Dharmadhātu of li. Gold as li is the ultimate reality. When we con-
centrate on the lion and not the gold, we see the Dharmadhātu of shi, the phe-
nomenal particulars. But when we realize that the gold cannot be separated 
from the lion, we see the nonobstructed relationship between li and shi. With-
out the gold, the lion cannot be cast. By the same token, without the form 
of the lion, gold is not manifested. Finally, when we realize that each part of 
the lion is identical with and interpenetrates every other part of the lion, we 
see the nonobstructed relationship among shi. This is so because all the parts 
of the lion are made of gold, they are identical. Moreover, since all the parts of 
the lion are of one nature, that of gold, they penetrate each other as well as the 
lion as a whole.

The fourfold Dharmadhatū of li and shi does not set up an unbridgeable 
chasm between the sacred and the profane. Like the One Mind of Tiantai, this 
vision endows the world here and now with moral and spiritual significance. 
This cosmic ecology echoes the belief “Heaven and humanity are united (tian-
ren heyi),” dated to ancient China.

Buddha nature, nature entailment, and the fourfold Dharmadhātu are three 
examples illustrating some distinctive features of Chinese Buddhism. Chinese 
Buddhist thinkers created new interpretations and new doctrines not found 
in Indian Buddhism. I suggest that Zhuhong (1535– 1615), the subject of the book, 
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is another contributor to the continuously evolving creative construction of 
Chinese Buddhism. Among other topics, this book discusses at some length 
Zhuhong’s views on the joint practice of Pure Land and Chan and the “Three 
Teachings in One.” These two movements are usually taken as examples of syn-
cretism. However, as I will argue below, Zhuhong did not mix Chan and Pure 
Land. Nor did he merge the teachings of Buddhism with those of Confucian-
ism and Daoism. Instead, he formulated a synthesis in both cases. Furthermore, 
Zhuhong was one of the masters who revived Buddhism after its earlier decline 
lasting some two hundred years. That is why I use “renewal” and “synthesis” in 
the title of the book. Zhuhong’s understanding of these two important trends 
should be seen as creative constructions similar to what I have discussed above.

THE JOINT PRACTICE OF PURE LAND AND CHAN

Zhuhong was not the first Buddhist master who taught the joint practice of 
Pure Land and Chan (Chan Jing shuangxiu). Yongming Yanshou (904– 975), who 
lived some five hundred years before his time, had already advocated it. From 
then on, other masters also promoted the practice. The joint practice of Chan 
and Pure Land is based on the claim that both lead to enlightenment by the 
stopping of delusive thoughts. However, the same term refers to two types of 
practice. While Yanshou taught that one should engage in both Chan medita-
tion and the Buddha invocation (nianfo) of Pure Land, other masters who lived 
after him as well as Zhuhong’s contemporaries used the name of Amitābha 
as a huatou, the critical phrase in a gong’an (kōan). For them, joint practice 
did not mean the simultaneous practice of Chan meditation and nianfo. 
Instead, they regarded nianfo as no different from Chan. It can in fact replace 
Chan. Since the intense calling of Buddha’s name will terminate discursive 
thought, it has the same effect as gong’an meditation. The invocation of A- mi- 
tuo- fo was therefore called nianfo gong’an. One asks, “Who is the one calling the 
name of the Buddha?” Using nianfo in this fashion became a means to arouse 
the “feeling of doubt,” the critical mental tension that drives one to reach 
awakening.

Zhuhong did not think one should engage in Chan and Pure Land practice 
simultaneously. He believed that when one concentrated on the name of 
Amitābha and used it as a huatou, one was already engaging in Chan medita-
tion and thus did not need any other huatou from Chan. For him, this was the 
joint practice of Chan and Pure Land. It was a synthesis in which the former 
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was subsumed under the latter. In addition, Zhuhong created a synthesis of 
two nianfo traditions within Pure Land Buddhism itself. It is for this reason 
that he was regarded as a Pure Land patriarch.

The two nianfo traditions of Pure Land Buddhism are Buddha contempla-
tion and Buddha invocation. They hinge on two different meanings of nianfo. 
Nianfo is the Chinese translation of the Sanskrit term Buddhānusmrti. It means 
originally the recollection or the bearing in mind of the attributes of the Bud-
dha. But because the character nian also means calling out or invoking, nianfo 
came to mean Buddha invocation instead of Buddha contemplation. The two 
traditions derived from different scriptures and had different methods of prac-
tice. While both emphasize nianfo, their interpretations of this term differ.

Huiyuan (334– 416) represents the tradition of Buddha contemplation in 
which nianfo means mental concentration on Amitābha. The Samādhi Sutra of 
Direct Encounter with the Buddhas of the Present (Pratyutpanna- buddha- 
sammukhāvasthita- samādhi Sutra, Banzhou sanmei jing) is regarded as the 
authoritative scripture. The goal is to have a vision of Amitābha in one’s sama-
dhi by visualization. Shandao (613– 681), the second Pure Land patriarch, rep-
resents a different tradition that can be traced back to Tanluan (476– 542) and 
Daochuo (562– 645). The authoritative scriptures in this tradition are the so- 
called Three Scriptures of the Pure Land: the Shorter Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra, the 
Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha, and the Visualization of Amitāyus Sutra. For this tradi-
tion, nianfo means the oral invocation of the name of Amitābha. Rebirth in 
the Western Paradise (Sukhāvatī) is regarded as the final goal by both tradi-
tions, but the former stresses the importance of “seeing Buddha” during sama-
dhi in this life.

Through a creative interpretation of the Tiantai concept of “One Mind” and 
the Huayan concepts of li and shi, Zhuhong sought to establish a synthesis of 
the two types of nianfo. His ideas about nianfo are set forth in his commentary 
on the Shorter Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra. The sutra tells people to “embrace the name 
and keep it in mind single- mindedly and without distraction.” Zhuhong’s teach-
ing on nianfo focuses on “One Mind” (single- mindedly) and “taking hold of the 
name.”

Why must one invoke the name with one mind? Even though our mind is 
originally pure, because of ignorance we have many delusive thoughts that 
are very difficult to stop. But when we recite the name of the Buddha, this 
one thought can dispel all others. When delusive thoughts are stopped by 
the thought of nianfo, this is nothing other than enlightenment. Moreover, 
there are two levels of “One Mind” that correspond to two kinds of “taking 
hold.” The lower one is shi (particularity) and the higher one li (universality). 
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10 Introduction

To take hold of the name with uninterrupted recollection and mindfulness 
results in the “one mind of particularity.” It can suppress but not destroy delu-
sion, for it leads to samadhi or concentration, but not wisdom. The higher 
“one mind of universality” is achieved with uninterrupted experience and 
embodiment. Because it destroys delusion, it leads to wisdom and not just 
samadhi. By contemplating Amitābha as no different from one’s own self, one 
realizes that “The mind is Pure Land, and self- nature is Amitābha.”

Zhuhong’s teaching on nianfo influenced later generations up to the pres-
ent time. Holmes Welch cited how the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land 
was carried out at Jiaoshan, a renowned Chan monastery, in the Republican 
period:

Many monasteries carried on the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land 
(ch’an- jing shuang- hsiu). This usually meant that they had both a meditation 
hall and a hall for reciting the buddha’s name. But there was also a special 
form of joint practice in one hall. This was to be found for example at 
 Jiao- shan. . . .  Most informants agreed that the hall at Jiao- shan could be 
referred to either as the “meditation hall” or as the “hall for reciting the bud-
dha’s name.” There seem to have been eight periods of work a day, arranged as 
at Ling- yen Shan, and each period was divided into circumambulation and 
sitting. While inmates circumambulated, they recited the buddha’s name 
aloud. While they sat, they either worked on a Ch’an hua- t’ou or employed 
“buddha’s name meditation” (nien- fo kuan). The latter included different tech-
niques for people at different stages of proficiency. Beginners used the tech-
nique termed “reciting buddha’s name while meditating on the buddha’s 
image” (kuan- hsiang nien- fo). That is, they would fix their eyes on the image 
in the hall. Those further advanced would attempt to visualize the form 
of Amitabha with their mind’s eye. This was termed “reciting buddha’s 
name while meditating on the mental image of the buddha” (kuan hsiang 
nien- fo). Those further advanced strove to avoid having any buddha to visual-
ize or any ego to do the visualizing. This was termed “reciting buddha’s 
name while meditating on the quintessence of the buddha” (shih- hsiang 
nien- fo).2

As will be discussed in chapter 3, the terms used to refer to the different 
types of nianfo here were the same ones formulated by Zhuhong. Closer to our 
time, the late Chan master Shengyan (1930– 2009), the founder of Dharma 
Drum Mountain (Fagu Shan), also followed this precedent. Intensive medita-
tion sessions called Foqi (Buddha Seven) and Chanqi (Chan Seven) lasting seven 
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days are carried out. During Chan meditation, in addition to the traditional 
huatou such as “What is wu?”, he also used, “Who is the one reciting the Bud-
dha’s name?”

THREE TEACHINGS IN ONE

Zhuhong, like his many contemporaries, both Buddhists and Confucians, par-
ticipated in the discourse of “Three Teachings in One.” The general under-
standing is that although Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism might differ 
in their teachings and practices, they share a common goal of self- realization 
by following the Way. Scholars used to call this movement an example of syn-
cretism, defined as the indiscriminate mixture of elements from different reli-
gions. But this is not an accurate description of Three Teachings in One as 
understood by Zhuhong. Like Buddhist masters before his time, Zhuhong 
adopted two methods for dealing with the relationship among the three reli-
gions. The first is to claim that Buddhism teaches the same values as Confu-
cianism and the second is to create a hierarchical system with Buddhism on 
top. The former is reminiscent of “matching of concepts” (geyi) practiced by 
early Buddhists before the time of Kumārajīva (344– 413). The latter is similar 
to the system of doctrinal classification (panjiao) created by the founders of 
Tiantai and Huayan Buddhism.

The first strategy is exemplified by Zhuhong’s matching of the Confucian 
cardinal virtue of filial piety with Buddhist sila or moral discipline, which, 
together with meditation and wisdom, is one of the three indispensable train-
ings for a monk. Zhuhong was famous for his emphasis on the Vinaya or monas-
tic discipline. He compiled texts about Vinaya rules for the education of monks, 
nuns, and novices. For his Yunqi Monastery, he instituted detailed rules and 
regulations governing every aspect of monastic life. He also revived the long 
defunct poșadha ceremony, the ritual of recitation of the prātimokșa precepts.

In the following examples, Zhuhong first equates filial piety with Buddhist 
moral discipline (sila), the second of the six perfections (pāramitā) of the bod-
hisattva path:

If one is filial to his parents, he will naturally be pleasant in his voice and 
will not say crude and unreasonable things; this is the discipline for the 
mouth. He is forever solicitous and never disobeys; this is the discipline for 
the body. He is full of sincere love and his mind will not harbor disloyal 
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12 Introduction

thoughts; this is the discipline for the mind. Filial piety has the power to stop 
evil, for one fears to disgrace one’s parents; this is the discipline of proper 
conduct. It can also induce the performance of good, for one wishes to glo-
rify one’s parents; this is the discipline of good dharma. Finally, filial piety 
also has the power to save others. Because of one’s love for one’s own parents, 
other people can often be moved to follow one’s example. Thus, this is also 
the discipline for saving sentient beings. To sum up, as long as one can be fil-
ial, his conduct will naturally be perfect. It is no wonder that the discipline is 
so interpreted. Aside from filial piety, is there any other discipline?3

He then extends filial piety to cover the other five perfections.

In accordance with the mind of compassion, one does not indulge in stingi-
ness; this is filial piety as charity. In accordance with the mind of submission, 
one does not indulge in anger; this is filial piety as patience. In accordance 
with the mind of perseverance, one does not indulge in laziness; this is filial 
piety as energy. In accordance with the mind of quietude, one does not indulge 
in absent- mindedness; this is filial piety as contemplation. And finally, in 
accordance with the mind of luminous knowledge, one does not indulge in 
delusion; this is then filial piety as wisdom.4

The second strategy favored by Buddhist thinkers is to create a classifica-
tion system of the three teachings similar to panjiao, the Buddhist doctrinal 
classification. Zongmi (780– 841), the patriarch revered by both Huayan and 
Chan, set an example. While he recognizes the value of Confucianism and Dao-
ism, he reserves the pride of place for Buddhism. In the preface to his essay 
“On the Original Nature of Man,” he states:

Confucius, Laozi, and Shākya Buddha were perfect sages. They established 
their teachings according to the demands of the age and the needs of the vari-
ous beings. They differ, therefore, in their approach. Buddhist teachings and 
non- Buddhist teachings, however, complement each other; they benefit peo-
ple, encourage them to perfect all good deeds, clarify the beginning and end 
of causal relationship, penetrate all phenomena (dharma), and throw light on 
[the relationship] between root and branch by which all things come into 
being. Although the teachings reflect the intentions of the sages, differences 
exist in that there are real and provisional doctrines. In that they encourage 
all perfection of good deeds, punish wicked ones, and reward good ones, all 
three teachings lead to the creation of an orderly society; for them they must 
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be observed with respect. In going to the root of things, Buddhism— since it 
examines all phenomena and, using every means, investigates their principles 
in an attempt to reveal their nature— decisively leads the other schools.5

Zhuhong was conciliatory toward Confucianism but critical toward Dao-
ism. If he were to produce a hierarchical schema, Buddhism would be first, 
Confucianism next, and Daoism last. This is clearly seen in his writings, let-
ters, and the Record of Self- knowledge (Zizhi lu), a morality book he composed 
late in life. For instance, he assigns twice the number of merit points when an 
act benefits Buddhism as he does when the same act benefits Confucianism 
or Daoism.

It is understandable, in the final analysis, that Zhuhong, like all Chinese 
Buddhist thinkers before him, had to address the relationship between Bud-
dhism and the other two religious and philosophical traditions. Like other emi-
nent monks, Zhuhong received a Confucian education and was familiar with 
the writings of Laozi and Zhuangzi. This knowledge was not erased from his 
memory when he became a monk. How to reconcile the Buddhist teachings 
he embraced with what he learned as a Confucian scholar must have been a 
question of intellectual and spiritual urgency. When Buddhists had to make 
sense of Buddhist scriptures with widely divergent teachings, they created the 
panjiao system. Might not that be the same motivating force which drove Bud-
dhist thinkers to engage in the discourse of Three Teachings in One? We can 
say the same about the Neo- Confucians, some of whom became Buddhist lay 
believers. Literati had been interested in reading Buddhist scriptures and 
engaging in conversations with famous abbots and renowned masters through-
out history. Two scriptures, the Sūrangama Sutra and the Sutra of Perfect Enlight-
enment, had enjoyed particular favor among the elites since the Song.6 For them 
too, how to reconcile their training as Confucians with their newly acquired 
Buddhist learning must have been pressing. It is therefore easy to understand 
why Confucians were similarly interested in investigating the relationship 
among the three teachings.

A BRIEF REVIEW OF SCHOLARSHIP  
ON POST- TANG BUDDHISM

As I stated in the preface, when I wrote my dissertation on Zhuhong, few stud-
ied Buddhism after the Tang dynasty. Neo- Confucianism attracted the lion’s 
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share of scholarly attention. Neo- Confucianism inaugurated an era of intense 
intellectual creativity in the Song and manifested new developments through-
out the Yuan, Ming, and Qing. There are many features of Neo- Confucianism 
that distinguish it from the Confucianism of the Qin and Han periods, one of 
which is a creative interaction with Buddhism and Daoism. Individual Neo- 
Confucians might approve or reject particular doctrines and practices, but they 
could not ignore the existence of Buddhism and Daoism. No one in any of these 
three traditions could work without being influenced by the other two. An 
adequate understanding of Neo- Confucianism therefore presupposes some 
knowledge of Buddhism and Daoism. A similar and perhaps equally compel-
ling case can be made for a Buddhist or Daoist to have knowledge about Neo- 
Confucianism. Moreover, since Buddhism and Daoism were in a subordinate 
position vis- à- vis Neo- Confucianism, which was more highly esteemed, Bud-
dhists and Daoists usually had to justify their causes by attempting some kind 
of reconciliation with the Neo- Confucian orthodoxy. Familiarity with Neo- 
Confucian ideas and the ability to engage in discourse with Neo- Confucians 
were among the important qualifications of an eminent monk. This was clearly 
the case with Zhuhong. In order to understand Zhuhong, it is therefore neces-
sary to consider him not only as a Ming Buddhist thinker but also as a Ming 
thinker.

The Song dynasty was equally important in the history of Chinese Bud-
dhism. In the decades since the publication of this book, significant new 
research has shown major developments in Buddhism taking place in this 
period. Miriam Levering wrote her dissertation on the famous Southern Song 
Chan Master Dahui (1089– 1163).7 Huang Ch’i- chiang wrote his dissertation on 
the Northern Song Chan Master Qisong (1007– 1072).8 Both discuss extensively 
the influence of these Buddhist masters on their literati audience. Robert Gim-
ello also examined closely the relationship between Buddhism and literati cul-
ture.9 T. Griffith Foulk, on the other hand, challenged the traditional view 
about the Chan tradition in the Song. He argued persuasively that the histori-
cal record did not support the conventional wisdom about the “golden age” of 
Chan in the Tang. Nor was Song Chan in decline. Such evaluations were reached 
earlier by taking the Song Chan discourse records (yulu) and lamp records (deng-
shi) at their face value without realizing, as he put it, that they “constituted 
what was essentially a body of religious mythology— a sacred history that served 
polemical, ritual, and didactic functions in the world of Song Chan.”10

The publication of Buddhism in the Sung in 1999 marked a major milestone 
in the study of Song Buddhism. In addition to the scholars mentioned above, 
Peter Gregory, Daniel Getz, Morten Schlütter, Daniel Stevenson, and Albert 
Weller contributed articles discussing different aspects of Song Buddhism. 
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Both Morton Schlütter11 and Albert Weller12 subsequently wrote monographs 
on Chan, reflecting the strong interest in the flourishing of Chan during the 
Song. But it was also during the Song that Tiantai Buddhism gained new life 
after the reintroduction of texts from Japan, lost during the 845 persecution. 
Two Tiantai masters, Ciyun Zunshi (963– 1032) and Siming Zhili (960– 1028), 
promoted releasing life and Buddha invocation, practices also advocated by 
Zhuhong. New scholarship on Yuan and Ming Buddhism in recent years has 
also broadened our knowledge. Natasha Heller’s book is on the Yuan master 
Zhongfen Mingben (1263– 1323).13 Scholars have devoted much attention to Ming 
Buddhism since the publication of my survey in the Cambridge History of China.14 
Jimmy Yu’s book on “self- inflicted violence,”15 Beverley Foulk McGuire’s book 
on Ouyi Zhixu (1599– 1655),16 and Dewei Zhang’s study of the relationship 
between the Ming court and Buddhism17 are some outstanding examples. Chen 
Yunü wrote extensively on the relationship between Buddhism and society and 
the interactions between monks and laypeople.18 Zhou Qi reviewed the Ming 
founder’s policies on Buddhism,19 and Song Kejun discussed Buddhist spiri-
tual cultivation seen in Ming novels.20

More recently, Jennifer Eichman studied the network Zhuhong’s Confucian 
followers formed by their common faith in Buddhism.21 Marcus Bingenheimer 
highlighted the importance of temple gazetteers in the construction of Putuo 
as the sacred island of Guanyin.22 Timothy Brook and Michael Walsh alerted 
us to the central role of land ownership for the long- term survival of monas-
teries.23 Jiang Wu’s book on Chan Buddhism in the seventeenth century, on 
the other hand, pioneered the study of Qing Buddhism.24

We now know that Buddhist masters in the Song and Ming had extensive 
connections with the Confucian literati, from whose milieu they themselves 
had usually come. We know the range of activities these masters engaged in, 
from giving sutra lectures, organizing lay associations, and building or reno-
vating monasteries to making efforts to revive monastic discipline and refor-
mulate Buddhist practices. Instead of the Tang, it was during the Song and 
Ming that Chan Buddhism reached its height of development.

ZHUHONG AND MING BUDDHISM

Throughout centuries individual Buddhist leaders often invoked the trope of 
mofa (decline of the Dharma) to lament the condition of the sangha or to 
institute reform. However, Buddhism in fact suffered great losses during the 
Ming. The founding emperor Taizu instituted a series of regulations designed 
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to control Buddhism, and his successor, the Yongle Emperor, enforced them. 
According to Timothy Brook, “These state policies were nearly a suppression, 
causing a separation between the sangha and society.”25 Buddhism suffered fur-
ther under the reign of Emperor Jiajing (r. 1522– 1566), who favored Daoism. 
Free ordination certificates ended in 1539. The ordination platform was closed 
in 1566 and not reinstated until 1613. For this reason, a whole generation of 
monks, including Zhuhong, could not be properly ordained. With the ascen-
sion of Emperor Wanli (r. 1573– 1620), the fortunes of Buddhism took a turn 
for the better. Both he and particularly his mother, Empress Dowager Li (1545– 
1614), were patrons of Buddhism. Zhuhong lived during this period.

It is helpful to look at the political and social conditions of the sixteenth 
and early seventeenth centuries. Two controversies created crisis at court: the 
“Great Rites Controversy”26 under Jiajing and the “Succession Issue” contro-
versy27 under Wanli. Both led to conflict between emperors and officials. Polit-
ical chaos created factionalism at court. Elites chose to resign from office and 
concentrated on local identity. They turned their attention to Wang Yangming’s 
philosophy of mind or Buddhism. The patronage of local gentry was an impor-
tant factor in the Buddhist revival. Unlike his colleagues Zibo Zhenke (1543– 
1603) and Hanshan Deqing (1546– 1623), who were actively involved with the 
court in the capital, Zhuhong based his monastic career entirely in Hangzhou, 
his hometown. Members of the local gentry, not members of the court or offi-
cials, were his followers and supporters.

There were political and economic reasons the gentry in the late Ming turned 
local and inward. Timothy Brook reminds us that between 1400 and 1600 the 
number of shengyuan or students in government schools increased twentyfold, 
greatly decreasing the chances of success in getting a higher degree and obtain-
ing an office. At the same time, due to the commoditization of land, many 
gentry families became wealthy landlords in the mid- Ming. While wealth made 
education possible, holding a degree did not guarantee either an official 
appointment or social status. Status therefore had to be created “through other, 
more intangible indicators, such as polite behavior, literary refinement, and 
cultural sensibility. Degrees alone were insufficient to set the true elite apart. 
Monastic patronage fit into this new repertoire of cultural gesture.”28 Accord-
ing to Brook, late Ming gentry chose to patronize Buddhism because by estab-
lishing local power, they could be free from that of the state.

It provided a public arena in which the gentry could convert status into 
power. . . .  By withdrawing to the monastic realm, the gentry publicized them-
selves as a unified, refined elite whose power derived not from the state but 
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from their own conduct. Their joint philanthropic undertakings, the work of 
private individuals positioned in a public context, enabled them, to some 
extent, to supersede the public authority of the state.29

The late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries are among the most active 
and creative periods in Chinese intellectual and religious history. To appreci-
ate this vitality and diversity, we need only recall that this was the period of 
such diverse individuals as the utopian activist He Xinyin (1517– 1579), the Donglin 
reformer Gao Panlong (1562– 1625), the historian- scholar Jiao Hong (1540– 
1620), and the brilliant iconoclast Li Zhi (1527– 1602),30 all of whom were con-
temporaries of Zhuhong. Chinese thinkers came into contact, if not to terms, 
with Catholicism and the Western scientific learning brought to China by the 
Jesuit missionaries. This period witnessed the beginning of a new emphasis on 
empiricism— the pursuit of “practical learning.” It was an age of critical reas-
sessment of the past, intense awareness of the present, and lively expectations 
for the future. Despite the multifarious interests, preoccupations, and causes 
that impelled these late Ming Neo- Confucian thinkers, many of them shared 
certain attitudes. As de Bary observed, these can be characterized as Confu-
cian forms of “liberalism and pragmatism.”31 Late Ming thinkers showed moral 
earnestness in the reformation of society. They were interested in practical 
methods of spiritual cultivation, and they valued solid, serious scholarship. The-
oretical discourse unrelated to practice was generally considered impractical 
and unbeneficial. Yet, since each person was accorded equal recognition as an 
autonomous being, the Neo- Confucians of the late Ming were tolerant of the 
opinions of others. While adherence to an orthodoxy was not entirely absent, 
the prevailing attitude was open- mindedness in regard to other teachings.

Late Ming Buddhists also reflected the spirit of the age. After two hundred 
years of relative obscurity, Buddhism received new energy through four monks 
of outstanding learning and charisma. In addition to Zhuhong, they were Zibo 
Zhenke, Hanshan Deqing, and Ouyi Zhixu. Their influence permeated the 
monastic and lay Buddhist communities of their times and charted the course 
for the development of Buddhism in later generations. Both monastic and lay 
Buddhism of the Qing, Republican period, and even today derived their doc-
trinal formulations and practical methods of cultivation from Ming precedents. 
The significance of lay Buddhism had already been demonstrated in the fourth 
century.32 Yet the Ming models claimed attention because of their proximity 
in time and the impact of their success. It is for this reason that we might con-
sider what happened in the last hundred years of the Ming a renewal of 
Buddhism.
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Zhuhong, Zhenke, Deqing, and Zhixu were very different individuals, in 
both temperament and accomplishments, but they too showed a remarkable 
consensus in their general attitudes and beliefs. They all saw the need for reviv-
ing Buddhism. They all felt that the most effective way to achieve this goal 
was to transcend sectarian rivalries, to stress religious cultivation over doctri-
nal specialization, and to arrive at an understanding of Confucianism.

R
This book is a first attempt to understand Ming Buddhism, using Zhuhong as 
a case study. Like most studies on individual monks, it shares the advantages 
as well as disadvantages of all case studies. Thus, although we have come to 
know well the lives and careers of some individuals, we have yet to benefit from 
thick- layered studies that will enable us to learn the concrete economic and 
social conditions of Buddhism at that time. As Jacques Gernet put it so aptly, 
“as far as religion is concerned, the social realities are always decisive.”33 For 
instance, how much land and property did a typical Ming monastery own? 
What kind of economic activities did the Ming monasteries engage in? How 
much did the patrons spend in building monasteries? Because of the fortunate 
preservation of documents from Dunhuang, Gernet was able to reconstruct 
the economic and social dimensions of Buddhism from the fifth to the tenth 
centuries. A similar book concentrating on the same aspects of Buddhism after 
the Tang will go a long way to further our understanding.

In this chapter I question the appropriateness of describing Chinese Bud-
dhism as either a transformation or a sinicization of Indian Buddhism. I argue 
that it may be more correct to view it as a creation or innovation. Chinese Bud-
dhists chose certain scriptures and philosophical ideas from available sources 
and made them their own. The same process is seen in their replacing stūpas 
with pagodas, or viharas with palacelike temple buildings. In other cases, such 
as the cult of Guanyin34 or the creation of icons of paired worship not based 
on scriptures,35 there were no preexisting Indian models. The Buddhism for-
mulated by Zhuhong can be seen in the same light.

The book is divided into two main parts, corresponding to Zhuhong’s two 
major activities: as a proselytizer of the lay Buddhist movement and as a leader 
of monastic reform. Chapter 2 deals with Zhuhong’s life, summarizing his major 
writings and his most important activities. Chapter 3 discusses the tradition 
of the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land. The views of Zhuhong and his 
spiritual predecessors on the meaning and function of nianfo are treated in 
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detail. The nature of Pure Land as a Buddhist school and Zhuhong’s relation-
ship to it are also dealt with at some length. Chapter 4 offers a detailed analy-
sis of Zhuhong’s role in the lay Buddhist movement. His theory of lay Buddhism 
is explored, and his methodology of lay practice receives more detailed scru-
tiny. Chapter 5 analyzes Zhuhong’s Record of Self- knowledge, a work written for 
his disciples and a general audience. Since its significance can be understood 
only within a larger context, the chapter includes a historical treatment of the 
development of morality books (shanshu). In particular, two morality books 
served as prototypes for this genre, the Taishang ganying pian (Treatise of the 
Exalted One on Response and Retribution) and the Gongguo ge (The Ledger of 
Merits and Demerits). As a morality book, the Record of Self- knowledge has a spe-
cial value. It is interesting both as an example of the Three Teachings in One, 
a trend prevalent in the Ming, and as the only morality book written by a lead-
ing Buddhist with the conscious intention of injecting Buddhist views and 
values into popular morality. A work of this nature serves as an excellent spec-
imen for the study of Buddhist attitudes toward Confucianism and Daoism. 
Since few morality books are available in English, a complete translation of the 
Record of Self- knowledge appears as Appendix 1 of this book.

Chapters 6 and 7 deal with the condition of the sangha and Zhuhong’s 
attempts at reform. Chapter 6 seeks to relate the causes of monastic decline to 
the external factors of long- standing government control (limitation of mon-
asteries, manipulation of ordination certificates, institution of monk officials). 
Chapter 7 is devoted to an analysis of internal causes of the monastic decline. 
These include the degeneration of Chan practice, the neglect of discipline, and 
secularization. Zhuhong’s response to the monastic crisis was to emphasize 
strict observance of the Vinaya, and he made the revival of monastic discipline 
one of his lifelong commitments. Chapter 8 presents both his opinions on 
monastic discipline and the actual measures applied at the monastery he 
founded, where he served as abbot for over forty years. A list of the monastic 
personnel of Yunqi, together with a description of their duties, is provided in 
appendix 2. Appendix 3 contains a translation of some sample rules Zhuhong 
instituted for his fellow monks at Yunqi. These are useful documents, for they 
reveal Zhuhong’s administrative ability and tell us about the daily routines and 
problems of managing a monastery in sixteenth- century China. Chapter 9 pro-
vides an assessment of Zhuhong’s life and work, along with some observations 
concerning Ming Buddhism in general.
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Zhuhong’s Life and Major Works

T he sources for Zhuhong’s biography are extensive. The primary 
sources include inscriptions and biographies written by 
Zhuhong’s friends, disciples, and lay followers; his own essays 

commemorating his parents and first wife; and incidental reminiscences scat-
tered through his writings.

The inscriptions and biographies include the following: (1) Deqing, “Gu Hang 
Yunqi Lianchi dashi taming” (Stupa Inscription of Master Lianchi of Yunqi in 
Old Hangzhou); (2) Wu Yingbin, “Liancong bazu Hangzhou gu Yunqi si zhong-
xing zunsu Lianchi dashi taming bing xu” (Stupa Inscription with Preface of 
Master Lianchi, the Eighth Patriarch of the Pure Land School and the Restorer 
of the Ancient Yunqi Monastery in Hangzhou); (3) Guangyun, “Yunqi benshi 
xinglue” (A Brief Biography of My Master Yunqi); (4) Yu Junxi, “Yunqi Lianchi 
dashi zhuan” (Biography of Master Lianchi of Yunqi). Except for the one by Yu 
Junxi, all are included in Zhuhong’s collected works, Yunqi fahui.1 The most 
important of Zhuhong’s own essays that make reference to his family back-
ground and early life are these: “Zishang buxiao wen” (Self- lamentation on My 
Lack of Filial Piety), “Xian kaobi yixing ji” (A Record of My Dead Parents’ 
Deeds), and “Zhang neiren zhiming” (A Memorial Inscription for My Wife, 
Zhang). These too are included in Yunqi fahui.2

There are also a considerable number of secondary sources, compiled dur-
ing the early Qing dynasty.3 They are often quite brief entries, some one or two 
pages in length and some just a few lines. Without exception, these sources are 
summaries or excerpts of materials listed among the primary sources, espe-
cially the inscriptions written by Deqing and the biography of Guangyun. 
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Wudeng yantong (Strict Genealogy of the Five Lamps), Wudeng quanshu (The 
Complete Works of the Five Lamps), and Xudeng cungao (Remaining Documents 
of the Continuation of the Lamps) are collections of biographies of Chan monks 
and not simply of monks in general. It is interesting to note that in all three 
Zhuhong, together with Daguan (Zibo Chenke) and Deqing, is listed in the 
section entitled “lineage unknown” (weixiang fasi). In the following discussion 
of Zhuhong’s life, activities, and writings, all references are to primary sources 
unless otherwise indicated.

Zhuhong was born on the twenty- second of the first month in the four-
teenth year of Jiaqing (February  23, 1535) in Renhe xian of Hangzhou in 
present- day Zhejiang, for centuries one of the most important Buddhist prov-
inces. The boy, named Fohui, was the eldest son of the old and locally promi-
nent Shen family. His parents were both forty- five when Zhuhong was born. 
His father, Dejian, never served in any official capacity, but according to 
Zhuhong, he was well read, skilled in calligraphy, and familiar with yin- yang 
philosophy, medicine, and divination.4 In his advice to Zhuhong, he often 
stressed the necessity for lifelong study, tolerance, and the ability to forgive 
others. He also cautioned his son against having anything to do with official-
dom. One should not take government money, weave cloth for the government, 
or serve as a guarantor or even a low- class copyist of government documents. 
Currying favors from officials or acting as a go- between on matters between 
the government and the common people was even more suspect. This advice 
left a deep impression on him. Years later, after Zhuhong became a monk, he 
said:

I took this instruction with deep respect. Afterward, when I looked around 
at my relatives and friends, I saw that of those who suffered misfortunes, seven 
or eight out of ten suffered them because of their involvement with officials. 
Reflecting upon this, I decided that to become an official myself was not some-
thing I would be willing to do. After I became a monk, I extended this admo-
nition even further and dared not go near officials. I told my disciples that 
they should not go into the households of officials to ask for donations, nor 
engage in any lawsuit with others relying upon their relationship with offi-
cials as support. Satisfied with poverty and keeping myself intact, I was for-
tunate to escape disaster. Although this prohibition is also found in Buddhist 
precepts, I really received it from my father.5

Yet despite this negative attitude toward officialdom, Zhuhong lived the 
first thirty- two years of his life as a conventional Confucian literatus. He 
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22 Zhuhong’s Life and Major Works

studied diligently and was quite outstanding among his classmates for his 
understanding of Confucian and Daoist classics. His father was interested 
in his studies, but told him that fame and prestige should be considered of 
secondary importance. When he was sixteen and studying very hard for the 
local examination away from home, his father wrote him a letter saying: 
“Fame and wealth are ordained by Heaven and you should not get too attached 
to them.” Zhuhong was moved to tears and replied: “I know that I am not as 
diligent as the others, but as far as my literary ability is concerned, there is no 
cause for anxiety.”6 The following year, at the age of seventeen, he passed the 
examination and became a zhusheng or student of the government school.

Aside from preparing for the higher examinations, he also began to study 
Buddhism and Daoism. He first became interested in Buddhism through an 
old woman living next door. Noticing that she would chant the name of the 
Buddha several thousand times a day, he asked why she did so. She answered 
that her late husband used to practice nianfo (Buddha invocation) and that 
when he died there was no illness. He simply bade farewell to members of the 
family and passed away peacefully.7 Zhuhong was so impressed by the story 
that he began to practice nianfo and put the motto “Birth and death are the 
Great Matter,” a favorite phrase used by students of Chan Buddhism, on his 
desk as a reminder. It was also around this time, if not earlier, that he discov-
ered the Record of Merits and Demerits, a famous morality book written in the 
Song dynasty. He reprinted and distributed copies free of charge. Later in life 
he used this book as the basis for writing the Record of Self- knowledge. We do 
not know the exact date of his becoming a lay Buddhist devotee (jushi), but by 
the age of twenty, when he got married, he already referred to himself as Lian-
chi Jushi. Lianchi (lotus pond) implied his desire for rebirth in the Western 
Paradise of the Pure Land. His wife bore him a son five years after the mar-
riage, but the child died in infancy and she herself died five years later. Evi-
dently she was a devoted wife, and Zhuhong remembered her with much fond-
ness. In an essay dedicated to her memory, there is this passage:

I was by nature lazy and uninterested in worldly affairs. You did everything 
yourself and never troubled me with it. Thus I could freely engage in philo-
sophical discussions or spiritual cultivation with classmates and friends and 
was never aware of any worries of this world. I worshipped the Buddha daily, 
and you made ceremonial banners yourself. You used the money from your 
dowry to buy offerings to the Buddha and never showed any sign of grudg-
ing. I followed a vegetarian diet in my daily life, so you were always careful to 
choose the vegetables for each meal and to serve the food without tasting it 
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first yourself. I loved to buy Buddhist scriptures, so whenever anyone came 
with them, you would buy them without letting me know and give them to 
me, saying: “I know this is what you value.”8

Besides keeping to a vegetarian diet and practicing nianfo, he also forbade the 
killing of animals for sacrificial purposes; he used fruits and vegetables as 
substitutes.

Yet for all his inclination toward Buddhism, Zhuhong might have remained 
only a lay believer. In Ming times it was quite common for an educated Con-
fucian to be familiar with Buddhist teachings and at some time during his life-
time to engage in one form of Buddhist practice or another. That Zhuhong 
cut his ties with the secular world completely and became a monk seems in all 
likelihood to have been bound up with his continued failures in the higher 
examinations and the repeated loss through death of the members of his fam-
ily. Within a short span of six years, he lost his son, his wife, and both parents. 
His father died when he was twenty- seven. At that time Zhuhong resolved that 
if he did not pass the provincial examination by the age of thirty and the met-
ropolitan examination by the age of forty, he would give up the ambition of 
pursuing an official career.9 His wife died when he was twenty- nine. His mother 
insisted that he remarry, and so he married a girl from a poor family named 
Tang. She was also a vegetarian and a believer in Buddhism. When he was 
thirty- one, his mother died. Success had also eluded him.

The final break occurred because of a trivial incident. There are three dif-
ferent versions of the story. In one version,10 he was reading Huideng ji (Collec-
tion of the Lamp of Wisdom)11 when he accidentally dropped a teacup and sud-
denly realized the futility of transient existence. In another version,12 the 
incident occurred on New Year’s Eve, when his wife served him tea. The cup 
suddenly broke as he was about to take it from her, and Zhuhong said, smil-
ing: “There is no existence without separation.” According to the third version,13 
it was also New Year’s Eve and it was the maid who broke a piece of blue- glazed 
china. When Zhuhong reprimanded her, his wife said: “There is a fixed des-
tiny for everything in the world, and this china also has its destiny.” Her words 
touched him to the quick, and he was said to have made up his mind to leave 
the world.

Whatever the details, it is clear that the incident was important only in a 
symbolic sense. He had no doubt been frustrated for a long time by his repeated 
academic failures. Frequent losses of his loved ones had further deepened his 
sense of the futility and of the transience of life. The breaking of the cup, though 
trivial in itself, was the culmination of a long, unconscious psychological 
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24 Zhuhong’s Life and Major Works

process. Perhaps the following poem, which he wrote for his wife on that occa-
sion, best expresses his feelings:

Did you not see the woman of our neighbor to the east?
 Healthy as a tigress, punctuating her days with frequent  

childbirths.
 Only last evening she was leaning against the door,
 But this morning has already returned to dust.
Did you also not see the lad of our neighbor to the west?
 Fierce as a dragon, sleeping soundly after a full evening meal.
 His soul left without ever returning;
 At dawn he entered the domain of Lord Yama [hell].
If people near us are like this,
 How much more uncertain are those distant and far away.
Just search at your leisure among our relatives and friends.
 So many deaths year in and year out.
I now believe in the poems of Ziyang [Zhang Boduan, a Song Daoist];
 What he said is really true.
Someone galloped in the streets only yesterday, but today his body rests 

in the coffin.
If someone is clever, then he does not sleep;
Others are the same as myself.
The fox and the hare look at each other, and neither is more secure than 

the other.
 Around us similar examples abound— 
Entering the wombs of horses and cows,
 It is truly pitiable: the travails of hell.
To return to the world as a man again
 Will be more difficult than fishing for a needle in the ocean.
As I sing this sad song, my heart is full of sorrow;
 Tears, like blood, flow drop by drop from my eyes.
I offer you these words as a memento of the life we shared together;
 Whether you accept them or not is for you to decide.14

In 1566, when he was thirty- two, he asked the monk Xingtian Li of Xishan 
(west of present- day Lin’an, Zhejiang) to shave his head. Then he received the 
complete precepts for a monk as well as those for a bodhisattva from the Vinaya 
master Wuzhen Yu at the ordination platform of the Zhaoqing Monastery in 
Hangzhou.15
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26 Zhuhong’s Life and Major Works

Zhuhong’s second wife took the vow of an upāsikā (a Buddhist laywoman 
who observes the first five precepts) at the same time he received his tonsure 
from Xingtian Li.16 She was then nineteen years old. After her own mother 
died, at the age of forty- seven, she became a nun and received the name Zhu-
jin. Some of Zhuhong’s prominent lay disciples, Song Yingchang and Zhu 
Zhongchun, among others, contributed money, bought a house in the city and 
rebuilt it as a nunnery. When she was fifty- nine, she was installed in it as the 
abbess. The nunnery was called Xiaoyi An (Abbey of Filial Piety and Righ-
teousness) to commemorate her filial piety and the generosity of the lay donors.17

Zhuhong’s relationship with his second wife was rather unusual and he later 
recalled her unselfish support with gratitude.18 Before he became a monk he 
wrote a letter, according to the required state procedure, requesting permis-
sion from the educational commissioner to enter the monastic order. His older 
brother tried to intercept the letter and thus thwart his aim, but when 
Zhuhong’s wife learned about it, she told Zhuhong. On the evening Zhuhong 
was to receive the tonsure, his relatives and friends tried to prevent him from 
doing so. They urged her to join them, but she answered that she had known 
for a long time about her husband’s desire for salvation and could not be 
expected to alter his resolve. Eventually she succeeded in persuading the 
others to give up the attempt. Several years later, when he was staying in 
the Waguan Monastery in Nanjing, he became critically ill. When his wife 
heard about it, she immediately prayed to the Dipper in the Daoist fashion 
for Zhuhong’s recovery. It is an interesting footnote to the religious life of 
this time that her Buddhist faith did not preclude her engaging in Daoist 
practices.

Her devotion apparently was regarded as exemplary. Zhuhong’s aunt, who 
was then the matriarch of the family, was moved to praise her conduct in front 
of all the women, saying: “Have you ever seen such a thing? She was deserted 
by her husband when he became a monk. But instead of feeling resentment 
she prays, even now, for his well- being. Such conduct is really rare. You ought 
to model yourselves after her.” Zhuhong felt that it was largely due to her under-
standing and sympathy that he could leave the world so resolutely. She died a 
year before Zhuhong and was later buried near her husband.

After Zhuhong became a monk, following the mendicant tradition he spent 
the next six years traveling throughout the country to seek instruction from 
prominent teachers. In the capital he visited the Chan masters Bianrong and 
Xiaoyan.19 According to Zhuhong, both monks passed away the year after he 
visited them.20 We are not given the year of his visit, but since he went back to 
Hangzhou in 1571, it must have been before that time. Although he did not 
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study under them long, he was apparently deeply impressed by what he learned, 
especially from Bianrong. Xiaoyan was a recluse who seldom received visitors.21 
Bianrong emphasized practice and left no writings behind. Zhuhong tells us 
about his first meeting with Bianrong:

After I came to the capital, I went, along with twenty other monks, to pay 
my respects to Master Bianrong. When we asked him for instruction, the mas-
ter told us we should neither seek profit and fame nor should we try to curry 
favor with the high and mighty. Rather, we should devote all our efforts to 
the Way. After we came out, some youths laughed, saying that they had 
expected to hear something unusual and questioning what good these plati-
tudes could do. I felt differently and thought that it was precisely this point 
that made the old man deserve respect. Even though he was reticent in speech, 
he could have quoted some clever sayings of former masters in order to impress 
people. That he did not do so was because he wanted to teach only what he 
himself practiced. This is a true, practicing Chan monk. We ought not to look 
down upon him.22

It was said that Zhuhong had his first enlightenment on his way to 
Dongchang (present- day Liaocheng in Shandong). He wrote the following verse 
on this occasion:

Things of twenty years ago may be held in doubt.
It is no wonder that I encounter my enlightenment three thousand li 

away.
Burning incense and throwing the halberd are idle dreams,
Māra and Buddha argue the right and the wrong in vain.

During these years of wandering, characteristically he did not forget his duty 
as a son. During the three years of mourning for his mother, he carried the 
wooden spirit tablet with him wherever he went and offered sacrifices at each 
meal.

Zhuhong took part in five sessions of Chan meditation held in different 
monasteries in the Zhejiang area, but he was so single- minded that not once 
did he bother to find out the names of monks sitting next to him. In 1571 
Zhuhong came to a village called Fancun on Mount Yunqi in his native Hang-
zhou. He found the quiet surroundings much to his liking and decided to 
remain there for the rest of his life. Two natives of the place, Chen Ruyu and 
Li Xiu, who were students at the national university, built a hut for him. He 
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continued his efforts at meditation, eating but once a day and fasting, at one 
time, for as long as seven days. It is said that he hung an iron plaque around 
his neck on which was written the words: “I will talk to people only when flow-
ers bloom on the iron tree.”

On Mount Yunqi were the remains of a monastery built in 967 for a Chan 
master known as the Tamer of Tigers (Fuhu Chanshi).23 This monk’s name was 
Zhifeng. He lived during the Five Dynasties (907– 960), the year of his death 
being the second year of Yongxi (985) of the Northern Song. He was known 
for his strict observance of Vinaya. Once during his meditation he was visited 
by a god who called himself the Guardian of Discipline (Hujie Shen). The god 
told him that he was almost perfect in his conduct except for occasional small 
breaches. Zhifeng immediately asked what his shortcomings were. The god 
answered that since even the water used in washing the begging bowl was a 
gift from donors, he should not throw it away as he usually did. From then on 
Zhifeng always drank the water. Another anecdote told of his compassion for 
tigers near his monastery in the mountains. He would beg for money in order 
to buy meat for the hungry tigers. It was said that the tigers would often wait 
for him to return and carry him back into the mountain.24

The Yunqi Monastery was destroyed by a flood in the seventh year of Hong-
zhi (1494) and had been left in ruins for the last seventy- odd years. When 
Zhuhong first came there, he was greatly attracted by the serenity and seclu-
sion of the place, but he had no intention of building a monastic center. In 
fact, he had quite negative feelings about establishing new monasteries, as this 
reflection shows:

Public monasteries are for the masses [to live in as monks], and they are, of 
course, a good thing. But one should take charge of them only after one has 
taken care of one’s own business. Otherwise, one will end up either wasting 
all one’s spirit and energy or becoming attached to worldly things. Thus it will 
cause one who has not attained the Truth never to get there, and one who has 
attained it to falter midway. In the case of restoring the Yunqi, each step was 
taken only after it was forced upon me by circumstances. I never tried to take 
any initiative in its restoration. Even so, I felt that I had suffered considerable 
harm [in my own religious cultivation].25

Despite his reluctance, Zhuhong consented to head the monastery. But his 
ambivalence about assuming the role of a religious leader seemed to persist. 
Later on in life, he expressed similar reservations about lay associations, yet 
he also consented to head at least one of them.
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Of the circumstances that precipitated the subsequent restoration of Yunqi 
Monastery, two events were most important: Zhuhong’s success in bringing 
sorely needed rain to relieve a serious drought, and his success in driving out 
tigers infesting the neighborhood. As a result of these feats, the local people 
volunteered to rebuild the monastery in order to show Zhuhong their 
gratitude.

The area around the mountain on which the monastery stood was said to 
be endangered by the presence of tigers. Each year more than twenty people 
and many more domestic animals were killed. To correct the situation Zhuhong 
recited some sutras and performed the Tantric ritual of “bestowing food on 
hungry ghosts” (shishi). In the end, he claimed that the tigers were pacified and 
no longer harmed people.26 But apparently this was not quite the case, for in 
the twenty- fourth year of Wanli (1596) Zhuhong performed another service to 
pacify the tigers. The text of the prayer used in the service, which has been 
preserved, throws some light on the procedure:

In the tenth month of the twenty- fourth year of Wanli, Dingbei, Wudu, and 
some other villages in Qiantang xian of our prefecture suffered from the harm 
caused by tigers. Many people and domestic animals were killed. So- and- so 
from our village came to me and asked me to pray for relief. I believe that 
human beings and tigers originally possess the same nature, and the cause for 
the destruction lies in hatred inherited from the past. If we capture the tigers, 
then we harm one another. If we drive them away, then what is the difference 
between us and other people? Thus we must perform fasting and create merit 
so that we may hope to transform them silently and the harm will quietly dis-
appear. Therefore in the Miaojing Monastery of Huangshan in this realm I 
assembled the sangha and set up the bodhimaṇḍa [a place for religious offer-
ings] to pray for relief and ward off this calamity. The service lasted five days 
and nights. It was satisfactorily concluded on such- and- such a date. During 
the ceremony, incense, candles, fruits, and refreshments were respectfully 
offered and the monks were asked sincerely to prostrate themselves in front 
of the twelve scriptures containing the penitential rites which originated with 
Emperor Wu of Liang (Lianghuang chanfa). Throughout the night, the Tantric 
ritual of feeding the flaming mouth [i.e., of the hungry ghosts, yujia yankou] 
was performed. With the merit accrued thereby, I further prayed to all the 
saints who had tamed tigers since ancient times, asking them to carry this 
prayer to the gods of the mountains and the earth in all directions. I beseeched 
those who had harmed the lives of tigers in their previous lives to renounce 
their anger and resentment, so that the tigers would not seek retribution. I 
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hope those who are attacked by tigers today can all be soon reborn into one 
of the good realms of rebirth for sentient beings, and that they will not fall 
into the evil ones. Man does not intend to harm tigers, so if he but cultivate 
the heart of compassion, he will forever relinquish killing; neither do tigers 
want to injure men on purpose, and we hope that they will speedily live out 
their present incarnations and depart from the wheel of suffering. The effi-
cacy of this service will extend protection even to the smallest species of sen-
tient beings and enable the lost souls who have wandered in limbo for many 
generations to achieve early release. May everyone plant the seed of enlight-
enment; may the whole world become the land of bliss.27

According to the story handed down,28 in the same year (fifth year of Long-
qing, 1571) there was a serious drought. The villagers begged Zhuhong to pray 
for rain. At first he refused, saying, “I only know how to recite the name of the 
Buddha; I have no other magical skills.” Yet they insisted and in the end pre-
vailed upon him to perform the ritual. He went out to the rice fields and, while 
beating on a wooden fish (a small drum) and walking around the fields, recited 
the name of the Buddha. It rained in the area he covered. The villagers, amazed 
by his ability and deeply grateful, came forward with wood and tools and 
offered to rebuild the abandoned temple. They said: “Since the Chan master 
has benefited our village, we want to build a new temple on the old site, so 
that the burning of incense will last forever in our midst.” The temple was fin-
ished in a short time. There was no elaborate outer gate, nor main hall in the 
middle. The only buildings were the Meditation Hall, where the monks worked, 
and the Dharma Hall, where the scriptures and statues were kept. Despite 
Zhuhong’s initial hesitation, the Yunqi Monastery gradually became a center 
of Buddhist training. He made the practice of Pure Land the primary goal for 
the monastic community. During the winter, sitting in meditation (zuochan) 
was the main pursuit, while lecturing on the scriptures was secondary.

A general problem in interpreting the biographies of monks is that of 
distinguishing history from hagiography. In this case, the only available 
sources include the testimony of Zhuhong and his followers concerning the 
miraculous feats of taming the tigers and producing rain. Yet whether these 
miracles actually took place may be less important than what people made 
of them. Functionally speaking, it was the performance of these rites and their 
assumed validity that served to bind the villagers and Zhuhong together. 
Temple building by private citizens had, after all, always been one of the 
three common means for the building of temples since the Tang dynasty; the 
other two had been their construction by monks and by official patronage.29 
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According to Eberhard, who made a study of temple- building activities in 
post- Tang times, “of all temples the percentage of those built by private per-
sons remained between 20 and 40% of the total, but in those periods in which 
government building was strong, building by monks was weak and vice 
versa.”30 The periods when temple building by the government was strongest 
were around 950 (61 percent), 1150 (47 percent), and 1500 (48 percent). Those 
periods when temple building by monks was strongest were around 850 
(70 percent), 1050 (56 percent), and 1400 (56 percent); private citizens were 
most active around 1200 (39 percent), 1300 (36 percent), and 1800 (40 percent). 
The interesting thing to note about the period of roughly a century when 
Zhuhong was active (1550– 1650), which happened to be the second highest 
peak of temple- building activities since 900, is that government- sponsored 
building dropped from 43 to 33 percent. The lowest point, 28 percent, was 
reached in 1600, by which time monk- initiated temple building had increased 
from 27 to 43 percent. Temple building by private citizens, however, remained 
constant at 31 percent until 1600, and then dropped to 24 percent around 
1650. The trend during this period was clearly the rise of temple building by 
monks.

Thus, although the revival of Yunqi did not follow the general trend, it does 
afford us some insight into the origins and characteristics of a temple built by 
voluntary contributions from local citizenry. When a monastery was estab-
lished by the local people, the effort usually but not invariably involved the 
approval and encouragement of a revered monk by the gentry- official class in 
return for deeds beneficial to the community in the past and for future spiri-
tual guidance. As for the monk, once installed he felt responsibility for and a 
sense of obligation to the community. One can speculate that this kind of rela-
tionship between monastery and community might, because of mutual loy-
alty, ensure a long existence for the monastery. As a matter of fact, Yunqi was 
reported to be still alive and active at least up to World War II, as evidenced 
by the publication of a history of the monastery in 1934.31 The monastery is 
also mentioned in Shina Bukkyō shiseki (Historical Monuments of Chinese Bud-
dhism) by Sekino Tadashi and Tokiwa Daijō, who saw it during their study 
tour of Chinese monasteries and monuments in the 1920s.32

Zhuhong showed his sensitivity to the needs of the community on many 
other occasions. In the sixteenth year of Wanli (1588), the neighborhood was 
ravaged by a plague that resulted from continual drought and natural disas-
ters. The price of grain rose sharply; those who did not die of the plague suc-
cumbed to starvation. At the request of Prefect Yu Liangshu, Zhuhong per-
formed the Tantric ritual of relieving the “flaming mouths” at the Lingzhi 
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monastery in order to avert disaster, secure blessing for the country, and safe-
guard the people. It lasted for seven days and nights. Assembled monks recited 
the Diamond Sutra, the chapter called “The Ground of Mind of Bodhisattva Pre-
cepts” (Busajie xindi pin) of the Sutra of Brahma’s Net, the Sutra of the Virtue of the 
Original Vow of Bhaiṣajya- guru- vaiḍūryaprabhāṣa, the Buddha of Medicine (Yaoshi 
liuliguang rulai benyuan gongde jing), the Lotus Sutra, and the chapter called “The 
Vows of Bodhisattva Samantabhadra” (Buxian xingyuan pin) of the Avataṁsaka 
Sutra.33 It was reported that at the end of the ritual, the plague abated. On 
another occasion, Prefect Yu asked Zhuhong to head a fundraising campaign 
to rebuild the bridge called Zhuqiao (Vermilion Bridge), which had been 
washed away by tides. Transportation was interrupted and travelers complained 
of hardships. Zhuhung asked every resident, no matter whether rich or poor, 
to contribute one eight- hundredth of a tael of silver. The reason for choosing 
the “eight” in the eight- hundredth was that it symbolized kun or “earth” and 
therefore could curb “water.” Before long the needed fund was gathered. It was 
said that because Zhuhung recited spells (zhou, mantras) on the site when the 
foundation was ready to be laid, the tide did not come for several days and 
thus it was possible to finish the bridge in time.34

It is an intriguing question to what extent Zhuhong’s social and commu-
nity activities were motivated by his concern for the welfare of the common 
people and to what extent they were motivated by a sense of obligation 
toward his lay supporters. We know that Yunqi relied entirely on popular 
contributions:

For fifty years since the establishment of the monastery . . .  more than a few 
thousand people often resided in the temple. He [Zhuhong] did not seek out 
permanent donors, but allowed them to come forward of their own accord. 
As soon as there was surplus income, he distributed it to other temples. He 
did not let it accumulate in the treasury. If there were people who offered 
fruits or money to the master aside from the usual vegetarian feasts, he would 
accept them and then immediately exchange them for clothing and medicine 
to give to the poor and sick.35

Recognizing the economic dependence of Yunqi, some Japanese scholars 
have suggested that Zhuhong may have accommodated himself and his teach-
ing to a lay following which came to consist largely of the official- literati class. 
Oura Masahiro36 further suggests that, despite the fact that Zhuhong received 
a great deal of help from the common people in reviving Yunqi, loyalty to him 
later lay more in the prestigious and influential official- literati class from which 
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he himself came than in the common people. But the evidence for this is not 
convincing, and the implied dichotomy between genuine compassion and 
opportunistic accommodation in Zhuhong’s motives seems artificial and arbi-
trary. Zhuhong’s interest in the common people cannot be doubted simply 
because he was also interested in gaining adherents among the official- literati 
class. There was a tacit understanding that by accepting lay support, he was 
also accepting responsibility for the community’s welfare when the occasion 
arose. The local government was responsible for famine relief and repair of 
bridges, but the leading priests and monks of the community were usually 
expected to lend support and blessing to these enterprises. In fact, the active 
participation of monasteries in community activities had been a Buddhist tra-
dition since the Tang. Monasteries then not only served as hostels for travelers 
but also managed the Inexhaustible Treasuries (wujincang), so that they func-
tioned as safe- deposit vaults, pawnbrokers, and loan associations for the entire 
community.37 There was also the institution of beitian (fields of compassion), 
tracts of land set aside by monasteries for the purpose of social relief. The pro-
ceeds from this land were used to establish hospitals and dispensaries for the 
sick, feeding stations for the hungry, and sanctuaries for the aged and the ill. 
Other examples were the establishment of bathhouses within the temple pre-
cincts and rest houses along the roads to famous shrines, or such projects as 
road building, bridge construction, well digging, and the planting of trees along 
the highways.38 Although Zhuhong did not mention these historical precedents, 
it seems certain that both he and his followers were aware of their existence.

After the restoration of Yunqi, Zhuhong stayed there as its abbot until his 
death in 1615. He succeeded in making Yunqi a model of Pure Land practice, 
strict observance of monastic discipline, and active lay following. In spite of 
his early training in the Chan school, he emphasized the Pure Land approach 
to salvation more and more. In one year, the twelfth year of Wanli (1584), he 
completed two works. They were Amituojing shuchao (YQFH 6– 9), a commen-
tary on the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra (the most fundamental sutra of the 
Pure Land school), and a collection of biographies of Pure Land practitioners 
who were believed to have achieved rebirth in the Western Paradise, Wang-
sheng ji (YQFH 16). These were Zhuhong’s earliest written works, and they 
pointed in the direction his teachings subsequently took.

Most latter- day adherents and scholars of Buddhism have regarded Zhuhong 
as the last influential thinker in the tradition of syncretism between the Pure 
Land and Chan schools.39 If syncretism implies the combination of two equally 
significant elements, then it cannot be said that Zhuhong syncretized Pure 
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Land and Chan. Rather, as will be shown in subsequent chapters, Zhuhong 
tried to advocate the Pure Land doctrine, and specifically the recitation of the 
Buddha’s name, as the all- inclusive approach to Buddhism. To facilitate its 
acceptance, he also accepted Chan, Huayan, Tiantai, and even Tantric tenets 
as valid. However, his acceptance of them was always accompanied by the real-
ization that the Pure Land approach was most effective and suitable for his 
era. In other words, according to Zhuhong, one could achieve salvation as well 
as enlightenment by nianfo (recitation of the Buddha’s name) alone, even if one 
did not engage in the other forms of cultivation, but the converse would not 
be true.

Zhuhong’s second preoccupation was the revitalization of the Buddhist 
Vinaya. This can also be seen in the order and quantity of his writing. After 
the works concerning Pure Land, the next two were about Vinaya. Zimen 
chongxing lu (YQFH 15), a collection of accounts of the exemplary conduct of 
monks noted for their strict observation of Buddhist precepts, came out in the 
thirteenth year of Wanli (1585). Two years later, he wrote Jieshu fayin (YQFH 
1– 4), which was an explanation of Zhiyi’s commentary on the section of bod-
hisattva precepts contained in the Sutra of Brahma’s Net. This work was espe-
cially significant because it provided a theoretical rationale for monastic dis-
cipline and also had considerable impact on lay Buddhism. In his comments 
throughout the text, he tried to complement the Buddhist concept of compas-
sion with the Confucian concept of filial piety. He also suggested not killing, 
release of animals, and a vegetarian diet as essential to fulfilling the demands 
of compassion and filial piety. His essay on the same theme, entitled “To Refrain 
from Killing and to Release Sentient Beings,”40 became a classic in its genre. It 
also started a vogue in lay circles to organize societies for releasing life (fang-
sheng hui), organizations that tried to raise funds to build “ponds of released 
life” (fangshengchi) and to get together at definite intervals to set free captured 
birds, fish, and other animals.

In the administration of Yunqi, Zhuhong’s ability both as a Vinaya master 
and as a competent abbot shone forth. He instituted detailed rules and regu-
lations governing every aspect of the monastic life, Yunqi gongzhu guiyue (Rules 
and Agreements for Communal Living at Yunqi, YQFH 32). He selected, con-
densed, and compiled various texts about Vinaya rules for the education of 
monks, nuns, and novices. He also reinstated the poṣadha ceremony, the ritual 
of recitation of the prātimokṣa precepts, which had fallen into disuse since the 
Tang dynasty. At this ritual the five precepts, the ten precepts, the complete 
set of 250 precepts for a monk, and finally the ten grave and forty- eight light 
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precepts for a bodhisattva were recited in front of an assembly of all the monks 
of the temple. Offenses were then to be confessed and the precepts received 
anew. This was still the practice three centuries later in China.

Zhuhong died on the fourth day of the seventh month in the forty- third 
year of Wanli (1615), at the age of eighty- one sui.41 Shortly before he died, he 
went into the city to bid farewell to his disciples. He went first to the lay believer 
Song Shouyi, and then to everyone he knew. He told them that he was going 
to another place soon. The night before he died he went into his room, closed 
his eyes, and did not say a word. When the monks at Yunqi realized he was 
going to die, they sent for the lay disciples in the city, and all gathered around 
him. His last words were, “You should recite the name of the Buddha with a 
sincere heart. Do not try other tricks, and do not violate my rules.” He did not 
appoint a successor, but specified that the person must be perfect in his under-
standing and morality and that seniority in ordination should be taken as the 
criterion.42 After Zhuhong’s death, two of his lay disciples, Zou Kuangming 
and Wang Yuchun, spent ten days gathering together all his writings. But the 
actual printing of the collected works did not take place until ten years later, 
in the fourth year of Tianqi (1624), as a collective endeavor of eighteen monks 
and thirty- eight lay devotees, all of whom were Zhuhong’s disciples. The com-
plete works, named Yunqi fahui by Song Shouyi, were divided into three main 
divisions and consisted of thirty- four juan in all.43
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Zhuhong and the Joint Practice of 
Pure Land and Chan

H akuin (1686– 1769), the famous Japanese Zen master, was 
Zhuhong’s most vehement critic. In one of his works, the Orat-
egama Zokushū, he made the following comment:

Toward the end of the Ming dynasty there appeared a man known as Zhuhong 
from Yunqi. His talents were not sufficient to tackle the mysteries of Zen, nor 
had he the eye to see into the Way. As he studied onward he could not gain 
the delights of Nirvana; as he retrogressed, he suffered from the terrors of the 
cycle of birth and death. Finally, unable to stand his distress, he was attracted 
to the memory of Huiyuan’s Lotus Society. He abandoned the “steepness” tech-
nique of the founders of Zen, and calling himself the “Great Master of the 
Lotus Pond,” he wrote a commentary on the Amitāyus Sūtra, advocated strongly 
the teaching relating to the calling of the Buddha’s name, and displayed an 
incredibly shallow understanding of Zen.1

In his indignation, Hakuin somewhat misstated the facts. It is true, as we have 
seen, that Zhuhong was attracted by Pure Land practice— specifically by nianfo 
or the calling of the Buddha’s name— even before he became a monk. It is also 
true that he wrote a commentary on a sutra— not, incidentally, on the Amitāyus 
Sutra, but on the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra, and not late and after his fail-
ure to progress in Chan meditation, but early in his career. Nevertheless, 
Hakuin’s main point was valid, for throughout his career Zhuhong had sought 
to combine Pure Land recitation of the Buddha’s name with Chan meditation 
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on gong’an (kōan). It was precisely with respect to this issue that Hakuin found 
fault with Zhuhong.

Hakuin set forth his objections to the mixing of Pure Land and Chan in 
these words:

How sad indeed! The great teachings withered and vulgar concepts arose; the 
old songs died out and banalities flourished. A hundred years ago the true style 
changed, and Zen followers adopted an obnoxious teaching. Those who would 
combine Pure Land with Zen are [as common] as hemp and millet. In olden 
times outward appearance was the śrāvaka practice, the internal mystery 
was the bodhisattva Way. Nowadays outward appearance is the Zen teaching, 
and the inner mystery is the Pure Land practice. It is just like mixing milk 
and water in one vessel.2

Hakuin, a defender of the purity of the Zen tradition, attacked Zhuhong 
because the latter introduced Pure Land elements into Chan and thereby 
corrupted the “steepness” method of the Chan practice. A close reading of these 
passages and others gives the impression that Hakuin regarded Zhuhong as the 
initiator of the dual practice of Pure Land and Chan. While he was certainly 
not its initiator, Zhuhong did play an important role in its popularization. Ouyi 
Zhixu, another famous late Ming Buddhist master, was deeply influenced by 
Zhuhong and in his early career continued the effort to popularize the combi-
nation of Pure Land and Chan. Most Buddhist monks recognized the validity 
of this approach during the Ming, and it is probable that Chan monks contin-
ued to practice nianfo during the Qing as well. In his description of Buddhism 
during the Republican period, Holmes Welch notes that most monasteries, 
especially the most famous ones, maintained the joint practice of Chan and 
Pure Land, either through the establishment of both a meditation hall and a 
hall for reciting the Buddha’s name, or by the incorporation of the two prac-
tices in a single hall as was the case at Jiaoshan.3 According to Ogasawara, it 
was Emperor Yongzheng of the Qing who adopted Zhuhong’s idea by decree-
ing the establishment of both a meditation hall (chan tang) and a hall for the 
recitation of the Buddha’s name (nianfo tang) in the same monastery.4 The prac-
tice at Jiaoshan, moreover, appears to have been copied from that carried out 
at Zhuhong’s Yunqi Monastery.5 Hakuin was quite right to trace the prevalence 
of the joint practice of Pure Land and Chan to Zhuhong’s ideas and activities.

As we have seen, Zhuhong was not included in the lineages of any of the 
Chan schools. He was, however, posthumously named the eighth patriarch of 
the Pure Land school.6 Could this imply that the joint practice of Pure Land 
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and Chan was advocated only by the Pure Land school? Could it reflect the 
effort of Pure Land Buddhists to change the image of their school as the sim-
ple faith of the unsophisticated? Can one assume that this kind of syncretic 
practice was endorsed by Pure Land practitioners because it was more popu-
lar in orientation and hence more suited to nonsectarian accommodation?

An examination of the available evidence suggests that such questions are 
really inappropriate. In the context of Ming Buddhism it is hardly valid to make 
a clear- cut distinction between an orthodox Chan tradition of “steepness” and 
a popular Pure Land school with syncretic tendencies. We cannot even be cer-
tain that there was a Pure Land school in the same sense that there was a 
Tiantai school or a Chan school. To be sure, there were several Pure Land tra-
ditions, but there was no single Pure Land school with a genuine patriarchal 
transmission. The list of Pure Land patriarchs is more likely to have been a 
creation of certain pious latter- day Buddhists. The question of the authentic-
ity of a Pure Land school and Zhuhong’s place in it will be reserved for later 
discussion; here it will be useful to review briefly the situation of Chan Bud-
dhism during the Ming dynasty.

CHAN BUDDHISM IN THE LATE MING

In Zhuhong’s time, there were definitely Chan monks and Chan schools. To 
be specific, there were two Chan sects, the Linji and the Caodong. In the his-
tory of Chinese Buddhism, the persecution of the Huichang era (842– 845) 
marked a watershed. After this time, only Chan and Pure Land teachings con-
tinued to exert any influence. By the middle of the ninth century, the South-
ern School of Chan had won the day. This school regarded Huineng as the sixth 
patriarch and the legitimate heir to the Chan teachings brought to China by 
Bodhidharma. The Northern School, which acclaimed the famous priest 
Shenxiu as its leader, had come to prominence before the Southern School, 
but had been unable to hold out against the latter.7 It was from the Southern 
School that all later Chan sects were to trace their line of descent. The exact 
date when the five Chan sects or the Five Houses came to be generally recog-
nized cannot be ascertained. This term, however, appears to have been in use 
during the period of the Five Dynasties (907– 960) not long after the death of 
Fayan (885– 985), the founder of the last of the Five Houses.8 Although all of 
them traced their lineages directly to Huineng, it was Huineng’s disciples 
Nanyue Huairang (677– 744) and Qingyuan Xingsi (d. 740), and especially their 
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famous heirs, Mazu Daoyi (709– 788) and Shitou Xiqian (700– 790), who were 
the real founders of the later sects.9

Many legends grew up around Mazu and Shitou. Both produced many disci-
ples, and their schools developed into flourishing establishments; indeed, all 
the famous Masters of the late Tang dynasty derived from them. An often- 
quoted passage describes their fame: “In Jiangxi the Master was Daji [Mazu]; 
in Hunan the Master was Shitou. People went back and forth between them 
all the time, and those who never met these two great Masters were completely 
ignorant.” Their connection with the Sixth Patriarch is obscure; but there is 
no doubt that they adopted him as their Patriarch.10

The Linji and Guiyang sects can be traced to Mazu, while the Caodong, Yun-
men, and Fayan sects are traced to Shitou. Although these five branches were 
still active by the beginning of the twelfth century, the Linji and Yunmen sects 
occupied a dominant position. Emperor Huizong of the Northern Song (r. 1101– 
1125) summarized the situation of the Chan sects of his time in a preface he 
wrote for a work on Chan history:

After Nanyue and Qingyuan, [Chan Buddhism] has been divided into five 
sects (wuzong). Each developed its own tradition and taught according to the 
differences in the learners’ talents. Although they differ in particular empha-
ses, their goals are still the same. . . .  These sects have benefited sentient beings 
and enabled many people to reach enlightenment. Each has spread wide in 
influence and put forth luxuriant foliage, but the two sects of Yunmen and 
Linji now dominate the whole world.11

The Linji sect continued to play a dominant role during the Southern Song, 
but the Yunmen sect was supplanted by Caodong, which first emerged in 
importance during the Southern Song and achieved a position of prominence 
by the end of the dynasty.12 During the Yuan dynasty, famous monks who had 
influence at court belonged either to the Linji or to the Caodong sect.13

Both the Linji and Caodong sects were still active during the Ming dynasty, 
and one might ask why Zhuhong was not affiliated with either of them. But 
Zhuhong was not the only case. As mentioned earlier, Zhenke, Deqing, and 
Zhixu were also listed in the “lineage unknown” section of the biographies of 
Chan monks. Was their absence from the rolls of the Linji and Caodong sects 
due, as Hakuin would have put it, to their “incredibly shallow understanding 
of Zen”? Or was their exclusion due to a deliberate choice? Rather than being 
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barred from the Chan sects, these monks may have decided not to affiliate with 
either because they saw little significance in such an affiliation. It appeared 
that by the end of the Ming, the Chan tradition had become so bankrupt that 
to be associated with it may have been more of a liability than an asset.

The decline of Chan certainly did not begin in Zhuhong’s time. Konggu Jing-
long (b. 1393), a twentieth- generation Linji Chan master during the early years 
of the Ming dynasty,14 had this to say about the condition of Chan:

Since the end of the Song dynasty, the method of Chan instruction has been 
substandard, and the quality of students has also been very inferior. Thus the 
mysterious art has been corrupted, and what is now transmitted is just a dead 
technique (sifa). Originally there was neither string nor bondage, but when 
you bind yourself with a nonexistent string, you are no longer a living person. 
Nowadays, people cling to artificial rules and mechanical, lifeless gong’an. Con-
sequently they become attached to a one- sided view and have no way of gain-
ing awakening.15

The kind of lifeless Chan he was condemning was one that rejected nianfo 
and sutra recitation. According to Jinglong, this purist approach to Chan med-
itation was a misunderstanding of the true spirit of Chan. He explained it 
this way:

Those who hold fast to Chan meditation and work on some critical phrase 
(huatou) regard themselves as carrying out the true cultivation of quiescence. 
They do not believe that they ought to do anything else. Thus they never prac-
tice nianfo, nor do they engage in daily worship and sutra recitation. For 
them, there is “only Chan, but no Pure Land.” This kind of Chan meditation, 
however, is not the correct way, for to hold on to a dead huatou is to be no 
different from a clod of earth or a piece of tile. Of those persons who fall into 
this sickness, nine out of ten will have no way out. Chan is alive. It is like a 
gourd on top of water. It turns around whenever it is touched. Therefore, it 
has been said that one should meditate on the living meanings of the patri-
archs, not on some dead phrases. If one carries out Chan meditation in this 
way, he will not neglect either rebirth in the Pure Land through nianfo, nor 
morning and evening worship, nor sutra recitation; for whether one turns left 
or right, one will always encounter the Way.16

Signs of spiritual stagnation were even more pronounced by Zhuhong’s time. 
Chapter 7 will take up Zhuhong’s detailed criticisms of the monastic order in 
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general and Chan practice in particular. Here, however, we will turn our atten-
tion to observations concerning Chan cultivation made by two of Zhuhong’s 
contemporaries.

In his autobiography, Deqing made this entry under the forty- fourth year 
of Jiaqing (1565).

Master Yungu set up a Chan semester at Tianjie [Monastery], and used the 
gong’an, “Who is the one reciting the Buddha’s name?” Before this time, Chan 
was not known south of the Yangzi. Master Yungu was the first one to advo-
cate the practice of Chan. I am the only one among the young monks who 
practiced Chan. At that time, the monks living in the monastery all wore ordi-
nary clothes of various colors. I threw away all my old clothes and was alone 
in wearing a monk’s robe. Those who saw me thought that I was strange.17

Deqing’s claim that Chan was not practiced in the south until Yungu initi-
ated it through the use of nianfo gong’an is probably an exaggeration. That Yungu 
used the nianfo gong’an and was then regarded as the leader in reviving a 
defunct Chan tradition does, however, reveal much about the religious cli-
mate of the time. For it was precisely this nianfo gong’an containing the ques-
tion “Who is the one reciting the Buddha’s name?” that consistently marked 
the tradition of the dual practice of Pure Land and Chan. Whether Yungu 
was really the first monk to introduce Chan meditation to the area south of 
the Yangzi is not really the important point. Of far greater significance to the 
argument presented here is the fact that Deqing, who regarded himself as a 
Chan monk and spent a good deal of his energy advocating Chan cultivation, 
equated the dual practice of Chan and Pure Land with Chan meditation 
proper. Indeed, it is doubtful that Deqing would have made any clear- cut dis-
tinction between the dual practice and an orthodox Chan practice. In his 
discussion of what passed for Chan cultivation in his day, he had only harsh 
words to offer:

When well- intentioned men nowadays become lay Buddhists, they pride them-
selves on their worldly knowledge and secular wit. Slighting the precious pre-
cepts and the ten virtues, they leave themselves open for Māra. They think 
that to delight in the way of Chan is most superior. So they look up a few 
ready- made gong’an of the patriarchs, memorize them, and, taking advantage 
of their quick wit and clever eloquence, believe that they have gained awak-
ening. They are fully satisfied, and they have no idea where they have gone 
wrong.18
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Zhixu also agreed that Chan practice during the late Ming was in a deplor-
able state. He questioned the significance of the patriarchal transmission 
among the Chan sects of his time. Since the true spirit of Chan was no longer 
there, exclusion or inclusion in the lineage of a Chan sect had lost all mean-
ing for him:

Since the great Master Chushi Qi [1296– 1370], no one else has achieved renown 
in the Chan sects. [If one must single out someone] old man Zibo [Zibo Zhenke] 
might be another. Master Shouchang Wuming also has the manner of the 
ancients. Nowadays people who fight over lineage qualifications are like sec-
ular princes. If a ruler does not have virtue, he is no better than a commoner. 
Jie and Zhou were examples. [These were famous villains in Chinese history, 
the last emperors of the Xia and Shang, the first two dynasties.] If a monk 
receives the line of transmission from his teacher but corrupts the Buddhist 
teaching and discipline, he is no different from these evil rulers. [On the other 
hand] if one has gained the Way, even if he is a commoner, he can establish a 
great tradition. Gaozu of Han and Taizu of Ming were examples of this kind. 
Similarly, if a monk never receives the line of transmission from any teacher, 
but achieves a natural accord with the essential spirit of the buddhas and the 
patriarchs, isn’t that the same as it was for these great rulers?19

Both Zibo Chenke and Shouchang Wuming are located in the “lineage 
unknown” section of important biographical works on Chan monks, such as 
the Wudeng yantong (The Strict Genealogy of the Five Lamps). It is no wonder, 
then, that Chen Yuan, a modern historian of Chinese Buddhism, was impressed 
by the fact that Zhixu did not even mention the name of Miyun Yuanwu, a 
Chan monk of considerable prestige who lived around this time.20 By the end 
of the Ming, the Chan sects had declined so much that the kind of training 
they offered was no longer deemed spiritually viable. Serious Buddhists had 
to find other alternatives. In the case of Zhuhong and others like him, this 
included a rejection of rigid sectarian affiliation and a free, creative synthesis 
of the best features of the Chan, Pure Land, and Vinaya schools.

ZHUHONG AND THE PURE LAND SCHOOL

After Zhuhong died, he was recognized as the eighth patriarch of the Pure Land 
school. At least this seems to have been the consensus during the Qing dynasty.21 
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It was not the only tradition, however, for according to another method of reck-
oning, Zhuhong was the ninth patriarch.22

The discrepancy is connected with two separate attempts to create a tradi-
tion of patriarchal transmission for Pure Land Buddhism and thus establish it 
as an independent school. Shizhi Zongxiao of Siming (d. 1214), a Tiantai monk 
of the Song dynasty, was the first to make such an attempt. In his work Luo-
bang wenlei (Various Writings on the Country of Bliss), which was published 
in 1200, he established Huiyuan (334– 416) as the first patriarch (shizu) of the 
Pure Land school and named Shandao (613– 681), Fazhao (d. 822), Shaokang 
(d. 805), Shengchang (fl. 990), and Zongze (fl. 1086) as the five successive 
patriarchs (jizu).23

Zhipan (fl. 1258– 1269), another Tiantai monk active approximately fifty 
years after Zongxiao, undertook the second attempt to create a patriarchal tra-
dition for Pure Land. His list of seven patriarchs appears in his Fozutong ji 
(Record of the Lineage of the Buddha and Patriarchs) in the section entitled 
“A Record on the Establishment of the Teaching of Pure Land” (Jingtu lijiao 
zhi).24 His list includes Huiyuan, Shandao, Chengyuan (711– 802), Fazhao, Shao-
kang, Yanshou (903– 975), and Shengchang. Although it resembles Zongxiao’s 
list, there are some significant differences. Zhipan included Chengyuan, who 
was Fazhao’s teacher, as well as Yanshou, possibly the most famous Chan monk 
actively to advocate the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land. On the other 
hand, he omitted Zongze. Peng’an Dayou, yet another Tiantai monk who lived 
during the early years of the Ming dynasty, combined the two lists noted above 
and came up with a list of eight patriarchs in which Zongze was listed as the 
eighth.25 Since that time, although some writers were to preserve this tradi-
tion and make Zhuhong the ninth patriarch, others put Zhuhong in Zongze’s 
place and thus made him the eighth patriarch.

What conclusions can be drawn from these divergent lists of Pure Land 
patriarchs? Do they, in fact, represent a lineage? All the lists begin with Hui-
yuan. Yet Huiyuan and Shandao, the second patriarch, were separated by nearly 
two hundred years, and although Chengyuan was Fazhao’s teacher, there was 
no discernible relationship between Shandao and Chengyuan. Nor was there 
any actual connection between Shandao and Fazhao. Shaokang, the fifth patri-
arch according to Zhipan, lived one hundred years before his successor, Yan-
shou. The chronological gap between Shengchang and Zongze is equally great. 
More interesting, however, is the attempt to add Zhuhong to the patriarchal 
tradition. Since he lived five to six hundred years after Shengchang and Zongze, 
what possible relationship, except for the most tenuous, symbolic one, could 
there have been between Zhuhong and the other two?
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The Pure Land patriarchal tradition obviously meant something quite dif-
ferent from that of the Chan schools; it did not denote a lineage relationship 
between the patriarchs as it does in the case of Chan. Indeed, the Pure Land 
patriarchal tradition was really a construction of the Tiantai monks of the Song 
dynasty. Pure Land teachings and practices had been in existence for centu-
ries, but before the publication of Luobang wenlei, we find neither mention of 
a patriarchal tradition nor treatment of Pure Land as a separate, independent 
school. What we do find is the sudden emergence during the Southern Song 
of Pure Land as a school, complete with a carefully constructed patriarchal 
line. There was one compelling reason for its emergence at that time: the chal-
lenge posed by the patriarchal traditions of the Chan schools felt by the Tian-
tai monks. With the appearance of Jingde chuandeng lu (The Transmission of the 
Lamp), dated 1004, in which the patriarchal transmission of the Chan sects 
was set forth, other schools of Buddhism felt threatened and sought to estab-
lish similar traditions of their own. The Tiantai school formulated its own 
patriarchal tradition in such works as Zongjian’s Shimen zhengtong (The Ortho-
dox Tradition of Buddhism) and Zhipan’s Fozutong ji (Record of the Lineage of 
the Buddha and Patriarchs). It is interesting to note that the three monks who 
tried at various times to establish a Pure Land patriarchal tradition, Zongxiao 
and Zhipan of the Song and Dayu of the Ming, all belonged to the Tiantai 
school. From the time when the Tiantai master Zhiyi (538– 597) incorporated 
meditation on the Amitābha Buddha as one method for achieving samadhi 
(concentration; sanmei), Tiantai monks developed a continuous tradition of pro-
fessing Pure Land faith. Thus it is not accidental that the three monks who 
showed an active interest in establishing Pure Land as a school were Tiantai 
monks. It is also not without good reason that several of the patriarchs they 
named— Shaokang and Yanshou, for example— had strong leanings toward Tian-
tai teachings.

It has been customary to discuss Chinese Buddhism in terms of the schools 
it inspired, and Pure Land has been treated as a major one. This can be very 
misleading, however, for unlike Chan, Pure Land does not have a lineage based 
on patriarchal transmission.26 Unlike Tiantai and Huayan practitioners, those 
who practice Pure Land do not agree on the absolute authority of either one 
scripture or a group of scriptures. There were actually two distinct traditions 
within Pure Land. Huiyuan represented one tradition, in which the Banzhou 
sanmei jing was regarded as the authoritative scripture. In this tradition, prac-
tice focused on meditation upon the Amitābha Buddha, stressing the mental 
visualization of Amitābha and the resultant state of samadhi as the supreme 
goal. Shandao, on the other hand, represented a different tradition that can 
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be traced further back to Tanluan (476– 542) and Daochuo (562– 645). The 
authoritative scriptures in this tradition were the so- called Three Scriptures 
of the Pure Land— the Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra (Wuliangshou jing), the 
Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra (Guanwuliangshou jing), and the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha 
Sutra (Amituo jing). In contrast to the first tradition, this one emphasized the 
oral invocation of the name of Amitābha. Rebirth in the Western Paradise 
(Sukhāvatī) was regarded as the final goal by both groups, but the former 
stressed the importance of “seeing Buddha” during samadhi in this life— a con-
cern that was not shared by the latter.

An examination of the careers of the eight Pure Land patriarchs makes clear 
that some followed Huiyuan’s tradition more closely, while others followed that 
of Shandao. The claim that all these people belonged to a single Pure Land tra-
dition thus appears to be without substance. It has been suggested that 
Zongxiao was the first person who attempted to set up Pure Land as a sepa-
rate school, in the same way as the Tiantai, Chan, and Vinaya schools.27 The 
sources provided by Zongxiao and Zhipan28 may be culled to discover how the 
eight patriarchs were viewed by those who sought to establish a Pure Land lin-
eage. The picture that emerges from these accounts, though not always his-
torically accurate, does represent a kind of consensus that can be considered 
the “orthodox line” from the twelfth century onward.

THE PURE LAND PATRIARCHS

Huiyuan29 was a native of Yanmen in what is now Shanxi province, and his 
secular name was Jia. In 346, Huiyuan traveled with his maternal uncle to 
Xuchang and Luoyang, where he studied Confucian and Daoist classics for a 
period of seven years. He was a good scholar and excelled in the study of Laozi 
and Zhuangzi. He met Dao’an (312– 385) when he was twenty- one years of age. 
After listening to Dao’an’s exposition of the Prajñāpāramitā Sutra, he awakened 
to the truth of Buddhism. When he had his hair shaved off and joined the 
monastic order, he said that all other philosophies were as worthless as chaff. 
In 381, Yuan went to Mount Lu in Jiangxi and, delighted with the beauty of 
the surrounding area, decided to remain there. The governor had a monastery 
built for him and named it the Eastern Grove. For the next thirty years Yuan 
never left Mount Lu. When he saw guests off, he would go only as far as the 
bank of Tiger Brook. In 402, Yuan organized the Lotus Society to practice the 
samadhi of Buddha contemplation (nianfo sanmei). The membership consisted 
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of both monks and laymen and is said to have numbered 123. The whole congre-
gation stood in front of the images of Buddha Amitābha and his two attendant 
bodhisattvas, Guanyin (Avalokiteśvara) and Dashizhi (Mahāsthāmaprāpta), 
offered incense, and made a collective vow to be reborn in the Western Para-
dise. Some followers wrote poems extolling the excellence of nianfo sanmei, 
and Huiyuan himself wrote a preface to that collection saying that even 
though there were various methods for achieving samadhi, Buddha contem-
plation was the easiest and the most effective.

Huiyuan was a lifelong practitioner of Buddha contemplation. He saw 
Amitābha three times during his first eleven years of practicing this form of 
meditation. Just seven days before he died, he received another vision. This time 
the body of the Amitābha Buddha filled all space and various buddhas of trans-
formation (huafo) issued forth from his halo. Fourteen streams of water, flow-
ing upward and downward, shone brilliantly. The sound of the water expounded 
the teachings of suffering, impermanence, and the nonexistence of self. 
Amitābha said to Huiyuan, “I have come to comfort you by the power of my 
original vow. Seven days hence you will be reborn in my country.” Yuan also 
saw some of his disciples who had passed away earlier. They stood beside 
Amitābha and said to him: “Master, you made up your mind [to be reborn in 
the Pure Land] before all of us. Why are you coming so late?” After receiving 
this vision, Yuan told his disciples: “Since I came to live here, I have been for-
tunate in obtaining the holy vision of the Pure Land three times. Now I have 
seen it again. My rebirth there is assured. I will become sick tomorrow, and 
seven days from now I shall leave you. Work hard and do not become entan-
gled in sorrow.” When the predicted date arrived, Huiyuan passed away. He 
was eighty- three years old.

Shandao30 met Master Daochuo (d. 645) during the Zhenguan era (627– 649) 
of the Tang dynasty. When he heard Daochuo lecture on the Guanjing 
(Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra), he was overjoyed and declared that this was really 
the shortcut to entry into Buddhism. Compared to all the other paths of cul-
tivation, which he felt to be both difficult and obscure, the path advocated in 
the Guanjing could indeed lead one speedily out of samsara, the cycle of rebirth. 
From then on, Dao practiced nianfo31 with extreme urgency. Then he went to 
the capital and promoted the four sutras of the Pure Land (the Three Scrip-
tures plus the Guyinsheng tuoluoni jing). He kept a statue of Amitābha in his 
room and, whenever he was there, would kneel down and invoke the name of 
Amitābha with all his might, stopping only when he was exhausted. Even on 
extremely cold days, he would perspire as a result of his effort. For thirty years 
he preached Pure Land teachings without a moment’s relaxation. He 
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encouraged both Buddha contemplation as outlined in Banzhou sanmei jing and 
other meritorious acts such as the worship and adoration of Buddha mentioned 
in other Mahāyāna scriptures. With the income he received from lay donations, 
he made a hundred thousand copies of the Amituo jing and painted frescoes 
depicting the scene of the Pure Land on two or three hundred walls.

Because of his work, an incalculable number of monks and laypeople in the 
capital were converted to the Pure Land faith. Some of his followers recited 
the Amituo jing ten thousand to fifty thousand times. Other followers invoked 
Buddha’s name as many as a hundred thousand times daily; still others obtained 
samadhi through Buddha contemplation. Once someone asked Shandao if one 
could achieve rebirth in the Pure Land by calling the Buddha’s name. He 
answered: “As soon as you call the name, your wish will be fulfilled.” Shandao 
then called the name and immediately a ray of light shone forth from his mouth. 
He tried it ten to a hundred times; each time the light shone forth. Shandao 
wrote the following verse to encourage people to practice Buddha invocation:

Gradually your skin becomes puckered and your hair turns white;
Slowly, your steps become infirm.
Even if you have a roomful of gold and jade,
How can you escape from disease and old age?
Despite much enjoyment and happiness,
Death will eventually come upon you.
There is only one shortcut in cultivation.
That is to recite Amituofo.

Late in his life, Shandao told people he was tired of his body and desired to 
return to the West. He climbed to the top of a willow tree and, calling to the 
West, asked Amitābha and the bodhisattvas to help him persevere in his right- 
mindfulness. Then he jumped down and killed himself.

Chengyuan32 achieved his fame primarily through his disciple, Fazhao. 
Fazhao was the national teacher during Taizong’s reign. He recommended his 
teacher as a person of miraculous attainments. As a result, the emperor offered 
his respects to Chengyuan and named his temple The Bodhimanda of Banzhou 
or Sustained Meditation (Banzhou daochang). According to Liu Zongyuan’s biog-
raphy of Chengyuan, Fazhao became Chengyuan’s disciple under rather pecu-
liar circumstances. When Fazhao was residing at Mount Lu, he ascended to 
the Western Paradise during a trance and saw a monk in rags serving the Bud-
dha. When Fazhao asked who this monk was, the Buddha answered that it 
was Chengyuan of Mount Heng. Afterward, Fazhao found Chengyuan, who 
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closely resembled the monk he had seen in his trance, and became the latter’s 
disciple.

According to his biographers,33 Fazhao had several visions of the Pure Land 
during his lifetime. In the second year of Dali (767) during the Tang dynasty, 
he was living at the Yunfeng monastery at Hengzhou (Hengyang in present- 
day Hunan) and was widely known for his discipline, meditation, and com-
passionate acts. One day, while he was eating a meal in the refectory, he saw in 
his rice bowl scenes of some celestial monasteries. When he described what he 
had seen to two of his fellow monks, they told him that the scenes resembled 
Mount Wutai. In 769 Fazhao established the practice of Five Assembly Bud-
dha Invocation (wuhui nianfo)34 at the Hudong Monastery. While he was lead-
ing collective Buddha invocation there, the monastery is said to have become 
enveloped in five- colored clouds, and Fazhao had a vision of Amitābha Bud-
dha and his two attendant bodhisattvas. Reminded by an old man of his ear-
lier desire to make a pilgrimage to Mount Wutai, Fazhao now went there and 
received a decisive revelation. This occurred while he was visiting Dasheng-
xianzhuling Monastery on Mount Wutai. As Fazhao entered the lecture hall, 
he saw Mañjuśrī standing in the east and Samantabhadra in the west, each 
preaching the Dharma. Right away, he paid the two bodhisattvas his respects 
and asked them what would be the best path to pursue for one living in the 
degenerate age of the Law. Mañjuśrī told him that Buddha invocation was the 
superior path and that he himself had achieved supreme knowledge precisely 
because he had practiced it in the past. After this vision, Fazhao continued to 
advocate the Five Assembly Buddha Invocation in Bingzhou (Taiyuan in 
present- day Shanxi). It is said that Emperor Dezong, from within his palace, 
often heard voices reciting the Buddha’s name coming from a northeasterly 
direction. The emperor therefore sent messengers to seek out Fazhao and invite 
him to teach members of the imperial family how to practice the Five Assem-
bly Buddha Invocation.

Shaokang35 was a native of Xiandu of Jinyun (in present- day Zhejiang). At 
the beginning of the Zhenyuan era (785– 804), he went to the White Horse 
Monastery in Luoyang. While he was in the main hall, he saw a brilliant light 
shining forth from a volume of writings. This turned out to be Shandao’s 
“Xifang huadao wen” (Essay on Teaching People About the West). In order to 
make sure that this was not some fluke, he said: “If I am predestined to carry 
out Pure Land teaching, let the writing shine once more.” Even before he had 
finished speaking, light filled the room. Shaokang then went to the Guangming 
Monastery in Chang’an and made offerings to Shandao’s portrait there. He said 
that he saw the likeness of Shandao ascend into the air and declare to him: “If 
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you carry out my teaching and benefit sentient beings, you will definitely be 
reborn in the Land of Bliss.” Later he met a monk who told him that he ought 
to go to Xinding (in present- day Zhejiang) to work. When Shaokang first went 
there, no one knew him. By giving money to children he persuaded them to 
invoke the Buddha’s name. At first, he gave them one coin for each invoca-
tion of Amituofo. After a month had passed, many people started doing it, so he 
now gave them one coin for every ten invocations. A year later, people who 
recited the Buddha’s name were said to be very numerous, and they came 
from all walks of life. Subsequently, he erected a Pure Land Bodhimanda 
(Jingtu daochang) on Mount Wulong. He assembled the congregation at mid-
night around an altar of three steps to practice Buddha invocation. Shaokang 
would call out the Amitābha’s name in a loud voice, and the congregation 
would follow his lead. Every time he called out the Buddha’s name, some 
among the assembly would see a Buddha issue forth from his mouth. When 
he called out the name ten consecutive times, they saw ten Buddhas come 
forth one after another, like beads on a string. Shaokang said to the congrega-
tion, which numbered several thousand, “Those among you who see the Bud-
dha [Amitābha] will surely be reborn in the West.” Not everyone in the congre-
gation saw this miracle. In later generations, Shaokang came to be regarded as 
a reincarnation of Shandao.

Yanshou36 served as a tax official under the king of Wuyue. He used gov-
ernment money to buy fish and shrimp to set them free. When this was dis-
covered, the king, instead of having him executed, which was the designated 
punishment, ordered his subordinates to test Yanshou. He said that if Yanshou 
became frightened and changed his expression, he should be executed. If not, 
he should be pardoned. Yanshou showed no fear and was forgiven. After this, 
he became a monk and practiced the meditation of the Tiantai school. His con-
version to Pure Land took place during a midnight vision. One night, while he 
was performing the penitential rituals37 formulated by Zhiyi (fahua chan) and 
doing circumambulation, he saw the statue of Samantabhadra holding a lotus 
flower in his hand. Uncertain of its significance, he made out two divination 
lots. One lot said: “Practice meditation and concentration all your life”; the 
other lot said: “Recite sutras, perform good acts, and glorify the Pure Land.” 
After much praying, he cast the lots, and the second one came up seven con-
secutive times. From that time on, Yanshou devoted himself to Pure Land prac-
tice. In 961, he went to Yongming Monastery in Zhejiang and led the dual 
cultivation of Chan and Pure Land. It is said that he recited the Buddha’s name 
a hundred thousand times daily, and every night the sound of Buddha invoca-
tion reverberated from the mountain top. He told people that, in Buddhism, 
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mind was the underlying principle and attainment of awakening (wu) was the 
goal. Using mind as a basis, he tried to harmonize the doctrines of the Tian-
tai, Huayan, and Weishi schools. Yanshou remained in Yongming Monastery 
for fifteen years and gathered seventeen hundred disciples around him. Aside 
from practicing Buddha invocation and meditation, he also stressed monastic 
discipline and performed Tantric rites such as “feeding the hungry ghosts.” He 
dedicated all the merit resulting from these activities to the glorification of 
the Pure Land.

The seventh and eighth patriarchs of Pure Land, Shengchang and Zongze, 
were noted for their successful organization of lay associations to practice Bud-
dha invocation. Shengchang38 was active during the Chunhua era (990– 994) 
of the early Song. He lived at Nanshaojing yuan in Qiantang (in present- day 
Zhejiang) and concentrated on the practice of Pure Land. Under his leader-
ship, a Pure Land association called the Pure Conduct Society (Jingxing she) 
was organized. It had eighty lay believers, among them literati, members of 
the Hanlin Academy, and high government officials. Its membership also 
included a thousand monks. According to the stele inscription written by Song 
Bai, a Hanlin scholar, Shengchang’s society, though modeled after Huiyuan’s 
Lotus Society, was much grander than the latter. The reason, as Song stated it, 
was that Huiyuan lived during a chaotic period, so his followers were mostly 
hermits or semiretired people. Shengchang lived during a peaceful and pros-
perous age, and among his followers were many famous and powerful persons.

Zongze39 was active around the Yuanyu era (1086– 1093) of the Song. He 
made Changlu Monastery in Zhenzhou (in present- day Jiangsu) his headquar-
ters and proselytized in that area. In 1089 he organized the Lotus Convoca-
tion (Lianhua shenghui) and advocated universal cultivation of nianfo samadhi.40 
He stipulated that everyone should recite Amituofo every day as many times as 
possible. Under the date of each day, in order to keep track of the number of 
invocations, one should mark off each recitation with a cross.41

This brief review of the biographies of the eight Pure Land patriarchs sug-
gests that, even though a lineage relationship as it would have been understood 
by the Chan school apparently did not exist, several points might have served 
to link these eight monks together. Zhuhong, who was concerned about the 
same points, can thus be regarded as an inheritor of the tradition connecting 
the eight patriarchs.

First of all, they all stressed the practice of nianfo. As it is meant in the 
descriptions above, nianfo can be understood to mean either Buddha contem-
plation or Buddha invocation. The ambiguity is related to the character for 
nian, which means to recite aloud, to think a thought, or in the technically 
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Buddhist sense, to be mindful and to recollect, corresponding to the Sanskrit 
for nianfo, Buddhānusmṛti.42 Traditionally, there were four kinds of nianfo. The 
fourfold categorization was first formulated by the Huayan master Zongmi 
(779– 841),43 and Zhuhong gave his own interpretation in his Foshuo Amituo jing 
shuchao (Phrase- by- Phrase Commentary on the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra). 
The four kinds of nianfo are enumerated in the following order: (1) chengming 
nianfo, or calling upon the Amitābha’s name in the manner prescribed in the 
Amituo jing; (2) guanxiang nianfo, or concentrating one’s attention on a statue of 
Amitābha made of earth, wood, bronze, or gold; (3) guanxiang nianfo, or con-
templating the miraculous features of Amitābha with one’s mind’s eye in 
the manner described in the Guanjing; (4) shixiang nianfo, or contemplating 
Amitābha as no different from one’s own self- nature, since both Amitābha 
and self- nature transcend birth and extinction (shengmie), existence and 
emptiness (yukong), subject and object (nengsuo). Indeed, since contemplation 
is free from the characteristics of speech (yanshuo xiang), name (mingzi xiang), 
and mental cognition of external phenomena (xinyuan xiang), it is therefore con-
templation of the Buddha in accordance with reality.44 According to the four-
fold classification of nianfo, Buddha invocation would correspond to the first 
kind of nianfo, while Buddha contemplation could refer to any of the other 
three kinds. Thus, Huiyuan, Chengyuan, and Fazhao were primarily inter-
ested in Buddha contemplation, and Shandao,45 Shaokang, Shengchang, and 
Zongze were primarily interested in Buddha invocation. Yanshou, consistent 
with his general effort to harmonize Buddhist schools, advocated both invo-
cation and contemplation.46 Zhuhong modeled himself after Yanshou. 
Through a creative interpretation of the concept of “one mind,” Zhuhong sought 
to establish the ultimate identity underlying the various forms of nianfo.

The second point of congruence is that all eight patriarchs were interested 
in lay proselytizing. By accepting both monks and lay believers as members of 
the Lotus Society, Huiyuan set an example for later Pure Land practitioners. 
Shandao and Shaokang tried to turn Buddha invocation into a popular cult, 
while Shengchang and Zongze appealed to members of the social elite and orga-
nized associations along the lines of Huiyuan’s Lotus Society. As we will see in 
chapter 4, Zhuhong too devoted considerable effort to the development of lay 
Buddhism. He was interested in attracting both the literati- officials and the 
general populace. But there was a difference in the way Zhuhong presented 
Pure Land teachings to these diverse audiences. In general, he stressed the basic 
agreement between nianfo and Chan meditation when he addressed himself to 
the elite, but used arguments and stories related to rewards and retribution to 
persuade ordinary men and women to call the Buddha’s name.
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Zhuhong was, however, reluctant to endorse the organization of lay asso-
ciations. This was primarily due to his fear that they might be transformed 
into heretical societies such as the White Lotus sect. The White Lotus sect (Bai-
lian zong), founded by Ziyuan (1086– 1166) in the Song dynasty and revived by 
Youtan Pudu (d. 1330) in the Yuan dynasty, was originally a popular movement 
based on Pure Land teachings.47 It appealed primarily to the laity by empha-
sizing that one should not kill and stressing the performance of good deeds, 
filial piety, and respect for one’s elders and teachers,48 all of which, as we will 
see, were strongly advocated by Zhuhong as well. Indeed, Zhuhong demon-
strated his approval of Ziyuan and Pudu by including the former in his Wang-
sheng ji (Biographies of People Who Achieved Rebirth in the Pure Land) and 
by crediting the latter with “the revival of Pure Land” (jingtu zhongxing).49 How-
ever, he never mentioned the White Lotus sect itself in any of his writings,50 
for it had become identified with heretical practices early on. The fact that 
members of both sexes could mix freely at meetings aroused considerable oppo-
sition from both Confucian officials and orthodox Buddhists. Ziyuan himself 
was exiled to Jiangzhou (present- day Jiujiang in Jiangxi) in 1131. Although he 
won pardon three years later, members of the White Lotus continued to be 
accused of “eating vegetables and serving the demon” (chicai shimo) and “gath-
ering at night and dispersing at dawn” (yeju xiaosan). The White Lotus was offi-
cially banned during both the Southern Song and the Yuan dynasties.51 It was 
also branded unorthodox by the author of Shimen zhengtong (The Orthodox Tra-
dition of Buddhism) seventy years after Ziyuan’s death.52 In order to avoid 
being associated with an outlawed sect, Pudu purposely dropped the word 
“white” from its name and called his school the Lotus School (Lianzong), claim-
ing that both he and Ziyuan were merely continuing the orthodox Pure Land 
teaching handed down from Huiyuan. Although this effort did not do much 
to clear the air, it did start a new tradition. Pure Land believers of the Ming 
period also avoided the word “white.” Thus, the Lotus School became the stan-
dard designation for the Pure Land School.

THE JOINT PRACTICE OF CHAN AND PURE LAND

Zhuhong frequently claimed that nianfo was really no different from Chan 
meditation, for both could lead to the realization that one’s self- nature and the 
Buddha were identical. In order to validate this view, he would cite examples 
of Chan monks of former times who also practiced nianfo. A survey of his 
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various writings53 yields a roster of monks who carried out the so- called joint 
practice of Chan and Pure Land. Among them were Yongming Yanshou (904– 
975), Yuanzhao Songben (1020– 1099), Zhenxie Qingliao, and Cishou Huaishen 
of the early Southern Song; three monks of the Yuan dynasty: Zhongfeng Min-
gben (1262– 1323) and his disciple Tianru Weize (d. 1354), and Duanyun Zhiche 
(1309– 1386); and five monks of the Ming dynasty: Chushi Fanqi, Konggu Jing-
long, Dufeng Jishan (d. 1482), Guyin Jingqin, and Xiaoyan Debao (1512– 1581), 
under whose direction Zhuhong himself studied Buddhism for a short time. 
Zhuhong cited these twelve Chan monks as models, even though he made it 
clear that a far greater number of monks actually practiced nianfo along with 
other forms of Buddhist cultivation.

The joint practice of Chan and Pure Land was usually traced to Yanshou, 
as is the case in Zhuhong’s list above. Before Yanshou’s time, monks proclaim-
ing allegiance to one school seldom approved of those who followed the other. 
In fact, Chan and Pure Land had been engaged in mutual criticism since the 
early Tang. Among Pure Land believers, Huiri (679– 748) and Fazhao, although 
they never questioned the value of Chan practice itself, harshly criticized Chan 
monks as arrogant and undisciplined. Chan monks, on the other hand, tended 
to regard Pure Land devotion as simple- minded and suitable only for the igno-
rant.54 It is possible that as a result of this mutual criticism some Chan mas-
ters came to encourage discipline and devotion. Baizhang Huaihai (749– 814) 
was a celebrated example. He stressed monastic discipline and was credited 
with the writing of the first monastic code for Chan monks, the Pure Rules of 
Pai- chang.55 The Pure Rules stipulate that the ritual performed during a monk’s 
cremation ceremony must include the recitation of the Amitābha’s name.56 
Zhuhong included Baizhang along with the Tiantai master Zhiyi and the 
Huayan master Chengguan in his list of famous masters who practiced nianfo.57 
To counter Chan criticism of Pure Land’s simple- mindedness, the Pure Land 
people had long argued that nianfo was really a form of Chan gong’an. Zhuhong 
recorded quite a few pertinent sayings on this point made by monks who advo-
cated the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land, an aspect we will take up in 
detail later in this chapter.

Nianfo as Buddha contemplation can lead to samadhi, a state in which the 
distinction between subject and object disappears. As the biographies of Hui-
yuan and Fazhao indicate, both men experienced nianfo samadhi. To be spe-
cific, they were said to have seen Amitābha face to face. The attainment of this 
divine vision was always treated as the apex of the religious lives of these men, 
because the vision was understood by them as a guarantee that the beholder 
would be reborn in the Western Paradise. But it would appear that the vision 
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had so much significance because it symbolized the mystic union between the 
meditator and the Amitābha— the object of his meditation. Because nianfo had 
the power to procure samadhi, both Zhiyi and some of the Chan monks dur-
ing the early Tang recommended it as an effective means for breaking through 
the mind of delusion and reaching the state of nonduality.

Nianfo samadhi appears in the Banzhou sanmai jing58 and the Guanjing. Hui-
yuan seems to have been especially influenced by the former.59 The Banzhou 
sanmei jing defines nianfo samadhi as a form of mental concentration that 
enables the devotee to behold all the buddhas “as if they were presently stand-
ing before his eyes” (xianzai fo xi zai qianli sanmei). The sutra states that the devo-
tee should spend from one day and one night up to seven days and nights 
contemplating the Buddha, at the end of which Amitābha Buddha will appear 
to him in a dream, if not when he is awake. When his mind is engaged in this 
contemplation, all the Buddha lands, Mount Sumeru, and the hidden places 
as well will become accessible to him. Without acquiring divine feet (shenzu), 
he can travel to the Buddha land (Amitābha’s land), sit at the feet of the Bud-
dha, and listen to his preaching. The devotee is especially enjoined to contem-
plate the thirty- two excellent marks of the Buddha’s body. This contemplation 
will enable him to achieve the “samadhi of emptiness” (kong sanmei). Just as he 
dreams of eating delicious food but wakes up feeling hungry, he comes to real-
ize that everything is a creation of the mind and has as much reality as his 
dreams. Contemplating the fact that the Buddha comes from nowhere and goes 
nowhere, he realizes that he himself also comes from nowhere and goes nowhere. 
By this contemplation, he reaches the awakening that his mind is no different 
from the mind of the Buddha, and that neither can be seen or conceptualized. 
When there is thought, it comes from the mind of delusion; but when there is 
no thought, it is Nirvana.60

The sutra goes on to say that four things will enable the devotee to achieve 
this samadhi speedily. For a period of three months, he should (1) be free from 
worldly thoughts; (2) not lie down; (3) walk constantly without rest and never 
sit down except to eat and relieve himself; and (4) not expect reward in the 
form of clothes or food when preaching the sutra to others. The sutra assures 
the reader that when these four conditions are fulfilled, he will be able to 
achieve samadhi. No matter in which of the ten directions he faces, he will see 
buddhas face to face.61

According to the Banzhou sanmei jing, then, Buddha contemplation is a two- 
step process beginning with the visual or mental contemplation of the Bud-
dha Amitābha and leading to the realization of the nonduality between the 
Buddha Amitābha (the object of contemplation), and the mind of the 
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contemplator. The key factor in the transition to the second step lies in the 
experience of samadhi. The intense contemplation of the Amitābha, which can 
be accomplished either with a statue (equivalent to the second type of nianfo 
in Zongmi’s classification) or through mental visualization (equivalent to the 
third type of nianfo), leads to the coalescence of the meditating subject and the 
object of meditation. Once samadhi is reached, the devotee awakens to the real-
ity of emptiness whereby he sees everything nondualistically— without dis-
crimination between subject and object.

The sutra does not mention Buddha invocation. Zhiyi, however, using the 
method of nianfo introduced in the Banzhou sanmei jing as a basis, formulated 
the practice of the “constantly walking samadhi” (changxing sanmei), one of the 
four types of meditation discussed in his Mohe zhiguan (Great Concentration 
and Insight). Here Zhiyi was employing nianfo as both Buddha contemplation 
and Buddha invocation. In practicing this form of meditation, one sets a period 
of ninety days during which time he undergoes training in body, speech, and 
mind. He goes to a quiet isolated place, avoids contact with evil acquaintances, 
begs for food, and purifies both the place in which he carries out this medita-
tion and his own body. He vows that until he achieves samadhi he will walk 
without ever resting. Then he constantly calls out the name of Amitābha— hence 
the name “constantly walking samadhi.” At the same time, he also contemplates 
Amitābha. He can invoke the Buddha’s name and contemplate him simulta-
neously, or first contemplate and then invoke the name, or first invoke the 
name and then contemplate. In any event, he is enjoined to practice both invo-
cation and contemplation in succession (chang nian xiangji). Each step, each 
sound, and each thought must center on Amitābha (bubu shengsheng niannian, 
wei zai Mito). Finally, contemplating the thirty- two marks of the Buddha’s body, 
he experiences a realization on three levels. He first realizes that he can obtain 
buddhahood through his own mind and body. Then he realizes that buddha-
hood cannot be obtained through the mind or the body. He eventually real-
izes that one cannot obtain the Buddha’s form through mind or the Buddha’s 
mind through form. Enlightenment is achieved when one understands that 
there is originally not a thing.62

This kind of realization, achieved through Buddha contemplation, bears a 
striking similarity to the state of awakening reached in Chan meditation. In 
this case, one uses the contemplation of Amitābha as a means to reach the non-
dualistic state of having no mind and no thought. It is therefore not surpris-
ing to find that even before Yongming Yanshou, some Chan monks were already 
using Buddha contemplation and Buddha invocation as methods of medita-
tion. These Chan monks, practicing the “Chan of Buddha contemplation” 
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(nianfo chan), were all disciples of the fifth patriarch and closely connected with 
Zhixian (607– 702) of Sichuan.63

Zhixian had a disciple named Chuji who was the teacher of both Musang 
(Ch. Wuxiang, 684– 762) and Chengyuan. Musang was a Korean monk. Since 
he bore the secular surname of Kim, he was also called Priest Kim. According 
to Zongmi, his teaching can be rendered with three terms: no recollection, no 
thought, and no forgetting. He instructed his students twice a year (first and 
twelfth months) on the method of Buddha invocation. First, one was to call 
upon the name of the Buddha in a loud voice (yinsheng nianfo). Then one would 
gradually lower one’s voice until one became silent as one used up one’s breath. 
The purpose of this invocation was to stop thought and to reach the state of 
no thought.64

Chengyuan, as we have seen, was Fazhao’s teacher. Although we have little 
information about Chengyuan’s technique of Buddha contemplation, it is very 
likely that he influenced Fazhao on this question. To some extent, Fazhao’s 
wuhui nianfo resembles Musang’s yinsheng nianfo and the “constantly walking 
samadhi” of Zhiyi. Wuhui nianfo refers to a method of sequentially invoking the 
Buddha’s name in five consecutively altered voices. The tempo of invocation 
changes from slow to fast and the level of voice from low to high as one pro-
gresses from the first to the fifth assemblies (hui). Throughout the sequence, 
one concentrates on the Three Jewels (Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha) and keeps 
one’s mind free of all extraneous thoughts. During the first assembly, one calls 
out namo Amituofo slowly and in an even voice (pingsheng). During the second 
assembly, one still calls out the invocation slowly, but now in a slightly higher 
voice (pingshangsheng). During the third assembly, one recites namo Amituofo in 
a way that is neither slow nor fast. The same invocation is called out at a much 
faster tempo during the fourth assembly. Finally, during the fifth assembly, one 
simply calls out the four sounds Amituofo at an extremely fast tempo.65 While 
Musang’s yinsheng nianfo starts in a loud voice and ends in silence, wuhui nianfo 
starts in a low voice and builds to a crescendo. Both use the sound of invoca-
tion as a device for achieving mental concentration.

Even though Musang and Fazhao used nianfo as a means for reaching sama-
dhi, they did not advocate the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land. It was 
not until Yanshou provided a conscious argument for the basic compatibility 
between nianfo and Chan meditation that joint practice gradually became a 
self- conscious movement. Following Yanshou’s example, other Chan monks 
started to practice nianfo. Xuedou Chongxian (979– 1052), Tianyi Yihuai (993– 
1064), Huilin Zongben (1019– 1099), Zongze, and his teacher Changlu Yingfu 
were a few of the most famous nianfo practitioners.66 In his Wanshan tongguei ji 
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(Ten Thousand Virtues Return to the Same Source), Yanshou listed ten argu-
ments as proofs that Chan and Pure Land were complementary. Among those 
arguments, two were most frequently repeated: “universal and particular do 
not obstruct each other” (lishi wu’ai) and “emptiness and existence complement 
each other” (kongyou xiangcheng).67 In contrast to the traditional Chan denigra-
tion of Pure Land, Yanhou accorded it a position equal if not superior to Chan. 
His attitude is perhaps best illustrated by this famous “fourfold summary” of 
Chan and Pure Land (siliao jian):

With Chan but no Pure Land, nine out of ten people will go astray. When 
death comes suddenly, they must accept it in an instant.

With Pure Land but no Chan, ten thousand out of ten thousand people 
will achieve rebirth. If one can see Amitābha face to face, why worry about 
not attaining enlightenment?

With both Chan and Pure Land, it is like a tiger who has grown horns. 
One will be a teacher for mankind in this life, and a Buddhist patriarch in 
the next.

With neither Chan nor Pure Land, it is like an iron bed with bronze post-
ers. For endless kalpas one will find nothing to rely on.68

NIANFO GONG’AN

The joint practice of Chan and Pure Land rested on the assertion that the two 
paths were essentially the same because both led to the same goal: the stopping 
of wrong thoughts and the end of the cycle of samsara. But just how was this 
identity understood? How did Zhuhong see the relationship between the two?

Zhuhong compiled two works, the Changuan ce jin (Whips to Urge One 
Through Chan Barriers) and the Huang Ming mingseng jilue (Selected Biographies 
of Famous Monks of the Ming Dynasty), which supply rich information on 
this subject. Since Zhuhong’s own view of the joint practice reflects the influ-
ence of these monks, we present their opinions first and then discuss 
Zhuhong’s ideas. He referred to these Chan monks: Zhongfeng Mingben, 
Tianru Weize, and Duanyun Zhiche of the Yuan, and Chushi Fanqi, Konggu 
Jinglong, Dufeng Jishan, Tianqi Heshan, and Guyin Jingqin of the Ming.

To these monks, the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land did not mean 
the simultaneous practice of Chan meditation and nianfo. Instead, they regarded 
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nianfo as simply another form of meditation. Since the end result of nianfo was 
to terminate discursive thought, it had the same effect as gong’an meditation 
in Chan. It is in this sense that practically all these people referred to the invo-
cation of Amituofo as nianfo gong’an. When one used nianfo in this fashion, 
nianfo was clearly no longer an expression of one’s piety and faith, but 
became a means to arouse the “feeling of doubt” (yiqing), the critical mental 
tension that drove one to reach awakening. This kind of nianfo was therefore 
also called canjiu nianfo, the nianfo of concentration and penetration. Zhong-
feng Mingben wrote 108 poems entitled “Longing for the Pure Land” (Huai 
jingtu shi). Some of them express the identity between the Pure Land and 
Chan paths.

There is no need to talk about Pure Land aside from Chan,
One should know that there is no Chan outside of the Pure Land.
When one has solved these double gong’an,
A five- petaled lotus opens on the Bear Ear Mountain.69

Amitābha Buddha lives in the West, while the [First] Patriarch comes 
from the West.

To call on the Buddha and to do Chan meditation is of the same 
purport.

Once the ball of doubt accumulated for aeons is broken wide open,
The flower of the heart blooms in the same fashion.70

Tianru Weize likewise regarded Chan and Pure Land as two equally useful 
paths leading toward release from delusive thoughts:

The karmic root of transmigration lies with the one thought which chases after 
sounds and forms and causes man’s delusions. Therefore the Buddha, because 
of his infinite compassion, taught you either to practice Chan or to call on 
the Buddha’s name. Either of these enables you to sweep away your delusive 
thought and to recognize your original face so that you can finally be a free 
man. . . .  Some people think that Chan meditation and Pure Land nianfo are 
different. They do not know that there is no difference between realizing one’s 
nature through Chan and awakening to the truth that “self- nature is Amitābha, 
mere mind is Pure Land” through nianfo. . . .  Treat the four sounds Amituofo as 
a huatou [critical phrase— the core of a gong’an]. Work on it twenty- four hours 
a day. When you reach the state where no thought arises, you are already a 
buddha even though you have not traversed any bodhisattva stages.71
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Chushi Fanqi defined the goal of both Chan and Pure Land practice as an 
awakening to the identity between one’s own mind and the Buddha. The fol-
lowing is an excerpt from a letter he wrote to one of his lay followers:

A person who practices nianfo ought to know that the Buddha is none other 
than the mind. If you do not understand what the mind is, then ponder hard 
on this: Where does the mind that is contemplating the Buddha come from? 
Furthermore, you must find out who the person is who is engaged in this 
search. Once you gain an entry through this, you will know what the Chan 
master Yuanwu meant when he said: “What is it which is neither mind, nor 
the Buddha, nor a thing?” What is meant by mind is not the phenomenal mind 
of delusion but the empty, bright, perfect, deep, and broad mind which has 
no characteristics. What the buddhas of the three ages of past, present, and 
future have succeeded in realizing is none other than this mind, and what sen-
tient beings in the six realms of existence have failed to realize is also this 
mind. Because the buddhas have gained awakening through realization, they 
possess bodhi [wisdom]. Because sentient beings are confused through igno-
rance, they suffer from kleśa [defilement]. . . .  If you can firmly believe this, you 
will be no different from the buddhas and patriarchs of former times who 
have achieved this realization.72

In a letter to another lay follower, Fanqi discussed the relationship between 
thought (nian) and mind (xin):

You must believe that your own mind is the Buddha. Thus you will know that 
nianfo is the same as nianxin, “contemplation of the mind,” and that nianxin is the 
same as nianfo. When one thought is not forgotten in another thought and one 
stirring of the mind is not interrupted by another stirring of the mind (nian-
nian buwang, xinxin wujian), all of a sudden your mental activities will come to a 
stop. Right away you will become separated from worldly thoughts and expe-
rience true emptiness. Only then will you know that there is neither thought 
nor mind and neither mind nor thought. . . .  Therefore, it is said that one reaches 
no- thought through thought and realizes no- mind through no- thought.73

According to Fanqi, this realization of no- mind can be accomplished by the 
constant repetition of the four syllables Amituofo:

You need not avoid daily noise and seek out a quiet place. Just sweep your 
breast clean of the ordinary knowledge and views you have accumulated every 
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day, and fill it with the phrase Amituofo. Try to become identified with it (tijiu) 
totally. Always generate the doubt, “Who after all is this person doing nianfo?” 
(Zhege nianfode bijing shi shui). Dwell on this question constantly. You should 
not discriminate between existence and nonexistence. Neither should you pur-
posely wait for awakening. The least bit of delusive thought will create obsta-
cles. Empty your chest of everything. In walking, standing, sitting, or lying, 
in either solitude or company, leisure or engagement, always make your right 
thoughts succeed one another, your mind uninterrupted. After a long time, 
your effort will become pure and concentrated. There will naturally be qui-
etude and ease, and then samadhi will appear. If you cannot achieve pure and 
single right- mindfulness and if torpor and distraction arise, do not drive them 
away consciously. Drop the huatou [Amituofo], turn the illuminating light of 
the mind inward, and find the source from which torpor and distraction come. 
As soon as they are caught by illumination, delusion and torpor will come to 
a stop immediately. When you persist in this way without sliding backward, 
one day all of a sudden the ball of doubt (yituan) will be smashed to smither-
eens and your worries of endless kalpas will dissolve away like ice.74

As described here, the effect of “Who after all is this person doing nianfo?” 
clearly resembles a gong’an or huatou of the Chan tradition, such as wu (noth-
ingness). This explains why it was called nianfo gong’an. Dufeng Jishan elabo-
rated on its functions to his followers in this way:

When you work on “Who is this person doing nianfo?” concentrate your effort 
on this word “who.” Deepen your sense of doubt. “Great doubt produces great 
awakening; little doubt produces little awakening.” How true this saying is! If 
there is uninterrupted concentration, that means your doubt has become 
great. At that time, the huatou will naturally appear before you. Following one 
another closely, your pure thoughts should be continuous. . . .  Hold on securely 
and do not let it break off. [The result is] that not one thought arises. There is 
then only emptiness outside and nothingness within.75

Guyin Jingqin summarized the power of nianfo succinctly in a poem enti-
tled “Nianfo jingze” (Instructions Urging One to Do Nianfo).

This one phrase, Amituofo,
Is indeed the foremost gong’an of the Chan school.
No matter whether a person is a monk, a nun, a layman, or a laywoman,
One will experience results without fail when taking hold of it.
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In walking, standing, sitting, or lying,
Do not break off the thought of Amituofo.
If it is in every thought,
Your thoughts will certainly become one great concentration.
Realizing right away the true identity of the one who is doing nianfo,
Amitābha and my true self stand side by side.
One thus enters the samadhi of nianfo and
Experiences personally the inner court of the Western Paradise.76

When nianfo is mentioned in these passages, they do not explicitly indicate 
whether the reference is to Buddha contemplation or invocation. But when it 
is used in the sense of nianfo gong’an, it really implies both. This comes through 
clearly in the interpretations of both Duanyun Zhiche and Konggu Jinglong. 
The first interpretation is Zhiche’s:

Call on the Buddha’s name one, three, five, or seven times. Every time you do 
so, ask yourself silently where this sound of invocation comes from. Also ask 
yourself who is this person who is doing the Buddha invocation. If you are 
seized by doubt, then just go ahead and doubt.77

The second is Konggu Jinglong’s:

The path of nianfo is indeed a shortcut in religious cultivation. . . .  It does not 
matter whether you call the Buddha’s name quickly or slowly, in a high voice 
or a low voice. Just relax your body and mind, dwell on the name quietly and 
without forgetting it for one instant. Do not change your course whether you 
are in quiet or noisy surroundings, whether you are busy or at leisure. When 
you suddenly meet with the right opportunity, you will hit upon the true 
meaning of this phrase. You will then know that the Pure Land of calm light 
is not different from this land and that the Amitābha Buddha is not separate 
from your own mind.78

A final statement representative of the views that have been mentioned is 
found in Deqing’s definition of nianfo gong’an, the use of which by his time was 
quite widespread:

The gong’an exercise of Buddha recitation uses the invocation of Amituofo as a 
huatou. At the very moment the name is uttered, it must be the focal point in 
respect to which all doubts and delusions are laid aside. At the same time you 
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ask “Who is this person reciting Amitābha’s name?” When you rely steadily 
on the huatou, all illusions and confused thoughts will be instantly broken 
down the way knotted threads are cut. When there is no longer any place 
for them to reappear, it is all like the shining sun in the sky. When illusion 
does not arise and when delusion disappears, the mind is all calm and 
transparent.79

ZHUHONG’S IDEAS ON NIANFO

Zhuhong’s view of nianfo is set forth most methodically in his four- volume 
 Foshuo Amituo jing shuchao (Phrase- by- Phrase Commentary on the Smaller 
Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra). In general, Zhuhong’s ideas were similar to those 
expressed by the monks we have discussed so far. However, he was even more 
emphatic in claiming that nianfo was the best method to achieve both salva-
tion and enlightenment for people living in the Age of the Degenerate Law. 
He was also more systematic in his formulation of a philosophy of nianfo.

Zhuhong’s Commentary states that the sole purpose of the Tathāgata’s appear-
ance in the world is to cause sentient beings to awaken to the knowledge of 
the Buddha. Now, since the Amituo jing assures us that we can reach the state 
of nonregression (butui) by holding fast to the Buddha’s name with one mind 
(yixin chiming), this really means that ordinary people can become buddhas 
through the realization of their own minds. As long as we have firm faith in 
the sutra, we can achieve sudden enlightenment with one instant of thought 
(bu yue yinian, dun zheng puti). Isn’t this, then, a great matter (dashi)?80

Zhuhong regarded the method of “Buddha invocation with one mind” (yixin 
nianfo), which is found in this sutra, as the Buddha’s greatest gift to man, for if 
a person can sincerely practice it, he is in fact training himself in the six per-
fections of a bodhisattva:

Now if a person practices yixin nianfo [Buddha invocation with one mind], he 
will naturally stop clinging to external objects; this is the perfection of giv-
ing. If he practices it, he will naturally stop all evils; this is the perfection of 
discipline. If he practices it, his heart will naturally be soft and pliant; this 
is the perfection of patience. If he practices it, he will never retrogress; this is 
the perfection of vigor. If he practices it, no extraneous thoughts will arise; 
this is then the perfection of meditation. If he practices it, correct thoughts 
will appear distinctly; this is then the perfection of wisdom.81
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66 Zhuhong and the Joint Practice of Pure Land and Chan

Thus, when Buddha invocation is carried out with one mind, it can lead to 
buddhahood. But, paradoxically, this one mind is best achieved through Bud-
dha invocation, for according to Zhuhong, even though the mind is originally 
devoid of thought, sentient beings, because of their ignorance, have been accus-
tomed to delusive thoughts since time immemorial. It is very difficult to cause 
people to stop their random thoughts. But when they recite the name of the 
Buddha, this one thought can crowd out the multitude of other thoughts. It is 
like “using one poison to counteract another poison, or using war to stop all 
wars.” When delusive thoughts are thus stopped by the thought of nianfo, it is 
nothing other than enlightenment.82

Zhuhong’s concept of “one mind” is the crucial part of his theory of nianfo. 
Although the term is originally to be found in the text of the Amituo jing, 
Zhuhong’s interpretation of it is entirely his own. The sutra says that one will 
certainly be reborn in the Western Paradise, “if, when one hears Amituofo, one 
takes hold (zhichi) of the name for a time, from one day to seven days, with the 
unperturbed one mind (yixin buluan).” Commenting on this passage, Zhuhong 
states that the proper method of nianfo is to “take hold of the name.” When 
this “taking hold” is carried out to perfection, one reaches the “unperturbed 
one mind,” which in Zhuhong’s view is indeed the essence of the sutra.

According to Zhuhong, the compound term zhichi (taking hold) really has 
two meanings. Zhi means that when a person hears the name, he accepts it 
immediately and from then on resolutely refuses to be parted from it. Chi also 
means to accept and keep the name, but it implies a further requirement: the 
constant remembrance of the name. Zhuhong felt that chi contains both con-
notations, and a simpler definition is “to invoke the name with single- 
mindedness and never forget it” (zhuannian buwang).83

As for the ways by which one actually “takes hold of the name,” Zhuhong 
lists three: the first is mingchi, or the invocation of the name in a clear voice; 
the second is mochi, or the silent, secret contemplation of the name; and the 
third is banming banmochi, or the recitation of the name with slight movements 
of the lips and tongue without uttering a sound, which he compared to the 
“diamond recitation” of mantras by the Tantric Buddhists. When reciting the 
name, one may or may not count the number of recitations. This again is simi-
lar to mantra recitation of the Esoteric school.84

Zhuhong then distinguishes two kinds of “taking hold,” which were on two 
levels corresponding to the two levels of “one mind,” the latter being achieved 
through the former. Because of Zhuhong’s high evaluation of Huayan philoso-
phy, he uses Huayan terminology to name these two levels: the lower one is 
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that of particularity (shi) and the higher one is that of universality (li). Shichi 
means to take hold of the name with uninterrupted recollection and mindful-
ness (yinian wujian) and lichi means with uninterrupted experience and embodi-
ment (tijiu wujian). The former results in shi yixin, the “one mind of particular-
ity,” and the latter results in li yixin, the “one mind of universality.”

Zhuhong’s own words serve to illustrate what he meant by “uninterrupted 
recollection and mindfulness,” through which one takes hold of the name in 
the manner of particularity and achieves shi yixin:

When you hear the Buddha’s name, you must always remember it and dwell 
upon it. Tracing each syllable [of Amituofo] distinctly, you think (nian) of the 
name in continuous and uninterrupted succession. Whether walking, stand-
ing, sitting, or lying, just have this one thought and let no second thought arise. 
You will then be undisturbed by greed, anger, the kleśas, or any other thought. 
This is to remain single- minded in leisure and quietude, to remain single- 
minded in various defilements. Whether you are praised or blamed, whether 
you win or lose, whether you are faced with good or with evil, you always 
remain single- minded.85

This single- mindedness is the one mind of particularity. According to Zhuhong, 
it can suppress delusion (fuwang), but it cannot shatter delusion (powang). This 
is so because it is achieved by the power of faith. It pertains only to concentra-
tion but not to wisdom. Zhuhong next explains the “uninterrupted experience 
and embodiment” by which one takes hold of the name in the manner of uni-
versality and achieves li yixin:

When you hear the Buddha’s name, you should not only remember and dwell 
upon it, but also turn inward to contemplate, investigate, and observe it, and 
try to find out its origin. When investigation and observation are carried to 
the utmost limit, it will suddenly achieve an accord with your original mind 
(benxin).86

According to Zhuhong, li yixin consists of direct insight in two aspects: first, 
the insight that the recollector (nengnian) and the recollected (suonian) are not 
two different things, since they are only one mind; second, the insight that the 
one mind neither exists nor does not exist, nor both nor neither, since none of 
the four predicates applies to the one mind. The first insight implies “the iden-
tity between suchness (ru) and wisdom (zhi).”
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Outside the mind of the recollector there is no Buddha whom I recollect. This 
means that there is no suchness outside of wisdom. Outside the Buddha who 
is recollected there is no mind that recollects. This means that there is no wis-
dom outside of suchness. Since there is neither suchness nor wisdom, there is 
only one mind.87

The second insight implies that “calm (ji) and illumination (zhao) are difficult 
to conceive.”

If one says that they exist, then the objection is that the mind that recollects 
is in substance empty, while the Buddha who is recollected is absolutely unat-
tainable. If one says that they do not exist, then the objection is that the 
mind which recollects is bright and unobscured, while the Buddha who is rec-
ollected is plain and obvious. If one says that they both exist and do not exist, 
then the objection is that he who has recollections and he who has none both 
disappear. If one says that they neither exist nor do not exist, then the objec-
tion is that he who has recollections and he who has none both exist. Since 
they are not existent, they are always illuminating. Since they are neither both 
nor neither, they are both noncalm, nonilluminating, and yet calm and illu-
minating. All avenues of speech and thought are cut off; there is no form to 
which one can give a name. Therefore, there is only one mind.88

Compared with shi yixin, li yixin is clearly of a higher level. Zhuhong says that 
it can destroy delusion, for it leads not only to concentration but also to wis-
dom. Using this two- level interpretation of Buddha invocation, that of the par-
ticular (shi) and that of the universal (li), Zhuhong harmonizes the four tradi-
tional categories of nianfo. For the one mind, realized in Buddha invocation, is 
not different from samadhi. Indeed, it is identical with the last and highest 
form of nianfo, that of shixiang nianfo, for this one mind is absolute reality itself.

Zhuhong feels that people do not understand the true meaning of nianfo. 
They regard it as appropriate only for those of dull intelligence, while only 
Chan meditation can lead them to enlightenment. He points out in the Com-
mentary that the deeper form of nianfo is in essence the same as Chan:

The nianfo of “total experience and embodiment” has the same effect as work-
ing on gong’an or generating great doubts as taught by Chan masters of earlier 
times. That is why there is a saying that a person interested in Chan medita-
tion should just concentrate on the four syllables Amituofo, and needs no other 
huatou.89
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Similarly, Zhuhong feels that those Chan practitioners who denigrate Pure 
Land also fail to understand the true meaning of nianfo:

Chan and Pure Land reach the same destination by different routes. Since the 
latter does not separate itself from the one mind, it is identical with the Bud-
dha, identical with dhyāna. Therefore, he who clings to Chan and denigrates 
the Pure Land is denigrating his own original mind; he is denigrating the Bud-
dha. He is denigrating his own Chan doctrine. How thoughtless!90

The link between Chan meditation and nianfo practice is then this one mind. 
Zhuhong states categorically that this one mind is exactly that at which Bod-
hidharma was “directly pointing” (zhizhi). The difference between the two turns 
out to be no more than a difference in terminology:

When Bodhidharma talked about Chan, he was directly pointing at the lumi-
nous self- nature. The one mind of universality is exactly this luminous self- 
nature. Even though the two traditions use different terms, what they realize 
is the same mind. Well indeed did Zhongfeng say this: “The dhyāna is the dhyāna 
of the Pure Land, and the Pure Land is the Pure Land of Chan.” Some people 
might object by saying that Chan does not resort to the written word, whereas 
the Pure Land advocates the invocation of the name. But, they do not know 
that [in the Chan tradition] the Dharma is transmitted by the verse of four 
sentences and the imprinting of the mind is found in the four volumes of the 
scripture [the Laṅkāvatāra Sutra]. When these are compared with the four syl-
lables of the name, they are indeed far more wordy. As a matter of fact, not 
to rely on the written word does not mean to annihilate the written word. 
An enlightened person knows that it really means one should refuse to adhere 
to the written word and yet, at the same time, not cling to this refusal.91

In claiming that Pure Land nianfo was not different from Chan meditation 
and that Amituofo was the same as a Chan gong’an, Zhuhong obviously was 
within the tradition of the joint practice of Chan and Pure Land. But we must 
bear in mind that this did not mean the simultaneous pursuit of the two. For 
Zhuhong, it seemed to imply the following: (1) that nianfo was not inferior to 
Chan; (2) that nianfo could achieve the same goal as Chan— the realization of 
one’s self- nature or original mind; (3) that nianfo was more effective than Chan 
not only because of the efficacy of the name but also because of its suitability 
to contemporary needs. In a sense, Zhuhong incorporated Chan within the 
Pure Land path.
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To recapitulate, we may say that Zhuhong, in his interpretation of nianfo, 
combined the two trends in Pure Land discussed earlier in this chapter. He 
effected a synthesis between the tradition of nianfo sanmei or samadhi of Bud-
dha invocation, as represented by Huiyuan, Chengyuan, and Fazhao, and that 
of popular piety and evangelical salvationism as represented by the Buddha 
invocation of Shandao, Shaokang, and Shengchang. Even though we may hesi-
tate to label Pure Land a separate school, in the last analysis the fact that 
Zhuhong was regarded as a Pure Land patriarch seems rather appropriate. 
Although Zhuhong was quite at home with doctrinal formulations, it was his 
influence as a leader of the lay Buddhist movement and his ability as a monas-
tic reformer that distinguished him most among his contemporaries. In the 
next chapter, we turn to an examination of his role in the lay Buddhist move-
ment during the late Ming dynasty.
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Zhuhong and the Late Ming Lay 
Buddhist Movement

T he development of lay Buddhism (qushi fojiao) and the combin-
ing of the three teachings (sanjiao heyi) are two trends in the late 
Ming dynasty that stand out in the history of Chinese thought 

as a whole. The two trends did not, of course, first appear in the Ming. Their 
earliest manifestation can be traced as far back as the Eastern Jin dynasty 
(fourth century CE). The lively interest in Buddhism taken by the literati, as 
well as their attempt to combine Buddhism and Daoism, can be seen clearly 
in two works: the Hongming ji and the Shishuo xinyu. Nevertheless, even though 
Zhuhong’s efforts were not unprecedented, they must be regarded as qualita-
tively different from earlier manifestations in their pervasiveness and 
thoroughness.

The rise of lay Buddhism in the Ming is sometimes attributed to the low 
moral caliber of the priesthood and the attractions of a career in officialdom 
through the civil service examination system.1 Therefore, the theory is that the 
best minds went into official service, and only a few talented people became 
monks. The pious, unwilling to join a disreputable sangha, chose the practice 
of lay Buddhism as the only alternative. According to this theory, then, lay Bud-
dhism arose in response to a decline in monastic Buddhism. Such an interpre-
tation presupposes an inverse relationship between monastic and lay Buddhism. 
But this relationship is open to question, for in fact lay Buddhism has always 
been intimately linked with monastic Buddhism. Both in the Tang and in the 
Song, when Buddhism was a strong institutional religion, eminent monks 
attracted lay followers. The situation was similar in the Ming too, as lay Bud-
dhists usually congregated around a few leading monks. The monk Zhuhong 
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72 Zhuhong and the Late Ming Lay Buddhist Movement

and his lay followers serve as a good example. If there had been no revival of 
monastic Buddhism in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, lay 
Buddhism would not have emerged. Lay Buddhism, then, reflected the new 
energy of monastic Buddhism in the late Ming. It did not emerge as a substi-
tute for the latter.

To regard lay Buddhism primarily as an “alternative” to monastic Buddhism 
is also to accept another widely held view— namely, that since the Tang Bud-
dhism had declined continuously, and that it reached its nadir in the Ming.2 
The principal reasons usually advanced for this view are that after the Tang 
no important sutras were translated, no new Buddhist sect was established, 
and no great master of originality and doctrinal brilliance appeared. The cri-
teria that have been used so far to evaluate the growth or decline of Buddhism 
in China center on its institutional strength and philosophical creativity. But 
is this the only way to interpret the history of Buddhism in China?

Although this chapter deals primarily with the phenomena of the lay Bud-
dhist movement and the combining of the three teachings in the late Ming, it 
also suggests a different criterion for evaluating post- Tang Buddhism. It is not 
so much that Buddhism declined or degenerated as that the nature of Bud-
dhist practice changed after the Tang. One can say that post- Tang Buddhism 
was different from Buddhism in earlier times, but one cannot say that it was 
necessarily worse. The main features characterizing this change were an increas-
ing emphasis on self- enlightenment through a practical methodology and a 
growing openness toward Confucianism and Daoism. Eschewing doctrinal 
exclusiveness, post- Tang Buddhism attempted to become fully integrated with 
Chinese society. It was during the Ming dynasty that this process of sinifica-
tion was best exemplified in Buddhism.

When we probe for the circumstances leading to the rise of lay Buddhism 
during the late Ming, two stand out for special attention. The popularity of 
the school of Wang Yangming, especially its later offshoot, the left- wing Wang 
school (the Taizhou school), undoubtedly contributed in no small measure to 
the atmosphere of individualism and freedom in the sphere of religious as well 
as intellectual inquiry. The nonsectarian approach to spiritual realization advo-
cated by the Wang school opened new ground for a rediscovery of Buddhism. 
It kindled a general appreciation of and interest in Buddhism.

Another important factor was the conscious effort made by monks like 
Zhuhong to propagate Buddhism among the educated literati- official classes— as 
well as among the common people— in a form that could be readily understood 
and easily appreciated. These monks also adopted a conciliatory attitude 
toward Confucianism and Daoism, although in truth some of them, like 
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Zhuhong, did not really regard either as the equal of Buddhism. The impor-
tant point to note here, however, is not so much that Zhuhong did not whole-
heartedly welcome Confucianism and Daoism as equals; rather, it is that he 
did seek to accommodate Buddhism to the other two doctrines and to fit all 
three into a hierarchical pyramid, with Buddhism at the apex. Zhuhong’s atti-
tude toward the problem of the three teachings should be stressed, for with-
out his posture of reconciliation it would have been impossible for him to have 
become the most influential figure in the formation of the lay Buddhist move-
ment. This movement began in the late Ming, continued to flourish through 
the Qing period, and is still active today. The lay Buddhist movement and the 
combining of the three teachings laid a theoretical foundation for the absorp-
tion of Buddhism into the personal lives of members of the literati- official class. 
Conversely, the development of lay Buddhism within this same class was a con-
crete manifestation of syncretization and a tangible index of its success.

Two of Zhuhong’s ideas exerted a great influence on his followers: first, com-
passion for sentient beings as manifested in the observance of nonkilling 
(busha) and the release of life (fangsheng); second, the promotion of popular 
morality through the system of merits and demerits outlined in his book, Zizhi 
lu (The Record of Self- knowledge, YQFH 15). As we shall see, Zhuhong was not 
the originator of these concepts, for both had long been accepted tenets not 
only in the Buddhist tradition but also in Confucianism and Daoism. Never-
theless, his way of interpreting and presenting these ideas won him an immense 
following among both the educated elite and the common people.

COMPASSION FOR LIFE: THE DOCTRINAL 
FOUNDATIONS OF LAY BUDDHISM

The precepts of nonkilling and the release of life have firm doctrinal bases in 
Buddhism. They are, respectively, the first of the ten grave (shizhong) precepts 
and the twentieth of the forty- eight light (sishiba qing) precepts. These two 
groups together form the entire set of bodhisattva precepts (pusa jie) promul-
gated in the second half of the chapter called “Ground of Mind” in the Sutra of 
Brahma’s Net (Fanwang jing xindi pin). As the basic precepts of Mahāyāna Bud-
dhism primarily addressed to lay believers, this set of fifty- eight precepts has 
always enjoyed great popularity as well as authority in China. There are numer-
ous commentaries on this sutra; that by the Tiantai master Zhiyi (538– 597) is 
the most famous. Zhuhong composed a subcommentary on this work. It has a 
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rather cumbersome title: Fanwang jing xindi pin pusa jie yishu fayin (The Elucida-
tion of the Commentary on the Meaning of the Bodhisattva Precepts as Con-
tained in the Chapter Entitled “The Ground of Mind” in the Sutra of Brahma’s 
Net, juan 5, YQFH 1– 4). Since Zhuhong’s understanding of, and attitude toward, 
the Buddhist Vinaya are both found in this work, it deserves our special atten-
tion. While The Record of Self- knowledge is a detailed prescription for a moral 
life, this subcommentary serves as a theoretical rationale permeated through-
out with the spirit of Buddhist compassion.

The scriptural text of the precept of nonkilling reads:

The Buddha said: “It is incumbent on all sons of Buddha neither to kill by 
themselves (zisha), nor to cause others to kill (jiaoren sha), nor to offer others 
the means to kill (fangbian sha), nor to encourage others to kill (cantan sha), 
nor to express joy when witnessing a killing (jianzuo suixi), nor to kill by utter-
ing a spell (zhousha). These comprise the primary causes of killing (shayin), the 
secondary causes of killing (shayuan), all acts of killing (shafa), and creating 
the karma of having killed (shaye).3 As long as anything has life, you may not 
kill it intentionally. Therefore a bodhisattva must abide always in the mind 
of compassion (zibei xin), and the mind of filial obedience (xiaoshun xin), and 
he must always save and protect all sentient beings by the use of expedient 
means.”4

Regarding the last sentence, Zhuhong explains in his commentary that:

The two things [a bodhisattva] should have are compassion and filial obedi-
ence, and one thing he should do is offer salvation and protection. To kill is 
to act contrary to heaven and principle; therefore it is unfilial and disobedi-
ent. Moreover, since all sentient beings are [perhaps] our parents of many past 
generations, to hurt and harm them is to hurt and harm our own fathers and 
mothers. If one refrains from hurting them, one can avoid sin. But, unless one 
also saves and protects them, one cannot be called a bodhisattva. Therefore, 
while practicing nonkilling, we should also save sentient beings.5

Among the injunctions, nonkilling heads the list of ten grave precepts that 
a bodhisattva must observe. Its importance cannot be emphasized enough. 
However, for the advocates of compassion to animals through such acts as set-
ting them free and keeping oneself on a vegetarian diet, the principal ratio-
nale is offered by another precept: the twentieth in the group of forty- eight 
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light precepts. It is called “the prohibition against the nonpractice of releasing 
and saving [sentient beings]” (buxing fangjiu jie). It reads:

All sons of Buddha, because of their compassionate hearts, practice the release 
of sentient beings. All men are my fathers and all women are my mothers. All 
rebirths of mine without any exception, from one rebirth to another, I receive 
from them. Therefore all the beings in the six paths of existence are my par-
ents. If I should kill and eat them, it is the same as killing my own parents. It 
is also the same as killing my own self. For earth and water are my former 
body, while fire and wind are my original substance. Thus one should always 
release sentient beings. Since to be reborn into one existence after another is 
the permanent and unalterable law, we should teach people to release sentient 
beings. When we see that domestic animals are about to be killed, we ought 
to save them by the use of expedient means and spare them the suffering. We 
ought always to preach the bodhisattva precepts and save sentient beings. On 
the day when our parents or brothers pass away, we should ask a Vinaya mas-
ter to lecture on the doctrine and rules of the bodhisattva precepts so that, 
as the dead are aided by the merit [arising from this], they will be able to see 
the buddhas and be reborn in the path of man or heaven. Those who do not 
do this commit a light offense.6

In his commentary on this passage, Zhuhong elaborates on this doctrine. 
Three main points are emphasized, and they are put in a question- and- answer 
format. The questions come from an imaginary interlocutor of decidedly Con-
fucian persuasion. The first question is this: “Mozi advocates impartial love 
and is regarded as a heretic. Now, how can one say that all sentient beings are 
my father and mother?” Zhuhong answers:

Confucianism talks only of this life, but Buddhism also discusses our previ-
ous existences. Since a person is reborn in many lives, he must be reincar-
nated in all the various realms of existence. Then is it not natural that sentient 
beings in all six paths of existence may be my father and mother? When peo-
ple look only at the traces that lie nearby but do not investigate their distant 
causes, they are naturally prone to fall into heresy.7

The second question is about the identity between the four elements (earth, 
water, wind, fire) and man’s physical body. His interlocutor asks: “The four great 
elements are external things. How can they be related to our bodies?” The 
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relationship, according to Zhuhong, is illusory. Man’s true self is forever 
“empty” (śūnya), but out of ignorance he becomes attached to the phenomenal 
world and regards his temporal existence as real. Once this delusion takes 
hold, man is trapped in transmigration and remains inextricably entangled 
with the four elements that are merely symbols of the phenomena. Zhuhong’s 
answer is this:

Sentient beings, suffering delusion, do not know their true selves, which are 
permanent and real. They regard outside things as their own selves and, seek-
ing earth, water, fire, and wind, they take these as their own blood, flesh, body 
warmth, and breath. They are born when these four great elements are com-
bined, and they die when the elements disperse and disintegrate. Except for 
death by transformation [death of beings such as arhats, who live in realms 
beyond transmigration], all other forms of transmigration [death in the three 
realms of desire, form, and formlessness] cannot survive in a body indepen-
dent of this [the mortal] condition.8

Anticipating possible doubts on the part of the reader, Zhuhong poses two 
related problems regarding the correspondence between the physical universe 
and its human microcosm. He argues his case by analogies and inferences in a 
manner reminiscent of the fourth- century polemics between the Buddhists and 
their Confucian opponents, with particular reference to the controversy about 
the immortality or mortality of the soul. The foremost of these arguments, bril-
liantly presented by the anti- Buddhist Fan Zhen (ca. 450– 515) in his “Essay on the 
Extinction of the Soul” (Shenmie lun), took the view that the soul was mortal.9

The first question in Zhuhong’s presentation is this: if all creatures are 
endowed with the same four elements, the natural consequence would be that 
we should be able to share each other’s feelings and sensations. But how is it 
that when I hurt another being, I do not feel any pain? The answer is:

One’s own body and the body of others are both the same and different. The 
difference is like the case when thousands of flowers grow on one tree, yet 
each has its own nature. So when one flower is plucked, the rest are not 
affected. Therefore, the food of one arhat could not satisfy the rest of the 
monks,10 and a loving brother’s voluntary cauterization could not lessen 
another brother’s pain.11 As for their being the same, we have such examples 
as this: when a mother bites her finger, the filial son feels it in his heart12 or, 
when the statue of a rebellious subject is struck, his own head also falls off.13 
When somebody else eats a plum, one’s own mouth often starts to water in 
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anticipation of the sour taste. When we see another person stand on a cliff, 
we start to tremble ourselves. This is because all men share the same breath 
and blood. Therefore we can respond to each other.14

Zhuhong goes on to raise another question. If our physical bodies consist 
of the four elements, then how is it that we are mortally susceptible to their 
destruction? In other words, why does earth suffocate us, water drown us, fire 
burn us, and wind freeze us? Zhuhong answers this way:

There are two reasons for this. The first is the mutual antagonism of the ele-
ments, and the second is the self- cancellation of each element. In the former 
case, when earth accumulates, it blocks the wind; when the wind is strong, it 
disperses earth; when fire is fierce, it dries water, yet when there is much water, 
it extinguishes fire. In just the same way, the four elements outside our bod-
ies are antagonistic toward the four elements inside our bodies. They check 
and hold each other in control. In the latter case [of self- cancellation of ele-
ments], just as the collapse of Mount Tai would wipe out a mound of earth, 
or the waves of the ocean would absorb a spoonful of water, or a raging fire 
would eat up a flicker of fire, or a typhoon would draw in a light breeze, simi-
larly, the external and internal four elements destroy each other because of 
the similarity of their essence.15

In the commentary, Zhuhong compares the Buddhist attitude toward one’s 
parents with the Confucian and tries to prove the superiority of the former. 
Since the twentieth precept of the Fanwang jing (the thirtieth of all the pre-
cepts, grave and light) places the salvation and release of sentient beings before 
religious services on the anniversary of one’s parents’ deaths, one may legiti-
mately attack it for its slight against one’s own parents. As Zhuhong had his 
questioner put it, there should be a natural order in expressing one’s love and 
loyalty— one should start with one’s immediate family, then extend to other 
people, and last include inanimate things. Now if, as the precept dictates, one 
put others before one’s own family, would this not be acting contrary to nature? 
Zhuhong answers: “When you put your own before other people, then although 
you are concerned with others, you still make a distinction between yourself 
and others. This is ordinary compassion. But, when you put other creatures 
before your own family you are solely concerned with others and are no 
 longer aware of yourself. This is compassion par excellence.”16 In other words, 
Confucian compassion is not as vigorous and thoroughgoing as Buddhist 
compassion.
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On another occasion Zhuhong compared the Confucian moral precepts in 
general with those of Buddhism and arrived at a similar conclusion. He felt 
that, although they formally resembled each other, they were quite different 
in scope and intensity. Buddhist precepts, according to Zhuhong, were more 
demanding and far- reaching. They aimed at absolute perfection, whereas Con-
fucian precepts aimed at goodness in moderation:

The precepts of Confucianism and Buddhism are similar, but as the first are 
limited and the other comprehensive in scope, they are quite different. Take 
the prohibition against killing, one of the five [basic] Buddhist precepts. In 
Buddhism, it means nonkilling in absolute terms. On the other hand, although 
Confucianism also teaches compassion, it says only that one should not kill 
cows, sheep, dogs, and pigs without good reason. It does not prohibit killing 
per se. Confucianism also advocates not fishing with a net or shooting at a 
nesting bird. Unlike Buddhism, however, it does not prohibit fishing and 
shooting under all circumstances. Therefore we know that Confucian precepts 
aim at the good of the secular society, while Buddhist precepts aim at the good 
in absolute transcendence. It is therefore not surprising that since ancient 
times individual Confucianists have accepted and observed Buddhist 
precepts.17

The influence of the precepts of nonkilling and the release of life on the prac-
tice of Chinese Buddhism has always been extensive. Although Zhuhong and 
his fellow monks emphasized abstention from killing and the release of living 
creatures, this was not the first time that these were advocated. A brief 
historical survey of attempts to institutionalize them may give us more 
perspective.18

HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS FOR THE ADVOCACY 
OF NONKILLING AND RELEASING LIFE

During the Sui dynasty it was legally stipulated in 583 that in the first, fifth, 
and ninth months of the year, as well as on the “six fast days” (eighth, four-
teenth, fifteenth, twenty- fourth, twenty- ninth, and thirtieth days) of every 
month, no one should kill any living beings.19 The choice of these particular 
dates was based on the rule set down in the Sutra of Brahma’s Net.20 It says that 
during these same three months and on these six days of every month a lay 
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devotee should keep the eight precepts. Among them there are the prohibi-
tions against killing and theft, and the rule of not eating after the noon meal. 
On the six fast days, the four Heavenly Kings would make an inspection of 
the world, observe the good and evil deeds of men, and make a record of these. 
Therefore, a person should be especially cautious on these days.

During the Tang dynasty, a decree was issued in 619 forbidding the slaugh-
ter of animals as well as fishing and hunting during the first, fifth, and ninth 
months of every year.21 This decree apparently met with varying degrees of suc-
cess until the Huichang persecution (845). As for the establishment of ponds 
for releasing life (fangsheng chi), the earliest reference dates back to the reign of 
Emperor Yuan of the Liang dynasty (552– 555), when a pavilion was constructed 
for this purpose,22 but we do not know the date of its construction or any 
details concerning its use. During the Tang dynasty Emperor Suzong issued a 
decree in 759 setting up eighty- one ponds for releasing life.23 The famous cal-
ligrapher Yan Zhenqing (709– 785)24 wrote an inscription on a stone stele com-
memorating this event. According to the inscription, the area in which these 
ponds were established included parts of present- day Shanxi, Hubei, Hunan, 
Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, Guangdong, Guangxi, Jiangxi, and Zhejiang: “Start-
ing from Xingdao of Yangzhou [Shaanxi], through the various districts of 
Shannan, Jiannan, Qianzhong, Jingnan, Lingnan, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, and end-
ing at the Taiping Bridge over the Qinhuai River at Jiangning of Shenzhou 
[Nanjing], every five li a pond for releasing life is set up by the river and near 
the city. All together there are eighty- one ponds.”25 Although we have access 
to government decrees and codifications giving some indication of the extent 
of official compliance, the evidence also suggests that popular practice was very 
limited. It is not until the Song dynasty that we begin to see a pervasive 
popularization.

The gradual popularity of the practice of releasing life was due mainly to 
the successful evangelism of outstanding monks. Yongming Yanshou (904– 
975),26 the great synthesizer of all Buddhist sects, was a strong advocate of the 
amalgamation of Chan and Pure Land. When he was in charge of taxes for the 
king of Wuyue before he became a monk, he used government money to buy 
fish and shrimps and set them free. Ciyun Zunshi (963– 1032),27 a Tiantai monk 
who also advocated Pure Land practice, persuaded many fishermen to change 
their profession. It is said that when he was lecturing at the Kaiyuan Monas-
tery, “People in the whole city stopped drinking wine, and butchers lost their 
business.”28 He was also instrumental in setting up new ponds for releasing life. 
In 1017 Emperor Zhenzong issued a decree calling for the establishment of 
ponds along the rivers Huai and Zhe as well as in Hunan and Hubei, where 
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fishing was also prohibited.29 Zunshi sent a memorial to the throne in 1019 
requesting that the emperor’s birthday be celebrated by having the West Lake 
established as a pond for releasing life. From then on, every year on Buddha’s 
birthday, the eighth day of the fourth month, “meetings for releasing life” ( fang-
sheng hui) were organized, and participation in the meetings became very fash-
ionable. This custom apparently declined somewhat in later years, for Su 
Dongpo (1036– 1101)30 wrote a memorial in 1090 asking for its revival.31

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF  
POST- TANG BUDDHISM

During the late Tang and the Five Dynasties, after the monumental task of 
sutra translation, doctrinal elaboration, and sectarian systematization had been 
accomplished, the process of assimilation started in earnest. It had been, in a 
sense, impossible before the Song. So the process flowered during the Song, 
when Chan and Pure Land emerged as the dominant sects of Chinese Bud-
dhism. While different in approach— Chan being a form of self- realization 
effected through one’s own efforts, and Pure Land emphasizing faith as 
expressed in the devotion and worship of the Amitābha Buddha— they both 
put practice ahead of doctrine. Religious salvation had to be sought through a 
religious life. This did not necessarily mean a monastic life, although the latter 
continued to be regarded as the preferred state for a person committed to Bud-
dhism. Yet it certainly did entail a definite life style. The life of a Buddhist 
devotee was to embody both wisdom and compassion. When a Chan practi-
tioner assiduously meditated on a gong’an, he was in fact gradually groping 
toward the realization of wisdom, which is the highest perfection in Mahāyāna 
Buddhism. Such wisdom could demolish the whole system of false and per-
verted thought constructions he had inherited as a human condition. In the 
same way, by performing such small acts of charity as setting free a captured 
fish or refusing to take meat on certain days, the Pure Land believer hoped to 
free himself from his innate desire, greed, and hatred.

The motivations for performing such acts were not merely rooted in ethi-
cal demands, but had deep religious and psychological roots. When a person 
killed another sentient being, he broke the hidden bonds among all forms of 
life. Violence alienated the violator not only from a sense of cosmic harmony 
but also, ultimately, from himself. For although the act of killing was an extreme 
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assertion of the self, the self, which was so isolated and delimited, ironically 
ceased to have any real life or to have any real meaning.

Buddhist vegetarianism was significant when viewed in this context. For 
even though one did not kill the animal himself, every time one ate its meat, 
he denied the existence of any meaningful relationship between himself and 
other beings. By objectifying an animal as “food,” one could become insensi-
tive to its suffering and regard it as a mere thing. On the other hand, each time 
he released a creature from its impending death, each time he returned it to 
freedom, a person reaffirmed the original bond among all sentient beings. The 
act of releasing was a celebration of reunion, during which the selfish human 
will, which alienates, was momentarily obliterated. The person who released 
life in fact released himself from human selfishness.

The ordinary person who engaged in such acts might not consciously real-
ize their significance. Nor can we assert that everyone could achieve this qual-
itative leap of transcendence by the quantitative performance of good deeds. 
Still, the rationale for this kind of piety is there. The fact that the two Song 
monks mentioned earlier, who advocated nonkilling and the releasing of life, 
were regarded as Pure Land believers comes as no surprise. What is particu-
larly noteworthy is that general popular interest at that time affected even the 
teachings of the Chan masters whose concern was the attainment of enlight-
enment. The amalgamation of the Chan and Pure Land schools started during 
the Song. The emphasis on practice, which both schools shared, provided a com-
mon ground for amalgamation. But as the years passed, popular Buddhism, 
which grew out of their common concern, came more and more to serve as a 
reinforcement for this syncretic trend.

During the Song dynasty lay associations became increasingly popular in 
Buddhist circles. Such associations have been traced back to Huiyuan’s Lotus 
Society32 and to the many organizations whose traces were found at Dunhuang. 
But as Suzuki Chūsei pointed out in his excellent study on Song Buddhism,33 
these associations were quite different from their prototypes of the Northern 
and Southern dynasties, or the Sui and Tang. In the first place, whereas the 
earlier associations were mainly organized for the purposes of erecting statues 
of the Buddha, building caves to store Buddhist treasures, copying and making 
sutras, reciting sutras, or organizing Buddhist feasts and religious festivals, the 
Song associations were primarily “societies for reciting the Buddha’s name” 
(nianfo hui). During their periodic meetings members recited together the 
name of the Amitābha Buddha and transferred the merits thus accrued to 
their speedy rebirth in the Western Paradise. The members also engaged in 
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philanthropic activities, but invocation of the Buddha (nianfo) was the main 
purpose. In the second place, members of earlier associations tended to come 
from the upper classes, but membership during the Song was much more 
diverse, and common people from ordinary walks of life tended to form the 
majority. Although they were called “societies,” we do not find any formal 
organizational structure or institutional rules for these groups. They often 
consisted of indefinite numbers of people, and they met at unspecified times. 
In sharp contrast, the “societies for releasing life” (fangsheng hui) of the late 
Ming and the Qing were much better organized.

It was also during the Song that tracts exhorting people to refrain from kill-
ing animals for food and to keep a vegetarian diet started to appear in great 
numbers. The ones I have read34 are all quite short, and they appeal to ethical 
instead of religious considerations. The piece by Su Dongpo, probably the most 
prominent Song lay devotee, is a representative example. Su stated that a meat 
eater invariably had to violate the five cardinal Confucian virtues: “To slaugh-
ter others in order to fatten oneself is inhuman; to tear it from its kith and 
kin in order to entertain one’s own family is unjust; to offer its fleshy body to 
the gods is improper; to proclaim that what belongs to one as one’s proper share 
must be beheaded is unwise; and to set bait and traps to ensnare it is to lack 
good faith.”35

ZHUHONG’S ADVOCACY OF NONKILLING AND 
RELEASING LIFE IN THE MING

It was in this syncretic tradition that Zhuhong carried out his lay proselytism. 
His essays “On Refraining from Killing” and “On Releasing Sentient Beings” 
(Jiesha fangsheng wen)36 were reprinted and distributed widely. They were 
received with such enthusiasm and became so famous that the mother of the 
emperor sent a special emissary to seek further instruction from Zhuhong. As 
mentioned before, they also started the vogue among lay circles of organizing 
“societies for releasing life.” These tried to raise funds to build ponds for releas-
ing life and met together at definite intervals to set free captured birds, fish, 
and other domesticated animals (which they usually bought from fishermen 
or at the marketplace). In the twenty- eighth year of Wanli (1600), as a result of 
his persuasion, Zhuhong’s lay followers contributed money, redeemed two 
abandoned temples in the city of Renhe in Zhejiang, where he was born, and 
established in each a pond for releasing life. These were the Shanfang and 
Changshou ponds.37
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On the subject of organizing these societies, however, Zhuhong himself was 
curiously reticent, if not outright disapproving. The reason was, most proba-
bly, his fear of being connected with the notorious White Lotus Society and 
other secret societies which appeared periodically in history, and which vari-
ous governments since the Song had tried so hard to suppress.38 Zhuhong 
warned his followers that there were rascals in the society who used the name 
of the Buddha to do evil things.39 They proclaimed the imminent coming of 
the future Buddha Maitreya and lured adherents with money, fame, material 
possessions, and women. The only way to disengage oneself from mistaken 
identification with these discredited groups was to try to practice cultivation 
by oneself. Societies should be organized with great discretion, and there should 
not be too many. In his own words:

Associations for the recitation of the Buddha’s name (nianfo hui) were started 
by Master Huiyuan of Lu Shan, but among the organizers of societies today, 
can anyone be compared to Master Yuan? Can the members be the equals of 
the eighteen gentlemen of Lu Shan? Therefore, the societies should be few and 
not many. This is because people who are really interested in practicing the 
nianfo of the Pure Land are as rare as dedicated monks sitting in the medita-
tion hall. As for women joining an association together with men, this was 
something unheard of at Lu Shan. Women should practice nianfo at home. Do 
not mix with men and cause society’s criticism and suspicion. If you want to 
protect the true Law of the Buddha, this is most important. It is also better 
to have fewer societies for releasing life (fangsheng hui) than many, inasmuch 
as people who are really interested in saving sentient beings are as rare as peo-
ple in the recitation groups (nianfo hui). In my opinion, everyone should buy 
as many creatures as he can afford and release them whenever he sees them. 
At the end of a season or at the end of a year, everyone may go to one place, 
the number he has released can be tabulated, and his merit can be assigned. 
After this let everyone disperse quickly. Do not waste money to prepare offer-
ings and do not waste time in socializing.40

The emphasis on flexibility and expediency was characteristic of Zhuhong’s 
approach to problems of religious cultivation. Such organizations were not in 
themselves undesirable, but because of their tendency to become, among other 
abuses, formalistic, Zhuhong could not endorse them with complete enthusi-
asm. But on the subject of releasing life, he was consistently evangelical. In 
his essay “On Releasing Sentient Beings” (Fangsheng wen), he argues the case 
with many examples drawn from historical records, legends, contemporary 
reports, and personal experiences, to illustrate the efficacy of releasing life. More 
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powerful than rational and doctrinal persuasion, these stories helped to con-
vince not only his contemporaries but even later readers of the existence of a 
law which ensures that a good deed is always rewarded. Some stories may 
appear to be no more than superstitions, and one may marvel at the naïveté 
and gullibility of the people who believed them. Yet this realization does not 
prevent us from appreciating Zhuhong’s skill in the presentation of his case 
and his ability to fathom the mysterious depths of human religiosity. By using 
a technique which stressed how the numinous worked in the miraculous, the 
magical, and the uncommon, he struck a responsive chord among the audi-
ences of that time. The atmosphere of the Ming, as evidenced by the abun-
dance of reported dreams, omens, and other inexplicable events in the biji 
(notebook) literature of the day, was very hospitable to this approach.

Two anecdotes Zhuhong tells in this essay give us a good idea of the type of 
story he used. Both happened in his own day: one to himself, the other to some-
one in his native Hangzhou.41

The first took place in the fourth year of Longqing (1570). While Zhuhong 
was staying at a small temple during his wanderings after he had become a 
monk, he saw that someone had captured several centipedes and was fasten-
ing their heads and tails together with a bamboo bow. Zhuhong bought the 
centipedes and set them free. Only one was still alive and got away; the rest 
were dead. Later on, one night while he was sitting with a friend, he suddenly 
caught a glimpse of a centipede on the wall. After he had tried to drive it away 
and had failed, he said to the centipede, “Are you the one I set free before? Have 
you come here to thank me? If so, I shall preach the Dharma to you. Listen 
carefully and do not move.” Then Zhuhong continued, “All sentient beings 
evolve from the mind. The ones with violent minds are transformed into tigers 
and wolves, and the ones with poisonous minds are transformed into snakes 
and scorpions. If you give up your poisonous heart, you can cast off this form.” 
After he finished talking, the centipede slowly crept out the window without 
having to be driven away. The friend was greatly amazed.

The second anecdote took place in the ninth year of Wanli (1581) in a house-
hold named Gan in Hulei near Hangzhou. A neighbor was robbed, and Gan’s 
daughter presented the neighbor’s mother with ten eels when she went to com-
miserate. The eels were put away in a big jar and then forgotten. One night the 
mother dreamed that ten men dressed in yellow gowns and wearing pointed 
hats knelt before her and begged for their lives. Upon waking, she consulted 
a fortune- teller, who told her that some creatures were begging to be 
released from captivity. She searched all over the house and finally found 
the jar containing the eels. They had grown to enormous size in the meantime 
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and numbered exactly ten. She was utterly astonished and set them free right 
away.

These and other stories were meant to prove that “of the persons who set 
creatures free, some receive honor and prestige, some receive added years of 
life, some are spared from disasters, some recover from mental illnesses, some 
achieve rebirth in heaven, and some attain enlightenment in the Way. There is 
clear evidence that as one releases life, he assuredly receives a reward.”42 
Although rewards should not be the sole purpose in our performance of good 
deeds, Zhuhong told his readers, as a consequence of the good deed performed 
a reward will come, even though we may refuse it.

In fact, reward always served as an important argument in Zhuhong’s advo-
cacy of lay practice. In another article dealing with the same subject, in which 
he offered a complete list of all the reasons why a person should carry out the 
release of life, rewards again occupied a conspicuous position:

As a man values his life,
So do animals love theirs.
Releasing life accords with the mind of heaven;
Releasing life agrees with the teaching of the Buddha.
Releasing life unties the snare of hatred;
Releasing life purifies the taint of sin.
Releasing life enables one to escape the three disasters [of fire, water, 

wind];
Releasing life enables one to be free from the “nine kinds of untimely 

deaths (jiuheng).”43

Releasing life enables one to live long;
Releasing life enables one to rise high in an official career;
Releasing life enables one to have many children;
Releasing life enables one to have a prosperous household.
Releasing life dispels anxieties and worries;
Releasing life reduces sickness and pain.
Releasing life is the compassion of Guanyin [Avalokiteśvara];
Releasing life is the deed of Puxian [Samantabhadra].
By releasing life one comes to realize the truth of no birth (wusheng).
By releasing life one ends transmigration.44

Here Zhuhong tells his readers that to release life is as much the will of heaven 
as a teaching of the Buddha. He attracts his readers with worldly honors 
and riches, promises them magical protection from disaster, and in the end 
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holds out the loftiest ideals in Buddhism: “no birth” and the release from 
transmigration.

What are we to make of this mixture of religious, magical, moral, and mate-
rialistic rationales? Are we to presume that Zhuhong used material rewards 
only as a concession to popular superstition, while his true intention was to 
preach a higher Buddhism? Or should we argue that he could, in fact, do no 
better; that he was an ignorant monk peddling an adulterated version of Bud-
dhism, that in order to make Buddhism palatable he had to exploit popular 
greed and superstition? I do not think that either was really the case.

It cannot be denied that Zhuhong consistently employed the theme of 
reward and punishment. But his credentials as an important Buddhist mas-
ter were well acknowledged by his contemporaries. His knowledge and 
understanding of Buddhist philosophy, especially that of Huayan, were excel-
lent. Following orthodox Chinese Buddhist tradition, he showed his ability as a 
scholastic commentator on sutras in his work Foshuo Amituo jing shuchao, a 
phrase- by- phrase commentary on the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra.45 Yet, in 
advocating both nonkilling and releasing life, as well as in propagating the 
social ethics set forth in The Record of Self- knowledge, Zhuhong displayed 
remarkably little of his Buddhist learning; he relied much more on practical 
moral persuasion. This apparent contradiction can be resolved if we examine 
Zhuhong’s purpose in encouraging lay Buddhism. When we do so, we discover 
that Zhuhong was not only aiming for something; he was also reacting against 
something.

The fact that Zhuhong proselytized in a nonintellectual, nonphilosophical 
manner was not an accident, but deliberate choice. He was in fact greatly dis-
tressed by what he considered to be the failure of Buddhism in his own time. 
This failure, as he saw it, was due mainly to the degeneration of Chan practice 
and the neglect of monastic discipline. Instead of working seriously on his 
enlightenment, the Chan devotee only discussed it cleverly and as an intellec-
tual game. Chan was no longer a genuine living experience, but the mechani-
cal mimicry of earlier gong’an and the fabrication of sophistries. Religious cul-
tivation had come to signify learning by rote and the meaningless display of 
intellectual cleverness.

Neglect of monastic discipline was closely connected with the stultification 
of Chan. Chan masters in the Tang and Song frequently shocked their disci-
ples by their unconventional behavior and by their refusal to admit the rel-
evance of moral action to spiritual enlightenment. The truth discovered 
through enlightenment transcended human morality, and the person in a 
state of enlightenment might rightly regard all moral values as relative. This 
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was not only a Chan position, for we can find it in the Wang Yangming school 
as well. The dictum “in the original substance of the mind there is no dis-
tinction between good and evil,” as set forth in the famous colloquy at the 
Tianchuan Bridge, is also rooted in the genuine experience of enlightenment. 
Yet what is often easily forgotten is that this transcendence of human morality 
applies only to those who have already experienced enlightenment. To the 
person who is in the process of working toward enlightenment, monastic dis-
cipline is in fact indispensable.

Chan had lost vitality by Zhuhong’s time. Yet people who had never gone 
through the transforming experience of enlightenment continued to denigrate 
morality as conventional, and looked down upon it. It was against this kind of 
irresponsible attitude that Zhuhong launched an attack. He saw a sense of 
moral seriousness as the most essential countermeasure. It could take the form 
of observance of Vinaya rules in the case of a monk, or of the practice of non-
killing, release of life, and social philanthropy in the case of a lay devotee. For 
Zhuhong the compelling question was how to save Buddhism from the dead-
ening effect of routinization. Under the charismatic inspiration of strong Chan 
masters Buddhism had been able to retain its vitality even if it did not stress 
moral cultivation. But in the postcharismatic age of the Ming (which Zhuhong, 
along with other Buddhists, called the “degenerate age of the Law”), it would 
be dangerous for anyone to continue to neglect moral discipline. Indeed, moral 
discipline was the only effective means through which to bolster flagging ener-
gies and infuse vigor and direction into religious life.

In this context it is interesting to record Zhuhong’s correspondence with 
Zhou Rudeng, a member of the Taizhou school. Zhou was a disciple of Luo 
Jinxi, who introduced him to Buddhist writings.46 It was Zhou who once 
engaged in a debate with a fellow Confucian concerning the meaning of the 
famous “colloquy at the Tianchuan Bridge.” He held to the interpretation then 
that the mind was neither good nor evil, and he wrote to Zhuhong about it 
saying: “If we realize the true self, then where is good and evil? It is like the 
moon as reflected in the river; how can one say whether it is clear or dirty?” 
To this question Zhuhong answered:

Even though the moon is pure, the reflection will become dull or bright 
depending on whether the water is clean or dirty. Although the mind is orig-
inally luminous, yet as one does good or evil deeds, their effects will make 
the mind soar high or sink to the ground. How can we say that the dirty water 
is good simply because the moon in its essence cannot be designated as clear 
or murky? How can we say that evil deeds do not matter simply because the 
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mind in its essence cannot be designated as good or evil? If one is addicted to 
the biased view of emptiness, he will deviate from perfect understanding. 
Once you realize that both good and evil are nonexistent, it is all the better 
that you should stop evil and do good. If you insist on not stopping evil and 
not doing good, it shows that your understanding is not yet perfect.47

“To do good and to stop evil” (xingshan zhi’e) was indeed the key to the entire 
Buddhist Vinaya. Zhuhong sought to use Pure Land faith and moral discipline 
to correct the penchant for “empty talk” current in his day.

Releasing life, then, was intended as a method of moral cultivation. One 
might wish that Zhuhong, in advocating the performance of good deeds, could 
have stressed the importance of nonattachment more, and the benefits of 
worldly rewards less. But he was as much a practical missionary as a Buddhist 
theologian. He knew the hopes and aspirations of his audience extremely well, 
and he used whatever arguments would be most effective in gaining wider 
acceptance.

Zhuhong’s emphasis on concrete, practical methods of lay practice was ade-
quately demonstrated in his essay “On Releasing Sentient Beings,” especially 
at the end, where he offered concrete guidelines:

First, everyone is enjoined to buy animals whenever the opportunity pres-
ents itself. One should not begrudge the money spent, for money does not last, 
whereas the blessedness (fu) created by redeeming animals lasts forever. If a 
person does not have money, he accumulates blessedness so long as he has a 
compassionate heart and persuades others to buy animals and so long as he 
takes delight in such actions by others.

Second, it is the deed of releasing, not the size or quantity of the animals 
released, that counts most. The rich man who saves the lives of many ani-
mals and the poor man who saves only one insect are equally praiseworthy. 
What is most important is that it be done as often as possible— continuously. 
There are people who do not understand this principle. They buy a great 
number of creatures who are small in size in the hope of gaining more merit. 
This is no more than calculated greed; it is certainly not compassion for 
sentient beings.

Third, in releasing life, one is enjoined to try whenever possible to perform 
a religious ceremony at which sutras are read and the recitation of the Amitābha 
Buddha’s name is carried out. For one should save not only the creature’s phys-
ical body (seshen) but also its spiritual life (huiming). However, if this cannot be 
conveniently arranged, one should be flexible. Where there is not time for sutra 
recitation, nianfo alone is enough. If for the sake of the religious ceremony one 
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keeps the animals overnight and allows some of them to perish, the conse-
quences surely will negate the intention.48

Despite Zhuhong’s hesitation about lay societies, he did organize one him-
self. The rules he drew up for it give us a good picture of its operations. Mem-
bers of the society were to meet once a month (on the penultimate day of each 
month) at the Shangfang Temple; hence its name, the Good Society of Shang-
fang. At these meetings, members were to recite first one volume of the Vinaya 
sutras, accompanied by a monk who beat a wooden fish, then the name of 
Amitābha Buddha 500 or 1,000 times. They were each to contribute five fen 
(one fen being one- hundredth of an ounce) toward the preparation of fruit and 
vegetable offerings for the Buddha. Members were also urged to contribute 
money for the purpose of buying captured animals and setting them free, 
though the amount was not fixed. They were also to bring fish or birds to the 
temple and release them there. When members gathered together, no one was 
to be allowed to talk about worldly things; they were to discuss only unclear 
passages of scripture or essential points in cultivation. Discussions were to be 
short and to the point. Each member was to take a turn serving as chairman 
of the monthly meetings, and it was to be his responsibility to keep the account 
book for dues received and expenses paid. The chairman was to be the first to 
arrive and the last to leave.49

Some of Zhuhong’s followers organized other societies along similar lines. 
Tao Wangling,50 who was a student of Zhou Rudeng and a close friend of Jiao 
Hong,51 organized a society, together with some friends, in the southern part 
of Kuaiji (in present- day Shaoxing, Zhejiang) during the summer of the twenty- 
ninth year of Wanli (1601). The text of Zhuhong’s essay “On Releasing Sen-
tient Beings” appeared at the beginning of the society’s register.52 Another lay 
follower, Yu Chunxi,53 organized a society named the Shenglian She (Luxuri-
ant Lotus) which met on the West Lake. Except for minor details, the rules 
applied were identical to those described previously.

A companion piece to the essay “On the Release of Sentient Beings” was 
the essay “On Nonkilling” (Jiesha wen). It comprised, in equal proportions, case 
histories and methodical directions for practice. Zhuhong believed that the kill-
ing and eating of animals was a habit formed gradually and by imitation. If 
someone ate human flesh, society would be rightly shocked, but if it had not 
been prohibited and had been consumed by ever- larger numbers of people, then 
after a few years cannibalism would have likewise become an accepted prac-
tice. That is why Zhuhong was convinced that the custom of killing animals 
for food had to, and could be, stopped. He listed seven occasions and situa-
tions when the killing of animals was most common, and in each instance he 
gave arguments to demonstrate its wrongness or irrationality.54
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 1. On your birthday you should not kill animals. Parents bear the burden 
of giving birth to you and bringing you up. On the day you are born, your par-
ents have started the slow process of death. Therefore on this day you should 
do good deeds in order to help the souls of your parents achieve a speedy deliv-
erance from suffering. If you indulge in killing, it will not only be disastrous 
for yourself, but it will also implicate your parents.
 2. When you have a son, you should not kill animals. Since you know that 
all men are happy to have sons, is it hard to imagine that animals also love 
their young? If, to celebrate the birth of your son, you take the lives of their 
sons, can your conscience really be at ease? Furthermore, when your baby is 
born, you ought to accumulate merit for his sake. If on the contrary, you cre-
ate bad karma by killing, this is stupidity beyond belief.
 3. When you sacrifice to your ancestors, you should not kill animals. On 
the anniversaries of the dead, as well as during the spring and autumn visits 
to ancestral graves, you ought to observe the precept of nonkilling in order to 
assist the dead by creating merit. Killing can only bring added bad karma upon 
the dead. For the body in the grave, even the choicest delicacies in the world 
will not be able to reawaken its sense of taste.
 4. For the wedding ceremony, you should not kill animals. From the pre-
liminary rite of asking names, to betrothal, and finally to the wedding, innu-
merable animals are killed for these ceremonies. But marriage is the beginning 
of the bringing forth of new life. It is contrary to reason to kill life at the begin-
ning of life. Furthermore, the wedding day is an auspicious day. Therefore it is 
cruel to perform violent deeds on such a day.
 5. In entertaining friends, you should not kill animals. Vegetables, fruits, 
and plain food are equally conducive to friendly conversation. There is no need 
for slaughtering animals and procuring extravagant dishes. When you realize 
that the meat you enjoy came from screaming animals, any person with a heart 
must feel sad.
 6. In praying to avert disaster, you should not kill animals. When a person 
is sick he often kills animals to sacrifice to the spirits (shen). But to kill another 
life in order to ask the spirits for the continuity of your own life is contrary to 
the principle of heaven. Moreover, spirits are upright and just, so how can they 
be bribed? Therefore not only are you unable to prolong your life, but you incur 
the evil karma of killing.
 7. You should not kill animals as a livelihood. It is said that some people 
have to fish, hunt, or slaughter cows, sheep, pigs, and dogs for the sake of a liveli-
hood. But people who are not engaged in such professions do not necessarily 
end up starving. To make a living by killing animals is condemned by the spir-
its, and no one who does this ever achieves prosperity. On the contrary, it will 
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surely lead one to hell and make a person suffer retribution in the next life. 
Therefore it is imperative for such persons to seek another way of earning a 
livelihood.

At the end of the essay Zhuhong once again provided practical instructions55 
for the regular observance of the precept of nonkilling. If a person cannot stop 
killing on all seven occasions, he still should try his best to reduce the frequency of 
his violations. If he cannot give up meat, the least he should do is buy the meat 
from the market and not kill the animal himself. Thus, by nurturing the mind 
of compassion, one may hope to improve gradually the nature of one’s karma.

There are, moreover, two further things one should do according to Zhuhong. 
First, one should pass this essay around among one’s relatives, friends, and 
acquaintances. The more persons one converts to vegetarianism, the greater is 
one’s own merit. Second, at the beginning of each year, one should paste up 
on the wall twelve pieces of paper with the name of the month written on each. 
When one does not kill anything for a whole month, one writes “no killing” 
on the piece of paper. If a person does not kill for one month, it is “inferior 
goodness”; for a whole year, it is “medium goodness”; for a whole lifetime, it is 
“superior goodness.”

A CONTROVERSY BETWEEN ZHUHONG  
AND MATTEO RICCI

I have devoted considerable space to Zhuhong’s ideas on nonkilling and the 
release of life because I believe that these two concepts exerted the greatest 
impact on lay Buddhism not only during Zhuhong’s time but also in later 
generations— even to today. Compassion for animals, vegetarianism, and espe-
cially the practice of setting free captured animals often appear quaint and 
simple- minded to the modern reader. In fact, resistance to these precepts, based 
presumably on common sense and rationality, was voiced even during Zhuhong’s 
lifetime. One attack emanated from Matteo Ricci (1552– 1610), the Jesuit mis-
sionary who came to China in 1582; he was very successful and gained a con-
siderable following among the Confucian gentry. Ricci’s attack and Zhuhong’s 
reply started a major controversy between Catholicism and Buddhism. The con-
troversy, which is referred to as the Movement to Expose Heretical Teachings 
(pixie yundong) among the Buddhists, was carried on energetically around Hang-
zhou and Fujian, and lasted well into the early Qing dynasty.56
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Matteo Ricci’s main thesis is neatly presented in his book Tianzhu shiyi 
(The True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven),57 which was written in 1603. In 
the fifth chapter, Ricci attacks the Buddhist doctrine of transmigration of 
souls. After listing five arguments against it, he arrives at his main point— 
namely, his proof that the Buddhist precepts of nonkilling and release of life 
are absurd:

Those who preach nonkilling fear that the oxen and horses one kills might be 
the reincarnation of one’s own parents and therefore they cannot bear the idea 
of killing them. But if they really think so, how can they bear the idea of forc-
ing oxen to till the land or drive the cart?— or of riding themselves on horses? 
For I think the crimes of killing one’s parents and that of enslaving them with 
physical hardship are not different.58

He further argues that if one really believes in reincarnation, the logical con-
clusion would not merely be a prohibition on the killing of animals, but aboli-
tion of the use of animals for farming. More serious than that, the institution 
of marriage would have to be outlawed:

If we believe in the theory that a human being can be reborn as another human 
being, then we have to outlaw marriage and the employment of servants. For 
how can you know that the woman you are to marry is not the reincarnation 
of your own mother in your previous life? And how can you be sure that the 
servant whom you order around and on whom you heap abuse is not the latter- 
day manifestation of your brother, relative, sovereign, teacher, or friend? The 
canon governing human relationships will assuredly be wrecked by this.59

Citing the Christian concept of Creator- God, Matteo Ricci claims that 
everything in this world was created by God for the benefit of man.60 Birds 
and animals were created to nourish the life of man. As long as men used natu-
ral resources within limits, killing was not necessarily an evil. In these beliefs 
Ricci was in complete agreement with the Confucian conservationists:

The universal law under Heaven is to prohibit the killing of man but not ani-
mals and birds. For animals, vegetables, and plants function in the same way 
as the economy. As long as we use them with restraint, it is all right. There-
fore, Mencius taught the king that in fishing, men should not exhaust the 
pond, and in cutting down trees there should be a definite time for men to 
go to the mountains. But he did not say that men should not do such things.61
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Zhuhong’s defense consisted of three short essays entitled “On Heaven” 
(Tianshuo), which are found in his Zhuchuang sanbi (Final Jottings under a Bam-
boo Window).62 The main portion of the argument runs thus:

The [Sutra of ] Brahma’s Net only strictly prohibits the taking of life. Since, from 
time immemorial, we have been bound to the wheel of transmigration and in 
each reincarnation we must have parents, then how can we be sure that they 
are not our parents of previous existences? But to say that they might be our 
parents is not the same as to say that they definitely are our parents. . . .  
 Marriages between men and women, the use of carts and horses, as well as 
the employment of servants are all ordinary things in the world. They can 
never be compared with the cruelty of taking the lives of animals. That is 
why the sutra says only that one should not kill any sentient being, but does 
not say that one should not get married or employ domestic animals. The kind 
of sophistry [used by Matteo Ricci] is a clever play on words. How can it 
harm the clear teaching of the Great Truth?63

In the same year he finished this essay (1615), Zhuhong died. His lay disciple, 
Yu Chunxi, continued the defense of the Law. He exchanged letters with Mat-
teo Ricci, taking the same position as had his master. Yu’s letter and Matteo 
Ricci’s reply are contained in a curious book entitled Bianxue yidu (Remaining 
Letters Concerning the Elucidation of Learning),64 which is attributed to Mat-
teo Ricci and came out twenty years after Zhuhong’s death. Besides the two 
letters, this work also contains a reply supposedly written by Matteo Ricci and 
directed against Zhuhong’s essays called “On Heaven.”65 However, since Mat-
teo Ricci died five years before the appearance of these essays, he could not 
have known about them, and it is clear that at least this part of the book is 
spuriously attributed to Ricci.66

This controversy is significant not only because it is of historical interest 
but also because it illustrates an important doctrinal difference between Bud-
dhism and other systems of morality. Buddhism requires that a man practice 
compassion not only in regard to his fellow man, but also in relation to all sen-
tient beings. What the precepts of nonkilling and releasing life demand is 
precisely our extension to animals of the same feelings and sentiments we 
exhibit toward other human beings. This is different from the Confucian con-
cept of ren (benevolence), which, though it requires kindness and sympathy 
toward animals because they share with us the same cosmic process of regen-
eration and decay, is concerned chiefly with human society.

In advocating Buddhist compassion, Zhuhong was in fact trying to effect a 
form of reevaluation that would reorient the people to a value system broader 
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in scope than the traditionally family- centered social consciousness. In doing 
so, Zhuhong did not invalidate the Confucian moral schema. Filial piety, loy-
alty, and other Confucian virtues were accepted intact. (This explains Zhuhong’s 
success in attracting Confucians.) But he did not merely superimpose Buddhist 
ethics on a Confucian structure. His method was to take a Confucian virtue, 
prove that Buddhism also valued it, interpret it according to the Buddhist 
understanding, give it back to society, and ask people to value it with this added 
dimension. Zhuhong’s treatment of the concept of xiao (filial piety) provides a 
good example. In the Sutra of Brahma’s Net, before the Buddha gives the precepts, 
he says: “You are to act with filial piety toward your parents, to the monk who is 
your teacher, and to the Three Jewels. Filial piety is the law of ultimate truth. It 
is discipline (śila).” The original commentator on the sutra, Zhiyi, did not com-
ment on this passage, but Zhuhong built a major thesis out of it. He said:

If one is filial to his parents, he will naturally be pleasant in his voice and will 
not say crude and unreasonable things. This is the discipline for the mouth 
(kou jie). He is forever solicitous and never disobeys: this is the discipline for 
the body (shen jie). He is full of sincere love and his mind will not harbor dis-
loyal thoughts: this is the discipline for the mind (xin jie). Filial piety has the 
power to stop evil, for one fears to disgrace one’s parents: this is the discipline 
for proper conduct (lüyi jie). It can also induce the performance of good, for 
one wishes to glorify one’s parents: this is the discipline for good dharma 
(shanfa jie). Finally, filial piety also has the power to save others. Because of 
one’s love for one’s own parents, other people can often be moved to follow 
one’s example. Thus, this is also the discipline for saving sentient beings (shesh-
eng jie). To sum up, as long as one can be filial, his conduct will naturally be 
perfect. It is no wonder that the discipline is so interpreted. Aside from filial 
piety, is there any other discipline? 67

Zhuhong went even further and subsumed the other five perfections (pāramitā) 
under filial piety:

In accordance with the mind of compassion, one does not indulge in stingi-
ness; this is filial piety as charity. In accordance with the mind of submission, 
one does not indulge in anger; this is filial piety as patience. In accordance 
with the mind of perseverance, one does not indulge in laziness; this is filial 
piety as energy. In accordance with the mind of quietude, one does not indulge 
in absent- mindedness; this is filial piety as contemplation. And finally, in 
accordance with the mind of luminous knowledge, one does not indulge in 
delusion; this is then filial piety as wisdom.68
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THE LAY DEVOTEES

Zhuhong had a wide lay following among the literati- officials of his genera-
tion. Two sources are particularly valuable in making a study of these lay dev-
otees. The first is the Jushi zhuan (Biographies of Buddhist Devotees),69 compiled 
and edited by Peng Shaosheng, also named Jiqing, and Chimu (d. 1796), who 
was the best- known lay Buddhist of the Qing period. Of the three collections 
of biographies of lay Buddhists existing up to that time,70 Peng’s was the most 
comprehensive. The biographies of twenty of Zhuhong’s followers appear in 
this work. The other important source for our purposes is the collected cor-
respondence between Zhuhong and some of his followers that forms the “Yigao” 
(Remaining Papers) section of the Yunqi fahui (YQFH 30, 31). There are, in all, 
about two hundred replies written by Zhuhong, accompanied in most instances 
by the original letters addressed to him. The number of people actively engaged 
in this exchange of letters was about a hundred. Due to the nature of these 
sources, it appears that literati- officials predominated among Zhuhong’s lay fol-
lowers, because they were more likely to be included in Peng’s biography than 
common folk. It was also more likely that they corresponded more fre-
quently with Zhuhong, although we do find letters from obscure people 
among the “Yigao.” From the biographies of Zhuhong we know that he was 
much interested in the welfare of the common people in the neighboring vil-
lages. Some of the local townspeople and villagers undoubtedly also became 
his lay followers, but we do not know much about them because there are no 
sources.

The biographies and correspondence tell us a great deal about the back-
grounds of lay followers, the forms of lay practice in which they engaged, the 
types of problems they encountered in their pursuits, and Zhuhong’s approach 
to lay Buddhism in general. When we read these materials, several facts about 
the lay believers emerge immediately. Geographically, the majority came from 
Jiangsu and Zhejiang, although there were also a few from Jiangxi, Fujien, 
Si chuan, Huguang (Hunan and Hubei), and Shanxi.71 This fact is borne out by 
Sakai’s observation on the geographical distribution of lay Buddhism.72 Of the 
107 lay Buddhists recorded in the Jushi zhuan Sakai found that 72 (67.3 percent) 
came from Jiangsu and Zhejiang, while those from the inland provinces of 
Anhui, Jiangxi, Sichuan, Hupei, and Hunan numbered only about 5 percent 
each. Another significant point about these 107 Ming lay Buddhists was their 
temporal distribution. Except for four of their number, they flourished dur-
ing some 150 years spanning the end of the Ming and the beginning of the 
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Qing— the same time span during which Zhuhong and the three other promi-
nent Ming Buddhist monks, Zibo Zhenke, Hanshan Deqing, and Ouyi Zhixu, 
were active. Thus we learn that the lay Buddhist movement of the Ming was 
primarily a local phenomenon that sprang up during Zhuhong’s lifetime and 
was centered around the lower Yangzi delta. This area had been the cradle of 
Buddhism since the epoch of the Five Dynasties (in the tenth century CE) and 
much, much earlier.

In terms of social status, the majority of the lay followers belonged to the 
so- called gentry class.73 This, again, reflects more the bias of the samples than the 
actual constituency of Zhuhong’s followers. From the biographies we learn 
that nine held jinshi degrees, and two of these nine achieved such high position 
that they merited inclusion in the official history of the Ming dynasty, the 
Ming shi (Yan Minqing’s biography appears in juan 193, and that of Tao Wang-
ling in juan 216). About a quarter of all the correspondents held official posts 
ranging from ranks 2A to 7B.74 The most commonly held posts were those of 
prefect, magistrate, governor, judge, and compiler of the Hanlin Academy. 
They were thus middle- level officials, predominantly civil, but including 
military.

Among Zhuhong’s followers (the literati- officials and the educated people 
who did not hold any office), a surprising proportion (about 60 percent) had 
religious names. These names were given to them by Zhuhong after they had 
taken the Three Refuges and received the first set of Buddhist precepts. In 
order of seniority, the names could have guang (broad), da (great), or zhi (wis-
dom) as their first character. The interesting point is that the monks at Yunqi 
Si were given their religious names in the same manner. In this way, Zhuhong 
made it clear that he regarded his lay disciples as the equals of the monks under 
his direction at Yunqi. The monks and the “householders” (the original mean-
ing of jushi) were indeed brethren in the faith.

The biographies give us glimpses, but never complete explanations, of the 
diverse motives prompting these lay devotees to embrace Buddhism. Some were 
drawn to it by their natures at an early age and in such an inexplicable man-
ner that the Buddhists regarded it as sugen (a propensity to Buddhism inherited 
from a previous existence). The most obvious examples were people who had 
suffered from long and incurable diseases. Personal suffering usually helped 
to draw people to religion, but we find that even a person who had led a so- 
called normal life could suddenly relinquish everything to take up the religious 
life. This was the case with Wang Mengsu.75 After serving as a magistrate and 
waging a highly successful military campaign against local bandits, Wang sud-
denly became disgusted with everything, packed up his clothes, left his post, and 
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started roaming the mountains. The refuge of Buddhism, then, was also sought 
after by men other than those with physical and psychological problems.

Several other aspects of the biographies catch our attention. First, there is 
the relationship between a man’s religious beliefs on the one hand and his offi-
cial behavior on the other. This is shown with equal clarity in the cases of Yan 
Minqing,76 Cai Huaiting,77 Tao Wangling, Wang Mengsu, and Ding Jianhong.78 
Compassion for the suffering of the common people and concern for the proper 
administration of justice were Confucian as well as Buddhist virtues. How-
ever, when Cai Huaiting prohibited the people under his jurisdiction from kill-
ing animals in their sacrifices and when Ding Jianhong gave strings of beads 
to his prisoners and told them to recite the name of the Buddha, it was clearly 
a result of Zhuhong’s influence. That these men carried out such measures in 
their capacities as government officials attests to the success of the integration 
of their inner faith and outward behavior.

Another aspect of the biographies is the close connection between family 
and friendship ties and the ways in which beliefs were shared and spread. This 
could take several forms. In the family it was usually the husband who became 
converted and the wife who followed his example (for example, the case of 
Wang Dao’an).79 It could also be the older brother who introduced the faith to 
a younger brother (for example, in the cases of Yu Chunxi or Wang Ru osheng);80 
or the relationship might be one between brothers- in- law (for example, Huang 
Yuanfu81 and Wen Ziyu).82 The most common case, of course, was that of the 
father starting the practice at home and, by his influence, establishing the 
Buddhist belief as a family tradition (for example, the household of Yan Min-
qing). As for friendship ties, the teaching was usually introduced to, and dis-
cussed among, friends who either came from the same place or had some 
common background. This was the case with Tao Wangling and Huang Ping-
qing.83 Both men attained the jinshi degree in the same year. Each was closely 
related to a third friend, Jiao Hong, who also attained the degree in that year. 
It was with Jiao that Tao discussed philosophy, and it was Jiao who introduced 
Huang to the works of Zhuhong (according to the accounts, during a dream 
of Huang’s). Conversely, a shared belief could also be the basis for a new and 
lasting friendship. That of Wang Mengsu and Zhu Baimin84 is a good example.

The organization of associations for releasing life was a natural extension 
of these family and friendship ties. They were in fact often started by a few 
like- minded friends (for example, Yu Chunxi and Tao Wangling) for the sake 
of mutual encouragement and consultation and were later enlarged to include 
others. Although they had a long historical development, as we have noted, these 
Pure Land societies could also have been enjoying popularity as the result of a 
current vogue in society at large. We are told that, in the late Ming, organizing 
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societies was a national pastime.85 “There were literary societies for essay writ-
ers and poetry societies for poets. For more than a hundred years [the reigns of 
Wanli and Tianqi] in the provinces of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, 
Jiangxi, Shandong, Hebei, and everywhere we find this trend. . . .  Not only did 
the educated want to establish associations, but even women took part in lit-
erary and drinking societies to show off their sophistication.”86

A third aspect of these biographies is the fluidity of religious beliefs in 
Zhuhong’s time. It was commonplace for a person trained in Pure Land prac-
tice to also engage in Chan meditation, Tantric exercises, and doctrinal dis-
cussion. More than this, we find that the boundary line between Buddhism 
and Daoism was, to say the least, rather blurred. Thus we read that several of 
Zhuhong’s followers (for example, Zhuang Fuzhen87 and Zhu Baimin) were 
interested in the Daoist arts of longevity. Their interest in Daoism was often 
the path that led them to Buddhism. After they became Buddhist believers, 
they did not necessarily end their Daoist pursuits. Perhaps most interesting of 
all is their free and easy transition from the secular to the religious. They lived, 
in fact, the celibate lives of monks— shutting themselves into separate rooms 
(for example, Ge Yi’an),88 refusing to take another wife after the first died (for 
example, Huang Pingqing), living in a monastery (for example, Wang Dao’an), 
or traveling around like mendicant monks (for example, Wang Mengsu and 
Zhu Baimin). Some of them did, in fact, shave off their hair and become monks 
just before they died (for example, Huang Yuanfu and Wen Ziyu). These ten-
dencies also reflected Zhuhong’s approach to religion— his aversion to sectari-
anism within Buddhist schools, his accommodation to other systems of thought, 
and his genuine desire to see monastic Buddhism become a secular as well as 
religious reality.

When we look into the contents of the correspondence, several themes recur 
with frequency. Perhaps foremost among them was that of religious cultiva-
tion. Zhuhong’s followers wanted to know when and how to engage in religious 
cultivation. They were often confused by the multitude of methods available 
and they wanted Zhuhong to recommend the most effective ones. Zhuhong 
always recommended nianfo, although he also discussed the Chan approach 
when someone specifically asked about it. The following excerpt, from a letter 
addressed to Xu Geru,89 was typical of his advice concerning the efficacy of 
nianfo:

To achieve an uninterrupted state of samadhi is not something a person lead-
ing a secular life can accomplish. Since it is difficult to achieve samadhi this 
way, it is best that you hold fast to the name of the Buddha. Whenever you 
have the time, after studying and managing household affairs, you ought to 
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recite it silently. In doing so, you should be careful to articulate each word 
clearly and to dwell on each utterance with all your heart. If you can continue 
doing this for a long time without relapsing, your mind will naturally be 
tamed, and this state is none other than samadhi.90

To those who started out by following the Chan practice of meditating on 
gong’an and who held a strong belief in the wonders of huatou Zhuhong sug-
gested that the very act of nianfo could serve as a huatou:

For a long time, Chan masters have taught people to ponder over some hua-
tou, whereby mental frustration could be aroused and, out of this, great 
enlightenment could emerge. They taught people to ponder the word wu [noth-
ing] or the word “myriad dharmas.” There are many things like these. I would 
say that the phrase “The myriad dharmas return to the One, and where does 
the One return to?” is extremely similar to this phrase: “Who is the one recit-
ing the Buddha’s name?” If you work hard at this “who,” then the former puz-
zle will naturally become clear. That is why the ancient worthies said that if 
a Pure Land practitioner who called on Buddha’s name desired to practice 
Chan meditation, he did not need any other huatou.91

Several followers wrote to Zhuhong complaining about one misfortune or 
another. In each case, while he offered his sympathy, he used the opportunity 
to turn their thoughts to salvation. The following are a few examples.

A devotee from Jiangyin (in present- day Jiangsu), Feng Yunju, was in his late 
seventies and felt depressed. Zhuhong told him that the best time to practice 
nianfo was in old age:

To live to one’s seventies is a rare thing. In these twilight years of your life, 
you should open your mind and regard everything in the world as events in a 
play. Say to yourself that because I am reciting the Buddha’s name, now I shall 
definitely be reborn in the West. When you are bothered by something, imme-
diately turn to recitation and say to yourself, “I am a dweller in the world of 
the Amitābha Buddha. Why should I have the same attitude as ordinary men?” 
Thinking thus, you will be able to turn anger into happiness.92

To Wang Zhongchuan from Yuhang, who had lost his son, Zhuhong wrote:

It must be ordered by fate that you should only have one son. This second one 
[who died] must have come into this world to seek payment for an old debt. 
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So, after you brought him up, educated him, and set him up with a wife, he 
received whatever he came here for and then drifted away from you like a 
cloud. Since no feeling is left between a father and his dead son, you ought 
not to torture yourself with further remembrances. Instead, you should read 
Buddhist scriptures in order to break away from delusion. Do not live by your-
self and harm your health with excessive sorrow.93

When another follower, a provincial graduate from Taicang named Wang 
Ziyu, became seriously ill, Zhuhong gave him this advice: “Illnesses usually are 
the result of much killing. Therefore to release life is especially important. 
Another thing you ought to know: the efficacy of inviting monks to perform 
the ritual of repentance is far inferior to that of repentance in one’s own heart; 
so empty your mind, stop all distracting thoughts, and concentrate solely on 
the one name of Amitābha.”94

A second much- discussed problem was that of whether a person educated 
in Confucianism and active in administrative affairs could conveniently pur-
sue his Buddhist career. Zhuhong’s answer was definitely in the affirmative. 
He did not see any conflict in a situation that was potentially full of conflicts, 
and his positive approach certainly encouraged many a doubtful soul and 
helped the growth of lay Buddhism. The following reply was directed to Wang 
Ruosheng, a military commander:

In your letter you mentioned that you are burdened by worldly cares and 
therefore cannot rid yourself of secular impurities. But we cannot call the sec-
ular life a burden. The laws of this world— such as that a son should serve his 
parents with filial piety, a subject should serve his lord with loyalty, or any 
other principle governing human relationships— are not basically contrary 
to the Way. What one should do is follow the circumstances while holding to 
the principle. The only secret is to respond to the call of worldly duties with 
a free mind. Now the time for the examination is near. Please study hard. 
Should you succeed, you ought to make a vow on the day of success that you 
will never because of riches and power depart from what you have learned. If 
you can be a good minister in the tradition of the ancients, then this is saving 
the world. Make a vow that you will never lose your right mindfulness because 
of riches and power, that you will definitely realize the great reason why the 
Buddha came into the world. To do this is to leave the world. If you can do it, 
then literati will be able to serve as officials while engaged in meditation, and 
they will be able to enter the Way while still remaining in the sphere of the 
worldly.95
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In a similar vein, but even more to the point, was Zhuhong’s advice to 
another lay believer, one who was worried about not being able to fulfill a quota 
of performing “a thousand good deeds”: 

If you are pressed for time and cannot fulfill the number of a thousand good 
deeds, you ought to make this vow with a sincere heart: namely, that after you 
succeed in the examinations and become an official, you will try with redou-
bled effort to perform widely all kinds of good deeds. Never accept any request 
contrary to the principle of heaven, never do any unjust deed, never harm one 
innocent man, never hesitate at righting a wrong, and never refrain from per-
forming beneficial acts required by duty because you feel a desire to protect 
your position. If you can do all this, then you will have performed not merely 
a thousand, but ten thousand, indeed a hundred million, good deeds.96

Here the Buddhist requirement to perform good deeds was skillfully identi-
fied with the Confucian ideal of an upright official.

Zhuhong’s “skill in means” was shown in another instance, when he accom-
modated the rule of nonkilling to the exigencies of administrative life. One 
follower asked this question: “In carrying out one’s official duty, it is sometimes 
unavoidable that one should have to pass death sentences. But this is forbid-
den to Buddhists. Now, as I want to take refuge in the Three Jewels, is it then 
necessary that I retire from office and come to the temple?”97 The problem 
of reconciling one’s duty with the demands of the religious prohibitions 
was indeed a perennial one for the believer’s conscience. Zhuhong was well 
aware of the difficulty and, in fact, anticipated problems of this kind else-
where. In his commentary on the first precept (nonkilling), the following pas-
sage appears:

Someone asks: “Monks specialize in works of compassion, but officials of the 
emperor are empowered to let [criminals] live or die. If a person commits a 
crime, and the official does not kill him, how can he serve the country?” My 
answer is, as stated in the Pusa jieben:98 “When a bodhisattva sees a thief or a 
robber who, because of his greed or profit, is about to kill many people or is 
about to harm a śrāvaka of great virtue, he ought to consider this carefully: If 
I should kill this evil man, I will fall into the Naraka Hell; but if I do not, he 
will create never- ending bad karma. I would rather enter hell myself than 
cause him to suffer the pain of unending punishment. This kind of killing does 
not constitute any violation, but on the contrary produces much merit.” This 
is to say that one may kill as the occasion demands. So, if one kills a criminal, 
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one does not violate any rule. The annihilation of the four ferocious tribes 
[Gonggong, Huandou, Sanmiao, and Gun] by King Yu, and the killing of the 
two rebels [Wu Geng and Guang She] by the duke of Zhou are examples of 
this kind. Moreover, if the official always cries after he passes a death sentence, 
and he carries out the execution only after thinking it over thrice, then he 
has manifested compassion over the killing, and even though he kills, he does 
not really kill. In this way, the Law is not abolished, and neither is kindness 
sacrificed. The affairs of the state and the mind of the Buddha do not obstruct 
each other.99

In his interpretation of the precepts, Zhuhong always adopted a flexible 
approach. He never demanded a literal faithfulness from his followers, nor did 
he adhere to the letter of the Law without regard to the actualities of secular 
life. To this particular follower, he therefore answered: “It is clearly recorded 
in the sutras that one may kill if an appropriate occasion demands it. As for 
people who attained enlightenment while they still served the state, you can 
also find many precedents since ancient times.”100

Zhuhong never encouraged his lay disciples to enter the priesthood, espe-
cially if their parents were still alive or their children too young. The carrying 
out of the obligation of a filial son or a responsible father should come first. 
This brings us to a third theme running through the correspondence. The ques-
tion was frequently asked: Is it true that no matter how diligently a lay 
believer engages in cultivation, he probably can never be compared with the 
monks? Zhuhong’s answer was this: “If the lay believer can achieve enlighten-
ment in the midst of the five passions, he is like a lotus flower in the midst of 
fire. When this kind of lotus receives water in the future, it can grow even taller. 
But for those that grow in the water [monks], they will probably wither away 
when they come into contact with fire.”101

Zhuhong regarded monastic and lay Buddhism as mutually complementary, 
but nevertheless distinct, domains. He assigned equal value to each and made 
no one- sided judgments:

Those who have shaved off their hair ought to continue their early determi-
nation, while those who have not done so ought to realize the truth in the 
midst of worldly existence. Each can progress with single- minded dili-
gence, and the purpose of either is to break down delusion and achieve 
enlightenment. As long as one can realize the nature of his own mind and 
obtain salvation, it is unnecessary to ask whether he has shaved his head 
or not.102
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104 Zhuhong and the Late Ming Lay Buddhist Movement

A CASE HISTORY OF A CONFUCIAN MONK

I will close this chapter with a story of a degree holder (juren) who eventually 
became a monk. Zhuhong’s influence is clearly seen in each step this disciple took.

There are six letters from Zhuhong addressed to Feng Daiqu, a native from 
Jiangyin who successfully passed the provincial examination. At first we learn 
that Feng was contemplating going into retreat for a specific period of time. 
But Zhuhong said that, since Feng’s father was not well, Feng should stay at 
home. Besides, contemplation did not necessarily have to be carried out in a 
definite place or for a definite period of time. As long as Feng could calm his 
mind, he could engage in cultivation even when taking care of his father. Oth-
erwise to insist on seclusion for a set period of time would be a form of “obstruc-
tion.” Feng apparently took the advice. In a subsequent letter, Zhuhong said, 
“Your father suffers from a slight discomfort. This is common with old people. 
You ought to amuse him all the time. This is most important.” But Zhuhong 
did not want Feng to waver in his faith in the Pure Land: “In recent times, it 
has become fashionable to promote Chan meditation. I am both glad and wor-
ried because of this. There are also people who practice Chan but deprecate 
the Pure Land. I hope that you will be steadfast in your faith and not be weak-
ened by such talk. Only then is there a possibility of success.”103

Feng eventually became the monk Changxing. But it appears that he did 
not shave his head right away or go to a monastery for training. In one letter, 
Zhuhong advised him that he should receive the precepts for a monk (biqiu jie) 
in front of a statue of the Buddha. This was a contingency measure, as the nor-
mal procedure was to receive the precepts at a monastery with an ordination 
platform (jietai). But in the late Ming, all ordination platforms were made inop-
erative by imperial decree.

If the circumstances do not allow for the regular procedure, one may pros-
trate oneself in front of the Buddha and receive [the precepts] by oneself. 
If you should doubt this procedure because in the scriptures there is only 
the text saying that one can receive the bodhisattva precepts by oneself, but 
not those for a monk, I now tell you this: if under normal circumstances, 
when the ordination platform is in operation, a person does not go there to 
receive the precepts on purpose, but performs the rite himself, he is indeed 
in error. But now, since the law of the land prohibits the operation of the 
ordination platform, one should indeed perform the rite in front of the Bud-
dha by oneself. You need not have any doubts about this.104
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Feng’s unorthodox behavior (remaining in the household after announcing 
his determination to leave the world) caused some gossip. Zhuhong defended 
Feng and offered two reasons: First, Feng’s son was only twelve years old, and 
this was a critical time for the lad’s education; second, Feng’s daughter was still 
unmarried. In regard to the latter, Zhuhong had this advice for Feng: “I hope 
that you will marry off your daughter soon; you and your son are welcome to 
come to my temple. Your son can then return home every two or three months 
to visit his mother, and eventually he may take care of the household by him-
self. Thus you will be able to manage your worldly affairs without causing 
unnecessary gossip.”105 Feng eventually went to the Yunqi Monastery and 
became one of Zhuhong’s most trusted disciples.
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Syncretism in Action

Morality Books and The Record of Self- knowledge

MORALITY BOOKS:  
SOME GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Zhuhong was a syncretist. Syncretism is often taken to mean the blending or 
mixing of different elements. One writer defines it: “Syncretism is used to 
denote any mixture of two or more religions, as for instance in Hellenistic syn-
cretism, where elements from several religions are merged and influence each 
other mutually. It might also be used to refer to cases when elements from one 
religion are accepted into another without basically changing the character of 
the receiving religion (because of the relatively small quantity of adopted ele-
ments).”1 This definition, as the writer himself readily admits, is really too broad 
to be very useful. In fact, our difficulty in giving syncretism a clear and unam-
biguous definition reflects the lack of theoretical refinement and sophistica-
tion in this area of research. Even though syncretism has taken place among 
religions since antiquity, both in the West and the East, the syncretic process 
as a distinctive religious phenomenon has until recently not received much 
scholarly treatment.2 Perhaps as a result of this, the term has usually taken on 
a rather pejorative connotation3 and come to denote an indiscriminate mix-
ture of disparate or even contradictory ideas.

I would like to suggest that syncretism, on the contrary, can be regarded as 
a creative enterprise. As traditions interact, ideas in one tradition become 
developed as a result of the stimulation supplied by compatible ideas from other 
traditions. This is neither artificial grafting from other sources nor coop-
tion of or capitulation to them.4 Zhuhong, for example, never ceased to be 
a Buddhist, yet he welcomed and incorporated ideals and practices from 
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Confucianism and Daoism, and in doing so, helped to bring about the Bud-
dhist adaptation to Ming society. One example of his creative use of syncre-
tism is his compilation of the Zizhi lu (The Record of Self- knowledge). The 
Record of Self- knowledge belongs to the genre of Confucian- Buddho- Daoist pop-
ular books and pamphlets usually designated as “morality books.” These works 
were written for the purpose of inculcating moral values in their readers. Sim-
ply stated, their goal was “to propagate good and to stop evil.” In order to 
convince readers of the necessity to do good and refrain from evil, the authors 
appealed to the prevailing belief in rewards and retribution that served as the 
theoretical basis for the morality books. Originally, these books contained 
either ethical aphorisms of a general nature or lists of specific moral acts that 
should be performed and immoral acts that should be avoided. In time, how-
ever, a voluminous collection of “case histories” was added to the original 
morality books to illustrate the infallible working of the law of rewards and 
retribution. Thus, when someone performed a certain good act, he received a 
suitable reward; when another man committed a certain bad deed, he met an 
appropriate retribution. The cases, which often read like short stories, con-
cretized general moral injunctions and no doubt encouraged popular appre-
ciation and acceptance of the ethical standards they expounded.

The earliest work belonging to this genre is Taishang ganying pian (The Trea-
tise of the Exalted One on Response and Retribution), which dates from the 
latter part of the Northern Song dynasty, was first published in the Southern 
Song, and apparently was in circulation after the beginning of the eleventh 
century.5 But it was not until the late Ming and early Qing period, around the 
seventeenth century, that morality books were actively compiled and distrib-
uted. During the Ming dynasty, Gao Panlong, the leader of the Donglin faction, 
showed his approval of the Treatise by writing a preface to a new edition of that 
work, by practicing the moral precepts contained in it, and by forming with his 
friends a Society of Common Goodness (Tongshan hui).6 The famous Ming 
writer Tu Long and several other late Ming figures also wrote prefaces to vari-
ous morality books.7 The Treatise of the Exalted One was officially endorsed by the 
Emperors Shunzhi and Yongzheng of the Qing dynasty, and two great Confu-
cian scholars, Hui Dong (1697– 1758) and Yu Yue (1821– 1906), wrote commentaries 
on it.8 Hui Dong wrote his commentary in order to fulfill a vow he made dur-
ing his mother’s illness. He prayed for her early recovery and promised to write 
a commentary on The Treatise of the Exalted One. That Hui Dong, a Confucian 
scholar noted for his historical and exegetical research, should have made such a 
vow affords striking evidence for the remarkable influence of the Treatise.9

For scholars interested in the formation and transformation of Chinese pop-
ular moral values, a study of morality books should be of considerable value. 
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By comparing and analyzing different types of morality books composed in 
different periods, one can say something about the salient values and concepts 
underlying all these works. One may also trace the process of change by not-
ing the displacement of old values by new ones as well as the gradual shift of 
emphasis from the original reliance on supernatural sanction to moral inter-
nalization and religious consciousness. Yet their significance is not always 
immediately appreciated. These morality books were printed in huge quanti-
ties and distributed widely. Despite the fact that individual scholars wrote com-
mentaries or prefaces for them, morality books as a genre were never looked 
upon as literary or philosophical works. As a result, except for The Treatise of 
the Exalted One and The Ledger of Merits and Demerits, they were not included in 
any canonical collection, whether Confucian, Daoist, or Buddhist. This might 
be one of the reasons why few scholars have given them the kind of atten-
tion that a text of the “great tradition” would receive.10 However, morality 
books are a useful source in helping us to locate the kind of values spokesmen 
for the “great tradition” were most desirous to inculcate in late traditional 
China.11

Because of their popular and syncretic nature, some scholars saw the moral-
ity books as the moral and theological justification of what Wing- tsit Chan 
called the “religion of the masses.”12 Although it was true that morality books 
were intended primarily for the moral education of the common people, their 
readership was not restricted to the masses. They were read by people at all 
levels of society. As Tadao Sakai put it, “By calling them ‘popular’ I mean that 
these books served not only the lower levels of society, but all types and classes 
of people irrespective of social status, economic position, and religious affilia-
tion. In fact, so basic was their appeal to the common denominator in ethical 
thought that they were read and used even by scholars identified with Cheng- 
Zhu school.”13 Morality books, then, were written by people who were well 
versed in the basic tenets of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism. They were 
people who, though educated in these literary traditions, were also aware of 
popular aspirations and beliefs. The morality books were read by both gentry 
and common people eager to mold their destinies and willing to accept more 
than one teaching as their guide in order to achieve this goal.

MORALITY BOOKS AND THE TREND OF SYNCRETISM

The writings of any number of Ming literati testify to their interest in a syn-
cretic trend. Li Zhi, the iconoclast, provides the following testimony:
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Those who claim that the sages of the three teachings differ are indeed deluded. 
Now examine these three pithy phrases which the three teachings use [to 
describe the state of perfection or enlightenment] and tell me if they are the 
same or different. For the Daoists, it is “all of a sudden I see it” (lidi yisheng); for 
the Buddhist, it is “your original face before you were born” (benlai mianmu); and 
for the Confucians, it is “equilibrium before the arousal of emotions” (weifa zhi 
zhong). The person who is sincerely concerned with his nature and life (weiji xing-
ming) will know in his heart that the answer is positive. This is because the sages 
of all three teachings regard nature and life as the essence of their teachings.14

His friend Jiao Hong, a great classical scholar and historiographer, shared this 
feeling. He said:

The teaching of Confucius and Mencius is a teaching that exhausts the mys-
teries of human nature and life. But because their language is simple and their 
meaning vague, the teaching is not completely elucidated. What is elucidated 
in the various Buddhist scriptures is none other than this principle. If they 
can explicate this principle and become a guide to my nature and life, then 
Buddhist sutras are no other than commentaries to Confucius and Mencius. 
Why should we reject them?15

Such statements tell us that the combining of three teachings in one was favored 
by some leading literati, but they do not tell us much more. If we want to know 
how this doctrine was concretely understood and actually practiced, morality 
books are more useful.

Li Zhi wrote a work called Yinguo lu (The Record of Causes and Effects) to 
illustrate the workings of Buddhist karma. Following the general conventions 
for morality books, he cited case histories to prove the law of karma. His work 
is divided into three sections: the first deals with the experiences of good peo-
ple, the second with those of evil people, and the third with the lives of people 
who practiced the Chinese Buddhist precept of releasing animals. The first sec-
tion contains stories in which reward or punishment was visited upon domes-
tic slaves, government runners, prison wardens, monks, women, rich mer-
chants, doctors, officials, and other persons from different social strata.16 In a 
morality book of this kind, the actual fusion of the three teachings is repre-
sented much more graphically than it might be in a philosophical context. For 
even though the Buddhist karma is given predominant emphasis, the workings 
of karma are also illustrated by Daoist and Confucian deeds and thoughts.

To give another example, in The Record of Self- knowledge we find that 
each action, whether good or bad, is given a certain number of points. A 
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practitioner’s purpose is to increase good points, or merits, and to decrease 
bad points or demerits. Among those actions earning one good point are the 
following: (1) for each day one serves one’s parents with filial piety and one’s 
sovereign with loyalty, count one good point; (2) for every 100 cash17 of unjust 
profit one refuses to take, count one good point; (3) for the refusal to eat the 
meat of an animal that one sees being slaughtered, count one good point; (4) for 
each monk one feeds in offering food to a monastery, count one good point; 
(5) for passing to others one book of life- preserving recipes or five medical 
prescriptions capable of effecting a cure, count one good point; (6) for picking 
up and burning every piece of paper with 100 characters written on it, count 
one good point.18 The first two embody the Confucian virtues of filial piety, 
loyalty, and righteousness. The third and fourth underline the Buddhist vir-
tues of nonkilling and almsgiving; the fifth refers to typical Daoist concerns, 
for the art of curing disease and prolonging life is traditionally regarded as a 
specialty of Daoists; while the sixth, the reverence for written characters, is a 
Chinese value which is not restricted to any one tradition. By assigning equal 
merit to all of them, the book not only propagates the combination of three 
teachings in one, but impartially endorses various tenets of the three teachings 
and recommends them for general observance.

From the printing of the earliest prototype to their general proliferation in 
the late Qing, the morality books underwent continuous transformation both 
in content and in emphasis. This process naturally reflected changes in society 
as a whole, for an author or compiler could never completely transcend his 
social milieu. At the same time, by incorporating new values and giving new 
interpretations to old concepts and practices, morality books also contributed 
to value changes in society. The processes were intimately linked, as an exami-
nation of two morality books will illustrate. The Treatise of the Exalted One on 
Response and Retribution and Zhuhong’s Record of Self- knowledge have been cho-
sen for comparison both because they are separated by some six hundred years 
and represent, respectively, the earliest and the most developed types of moral-
ity books, and because they are very different in character and embody 
exactly the changes of content and emphasis in which we are interested.19

THE TREATISE OF THE EXALTED ONE:  
AN EARLY PROTOTYPE

The Treatise of the Exalted One is a rather brief essay that consists of some 1,200 
characters.20 It begins with a saying attributed to the Exalted One (Taishang), 
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a title given to the deified Laozi: “The Exalted One says: ‘Curses and blessing 
do not come through doors, but man himself invites their arrival. The reward 
of good and evil is like the shadow accompanying a body, and so it is apparent 
that heaven and earth are possessed of crime- recording spirits.’”21

Everyone is supposed to have an allotted life span, but because of transgres-
sions, the span may be reduced. This is the underlying principle of the Treatise. 
Four deities are connected with the job of recording a man’s transgressions and 
reducing his life span. The relationships of the deities are confusing, and the 
Treatise does not attempt to place them in a systematic hierarchy but simply 
preserves popular beliefs dating as far back as the Zhou dynasty. First of all 
there is the Crime- recording Spirit (Siguo zhi shen),22 who later in the Treatise is 
also called the Director of Fates (Siming). Then there are the three stars of the 
North Dipper (Santai beidou shenjun).23 Next come the Three Corpses (Sanshi 
shen) who reside in man’s body and report to heaven on the gengshen day (the 
fifty- eighth day in the sexagenary system).24 Finally, there is the God of the 
Stove (Zaojun)25 who, at the end of every month, also makes a report on man’s 
sins. Punishments are meted out according to the gravity of offenses. In the 
case of a serious offense, one ji (a unit of 300 days), and in the case of a light 
offense, one suan (a unit of three days) are taken away from the transgressor’s 
total life span. When one’s life span is reduced, he is liable to suffer poverty 
and become unlucky. People will avoid him and curses will follow him. When 
the allotted number of years is exhausted by the deduction, the transgressor 
dies. If there are still offenses left unexpiated, then the curse will be transferred 
to his descendants.26 For the grave sins of robbing others’ property or killing 
other men, punishment comes in a more dramatic form. The Treatise says:

All those who wrongly seize others’ property may have to compensate for it, 
with wives or children or other family members, the expiation to be propor-
tionate up to a punishment by death. If the guilt is not expiated by death, 
they will suffer by various evils, by water, by fire, by theft or by robbery, by 
loss of property, by disease and disputation, and by ill repute, to compensate 
for any unlawful violation of justice. Further, those who unlawfully kill men 
will in turn have their weapons and arms turned against them, and they will 
kill each other.27

The Treatise contains sixteen categories of good deeds and ninety- four types of 
bad deeds.28 If a person avoids committing these bad deeds, he can achieve lon-
gevity. On the other hand, if he can perform three hundred good deeds, he 
can expect to become an earthly immortal (dixian); and if he performs 1,300 
good deeds, a heavenly immortal (tianxian).29
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112 Syncretism in Action

The belief in various deities who control the length of man’s life span and 
the methods for achieving immortality are, of course, authentic Daoist con-
cerns. In dealing with these concepts, the Treatise merely repeats passages found 
in the inner chapters of the Baopuzi, written in 317 CE by the Daoist eclectic 
Ge Hong as “a kind of encyclopaedia on the art of becoming a xian [an immor-
tal].”30 In the concluding paragraph, however, the Treatise introduces some non- 
Daoist ideas. It contains a quotation from the Dhammapada (Faju jing): “Those 
who have hitherto done evil deeds should henceforth mend and repent. If evil 
be no longer practiced and good deeds done, and if in this way a man contin-
ues and continues, he will surely obtain happiness and felicity. He will indeed, 
so to speak, transform curses into blessings.”31 This is followed by a tripartite 
distinction in ethical behavior: man’s speech, thought, and action.

Blessed is the man who speaks what is good (yushan), who thinks what is good 
(shishan), and who practices what is good (xingshan). If but each single day he 
would persevere in these three ways of goodness, within three years Heaven 
will surely shower blessings on him. Unfortunate is the man who speaks what 
is evil (yu’e), who thinks what is evil (shi’e), and who practices what is evil 
(xing’e). If but each single day he would persevere in these three ways of evil- 
doing, within three years Heaven would surely shower curses on him.32

Except for this passage, the Treatise is entirely free from Buddhist influence. 
This is possibly because at the time of writing of the Baopuzi, which the Trea-
tise follows in principle, Buddhism had not yet been sufficiently rooted in the 
popular consciousness. But by the ninth or tenth centuries, when the Treatise 
might have been first composed, Buddhism had become so much a part of the 
Chinese tradition that the author could not ignore it completely. He therefore 
concluded his essay by quoting from the popular Dhammapada and formu-
lated another theory of rewards and punishments based on the Buddhist tri-
partite distinction of speech, thought, and action. But since he made no effort 
to coordinate this statement with the earlier Daoist method of achieving 
immortality, there is in fact little relationship between the two. What inter-
ested the author were the doctrines concerning the prolongation of life and 
the acquisition of blessings. When he found them, he simply included them in 
the essay without bothering to form any kind of synthesis. Whether the three 
hundred good deeds required for becoming an earthly immortal were to be 
understood to mean simply “good actions,” or good speech and good thought 
as well, and how, if good speech and good thought were included, points were 
to be tabulated, the author does not say. This blithe indifference to detail and 
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total neglect of specificity could conceivably have been a source of annoyance 
for at least some pious practitioners of the Treatise. The lack of specificity was 
also one of the most important differences between the Treatise and The Ledger 
of Merits and Demerits, for the latter puts exclusive stress on the practical and 
ritualistic aspects of moral behavior.

Before we begin to analyze the content of the Treatise, it may be interesting 
to consider the beliefs it propounded in regard to man’s fixed life span and 
supernatural sanctions on man’s moral behavior. As has been mentioned ear-
lier, the Treatise followed the fourth- century Baopuzi on these points. But these 
ideas were already quite prevalent long before the appearance of the Baopuzi. 
The Taiping jing, the Daoist scripture of the Han dynasty, says: “No matter 
whether it be a great offense or a small one, Heaven knows about them all. 
There is a book in which both good and evil are recorded. This is checked 
by the day, the month, and the year. Days or years are deducted from a man’s 
life.”33 Thus, moral perfection and the confession of sins were early accepted as 
basic tenets of religious Daoism. Pursuit of moral perfection and confession of 
sins were designed to influence divine judgment and to attain physical 
immortality.

These beliefs were so strong that Buddhists who could not find similar views 
in Buddhist scriptures sometimes forged sutras to provide doctrines to rival 
those of the Daoists.34 In the Sitianwang jing (the Sutra of the Four Heavenly 
Kings) the following passage appears:

Each of the four Heavenly Kings takes charge of one direction. . . .  They sur-
vey the whole world and investigate the good and bad thoughts, speech, and 
actions of kings, officials, subjects, dragons, ghosts, insects, and crawling crea-
tures. After noting them down, they report to Indra. If a person cultivates 
virtue and perseveres without relaxation, Indra will issue an order to the 
Director of Fates and increase a person’s life span.35

It is also stated that the four Heavenly Kings personally came down to the 
world on the eighth, fifteenth, and thirtieth of every month and sent down 
messengers on the fourteenth, twenty- third, and twenty- ninth to make their 
investigatory rounds. These were called the six fast days (liuzhairi), when 
Buddhists observed the eight precepts, not eating for a day, listening to reli-
gious lectures, and giving alms or doing other meritorious deeds such as releas-
ing life.36 Tang Yuntong has offered conclusive proof that this passage was a 
forgery produced by Chinese monks with strong Daoist inclinations.37 Inciden-
tally, the triad of speech, thought, and action featured in this sutra might well 
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have been the inspiration for the Buddhist ending of the Treatise mentioned 
earlier.

The predominance of Confucian and, to a lesser extent, Daoist values shows 
through clearly when we analyze the content of the Treatise. It has less to say 
about good deeds; they are listed in the essay at a one- to- ten ratio to bad deeds. 
The good deeds exalted here are conventional virtues that would be endorsed 
by all ethical thinkers the world over; they are not uniquely Chinese. Fourteen 
of the sixteen injunctions are as follows:

Do not proceed on an evil path.
Do not sin in secret.
Accumulate virtue, increase merit.
With a compassionate heart, turn toward all creatures.
Be faithful, filial, friendly, and brotherly.
First rectify yourself and then convert others.
Take pity on orphans, assist widows, respect the old, be kind to children.
Be grieved at the misfortune of others and rejoice at their good luck.
Assist those in need, and rescue those in danger.
Regard your neighbor’s gain as your own gain, your neighbor’s loss as 

your own loss.
Do not call attention to the faults of others, nor boast of your own 

excellence.
Renounce much, accept little.
Show endurance in humiliation and bear no grudge.
Extend your help without seeking reward.
Give to others and do not regret or begrudge your liberality.

Most of the injunctions consist of four or six characters. Their brevity and sym-
metry could have greatly facilitated their oral transmission and memoriza-
tion. Several injunctions are “four- character phrases,”38 the use of which is still 
current today. The section on evil deeds is more interesting for our purposes 
because of its specificity and scope. Evil deeds can be classified into several 
categories, although in the essay they occur in a rather random fashion, 
and the author gives no indication that he is aware of their divergent 
characteristics.

The first category deals with breaches of social ethics. Although most social 
relationships are touched upon, failure to fulfill family or clan- centered moral 
obligations receives more emphasis. Some of the censured actions include: 
“Stealthily to despise superiors and parents; to disregard and rebel against 
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elders; malevolently to attack and slander kith and kin; to be ill- humored and 
angry towards one’s teachers and instructors; to resist and provoke one’s father 
and elder brothers; to make light of an ancestor’s spirit.” Within this category 
there are a few evil deeds specifically related to wrong behavior on the part of 
husbands and wives. The Treatise condemns the actions of husbands who are 
unfaithful, unkind to wives and children, or who listen to the gossip of 
wives and concubines so that they disobey parents; and the conduct of wives 
who are disrespectful to their husbands, act improperly toward parents- in- 
law, or are jealous of other women.

The second category includes evil deeds against people in general when it 
comes to relations that go beyond the five cardinal relationships. The more seri-
ous ones are these:

Molesting orphans and wronging widows; appropriating the accomplishments 
of one’s neighbors, concealing their good qualities, and exposing their secrets; 
assisting others in doing wrong. When seeing the success and prosperity of 
others, wishing failure on them; when seeing the wealth of others, wishing that 
they would go bankrupt; when seeing beauty, cherishing thoughts of seduc-
tion; and engaging in lawsuits.

A third category includes evil deeds committed by specific classes of peo-
ple. Officials, merchants, and farmers are especially selected for attention. Thus, 
officials are enjoined “not to: reward the unjust, punish the innocent, kill those 
who surrender, take bribes, disregard public duties for private gain, be unfair 
in giving out awards or in meting out punishments, demote the upright and 
expel the virtuous.” Merchants are cautioned not to use two measures or scales 
in dealing with customers, or to adulterate genuine with inferior articles, and 
not to engage in usury. Farmers are likewise warned against destroying other 
people’s crops and fields and against misdirecting the course of water, or set-
ting others’ houses on fire.

The last category of evil deeds bears on religious taboos. The origin of some 
of them can be dated back to Zhou times,39 and they shed much light on pop-
ular religion and beliefs. We may further subdivide this category into two 
subcategories: those of Daoist origin and those of Confucian origin. Among 
the former are instructions such as “not to spit at falling stars or point at the 
many- colored rainbow,” “not to point at the three luminaries irreverently,” and 
“not to use vile language while facing the north.” Among the latter are instruc-
tions such as “not to shoot the flying bird” or “chase the running animal,” “not 
to expose a hibernating animal” or “surprise nestlings,” “not to close up entrance 
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holes,” “upset nests,” “injure the pregnant,” or “break the egg”; “not to execute 
criminals during the eight seasonal days”— the equinoxes, the solstices, and the 
first day of each season: such execution was called bajie xingxing— “not to hunt 
with fire in the spring months,” and “not to kill snakes and tortoises without 
cause.” Some scholars40 have taken certain items in this category as evidence 
of Buddhist influence. In fact, these are not so much manifestations of Bud-
dhist compassion for sentient beings as examples of the Confucian extension 
of humaneness— a point well established by Hui Dong, the Qing commentator 
of the Treatise, who documented his view by tracing these prohibitions to the 
Record of Rites.41

SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TREATISE  
AND THE RECORD OF SELF- KNOWLEDGE

This final category of religious injunctions, with a few exceptions such as those 
extolling kindness to animals, is entirely absent from The Record of Self- knowledge. 
This is the most conspicuous, though not necessarily the most important, dif-
ference between the two works. The other main differences include the fol-
lowing: (1) The Treatise usually lists its good and evil deeds in a general way and 
does not follow any clear criteria. It is primarily concerned with ethical ide-
als. The Record not only classifies merits and demerits into several categories 
(filial piety and loyalty versus unfiliality and disloyalty; kindness versus unkind-
ness; piety versus impiety, and so on), but also assigns a specific number of 
merits and demerits to each act. In other words, the Record not only tells its 
reader what particular things related to his different spheres of life he should 
or should not do, but also tells him the relative importance of each act by mea-
suring it against some standard. The emphasis here is on the implementation 
of ethical ideals.

(2) The Treatise appeals to supernatural sanction either by threatening the 
reader with reduction of his allotted life span or by tempting him with the 
promise of physical immortality. Both ultimately come from some superhuman 
agencies. The Record, on the other hand, presupposes the existence of an imper-
sonal law of karma. Following the inner logic of the law of karma, man him-
self has power over his own destiny. It is true that a person’s moral performance 
still affects his fate, but the authority of deities is no longer invoked. In fact, 
the law of karma makes the deities superfluous. In the preface to The Record of 
Self- knowledge, Zhuhong claims that if a person has a wish to make, he should 
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simply make a vow to perform five hundred, a thousand, three thousand, five 
thousand, and ten thousand meritorious deeds, instead of praying to gods or 
sacrificing to heaven. As soon as the promised number of meritorious deeds is 
accomplished, the wish will immediately come true.42 This implies a convic-
tion that as long as a man keeps his part of the agreement by fulfilling his vow, 
his fate cannot but change for the better. The process is automatic— one might 
even say mechanical.

(3) Compared with the Treatise, the Record places a greater premium on moral 
internalization and ethical intention. For instance, for an official to save one 
person from the death penalty theoretically earns him the maximum one hun-
dred merits. However, if he does so because he has taken bribes from the 
accused, there is no merit. In another case, to remain chaste when faced with 
sexual temptation earns fifty merits, but no merit is earned if one does noth-
ing only because the circumstances prevent it.

This awareness of the distinction between overt behavior and covert moti-
vation is not limited to the Record but is a common feature of morality books 
since the late Ming. A case history originally used as an illustration of the teach-
ings of the Ledger of Merits and Demerits is found in a Qing edition of the Ledger, 
and it brings forth with compelling simplicity the striking advancement in 
spiritual awareness.

The story purports to be a true case history of one Mr. Yu Du of Jiangxi 
who lived in the Jiajing era (1522– 1566) of the Ming dynasty.43 Mr. Yu was a very 
talented and learned man, having passed the local examination at the age of 
eighteen. He made his living by teaching pupils and, together with his class-
mates, organized a religious society called the Wenchang Society (Society for 
the Worship of the God Wenchang, the god of learning) which promoted such 
things as releasing life, cherishing written characters (not putting paper with 
characters written on it to improper use, picking up such papers lying in the 
street and burning them reverently, and so on), observing precepts of nonkill-
ing, chastity, and telling the truth. He engaged in these good deeds for many 
years, yet he was visited with constant misfortune. He took and failed the pro-
vincial examination seven times. He had five sons, but four of them died in 
infancy and the third one, who was both clever and good- looking, suddenly 
disappeared when he was eight years old. Of the four daughters born to 
him, only one lived. His wife became blind because of constant weeping. He 
was, in the meantime, reduced to utter poverty. He could not understand why 
he had to suffer all these misfortunes. Therefore, the last day of every year he 
wrote supplications to heaven and prayed to the God of the Stove asking for 
help.
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In his forty- seventh year, while he was sitting with his blind wife and only 
daughter on New Year’s Eve, feeling overwhelmed with self- pity, the God of 
the Stove came to visit him in the form of a Daoist priest. The priest accused 
Mr. Yu of harboring evil thoughts and of performing good deeds only in name. 
He also informed Mr. Yu that his supplications, which were full of bitter com-
plaints, might have angered heaven even more. Mr. Yu, of course, felt very hurt 
and protested that he and his friends had observed moral precepts for years. 
How could he be accused of doing all those good deeds only for the sake of a 
reputation? The answer given by the God of the Stove is the highlight of this 
story and expresses the heart of this new awareness:

I will examine your conduct according to the rules of your society one by one. 
You advocated the cherishing of written characters. But when you saw your 
pupils or friends use old notebooks to paste windows or to wrap things, you 
never uttered one word to reprimand them. Of what use was it to pick up 
one or two pieces of paper from the streets and burn them at home? Every 
month you followed others in buying some living creatures and setting them 
free. But if the others did not do it, you also let it pass. In fact, you did not 
really feel compassion in your heart. Besides, shrimps and crabs were also 
cooked in your own kitchen. Can we say that they are not living creatures? 
As for speaking the truth, because you are quick- witted and people are 
attracted by your eloquence, even though sometimes you knew that what you 
said was unkind, you could not stop yourself. As a result, you have angered 
spirits and gods. Finally, it is true that there is no evidence for your unchas-
tity, but whenever you saw a beautiful woman, you always gazed at her with 
much interest. It was only because of the lack of opportunity that you have 
remained chaste. The Director of Fates has examined you every day, but he 
cannot find one single bit of evidence of goodness in you. What he sees are 
thoughts of greed, licentiousness, jealousy, impatience, and arrogance, as well 
as all kinds of evil intentions.44

After hearing this lecture, Yu repented and promised to work hard to reform 
himself. On New Year’s Day, he changed his name to Jingyi (pure intention) 
and, kneeling before the image of Guan Yu, the God of War and Righteousness, 
vowed to have only pure thoughts and engage only in good deeds from then 
on. Yu attained great happiness in the end. He succeeded in passing the pro-
vincial examination in the fourth year of Wanli (1576) when he was fifty- one 
years old. The next year he qualified in the national examination and became 
a jinshi. Soon afterward, by chance, he found his long- lost third son. His wife 
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regained her eyesight after her son licked her eyes. Yu resigned his official post 
and devoted the rest of his life to doing good deeds and teaching his country-
men. He had seven grandsons and lived to the age of eighty- eight years.

The story of Yu Du is interesting because of the distinction it makes between 
inner thought and outer action and the recognition of the discrepancy between 
cognitive avowal and behavioral manifestation. The story makes it clear that 
one’s intentions as well as acts really count. This story is also interesting in its 
vision of the good life. Academic success, public recognition, numerous male 
progeny, and a ripe old age— these are the qualities of the blessed in the Chi-
nese popular view of life.

It would be natural to ask what happened between the composition of the 
Treatise and that of the Record to bring about this remarkable emphasis on moral 
internalization. The most obvious factor would be the rise and development 
of Neo- Confucianism. With it, classical Confucian concepts such as sincerity 
of will (chengyi), rectification of mind (zhengxin), being cautious when alone 
(shendu), and reverence (jing) all received profound reinterpretation. At the 
same time, new doctrines about “mind,” “nature,” and “innate good knowledge” 
were being constantly expounded and discussed by all Neo- Confucians. Their 
uniform emphasis on spiritual enlightenment45 was certain to produce far- 
reaching changes in popular consciousness. I use the general term “popular” 
here advisedly, because I do not believe that gentry- literati were the only group 
thus affected. Starting with the Ming dynasty, social mobility, large- scale print-
ing, and the increased availability of education all helped to blur class distinc-
tions and facilitate the interchange of ideas between the cultured elite and the 
uncultured masses. The new conviction that a man was the master of his own 
fate could also be reinforced by the credo of the Wang Yangming school that 
everyone could become a sage. Both ideas expressed the exhilaration and exal-
tation of self- confidence. Both opened the door to a new world.

An equally important factor was the rise and development of lay Buddhism 
since the Song. The Buddhist belief that all sentient beings possess Buddha 
nature, the Chan emphasis on the attainment of enlightenment here and now, 
the Pure Land hope of universal rebirth in the Western Paradise through 
invocation of the name of the Amitābha Buddha and through the practice of 
compassion all implied a basic optimism. Furthermore, the emphasis on 
self- realization is a common link between Neo- Confucianism and Buddhism. 
Even without going into detail as to the areas of Buddhist influence on Neo- 
Confucianism, it is obvious that between the Buddhist belief in universal 
buddhahood and the Confucian belief in universal sagehood, there is a fun-
damental agreement in spirit.
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However, although the Neo- Confucian movement had undoubtedly played 
a major role in deepening the religious consciousness of the Chinese people, 
this was not readily acknowledged by the compilers of morality books. In the 
later books, when an author or a compiler justified his approval of this kind 
of literature, he invariably either used a statement from the Book of Changes 
(for example, “In a household which accumulates evil, there must be excessive 
disaster”) or drew heavily from Buddhist sources. For some curious reason Neo- 
Confucianism was comparatively underrepresented in these statements.

In the preface to his Record of Self- knowledge, Zhuhong discusses the possible 
attitudes toward the Record that would be expressed by different sorts of peo-
ple. He says:

When an inferior man (xiashi) gets hold of it, he will laugh at it with glee. He 
will not even read the work, much less record his actions. When a man of 
medium quality (zhongshi) gets hold of it, he certainly will record his actions 
diligently. When a superior man (shangshi) gets hold of it, it makes no differ-
ence whether he records his actions or not, as long as he refrains from doing 
any evil but persists in practicing good. This is because he does good for its 
own sake, not because he hopes to gain blessings. Similarly, he avoids evil not 
because he fears punishment. The truth is that when a person stops evil and 
cultivates good all day, there is neither the characteristic (xiang) of good and 
evil outside him, nor a mind which can stop and cultivate anything inside him. 
For both blessing and punishment are empty in nature.46

Two points are worthy of note here. First, Zhuhong maintains that a sys-
tem of moral cultivation, like The Ledger of Merits and Demerits and his own 
Record, is useful only for the middle range of humanity; neither the very wise 
nor the very depraved need it.47 Second, Zhuhong makes creative use of the 
Buddhist idea of “skill in means” (upāya, fangbian) and appropriates it as the 
rationale for the Record. A particular teaching is expounded more because of 
its effectiveness for a particular group of people than because of its intrinsic 
truth. Zhuhong uses the Buddhist theory of “double truth” to spiritualize an 
essentially mechanistic system. On the level of mundane truth, a person is told 
to carry out certain good deeds and avoid doing certain bad things. He is 
further told that the former brings reward and the latter, retribution. But, on 
the level of ultimate truth not only are blessing and punishment nonexistent, 
but neither a doer nor a deed can be predicated. Other writers besides Zhuhong 
also used this postulate of the “double truth” to harmonize the utilitarian and 
spiritual sides of moral cultivation.
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In a similar vein, the use of the Buddhist concepts of “skill in means” and 
“double truth” to interpret the law of moral causality from a Confucian view-
point is apparent in the following passage, drawn from an enlarged nineteenth- 
century edition of The Ledger of Merits and Demerits:

The sage exemplifies the way of serving gods in his service to man. Since loyal 
ministers, filial sons, virtuous men, and chaste women move heaven and earth, 
they are protected by spirits and gods. This is not something a person who 
flatters spirits and gods can ever hope for. Therefore, if one can sincerely 
respect heaven, it is all right not to talk about spirits or gods. If one can sin-
cerely serve men, it is all right for him not to talk about serving spirits and 
gods. This is the true teaching (shijiao). Although the theory of cause and effect 
as it is worked out in the three generations (yinguo sanshi) touches on the super-
natural, its intention is to frighten people, make them examine themselves, 
and thereby activate their minds to respect heaven. Therefore, even though it 
talks about spirits and gods, its true purpose is to make people do good and 
avoid evil. This is to perfect his way of serving men, and it is therefore the 
provisional teaching (quanjiao). The sage establishes his teaching according to 
the appropriateness of time. He establishes the teaching in order to save the 
world. [Whether it is the ultimate teaching or the temporary teaching, his 
intention is always the same.]48

The argument used here, just like that used by Zhuhong in the previous 
paragraph, is persuasive enough. Superior men did not need any theory of 
reward and punishment, for they practiced morality for its own sake. Whether 
it is the hope of Nirvana for a Buddhist or the ideal of sagehood for a Confu-
cian, the intense yearning for the transcendent serves as the fuel for moral life. 
In this case, morality is a natural by- product of spiritual awakening. However, 
since there was never an abundance of superior men in any time and any 
society, morality had to be made imperative to ordinary (Zhuhong’s “mid-
dling”) people by appealing to their belief in reward and punishment. Abstract 
ideals of charity and righteousness were thus made more readily appreciable. 
Moral perfection and spiritual felicity are distant and abstract concepts, 
but they could be made concrete and appealing if one were told that daily 
advances in small good deeds can accumulate and result in future blessedness. 
There is the same tacit assumption at work here that we saw in connection 
with the practice of releasing life: quantitative yet methodical performance of 
good deeds can eventually lead to a qualitative transformation in the spiritual 
and moral outlook of the performer. Therefore, even though the belief in 
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reward and punishment was only a conventional teaching and did not repre-
sent the ultimate truth, Zhuhong appreciated its value, took the system of 
merits and demerits very seriously, and based The Record of Self- knowledge on it.

The Record of Self- knowledge

The Record is a revised and expanded version of an earlier morality book enti-
tled Taiwei Xianjun gongguoge (Ledger of Merits and Demerits According to the 
Immortal Taiwei), which is contained in the Daozang or the canonical collec-
tion of Daoist scriptures.49 According to the preface to the Ledger, which is dated 
the eleventh year of Dading (1171) during the Jurchen Jin dynasty, the content 
of the work was imparted by the Immortal Taiwei to a Daoist priest by the 
name of Youxuanzi of the Wuyou (Devoid of Care) Pavilion, Huizhen (Meet-
ing Truth) Hall of Xishan (Western Hills). The Ledger, therefore, had a mythi-
cal origin. Although we do not know the actual date or any concrete events in 
the life of the privileged “transmitter” of this divine document, his identity, 
fortunately, is less obscure. It has been suggested by both Sakai and Yoshioka 
that Youxuanzi may have belonged to a Daoist sect called the Jingming Zhong-
xiao Dao (The Pure and Bright Way of Loyalty and Filial Piety). The sect, as the 
name indicates, stressed loyalty and filial piety.50 Its founder was Xu Zhenjun, 
who lived in the third century CE. Despite its ancient lineage, the sect became 
active only after the fall of the Northern Song. From then on, through the 
Southern Song, the Jurchen Jin, the Yuan, the Ming, and the Qing dynasties, 
the sect continued to exist in North China and was especially active along the 
middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River, where it exerted considerable 
influence on the common people.51 According to this hypothesis, Youxuanzi 
was a member of this sect. As shown by the content of the Ledger, he shared the 
same concern for moral perfection stressed by the sect.

More significantly, it has also been suggested that the Ledger may have been 
influenced by or even copied from similar handbooks used by members of the 
sect. These handbooks have unfortunately been lost, but from the scriptures 
and rules of the sect, we know the names of two of them. Lingbao jingmingyuan 
xingqianshi (Rule Book for Neophytes in the Pure and Bright Hall of Spiritual 
Treasure) stipulates that every sect member must have a copy of the Gongguobu 
(Notebook of Merits and Demerits).52 In another sacred scripture of the sect, 
the Taishang lingbao jingming feitian duren jing (The Exalted Scripture of Pure and 
Bright Spiritual Treasure that Saves People and Enables Them to Fly to Heaven), 
sect members are advised to keep a so- called Daily Record (Rilu). The date of 
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the first Rule Book is uncertain, but the composition of the latter scripture has 
been dated in the first year of Shaoxing (1131), about forty years prior to the 
date for the publication of the Ledger.53 The amazing similarity between the 
titles of the Ledger and the Notebook (Gongguoge and Gongguobu, respectively) 
must be more than coincidental. Given also the possible proximity in time, it 
is indeed tempting to suppose that the Ledger was derived from the Notebook 
or vice versa. Although the precise format of the Notebook of Merits and Demer-
its and the Daily Record is unknown, these works, like the Ledger, emphasized 
the importance of reflection on one’s behavior and the keeping of a record of 
good and bad acts.

Zhuhong wrote The Record of Self- knowledge in the thirty- second year of Wanli 
(1604), when he was already seventy years of age.54 By that time, he had long 
been an influential Buddhist leader. His temple, the Yunqi Si, was looked upon 
as the model of Pure Land meditation and strict Vinaya observance. His lay 
disciples included high- ranking officials and famous literary figures, as well as 
obscure common people from within the locality of the temple. We may there-
fore assume that his decision to write the Record was not a frivolous act, but 
one designed to serve some meaningful function in his general plan of revital-
izing Buddhism. Zhuhong tells us that he first came across the Ledger of Merits 
and Demerits when he was still a young man, long before he became a monk. 
When he read it, he was so overjoyed that he had it reprinted and distributed 
to people free of charge.55 Now, in the twilight of his life, he took out the work 
he had so valued in his youth and, using it as a model, wrote one of a similar 
nature. That Zhuhong should have discovered the Ledger when he was a young 
man and become so interested in it is not particularly strange, for the Ledger 
had spread beyond the original confines of the sect and become quite influen-
tial among the general population by the time of the late Ming. Yuan Liaofan 
(1533– 1606), in an essay written for his son entitled “Liming pian” (Establish-
ing One’s Destiny), wrote how he had been a confirmed fatalist until he was 
given the Ledger by a Chan monk, Yungu, in the third year of Longqing (1569), 
and how his life was completely changed when he faithfully practiced the rules 
set forth in the Ledger.56 Many people must have had similar experiences.

If the Ledger served so well, why did Zhuhong write The Record of Self- 
knowledge, a larger and a better work of the same kind? Zhuhong never made 
his reasons clear. It is more than likely that he advocated the system of merits 
and demerits as one more effort in his overall plan to promote lay Buddhism. 
Precisely because of the concise and practical nature of this system, Zhuhong 
decided to make it his own, adding to it many new items, subtracting and 
changing old ones. By the time Zhuhong finished his revisions, a work that was 
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originally mainly Daoist and Confucian in orientation had been turned into 
a document of Buddhist and Confucian concerns. It could and did now serve 
to further the cause of lay Buddhism.

Before analyzing the contents of the Record and comparing it with the Led-
ger, it will be useful to examine how the system of merits and demerits was 
actually practiced, and in this connection to venture a few hypotheses con-
cerning its origins and the reasons for its popularity.

Early in The Ledger of Merits and Demerits we find this passage addressed to a 
would- be practitioner:

As for the way of practice, one should always have a pen, an inkwell and a 
notebook ready by the head of the bed in the bedroom. First one should write 
down the month, then write down the day of the month. Under each day, 
make two columns for merits (gong) and demerits (guo). Just before one 
retires for the night, one should write down the good and bad things one 
has done during the day. Consult the Ledger for the points for each deed. If 
one has done good acts, record them in the merit column. If one has done bad 
things, record them in the demerit column. One should not just write down 
good acts and conceal bad ones. At the end of each month count the total of 
merits and demerits. Compare the two. Either subtract the number of demer-
its from the number of merits or use the number of merits to cancel out the 
number of demerits. After subtraction or cancellation, the number of merits 
or demerits remaining will be clear.57

In the preface to The Record of Self- knowledge, Zhuhong gives us a similar pic-
ture of how the system works:

The Immortal (Xianjun) says that all men ought to have a notebook by their 
beds. When they go to sleep, they should write down both the merits and the 
demerits they have achieved during the day. Accumulating the days to a 
month, and then accumulating the months to a year, they can either cancel 
demerits by merits or vice versa. By looking at the number of merits or demer-
its they will know themselves their blessing or punishment.58

We now know why the title of the first work is Gongguoge (The Ledger of 
Merits and Demerits). As Sakai correctly suggests, ge has the meaning of stan-
dard and regulation.59 The book was intended to serve as a guide to ethical 
living. One might consult it to find out what good deeds one should do and 
what bad actions one should avoid. But ge also means a frame, a limit, a pat-
tern, or ruled lines for writing. As the passages quoted above make clear, the 
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practitioner of this system of merits and demerits is urged to keep an account 
of his daily behavior. In this sense, ge has been appropriately translated as “led-
ger.” The most striking feature of the Ledger is its quantification of morality. 
Each act, be it moral or immoral, is assigned a certain number of points. By 
keeping a daily tally of merits and demerits, and by taking monthly and yearly 
inventories, one was always able to determine how his account stood. In this 
way, he could measure the distance between his present status and future bless-
ing or disaster.

In theory and practice this system of merits and demerits bears strong 
resemblance to the ritual complex of merit- making in contemporary societies 
where Theravāda Buddhism is practiced. In Sri Lanka and Burma, for exam-
ple, both monks and Buddhist laymen firmly believe in the necessity of increas-
ing merit (Pali, pin; Burmese, ku- thou) through good actions and reducing 
demerit (Pali, pav; Burmese, aku- thou) by avoidance of bad actions.60 The 
balance of one’s merits and demerits determines the state of one’s next rebirth. 
In the understanding of the common man, karma is “the net balance, the alge-
braic sum, of one’s merit and demerit.”61 One accumulates merit or demerit, 
and once acquired, it brings automatic consequences. This ideology of merit- 
making is clearly shared by the compilers of morality books. Merit is similar 
to money. Spiro tells us that the Burmese do careful merit bookkeeping in 
order to “calculate the current state of their merit bank.”62

Yuan Liaofan, a fervent practitioner of the Ledger’s prescriptions, left behind 
a vivid description of his conversion and the subsequent fulfillment of his most 
ardent wishes as a result of moral practice. His testimony is extremely valuable 
because it tells us, first, how one could not only affect his future life but also 
manipulate his fortune in the present life by accumulating merit, and second, 
how the system actually worked. Yuan was originally a fatalist. He believed 
what a fortune- teller had predicted and thus was quite resigned to the prediction 
that he would not get his jinshi degree, that he would not have a son, and that 
he would die in his fifty- third year.63 However, after he met the monk Yungu, 
who gave him the Ledger in 1569, he decided to give this new approach a try.

The first wish Yuan made was to be successful in the provincial examina-
tion. He promised to do three thousand good deeds in order to fulfill this wish. 
The next year (1570) he passed the examination with the highest score. But it 
took him ten years to accumulate the three thousand deeds he had pledged to 
perform. Yuan explained why it took him such a long time.

My motivation, in carrying out righteousness, was not completely pure, and 
when I examined my behavior there were many mistakes. Sometimes when I 
saw a chance to do good, I did not do it wholeheartedly. Other times, after I 
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saved a person, I would have second thoughts. Sometimes, I worked hard to 
do good, yet I would say something wrong. Other times, although I behaved 
well when sober, I would let my restraint go when I became intoxicated. As a 
result, my demerits often outweighed my merits, and I would pass the days in 
vain.64

After he had accumulated three thousand good deeds, his next wish was to 
have a son, and for this he also promised three thousand good deeds. In 1581 a 
son was indeed born to him. This time, however, the quota was fulfilled in a 
shorter time. Only four years elapsed between the time he made the pledge 
and the time it was fulfilled. His essay records that he told his son that both 
he and his wife performed good deeds together. “As soon as I did one good 
thing, I would record it with a brush. Your mother did not know how to write, 
so whenever she did one [good] thing she would make a red circle with a goose 
quill on the calendar. She would either give food to the poor or buy fish and 
shrimp to set them free. Sometimes she would have more than ten circles on a 
single day.”65 When he had accumulated three thousand good deeds for the sec-
ond time, he promised to perform another ten thousand good deeds in order 
to satisfy his last wish, which was to pass the jinshi examination. This he suc-
ceeded in achieving in 1586, and he was appointed magistrate of Baochi. When 
he wrote his essay describing these experiences, he was sixty- eight years old, 
long past the year for which his death had been predicted.

In reading Yuan’s essay, one is struck by the automatic consequence of doing 
good deeds. In order to obtain a certain goal, one had to perform a number of 
meritorious deeds. Having entered into such a pledge, one was assured of the 
achievement of his goals. It was up to the party in question to keep his side of 
the bargain by fulfilling the quota pledged. It seems that the only reason Yuan 
decided to do good was to obtain some reward. In such a system it is possible 
to practice morality for personal benefit rather than for its own sake. Despite 
Yuan’s rationalization, it was not wrong to do good for ulterior and utilitarian 
purposes.

It should come as no surprise to find that this kind of utilitarian consider-
ation appalled the purist sensibilities of at least one contemporary literatus.66 
Even to advocates of this system, the pitfalls of its literal interpretation were 
obvious. In a legalistic and calculative religious system like this one, it was quite 
conceivable that one might find piety and immorality intermixed in the moti-
vations of its practitioners. Such a possibility was clearly foreseen by the com-
piler of the nineteenth- century edition of the Ledger which was mentioned ear-
lier, for in the preface we read:
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Generally speaking, law only gives important guidelines. Now the Ledger reg-
ulates that merit and demerit can cancel each other out. This is true in prin-
ciple, but if one holds the literal meaning to the letter and ignores the spirit, 
one will be mistaken. The Ledger regulates that to kill a person counts three 
hundred demerits, to save ten very tiny creatures counts one merit, and to 
spend one hundred cash [for good purposes] also counts one merit. Suppose 
there is a rich man who has murdered a man. But since he has also saved a 
great many tiny creatures and contributed a great amount of money, would 
his demerit then be canceled out? In my opinion, this problem is indeed a deli-
cate one.67

This author resolves the dilemma by stressing the necessity for repentance, thus 
reaffirming the importance of intention. But the question still remains: how 
did such a quantitative and classificatory approach to morality come into vogue 
in the first place?

BEYOND KARMA: OTHER IDEOLOGICAL SOURCES 
OF THE MORALITY BOOK

The sources for this kind of morality, first represented in the Treatise of the 
Exalted One, most probably resulted from the following three spheres of influ-
ence: the governmental censorate, Pure Land pietism, and the penal code. Sakai 
Tadao, in his Chūgoku zensho no kenkyū (Studies of Chinese Morality Books), 
mentions the first two briefly.68 The influence of the penal code, however, may 
prove to be most significant.

Effective rule of the empire had been a serious issue ever since China’s uni-
fication under the Qin dynasty. The ideology of the vast bureaucracy that was 
established in the Han to administer the empire absorbed both Confucian and 
Legalist assumptions. The practice of periodic review of officials’ performances 
and the application of reward or punishment in accordance with their achieve-
ments certainly emphasized the central role of personal merit and demerit. 
Later, with the introduction and popularization of Buddhism, this same idea 
was reinforced and legitimized by the theory of karma. The rationale for this 
bureaucratic control, however, came from Legalism. Specifically, it derived 
from Han Feizi’s stress on the correspondence between actuality and name and 
his famous slogan of the “two handles”— reward and punishment.69 What inter-
ests us here, however, is the idea of accountability as a factor in individual 
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behavior. Accountability is central not only to Legalist concepts of control but 
also to the system of merits and demerits. The difference between the two is 
that whereas the former holds subjects accountable to their rulers, the latter 
holds the practitioner accountable to a supernatural ruler of destiny or the 
immutable law of karma. But both systems make reward and punishment the 
essential means for enforcing the accountability.

From the Han dynasty on, special officials were entrusted with the super-
vision and review of subordinates’ performances. Thus, in the Xu Hanshu, we 
find that a grand commandant (taiwei) was in charge of military officials, a 
chancellor (situ) was in charge of civil officials, and a minister of works (sikong) 
was in charge of construction and waterworks officials. At the end of the year 
each of the three reported to the court on these officials’ grades, and reward 
or punishment would then be meted out.70 According to Sakai, this practice 
was continued in subsequent dynasties, and during the Tang a regulation 
concerning the examination of achievements defined four kinds of good per-
formance and seventeen kinds of superior performance (sishan shiqi zui).71 Ear-
lier, during the Han, the practice of permitting an official to use his merits to 
cancel out his demerits was also established.72 Besides these particular exam-
ples, one might refer to the censorial system of China as a whole as evidence 
of the concern for self- examination and institutional control. Officials 
throughout the country were constantly kept under surveillance by the Cen-
sorate, which dispatched censors on provincial inspection tours.73

Some of the methods bureaucrats devised to classify the populace might also 
have had some influence on popular morality. One example is that of the “nine- 
grade classification” of candidates for office as applied by inspectors known 
as the “impartial and just” (jiupin zhongzheng). This system was reportedly insti-
tuted by Chen Qun (b. 237) during the Three Kingdoms period (221– 280).74 
Each prefecture had a “small impartial and just” (xiao zhongzheng), who would 
examine the people in the district and classify candidates for office into nine 
classes, three classes of superior (shang), middle (zhong), and inferior (xia). Each 
class was then further subdivided into three: the superior- superior (shangshang), 
the superior- middle (shangzhong), and superior- inferior (shangxia), and so on, 
to a total of nine classes. The results were reported to the “great impartial and 
just” (da zhongzheng) at the county level who, after having checked the facts, 
reported to the chancellor. After a final review, candidates were recommended 
to the master of documents (shangshu), who made the final decision on their 
employment. In actual practice this system of election by merit was seldom 
impartial or just. Since the electors themselves came from a “superior class,” 
they usually recommended only those of similar background. As a result, “the 
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superior class has no poor families, neither does the inferior class have aristo-
crats.”75 This system helped to create and perpetuate class distinctions for sev-
eral hundred years until it was abolished at the beginning of the Sui.

The second probable source for quantitative morality derives from a totally 
different sphere, that of Pure Land pietism. In the Guan wuliangshou jing (the 
Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra), one of the three most important scriptures of the 
Pure Land school, people who are destined to be reborn into the Western 
Paradise are classified into nine classes. Since the sutra was translated (or 
composed in Central Asia and China) during the Yuanjia era (424– 453) of 
the Liu- Song dynasty,76 and thus came later than the time of Chen Qun, it is 
likely that it was influenced by the nine- grade classification of candidates 
described above. Nevertheless, both were based on a classificatory approach 
toward election, whether bureaucratic or spiritual. According to the sutra, 
depending upon the believer’s spiritual maturity and religious cultivation, he 
may be classified into any one of nine gradations. The nine are classified as 
superior (shangpin), middle (zhongpin), and inferior (xiapin). Each of these is 
then subdivided into three classes. Thus, within the superior grade there are 
the following possibilities: rebirth in the highest form of the superior grade 
(shangpin shangsheng), in the middle form of the superior grade (shangpin zhong-
sheng), and in the lowest form of the superior grade (shangpin xiasheng). The 
same procedures apply to the middle and inferior grades.

The spiritual reward one receives at rebirth in the Western Paradise differs 
in degree according to the particular grade to which one is assigned. For exam-
ple, beings who will be born in the highest form of the superior grade must be 
those who, first of all, wish to be born there, and second, have the “true and 
sincere thought” (zhencheng xin), the “deep- believing thought” (shen xin), and the 
desire to be born in the Pure Land by “bringing one’s stock of merit to 
maturity” (huixiang fayuan xin). Generally, three kinds of people are included 
in this category:

First, those who are possessed of a compassionate mind, who do no injury to 
any beings, and who accomplish all virtuous actions according to the Bud-
dha’s precepts; second, those who study and recite the sutras of the Mahāyāna 
doctrine, as for instance, Vaipulya sutras (fangdeng); third, those who prac-
tice the sixfold remembrance [i.e., of the Three Jewels, the precepts, the char-
ity of the Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and the world of devas].77

He who belongs to this group is a religious virtuoso, a member of the spiritual 
elite. His reception in the Pure Land is suitably grandiose. Among other 
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marvels to be witnessed are these: “He will see the Buddha’s form and body 
[Amitābha’s] with every sign of perfection complete, and also the perfect forms 
and signs of all the bodhisattvas; he will also see brilliant rays and jewel for-
ests and hear the bodhisattvas propounding the excellent Law.”78 By contrast, 
beings who are born in the lowest form of the inferior grade can expect to 
receive completely different treatment. They are the great sinners who have 
committed many crimes. But, just before they die, should they meet good 
friends who teach them to recite the Amitābha’s name and should they suc-
ceed in reciting it ten times without interruption, they can be reborn in the 
Western Paradise on the strength of this merit alone. However, they will have 
to wait for twelve great kalpas (dajie) inside lotus flowers before the flowers 
will unfold, thus enabling them to see the Buddha and bodhisattvas and to 
listen to their teachings.79 If the first case describes the religious virtuoso, the 
second describes the religious amateur, the spiritual proletariat. There are seven 
other categories between these two extremes.

In stressing the importance of reciting the Buddha’s name, Pure Land pietism 
sometimes lent itself to a quantitative approach toward spiritual cultivation. 
The number of times a believer recited the Buddha’s name was often taken as 
a better indicator of faith than the quality of his inner life. One very famous 
example of this kind of quantitative piety was set by the monk Daochuo (562– 
645), who advised people to use beans to count the number of times they recited 
the Amitābha’s name. Every time one recited namo Amituofo (homage to 
Amitābha), he was to put one bean aside. It is said that there were individu-
als who eventually accumulated several million pecks of beans. Daochuo 
proselytized in the Shanxi area, particularly in the districts of Xinyang, Tai-
yuan, and Wenshui. He even taught children from the age of seven on to recite 
the Buddha’s name. Moreover, he divided his followers into three classes 
according to the number of beans they accumulated to mark their recitations. 
Thus, a most vigilant person (shangjingjin zhe) would accumulate eighty to 
ninety piculs of beans; a person of middling vigilance (zhongjingjin zhe) would 
get fifty piculs, while a barely vigilant person (xiajingjin zhe) would only get 
twenty piculs.80

These same attitudes and practices persisted well into the Ming period. 
Zhuhong had ambivalent feelings toward them. In one instance he disapproved 
of such practices. But, as is evident from the following passage, we cannot be 
sure whether he disapproved because of their intrinsic nature— the mechani-
cal emphasis on quantity— or simply because of the clumsiness of the proce-
dures involved:
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There are some monks who ask donors for beans. Each time they recite the 
Buddha’s name, they put one bean aside. In the beginning there may be only 
one person who does this. But soon many people imitate him. They are called 
“masters of Buddha beans” (dou’erfo shifu). But the Buddha instituted the rosary 
in order to teach people to recite the Buddha’s name.81 Why do they not fol-
low the Buddha’s practice and save their energy instead of doing such a stren-
uous thing? Moreover, when one finishes with the one hundred and eight beads 
of the rosary, one can start all over again. In this way one can recite a hun-
dred, a thousand, ten thousand, a million, all the way to an infinite number 
of times but still not exhaust it [the rosary].82

In the passage that follows, Zhuhong once again expresses his disapproval 
of mechanical piety. He undertook an experiment and concluded that mere 
quantitative recitation was not only impractical but also detrimental to spiri-
tual growth:

It is reported that master Yongming (904– 975) recited Amitābha’s name a hun-
dred thousand times during one day and one night. I once tried to do it. 
From the first hour of one day until the first hour of the next day, in twenty- 
four hours, I recited the name exactly a hundred thousand times. But I recited 
only the four characters [a- mi- tuo- fo, Amitābha]. Had I recited the six charac-
ters [na- mo- a- mi- tuo- fo, homage to Amitābha], I would not have been able to 
reach this number. I never stopped reciting it while eating, drinking, or going 
to the toilet. I also did not sleep or speak. Otherwise, I also would have been 
unable to reach this number. Even so, I was as hurried as a traveler desperate 
to reach his destination and did not have the leisure to concentrate carefully 
on what I was reciting. Otherwise I also would not have been able to reach 
this number. From this we can understand that “a hundred thousand” 
probably meant constant and perpetual recitation. It does not necessarily 
mean the actual figure of one hundred thousand.83

The relationship between religious belief and penal law in traditional China 
has generally been regarded as a close one.84 But attention is usually focused 
on the effect of religious beliefs on the formulation of the penal codes, not the 
reverse. The influence of religious belief on the law is especially conspicuous 
with regard to bans on executions and other legal activities on days of religious 
significance. This practice can be traced to very early origins: “There is abun-
dant evidence that by the Han dynasty the restriction of executions and 
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serious legal proceedings to autumn and winter was not only an idea but an 
accepted practice. . . .  In addition to this general ban on spring and summer 
executions, it seems probable that in Han times, as later, the summer solstice 
and especially the winter solstice were specifically included in a similar ban.”85 
Such prohibitions were designed to prevent human interference with cosmic 
change. In the Tang Code, periods regarded as taboo for executions were greatly 
increased. “Many of the new taboos are inspired by the then extremely power-
ful influence of Buddhism with its opposition to the taking of life.”86 When all 
the taboo days were subtracted, less than two months a year in which execu-
tions were permitted were estimated to remain.87 The taboos of the Tang Code 
were said to have been retained virtually unchanged in subsequent codes 
through those of the Ming dynasty.88 The violation of such taboos was punish-
able by law. We are told, for instance, that according to the Tang Code, any 
official who failed to observe the regulation that no execution was to take place 
between the period of the “beginning of spring” and the “autumn equinox” was 
subject to a year’s imprisonment. According to the Ming Code, that same offi-
cial would be subject to eighty strokes.89

Another example of the influence of religious beliefs on the law is evident 
in the way some judges passed verdicts. Ch’ü T’ung- tsu notes a few instances 
where the judge’s concern for gaining personal merit overrode his obligation 
to justice:

After the introduction of Buddhism into China, the idea of not killing and 
secret reward had more influence on the Chinese than before. Believing that 
“not to kill” would count as a secret merit, and that killing the innocent was 
sinful and subject to retribution, many officials avoided killing and sought to 
be merciful. Gao Yun [390– 487], an official of Northern Wei, thought that he 
would live to be a hundred years old because he had accumulated many secret 
merits for having saved the lives of many persons [Weishu, 48]. Some officials 
went so far as to consider not killing a secret merit, and for this reason tried 
to save the lives of persons who deserved death.

Zhu Xi remarked that most of the Legalists in his time were deluded by 
ideas of sin, blessedness, and retribution and liked to reduce the punishment 
of others in order to seek blessedness and reward for themselves. In cases of 
crimes deserving the death penalty, they always tried to find some excuse for 
the criminals and to present their cases to the emperor in the hope that the 
punishment would be reduced. Thus those who deserved beheading were ban-
ished; those who deserved banishment were imprisoned; and those who were 
to be beaten received fewer strokes or none at all [Zhu Wengong zhengxun].
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Both Yuan Bin (eighteenth century) and Fang Dazhi (nineteenth century) 
complained that many officials who believed in secret merit sought to pro-
tect those who were guilty of rape from death, although this was a punish-
ment accorded by the law.90

Religious scruples clearly played a role in the administration of justice. How-
ever, it is equally important to note that the legal codes also reinforced reli-
gious beliefs and influenced popular morality. Although this aspect of the rela-
tionship between religious behavior and law has seldom been examined, even 
a cursory study of the morality books attests to its importance. Here, we shall 
examine three specific areas in which the legal codes could have had a direct 
influence on morality books, including Zhuhong’s Record of Self- knowledge.

First, the emphasis on the deterrent function of the criminal law could 
explain why both the Treatise and the Record devoted so much more space to 
the category of evil or bad deeds. The compilers of these books shared a con-
viction similar to that held by the Legalists who believed “that dire threats 
would forestall all wrongdoing.”91 Admittedly, the legal codes, at least in the-
ory, supported threats with their actual enforcement, while morality books 
had no such power. Through psychological encouragement and deterrence, 
however, the morality books, like religion in general, helped to popularize and 
support the secular moral values embodied in the legal codes. When one exam-
ines the contents of the morality books and the specific moral behavior 
encouraged or condemned by their compilers, the influence of the penal code 
is even more evident. For in both the Treatise and the Record, except for a small 
proportion concerning religious values (religious taboos in the Treatise and sec-
tions on deeds beneficial or harmful to the Three Jewels in the Record), the 
majority of deeds included reflect secular values.

This interest in social ethics and the general lack of specifically religious val-
ues illustrate what C. K. Yang has termed the “diffused” nature of Chinese 
religion.92 Diffused religion— that is, syncretic religion— lent its support to sec-
ular moral rules by giving them supernatural sanction, by making them 
“sacred and awe- inspiring.” It also “helped to remedy the fallibility of ethical 
values in their actual operation.”93 Thus, stealing money (demerit 173) and 
despoiling graves (demerit 100), both crimes punishable by law, were also con-
demned by the Record. Even if the wrongdoer were lucky enough to escape legal 
punishment, he could not escape a bad conscience. What is perhaps more 
important is that the victim of crime had the benefit of the same knowledge 
as the criminal. He might be unable to seek legal redress for the wrongs com-
mitted against him, but he could seek comfort in the thought that the culprit 
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134 Syncretism in Action

would not escape supernatural judgment (in the case of the Treatise) or the jus-
tice guaranteed by the law of karma (in the case of the Record). Any injustice 
or imperfection in the legal system was thus made bearable.

Second, the orderly arrangement of graduated punishments in the legal code 
could have served as a model for the morality books’ assignment of merits and 
demerits. Some students of Chinese law have termed this arrangement “the 
Chinese penal ladder,” for from the lightest punishment of ten blows with a 
light bamboo rod, the various punishments progress, step by step, all the way 
to “death by slicing.” “We may interpret this system as a complex device for 
measuring morality with quantitative exactitude or again as constituting a 
graduated continuum whereby any offense, ranging from the most trivial to 
the most serious, may be requited with the utmost precision.”94 These two 
characteristics— the attempt to measure morality with quantitative exactitude 
and to form a self- sufficient schema by which each good or bad deed, no mat-
ter how serious or how trivial, could be appropriately evaluated— apply equally 
to The Record of Self- knowledge. The maximum number of points for merits or 
demerits is one hundred, while the minimum is one. Between these extremes, 
two, five, ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, and eighty points mark the grada-
tions. For instance, a very serious offense such as successfully plotting for some-
one’s death sentence (demerit 41) or intentionally murdering a person (demerit 
56) results in the maximum one hundred demerits, but a trivial offense such as 
keeping birds in a cage or binding animals with string for one day (demerit 
80) results in one demerit. The range of points for behavior between one and 
one hundred, just like that among the five grades of punishment, is consider-
able. However, except in the most obvious instances, no strict logic governing 
the assignment of points is immediately discernible for actions in the middle 
range between the two extremes.

Third, the minute differentiation between offenses in the legal codes could 
have inspired a similar treatment of moral behavior in The Record of Self- 
knowledge. We are told that “the codes always endeavor to foresee all possible 
variations of any given offense and to provide specific penalties for each.”95 This 
may account for the abundant and at times tedious enumeration of acts done 
for slightly different purposes, to slightly varied recipients, with slightly 
altered consequences, under slightly changed circumstances. To cite a few of 
the many possible examples in the Record, we find the following provisions 
under the category of good deeds:

In an official proposing a benevolent policy, when it benefits one person, it 
counts as one merit. [merit 9]

When it benefits a region, it counts as ten merits. [merit 10]
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When it benefits the whole country, it counts as fifty merits. [merit 11]
When it benefits the country in later generations, it counts as one hun-

dred merits. [merit 12]

While the examples just cited differentiate acts according to their conse-
quences, the following do so according to the recipients of the action:

When one saves domestic animals capable of repaying kindness, for each ani-
mal thus saved count twenty merits. [merit 42]

For each domestic animal saved that has no power to return human kind-
ness, count ten merits. [merit 43]

For each small animal saved, count one merit. For ten very small creatures 
saved, count one merit. [merit 44]

In the Qing Code, which was modeled on the Ming Code, homicide is clas-
sified into over twenty varieties. These detailed differentiations derive from 
one or another of three major principles according to which differentiation 
takes place: (1) the motivation for the homicide (premeditated, intentional but 
unpremeditated, homicide in an affray, by mischance or accident, in rough-
housing, or by inducing the victim to commit suicide); (2) the status, social or 
familial, of the killer vis- à- vis his victim; (3) the means or the situation through 
which or under which the homicide is committed (homicide caused by poi-
son, by improper administration of medicine, by introducing harmful objects 
into the nostrils, ears, or other orifices of the victim’s body, and so on).96

The same three principles apparently governed the differentiations found 
in the Record. The emphasis on the motivation of the doer and on his interior-
ization of morality was the most striking difference between the Treatise and 
later books such as the Ledger and the Record. The last two made a clear dis-
tinction between intentional and unintentional acts and provided different 
treatment for each. For example, to sentence one person by mistake to the 
death penalty counts eighty demerits, but to do so intentionally counts one 
hundred demerits (demerits 30– 37). Again, the principle of differentiating acts 
according to the status of the wrongdoer vis- à- vis the victim is well illustrated 
in the following cases:

An official of high position who obstructs his subordinate’s future advance-
ment earns thirty demerits. [demerit 106]

To lock up a maid or a concubine counts as one demerit. [demerit 109]
A judge may clearly know that the defendant is innocent, yet either because 

of outside pressure or because the verdict has been given in a lower court or 
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by a previous judge, he does not clear the person of guilt. Count eighty demer-
its if the death sentence results from this. Military exile or penal servitude 
counts thirty demerits. Heavy bambooing counts eight demerits. Light bam-
booing counts four demerits. If the judge receives a bribe and passes the death 
sentence, it is one hundred demerits. The number of demerits is counted the 
same as above in regard to other sentences. [demerits 49– 53]

Finally, the principle of differentiating acts according to the means by which 
or situation under which they are committed is paralleled by the provision in 
the Record that any act committed as a result of bribery or the absence of an 
alternative does not count as a merit. Thus, if one cancels someone’s debt only 
because the court refuses to deal with the complaint, no merit is earned (merit 
71). In a more specific example, when one cooks a living creature in a strange 
way and makes it suffer excruciating pain, he gets twenty demerits (demerit 
74). The variation in the severity of the penalty is apparent when one reads 
that to kill a small animal intentionally counts only one demerit (demerit 60). 
Although harming a creature is bad, if one does so in the course of doing some 
good work such as repairing bridges, paving roads, or building temples, no 
demerit will accrue (demerit 78). In this way, a certain flexibility and a great 
deal of common sense are built into an otherwise mechanical system.

UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE RECORD OF 
SELF- KNOWLEDGE

The real innovativeness of the Record can be appreciated only after comparing 
its contents with those of its predecessor, the Ledger. Zhuhong added a great 
many new entries to those found in the latter work.97 These fall into one of 
three categories: (1) loyalty and filial piety and their opposites, (2) Buddhist 
practice, and (3) social ethics.

As we have noted earlier, the Ledger might have been written by a Daoist 
priest belonging to the Jingming Zhongxiao Dao (The Pure and Bright Way of 
Loyalty and Filial Piety). But, although loyalty and filial piety are mentioned 
sporadically in the Ledger, they constitute a full section (1– 18 in both catego-
ries) in the Record. Their importance for Zhuhong is undeniable, and this 
accords well with his general stress on Confucian values in other parts of the 
Record. Most of the new entries under social ethics are equally Confucian in 
orientation. In the Record, the interest in social ethics is not very different from 
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the Treatise, and like the Treatise, the Record singles out a few classes of people 
for special attention. Aside from rules of good and bad behavior that apply to 
all, there are specific warnings directed at officials, gentry, merchants, and 
farmers. Officials are given detailed guidelines of a legal and administrative 
nature. They are not to take bribes or to be subject to social pressure. Most 
important of all, they are not to be unnecessarily harsh when passing sentences. 
Householders of the gentry class are told not to encroach on other people’s 
property or force them to sell land. They are enjoined to be generous with 
money and to construct bridges and repair roads for the public weal; to take 
care of the poor and the helpless; not to ill- treat servants, but to try to redeem 
them and return them to their families; not to use coercion to make the poor 
repay their debts. Since cases of official corruption, legal injustice, and gentry 
oppression of the common people abounded in the latter part of the Ming, 
Zhuhong had good reason to pay so much attention to these particular 
problems.

The prominent place given to Buddhist practices sharply distinguishes the 
Record from both the Treatise and the Ledger. It also tells us much about Zhuhong’s 
attitude toward Daoism. Both the Treatise and the Ledger are a mixture of Con-
fucian and Daoist values, but the Record is definitely a mixture of Confucian 
and Buddhist values. The sections called “deeds beneficial to the Three Jewels” 
are Zhuhong’s additions. These deal with specifically Buddhist practices. But 
even in other sections of the Record, there is frequent reference to lay Buddhist 
values, such as vegetarianism, nonkilling, and the release of living creatures. 
These innovations constitute the most significant aspects of the Record. Through 
such provisions as these, Buddhist values were for the first time formally incor-
porated into the general content of popular morality books. Thus the Record 
also served to reinforce the tenets of lay Buddhism discussed in chapter 4.

Zhuhong’s attitude toward Daoism, however, was highly critical if not down-
right hostile. For instance, he stipulated that to refuse to accept instructions 
about the Daoist technique of making cinnabar counted thirty merits (merit 
200). Similarly, Zhuhong discouraged the use of counterfeit silver, which was 
produced by this process. He assigned thirty merits to a person who refused 
to use a piece of this kind of silver worth one hundred cash (merit 201).98 Accord-
ing to Zhuhong, this technique of making counterfeit silver was specifically a 
Daoist specialty.

Although it is true that he also encouraged the distribution of books on 
hygiene, the preservation of life, and medical prescriptions (merit 194, 
195)— practices originally advocated and developed by religious Daoists— these 
were activities also considered meritorious by Confucians and Buddhists. By 
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the Ming dynasty they were completely integrated into the popular conscious-
ness. Picking up papers with characters on them from the street and burning 
them at home (merit 197) was another practice belonging to this category. It is 
instructive to note that the only entries in the Ledger Zhuhong either elimi-
nated or changed considerably had to do with Daoist practices. The two sec-
tions entitled “doctrinal texts” (jiaotian men) and “worship and cultivation” 
(fenxiu men) in the Ledger were replaced by the section entitled “On the Three 
Jewels” in the Record. In the new section, Zhuhong did not include entries con-
cerning the transmission of Daoist charms, spells, and registers (falu).99 He 
recommended the Tantric Buddhist ritual of “bestowing food” (shishi, merit 
118) and the “ritual to divert disaster” (baorang daochang, merit 121) to replace 
the Daoist rites of burning incense and cultivating virtue and the Daoist sac-
rificial services (zhangjiao).100

Zhuhong’s attitude toward the three teachings is revealed by the Record in 
another interesting fashion. He assigns twice the number of merit points when 
an act benefits Buddhism as he does when the same act benefits Daoism or 
Confucianism. For instance, in making Buddhist images each one hundred cash 
spent counts for one merit, but in making images of deities of other religions, 
each two hundred cash spent counts for only one merit (merit 90, 91). Simi-
larly, every one hundred cash spent in building Buddhist temples counts for 
one merit, but every two hundred cash spent in building other kinds of tem-
ples counts for only one merit (merit 96, 99). Whereas writing one volume of 
commentaries on Mahāyāna sutras, shastras, and vinayas counts for fifty 
merits, writing one volume of ethical texts counts for only one merit (merit 
106, 107). This is another indication of Zhuhong’s reconciliatory, yet hierarchi-
cal attitude toward Confucianism. Confucian values are accepted, but they 
are subordinate to Buddhist values.101

In the final analysis, the quantification of morality exhibited by the Record 
may not escape criticism. Its practice could easily lead to a purely utilitarian 
and mechanical approach to morality. But one should not lose sight of the social 
and historical background to such a system. Concretized injunctions of the 
kind illustrated here did and may still serve the purpose of making general 
moral concepts such as justice, integrity, and kindness pertinent to everyday 
behavior. Social mobility created new opportunities for the lower classes, but 
it also induced a sense of uncertainty and anxiety. A poor farmer’s son who 
had recently entered the official classes through successful passage of the exam-
inations needed practical guidance to be able to carry out in the concrete and 
workaday world the weighty moral values of the classics. Such guidance was 
offered in numerous sources, and morality books were one of them. The 
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versatility of the morality books is remarkable. To every hopeful aspirant to 
success, they served as guides to what he should and should not do in order to 
achieve his goals. To the perplexed and the anxious, they served as guides by 
which the individual, in whatever new setting he might find himself, could 
determine what constituted appropriate moral behavior. The peculiar contri-
bution of The Record of Self- knowledge is that it introduced Buddhist values into 
the general moral schema of the traditional morality books.
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The Condition of the Monastic Order 
in the Late Ming

I f we turn from lay to monastic Buddhism in Zhuhong’s time, the 
overall picture is indeed depressing. It is true that as a result of the 
trend of combining three teachings in one, contemporary Confu-

cian literati showed remarkable tolerance as well as appreciation of Buddhist 
philosophy and meditational discipline. It is also true that Buddhist practices 
such as fasts, vegetarianism, release of animals, and recitation of the Buddha’s 
name had become so pervasive that one is almost tempted to view them as 
ubiquitous manifestations of popular morality. Yet it would be wrong to con-
clude that society held the monastic order in high regard. On the contrary, 
the reputation of monks in general was very low. The high esteem enjoyed by 
Zhenke, Zhuhong, and Deqing was always accompanied by the impression that 
they were exceptions to the rule. It is no wonder that Zhuhong, a religious 
leader with a profound sense of responsibility, should feel despair and shame.

In Zhuhong’s writings one of the most persistent themes is the decline of 
discipline among his fellow monks. These passages, together with what we find 
in novels and notes written around the same period, furnish a most vivid and 
damaging picture of the sangha.

CAUSES OF THE DECLINE OF THE MONASTIC ORDER

The decline of the sangha was tied to the inexorable logic of Buddhist 
eschatology. Both Theravāda and Mahāyāna Buddhism believe in the cyclical 
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destruction and regeneration of innumerable world cycles1 and in the decline 
and eventual disappearance of Buddhism itself sometime after the Buddha’s 
Parinirvana. Both also agree that Buddhism will be revived again with the 
coming of the Future Buddha (Maitreya for Mahāyāna Buddhists and 
Metteyya for Theravāda Buddhists.) The second belief played a central role 
in religious reforms and popular millenarian movements in China and Japan. 
Differing somewhat from the Theravāda apocalyptic tradition,2 Chinese 
Buddhists believed that the world would undergo three stages of varying 
duration from the Buddha’s death or Parinirvana to the final disappearance 
of Buddhism in the world. These are the Age of True Law (zhengfa), when 
people would study the scriptures, practice disciplines, and realize the 
Dharma; the Age of Counterfeit Law (xiangfa), when people would adhere to 
the externals (scriptures and disciplines) of the religion but become incapable 
of realizing the Dharma for themselves; and last, the Age of the Degenerate 
Law (mofa), when people would lose respect for Buddhism and neither prac-
tice nor study the teaching, and the Dharma would eventually disappear as a 
result of public indifference and internal atrophy.

The idea of the three periods is found in various Mahāyāna sutras, such as 
the Lotus Sutra and the Dabei jing (Mahākaruṇāpuṇḍarīka Sutra), and there are 
four different ways of computing the three periods.3 Generally speaking, the 
prevalent view is that the True Law lasts five hundred years after the Buddha’s 
Parinirvana, the Counterfeit Law continues for another thousand years, and 
after that the Age of Degenerate Law takes over and lasts for ten thousand 
years. Even though the age of mofa was computed to begin some fifteen hun-
dred years after the Buddha’s death in 480 BCE, many in the Northern and 
Southern Dynasties already spoke of its arrival. This is because Buddhists in 
the sixth century generally accepted the date 949 BCE for the Buddha’s death, 
so that fifteen hundred years after that would have been 550 CE. The most 
famous example of the prevalence as well as the power of this belief was prob-
ably the ill- fated Sanjie jiao (Sect of the Three Stages), founded by Xinxing (540– 
594).4 Yet throughout the succeeding centuries this idea continued to exert its 
influence. For Zhuhong, as well as other contemporary Buddhists, mofa was 
an existential reality. This was why, according to him, Buddhism at the end of 
the Ming was in such a disreputable state. Specifically, it was believed that in 
this age of mofa one could not find any eminent monk on a par with those of 
earlier dynasties. Thus, Zhuhong says:

From the Hongwu period [1368– 1398] until now, very few great masters have 
appeared in this dynasty. We need not mention those masters of the Tang and 
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the Song dynasties. Even masters Zhongfeng5 and Tianru6 of the Yuan dynasty 
probably would only find in Chushi Ji7 of our dynasty their lone companion. 
If one tries to compare the present with the time before the Tang, it is even 
more impossible. Is not this because the more recent the time, the more 
deluded the people become?8

In view of the fact that Zhuhong compiled Huang Ming mingseng jilue (Brief 
Record of Famous Monks in the Ming Dynasty, YQFH 17), in which he recorded 
biographies and selected sayings of eighteen Ming monks, one ought to take 
with caution the remarks he made belittling his immediate predecessors. More-
over, in another important work, Changuan cejin (Whips to Urge One Through 
Chan Barriers, YQFH 14), in which he collected those teachings on Chan culti-
vation that he considered most helpful, Zhuhong also saw fit to include the 
instructions of five Ming monks. Nevertheless, despite his respect for indi-
vidual monks in the Ming, Zhuhong did take a rather dim view of the majority 
of his fellow monks. He also found it difficult to uphold the claim that monks 
were always more religious than laymen. As he said, “In this Age of the 
Degenerate Law, it is rather common for monks who have left the world to 
have less faith (xinxin) than the laymen who stay in the world. It is also not 
unusual for laymen to have less faith than laywomen. No wonder that of the 
many people who aspire to become buddhas, so few accomplish their goal.”9

Zhuhong’s low evaluation of the monastic order was confirmed by other 
contemporary opinions. Novels and biji (notes, short essays) are useful sources 
and provide an impression of monks probably shared by society at large. Jin-
pingmei (The Golden Lotus),10 a novel written during the Wanli period, pro-
vides two seemingly contradictory impressions of Buddhism. On the one hand, 
Buddhist beliefs and practices are treated as deep- rooted and pervasive social 
realities. Buddhist rites are always performed after a person’s death (chapters 8, 
62). Almsgiving to individual monks, contributions toward repairing a local 
monastery, and donations for printing and distributing scriptures are gladly 
undertaken by the principal characters in the novel (chapters 57, 88). One of 
the most frequent pastimes among Ximen Qing’s wives is listening to the 
preaching of sutras and the retelling of Buddhist stories (foqu) by nuns who 
are invited to the women’s quarters for this purpose (chapters 39, 51, 59, 74). 
The popularity of nuns with the women is probably equal to the popularity of 
singing girls with the men. The representative of the faithful in the Jinpingmei 
is Ximen Qing’s first wife, Wu Yueniang. Through her the author expounds 
the Buddhist concepts of karma, transmigration, and release. He deals with 
these most explicitly in the final chapter (chapter 100), when Lady Wu is made 
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to see everything in the light of karmic retribution and agrees to let her only 
son become a monk.

On the other hand, the novel depicts individual monks and nuns in a very 
unflattering light. The author is most unrelenting in accusing them of two car-
dinal sins: greed and unchastity. “Let me tell you, readers, that in this world 
there are three kinds of people who will open their eyes only at the sight of 
silver: [Buddhist] monks, Daoist priests, and singing girls. They despise the poor 
and flatter the rich. For the sake of money they will employ lies, tricks, and 
everything they can think of.”11 And it is against monks’ supposed immorality 
that the author of Jinpingmei directs most of his satirical darts.

Superficially these two attitudes are contradictory and puzzling, yet they 
are typical of institutionalized religious life in East and West. In Europe dis-
satisfaction with the Church and the clergy caused the laity to find its spiri-
tual leaders among dissenters and heretics. There was a continuous tradition 
of religious movements led by various messiahs, renegade monks, mystics, and 
prophets from the time of the early Crusades until the Reformation.12 These 
movements were inspired by the millennial eschatology of Christianity and in 
turn helped to strengthen its tradition. In China the belief in the Age of the 
Degenerate Law and the coming of Maitreya Buddha led to the organization 
of secret religious societies. From the Song dynasty, and possibly earlier, most 
peasant rebellions derived their ideologies from these secret societies, especially 
the White Lotus and Maitreya sects.13 Political and religious interests were 
intermingled, and these societies were both persecuted by the government and 
condemned by orthodox Buddhists. In this respect they shared a certain simi-
larity with the millennial movements of medieval Europe.

For the majority of people the dissatisfaction with monastic Buddhism facil-
itated two phenomena: the rise of lay Buddhism and the absorption or coop-
tion of some Buddhist ideas by the Confucian tradition. In the case of lay Bud-
dhism there was also considerable accommodation to Confucian tenets.14 But 
the individual lay Buddhist at the very least had to take refuge in the Three 
Jewels and be committed to keeping the five basic precepts. Therefore his pri-
mary allegiance was still to Buddhism, although he was expected and even 
encouraged to find ways to meet the demands of a Confucian society. In the 
latter case, when Confucianism coopts Buddhist ideas, a person can hold cer-
tain views and practice certain rites which are Buddhist in origin, but he may 
not acknowledge his ideological allegiance to Buddhism at all.

The Jinpingmei may again serve as an example. With the possible exception 
of Lady Wu, we cannot find any person in the book who can be called a 
professed lay Buddhist. Pan Jinlian and Ximen Qing certainly are not, yet they 
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ask monks to perform funeral services, plenary masses (shuilu),15 and memo-
rial services for family members. Another character, Li Ping’er, also has no deep 
interest in Buddhism, but when her infant son becomes seriously ill, she donates 
money for the purpose of printing sutras (chapter 58). The printing of sutras 
and the distribution of them free are meritorious acts much advocated by Bud-
dhism. But in this case the acts are performed for the explicit purpose of 
effecting a fast recovery for Li Ping’er’s son and are carried out in the spirit of 
propitiation, so that they do not indicate the doer’s desire to propagate Bud-
dhist teaching or her intention to thereby enlighten unbelievers.

Inviting Buddhist priests to officiate at funeral services, as Pan Jinlian and 
Ximen Qing did, is a good example of appropriation. Funeral rites, together 
with mourning and sacrifice to the departed, form the core of the Chinese fam-
ily religion, often called “the cult of ancestor worship.” The rationale and prac-
tice of this family religion had been in existence in China long before the intro-
duction of Buddhism, and the rules governing these rites were codified in the 
Liji (Record of Rites). After Buddhism came to China, the doctrines of karma 
and transmigration were incorporated into the traditional belief in the immor-
tality of the soul. The doctrine of transmigration in particular merged with 
the Chinese idea of the ghost, which is associated with the po part of a per-
son’s soul (the coarse part of the soul formed by the yin in contrast to the hun 
or subtle part of the soul formed by the yang). From this fusion there arose 
the belief in purgatory and the necessity of performing religious rites that could 
help the wandering, suffering ghost to achieve early salvation. The irony is, of 
course, that doctrinal Buddhism did not accept a theory of the existence of 
the soul. Thus, the incorporation of Buddhist soul masses into the traditional 
funeral rites served to strengthen the Confucian value of family cohesion but 
did violence to the integrity of Buddhist doctrine. This is why many Buddhist 
masters, including Zhuhong, discouraged their disciples from engaging in 
funeral ceremonies.

If monks and nuns were already as immoral and contemptible as depicted 
in some contemporary sources, what were the reasons for the further decline 
of the monastic order? The process of monastic decay had started long before 
the Ming dynasty. It is customary, when discussing the history of Chinese Bud-
dhism, to regard the Tang as the zenith and to describe the period from the 
Song dynasty onward as one of gradual decline. Since Buddhism puts equal 
emphasis on the Three Jewels— the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha— the 
decline must necessarily refer to the stultification of doctrine and the demor-
alization of the priesthood.
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Although commentaries and treatises were continuously produced, no monk 
after the Tang created a philosophical synthesis to compare with those of Zhiyi, 
Fazang, or Zongmi. Of far greater significance, however, was the gradual 
decline of the monastic order. Traditionally, the monastic order had always 
relied on imperial patronage and popular contributions for its sustenance and 
prosperity. The most important single factor which assured this support was 
the demand that the monks maintain a certain standard of pure conduct. 
Indeed, this was the most powerful justification for lay support of an other-
wise “parasitic” group, for the assembly of monks could theoretically transfer 
merit accrued from a life devoted to meditation and morality to their lay 
patrons for the sake of the latter’s salvation. It is also interesting to note that 
it was the monks’ failure to keep discipline that always evoked the ire of the 
public, while their lack of doctrinal originality or intellectual brilliance was 
apparently a matter worthy of little comment.

Two broad categories of causes may be adduced to explain the decline of 
the monastic order. First, there were external causes, those related to govern-
mental intervention in the form of: (1) limitations on the number of monas-
teries and temples, (2) political manipulation of ordination certificates, and 
(3) establishment of monk- officials for bureaucratic control. Second, there was 
the internal disintegration of the monastic ideal, which in turn resulted from 
three factors: (1) the degeneration of Chan practice, (2) the neglect of the dis-
cipline, and (3) secularization. This internal disintegration seems to have had 
a more lasting impact on the quality of monks and accounts for their loss of 
public esteem. It was also the internal disintegration that Zhuhong discussed 
in much greater detail. It is conceivable that he refrained from criticism of gov-
ernmental policies out of fear, but more likely he felt that the crucial factors 
underlying the decline lay within the sangha itself.

LIMITS ON THE NUMBER OF MONASTERIES

All the major policies concerning Buddhist as well as Daoist orders were laid 
down during the reign of Taizu. There were both political and economic motives 
for instituting such laws, and in this respect the Ming attempt to impose reli-
gious control was no different from similar attempts made by earlier dynas-
ties. But, aside from these practical reasons, there appears in Taizu’s edicts a 
note of genuine dismay over the deplorable condition of the monasteries and 
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an indication of his desire to reform the Buddhist establishment. Typical is 
this edict issued in 1391 stating the emperor’s views on Buddhism:

Since Buddhism was introduced into China during the Han dynasty, one 
thousand three hundred and thirty years have passed. Therefore, it is not some-
thing which has existed only in one dynasty. The reason it has not perished 
lies in its doctrine of nonkilling and reverence for life. Its original tradition 
lies precisely in hard discipline and absolute quietude. But at present under 
heaven monks for the most part mingle with the common people. Further-
more, there are many who are even inferior to the common people. Although 
the teaching is the same as before, the monks’ conduct has degenerated. It is 
therefore necessary to purify the practice and to classify Buddhism into sects.16

Unlike other emperors, Taizu could claim a personal knowledge of the life 
of a Buddhist monk. As a younger son in a poor family, he became a novice at 
the age of seventeen17 in a small, and probably typical, rural temple. There he 
lived the life of a mendicant monk for several years.18 The temple, Huangjue Si, 
was under the direction of Abbot Gaobin, who was not only married but had 
children.19 There is good reason to believe that this kind of temple, under the 
direction of abbots like Gaobin, was by no means an exception to the rule. 
Indeed, to become a monk in the chaotic years marking the end of the Yuan 
usually involved motivations other than religious ones. This point is made suc-
cinctly by Wu Han, the historian of the Ming dynasty, in the following passage:

At that time it was regarded as a means of livelihood to leave the world and 
become a monk. Some people, it is true, did so because they thought that by 
becoming monks they could become buddhas. But they definitely constituted 
the minority. More often it was for the following reasons: they entered the 
monastic life either because of a guilty conscience as a result of their having 
done evil deeds, or to escape from the penal laws of the government, for the 
temple was a sanctuary beyond the reach of the secular law. More often peo-
ple became monks because their families were too poor to raise their children. 
But once one became a monk, he could get food everywhere. He could live 
forever on the donations of pious men and women.20

Taizu’s firsthand knowledge of monastic life clearly played a part in prompt-
ing him to institute new measures and reinforce old statutes in an effort to 
regulate Buddhism. It will be useful first to review these measures and stat-
utes and then to determine to what extent they were in fact implemented.21
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Limitations on the number of monasteries were imposed early in 1373. In 
the Ming shilu (The Veritable Record of the Ming), under the twelfth month of 
the sixth year of Hongwu, it is recorded:

Right now the Emperor feels that in recent years people have believed exces-
sively in Buddhism and Daoism. As a result, monks and priests have increased 
day by day. They eat without labor and there is nothing more wasteful to the 
national economy than this. Therefore, it has been decreed that in each pre-
fecture (fu), district (zhou), and county (xian), only one large Buddhist monas-
tery and Daoist temple will be allowed to exist. All monks and priests are to 
be housed in one place, and persons with good discipline will be chosen to 
lead them.22

The purpose of this regulation was twofold: to assemble all the monks in each 
county into one temple to facilitate their control, and to prohibit the building 
of new temples or the rebuilding of old ones destroyed in the course of war, so 
as to conserve human and material resources. But according to Ryūchi Kiyo-
shi,23 this regulation was neither nationally applied nor enforced for more than 
a few years in the areas where it was applied. Geographically, the decree was 
carried out only in the six prefectures near the capital: Yingtian, Taiping, Zhen-
jiang, Ningguo, Huizhou, and Guangde. Economic factors accounted for its 
enforcement in these areas; for, as Ryūchi points out, it was around the same 
time that Taizu also excused these prefectures from payment of grain taxes 
for four years.24 The six prefectures had contributed heavily in grain and money 
to the military campaigns in the early years of Taizu’s career. As a gesture of 
appreciation, taxes were reduced, and regulations to limit the number of tem-
ples were enforced in order to relieve the people of both the tax burden and 
the financial burden of supporting the temples in the area. But even within 
these limited areas the order was not observed for very long. Ryūchi, spot- 
checking the section on monasteries and temples recorded in the prefectural 
history of Taiping, discovered that the same monasteries that were abolished 
in 1373 had been rebuilt as early as the next year.25

The proclamation issued in the twenty- fourth year of Hongwu (1391) gives 
further proof of the ineffectiveness of the earlier decree. After lamenting the 
current state of the sangha it stated again that, because of devastating wars, 
monks had lost discipline. It suggested that henceforth officials in each pre-
fecture, district, and county were to inspect monks under their jurisdic-
tion, find out which monks had left their temples to live among the common 
 people, gather all the monks together, house them in a “public monastery” 
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(conglin; literally, “forest”), and enforce monastic discipline.26 This was to be 
institutionalized in a decree. Under the seventh month of that year the Shilu 
says, “It is decreed that when any Buddhist or Daoist builds a temple, nunnery, 
or monastery, if it does not come under the old quota (jiu’e), it must be 
destroyed.” Since “old quota” (one temple per county) was reiterated, it is clear 
that the implementation of the 1373 decree had been less than satisfactory. 
That this was indeed so is confirmed by an entry in Da Ming huidian (The Com-
plete Institutes of the Great Ming): “In the twenty- fourth year of Hongwu 
(1391) the government issued this order: in each prefecture, district, and 
county only one large Buddhist monastery and Daoist temple will be allowed 
to remain. All monks or priests must live in them.”27 The intention of this 
decree was similar to that of 1373: to concentrate monks or Daoist priests in 
one place for easy supervision.

The one large monastery that was allowed to remain was the so- called pub-
lic monastery or conglin (sometimes called shifang conglin, “forest of ten direc-
tions”). This term has been traditionally contrasted with “private temple” (jiayi 
yuan). The difference lies principally in the method for choosing the abbot. In the 
public monastery, the abbotship was determined by public recommendation. 
According to the Chixiu Baizhang qingguei (Pure Rules of Baizhang, Compiled 
Under the Imperial Order of the Yuan), “When the abbotship is vacant, the 
authorities must be notified, and one must wait for the order of appointment 
from the authorities.”28 Furthermore, the opinions of resident monks as well 
as lay patrons of the monastery were to be considered. Their recommenda-
tions had as much weight in the appointment of the new abbot as did orders 
from higher authorities. In contrast to this practice, the succession of abbots 
in the hereditary temple was purely a private affair; since it was owned by one 
particular monk, the temple was private property. When this monk died, the 
position of abbot passed on to one of his tonsured disciples. It has been sug-
gested that the name jiayi probably originated because of the rules of succes-
sion to the abbotship: tonsured disciple A (or jia) preceded tonsured disciple 
B (or yi).29 Taizu’s edicts abolishing monasteries were aimed mainly at the pri-
vate temples.

Taizu classified the public monasteries into three types. This was what he 
meant when he said in his 1391 edict that Buddhism must be “classified into 
sects.” During the Song and Yuan dynasties there were three types of monas-
teries specializing in meditation (chan), doctrine (jiao), and discipline (lü), 
respectively. This classification had always been followed in the local gazet-
teers.30 Taizu dropped the classification referring to temples specializing in 
discipline and replaced it with a classification for those specializing in reli-
gious rituals. The change was formally announced by the Ministry of Rites in 
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1382.31 The revised classification now read chan, or meditation, jiang, or doc-
trine, and jiao, or practical instruction. The exact meaning of these terms 
becomes clear when we read the following explanation:

He who practices chan does not rely on words, but must seek to see his 
nature. He who practices jiang must understand the meanings of the various 
sutras, and he who practices jiao should know how to perform the Buddhist 
method of teaching the common people by means of benefiting and helping 
them. He extinguishes all the evil karma of the living and wipes away all past 
wrongs of the dead.32

From this passage it is clear that the jiang spoken of here is the same as the 
jiao of former times; it referred to the temples that stressed doctrinal study. 
Though the term itself was retained, it was now the last category of temples; 
the ones that stressed jiao, ritual performance, were a new category. Sometimes 
these temples were also called yujia or yoga.33 They specialized in the perfor-
mance of Tantric rituals, conveniently summed up in the term jingchan, namely 
chanting sutras (songjing) and reciting penances (baichan); funeral services and 
plenary masses (shuilu fahui), as well as rites for seeking long life, early recovery 
from disease, and so on also fall under this general rubric. Because monks liv-
ing in this type of temple went out to lay devotees’ homes to perform ceremo-
nies, they were called “monks responding to calls” (yingfu seng).34 The effect of 
Taizu’s reclassification of Buddhist temples proved to be far- reaching in the 
long run and therefore more significant than his other control measures. Since 
monasteries stressing discipline were now replaced by those specializing in reli-
gious ritual, discipline was gradually neglected and a steady commercializa-
tion of monks took place. These two changes might very well have been under 
way before Taizu took action, but we can be sure that his measures intensified 
the process.

In the edict of 1391 the amount of compensation for monks performing rit-
uals was also specified. Each monk who participated in a service was to be 
paid five hundred in cash (wen) per day, but the three chief monks, who had 
the task of striking hand gongs (zhuqing), writing supplications (xieshu), and call-
ing buddhas, bodhisattvas, and spirits to the service (zhaoqing), were to be 
paid one thousand wen per person per day, respectively.35 Whether this rule 
was in fact followed is difficult to know, but as time went on, income for 
performing services did indeed become a major source of the monks’ livelihood. 
More than five hundred years after this edict, in 1934, a prominent Buddhist 
monk, Fafang (1904– 1951), commented sadly on the prominence of ritualism 
in Chinese monasteries:
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In every temple of China, although the plaque on the main gate says it is such- 
and- such Meditation Hall, inside the Meditation Hall one realizes that it has 
been changed into the Hall for Chanting Sutras and Reciting Penances (jingchan 
tang) or the Inner Altar of the Plenary Masses (shuilu neitan). As for the monks 
living there, even though they call themselves Chan monks, they are simply 
monks specializing in chanting sutras and reciting penances (jingchan shi).36

At the same time that the new classification of monasteries was announced, 
the colors of robes for monks belonging to each school were also regulated. 
Under the twelfth month of Hongwu, fifteenth year (1383), we read in the Shilu 
that “the Chan monk wears an ordinary brown robe, green stole, and a jade- 
colored cassock. The jiang monk [one specializing in doctrine] wears an ordi-
nary jade- colored robe, deep red stole, and a light red cassock. The jiao monk 
[one specializing in rituals] wears an ordinary black robe, black stole, and a 
light red cassock.”37

According to Ryūchi Kiyoshi’s study of the monasteries of the early Ming, 
among the three kinds of temples, those specializing in rituals constituted the 
majority, as shown in local gazetters.38 Ryūchi regarded this development as a 
direct result of the favorable treatment the jiao temples received at the hands 
of imperial authorities. This partiality toward jiao monks was strikingly evi-
dent in an edict issued in 1394:

As for the monks belonging to the two schools of chan and jiang, aside from 
traveling abroad in order to seek instruction (youfang wendao), they ought to 
stay inside their own temples and truthfully practice their own teachings. 
They may not do anything else. They may not live separately, nor may they 
enter into cities or marketplaces. But in the case of the yujia monks, if they 
have old patrons and donors who ask them to perform Buddhist services, 
they may do so according to the set rituals. In doing so, they teach the people 
to be filial sons who remember to repay the kindness of their ancestors. They 
also teach people to think of their own future. In this way the purpose of com-
passion is well served. People ask the monks to perform the services out of 
their own wishes, but not because monks beg to do it for food and clothing. 
Therefore any person, be he official or common citizen, who dares to insult 
the monks is to be punished by the law.39

This edict shows most clearly the intention behind Taizu’s reclassification 
of Buddhist schools. Doctrinal study and meditation, the dual paths leading 
to wisdom, were always emphasized by Buddhists. But Taizu put all kinds of 
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restrictions on the freedom of movement of monks belonging to these schools. 
He accorded the monks specializing in rituals (especially funerals for the dead) 
particular favor. Although there is no concrete evidence to indicate that Taizu 
was so motivated, he might have argued that these monks were to be given 
more freedom precisely because they were less “Buddhist” in their commit-
ments and training and therefore could pose no threat to the dominant Con-
fucian orthodoxy. In fact, their expertise in ritual matters concerning the dead 
made them ideal functionaries in Chinese family religion. What they offered 
could easily be incorporated into Confucian familism: filial piety was rein-
forced but never challenged by Buddhist rituals for the dead. Indeed, the 
music, the chanting, and the paraphernalia of ritual instruments added color 
and solemnity to funeral or memorial services.

The other schools presented an entirely different problem. If the common 
people were to come into close contact with monks from these schools and dis-
cuss Buddhist doctrines or practice meditation, it was conceivable that given 
sufficient time they might become, if not converted, at least sympathetic to 
the Buddhist way of life. Although we cannot confirm that such an argument 
did in fact underlie Taizu’s prohibition, he did on different occasions insist 
upon the strict separation of monks from the common people. He even raised 
the specter of legal prosecution to prevent intermingling. Interestingly, the rea-
son Taizu gave for such a policy was that it protected the purity of Buddhism. 
A few rulings on this subject are cited below:

Monks who ought to shun the public [i.e., chan and jiang monks] are not allowed 
to go into cities or villages. If they use begging (huayuan) as an excuse 
and thereby harm Buddhism by provoking unnecessary public insults, they 
should be seized and handed over to the local authorities. They will then be 
punished for the crime of corrupting the Buddhist tradition (baihuai zufeng).40

If an abbot or any other monk dares to communicate with officials and 
thereby becomes good friends, he ought to be punished severely.

If the head of the family, whether he be a civil official, military man, or a 
common citizen, encourages his wife or daughter to offer incense at a Bud-
dhist or Daoist temple, he is to be whipped with light bamboo forty times. 
When there is no husband, then the penalty is meted out to the woman her-
self. The abbot and gatekeeper of the said temple who fail to prevent her from 
entering the temple are punished with the same severity.41

Henceforth, when a junior scholar (xiucai) or people from other walks of 
life enter temples without sufficient reason and eat monks’ food, they are to 
be punished by law.42
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This form of prohibition has a long history. In the Quan Tang wen (Com-
plete Collection of Tang Writings) we find edicts of a similar nature issued 
 during Xuanzong’s reign.43 The reason was probably political, for monasteries 
could and did serve as meeting places for outlaws and rebels. Since the White 
Lotus and Maitreya societies had participated in the civil war at the end of 
the Yuan, it is possible that Taizu looked upon friendships between monks and 
the common people with great suspicion and that he might for this reason have 
tried to constrain them through legal sanctions.

Taizu’s justification for this particular prohibition, however, was anything 
but political. He blamed the low moral caliber of the monks for the public’s 
lack of respect. In prohibiting free communication between the monks and 
the public, Taizu again claimed that he was protecting the sangha’s reputation 
by making monks “scarce.” This argument was ingeniously presented in the 
edict issued in 1394:

There are some men of superior caliber (gaoming zhiren) who come to temples 
in order to carry on discussions with monks and propagate Buddhism. But, 
unfortunately, most monks are of inferior quality. As soon as some people 
show friendliness to them, the monks immediately start thinking about ask-
ing for donations. For this reason, people shun their company. Now if monks 
obey my orders, they will not bother the common people, whether the monks 
live in mountain retreats or regular monasteries, or travel about to seek 
instruction. Since they do not go into cities or villages frequently, it will be 
difficult for officials as well as common people to seek them out for the pur-
pose of listening to sutras. If this is the case, good people will respect the 
monks. They will go where the monks are and make requests of them with 
burning incense and folded hands. Now is this not excellent? After this is prac-
ticed for a long time, Buddhism will certainly prosper.44

LIMITS ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF MONASTERIES

The prohibitions against building new monasteries were repeated in succeed-
ing reigns. For example, the same prohibition was issued in 1402, 1417, 1441, 
and 1445.45 To what degree these edicts met with compliance is difficult to 
establish, but there is no reason to believe that they had better success than 
those issued during Taizu’s reign. The policy of limiting the number of Bud-
dhist monasteries was, in fact, little more than a statement of purpose. When 
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one examines the situation in the late Ming, one finds that it was not even 
maintained as public policy. Zhuhong had no difficulty in rebuilding the Yunqi 
Monastery, which was located on the site of an old temple dating back to the 
Northern Song and which, presumably, was not included in the ban. But other 
monks, notably Deqing, built many new temples without any interference from 
the authorities. A precedent for disregarding this prohibition was, in fact, set 
by several emperors themselves. Emperor Yingzong (during the year immedi-
ately following that in which he reissued the prohibition against rebuilding any 
monastery that had fallen into decay), started a large- scale rebuilding project.46 
The Dabaoen Si and the Daxinglong Si of Nanjing were rebuilt in 1447 and 
1449, respectively. The eunuch Wang Zhen played a major role in these proj-
ects. Since the emperor was young and very close to Wang, he was amenable 
to the latter’s suggestions. This coalition, incidentally, served as a forerunner 
of the alliances between monks and eunuchs, and it has been suggested that, 
by the time of Xianzong’s reign (1465– 1487), it had become usual for monks 
and eunuchs to work hand in hand.47 Concerning the reconstruction of 
 Da xing long Si, the Shilu reports:

The eunuch Wang Zhen said that the monastery was old and dilapidated, so 
the emperor ordered ten thousand soldiers and civilians to rebuild it. The 
building materials cost several tens of thousands. After it was finished, its 
beauty and grandeur outshone the several hundred monasteries both inside 
and outside the capital. . . .  It was called “the number- one public monastery 
of the nation.” The emperor personally attended the services performed by 
monks.48

Labor and expenses multiplied several times when, a few years later, Emperor 
Jingtai built the Dalongfu Si. It is recorded that by the time the monastery 
was completed some nine months later, in 1453, tens of thousands of soldiers 
had been employed, and several hundred thousand taels of silver had been 
spent. When one recalls that this event took place during a national crisis and 
that only a few years earlier Emperor Yingzong had been captured by enemy 
forces during the debacle of the battle of Tumu, the lavishness of the project 
assumes added significance. The ban on monastery building above and beyond 
the established quota, to which successive emperors paid lip service, turned 
out to be entirely ineffective.

During Zhuhong’s lifetime, imperially sponsored building projects were car-
ried out on an unprecedented scale. First, Empress Dowager Cisheng, who 
was a great patroness of Buddhism, donated money from her own coffers to 
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start the building of Cishou Si in 1576. Because the empress showed special 
interest in it, members of the imperial and other aristocratic families contrib-
uted generously to the project. The monastery took two years to complete and 
was reputed to have “cost a great deal of money.”49 The very next year Emperor 
Shenzong himself initiated the building of yet another monastery in Beijing. 
This was the Wanshou Si, which was said to have been even more splendid in 
construction than the Cishou Si.

We have examined the legal prohibitions against the building of new mon-
asteries and looked at examples illustrating how this ban was at times ignored 
by the court itself. The apparent inconsistency suggests that the emperor’s like 
or dislike of Buddhism usually had a more important impact on the condition 
of Buddhism than the political, legal, or institutional measures applied by the 
central government. When we examine the religious preferences of the vari-
ous Ming emperors, the picture that emerges is again one of marked inconsis-
tency and repeated change.50

The Yongle emperor, Chengzu (r. 1403– 1424), regarded the Lamaist monk 
Halima (De- bshin- gśegs- pa) as his teacher, and called himself the Son of the 
Buddha of the Western Heaven (Xitian fozi). Imperial patronage of Buddhism 
continued until Xianzong’s reign, when Daoism suddenly gained the upper 
hand. Xianzong showered favors on the Daoist priests Li Zisheng and Deng 
Chang’en. The next emperor, Xiaozong (r. 1488– 1505), reversed the trend by 
ignoring the Daoists. Buddhism once again was heavily patronized by the 
court. Xiaozong’s successor, Wuzong (r. 1506– 1521), showed even more enthusi-
asm for Buddhism. He studied chanting and singing with lamas and partici-
pated in Buddhist services held inside the court. Like the Yongle emperor, 
Wuzong also gave himself a religious title: The Great and Auspicious Dharma 
King (Daqing fawang). With the ascension of Shizong (r. 1522– 1566), however, 
Daoism once again took precedence. The emperor had absolutely no interest 
in Buddhism, but was an ardent practitioner of Daoist zhaijiao rites. At the 
beginning of his reign he adopted a proposal submitted by Zhao Huang, a 
vice- minister of the Ministry of Works, to scrape gold surfaces off Bud-
dhist statues cast during his predecessor’s reign to yield 1,300 ounces of gold 
for the imperial coffers. During his later years he gave his trust to the Daoist 
priest Tao Zhongwen, and at Tao’s instigation he had 2,000 catties of Bud-
dhist relics burned. Buddhism suffered a severe blow and reached its lowest 
point during the entire Ming period. But this was not the end of the story for 
Buddhism, for with the reign of the new emperor, Shenzong (r. 1573– 1619), a 
final reversal took place. It coincided almost exactly with the career of 
Zhuhong.
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It has already been noted that it was during the Wanli period that temple 
building approached its most lavish scale. It was also at this time that the print-
ing of Buddhist scriptures was undertaken in earnest. The Tripitaka was 
printed and distributed to temples all over the empire. There was also a revival 
of the curious practice of ordaining young monks to serve as substitutes for 
the emperor, heirs apparent, and princes. Concerning this custom, there 
seemed to exist two opinions. According to Shen Defu, the author of Wanli 
yehuo bian (Literary Gatherings of a Rustic Scholar of the Wanli Era), this was 
a custom inherited from the Yuan dynasty. In one place, Shen states:

When a new emperor first ascends the throne, he immediately has a person 
ordained as a monk. This is called “to leave the household life as a substitute” 
(daiti chujia). The monk receives the same kind of superior treatment in food 
and lodging as a duke or lord. It is said that before the monk is finally cho-
sen, he must be the one having the best fate as decided by fortune- tellers.51

In still another passage, Shen appears to offer a different opinion. “When the 
emperor, the heir apparent, and the various princes of the present reign are 
born, they all have young boys ordained as monks and have them serve as sub-
stitutes.”52 From this statement, it appears that the custom was practiced only 
during Shenzong’s reign. Wu Han offers a second and more plausible version. 
In his essay about the novel Jinpingmei and its social background, he writes: 
“Substitute monks (tishenseng) existed for all the emperors of the Ming. The only 
difference during the Wanli period was that the prestige and status of the sub-
stitute monk reached an unprecedented height.”53

It is hard to believe that only twenty- odd years separated the period when 
Buddhism reached this height from the time of the burning of relics and the 
destruction of statues. But the contrast in treatment, though more dramatic 
here than in other periods, was not unique in the history of Buddhism in China. 
Buddhism’s fortunes were always intimately tied to the personal whims and 
changing interests of the emperor.

GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF 
ORDINATION CERTIFICATES

One of the most striking differences between the Chinese sangha and its Indian 
counterpart was that the former had to submit to a far greater degree of 
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government control. One concrete example of the monk’s formal submission 
to secular authority was the institution of ordination certificates (dudie). In 
China if someone wanted to become a monk or nun, he or she had to obtain 
an ordination certificate issued by the Bureau of National Sacrifices of the 
Ministry of Rites. Only then could one shave off one’s hair and formally enter 
a monastery. By limiting the number of certificates issued, the government 
could control the population of monks and nuns. Since the sangha had always 
enjoyed exemption from taxes and corvée labor, the state was not eager to 
increase its financial burdens by extending this privilege. In every dynasty the 
government tried to impose varying restrictions on those who sought certifi-
cates. But on certain occasions when, because of either famine or military 
need, it was sorely pressed for money, the imperial house also turned to the 
certificates as a lucrative source of revenue. From the standpoint of the indi-
vidual monk, the certificate served the same function as an identification 
card. He was recognized as a monk only by his possession of this particular 
document. Yet possession of the certificate was usually a mixed blessing, for 
although it assured monks of free lodging and food at any monastery, as well 
as lifelong exemption from taxes and corvée labor, it also limited the auton-
omy to which, according to the Buddhist Vinaya, monks were entitled.

Government control of the ordination certificates was first instituted dur-
ing the Tang dynasty, but regulations concerning ordination requirements and 
quotas varied in subsequent dynasties. Before the government decided in 747 
to inaugurate a system of official ordination, private ordination (sidu) was the 
prevailing practice.54 After the decree of 747, private ordination was ostensi-
bly prohibited and those who engaged in it were subject to one hundred 
strokes of heavy bamboo.55 To qualify for the government’s ordination certifi-
cate, a citizen (baiyi) had to be able to recite five hundred pages of Buddhist 
sutras.56 This requirement was further elaborated in 955 in a decree that 
remained effective through the Song. According to this decree of the Latter 
Zhou period,57 a person who wished to leave household life had to obtain per-
mission from his parents and grandparents. If he was an orphan, then the per-
mission of uncles and older brothers sufficed. Men had to be over fifteen years 
old. They had to be able to recite one hundred pages by heart or read five hun-
dred pages of scripture. Women who wanted to become nuns had to be over 
thirteen and able to recite seventy pages of scripture by heart or able to read 
three hundred pages of scripture. Only after local magistrates had tested the 
applicant’s proficiency was the request processed. Not only was anyone caught 
receiving private ordination was forced to return to lay life, but also the monk 
officiating at the ceremony was subject to three years penal servitude, followed 
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by laicization. Quotas establishing the number of new monks allowed to receive 
ordination in each district (zhou) were decided during the Song on the basis 
of the number of monks already in residence. For every one hundred monks 
already resident in a subprefecture, the law permitted one new monk to 
receive ordination. For every seventy after the first hundred, one more was 
allowed to receive ordination.58

Like most bureaucratic regulations, those aimed at monastic control were 
not always enforced. As early as the Tang, ordination through imperial favor 
(endu) and by the purchase of ordination certificates (jinna) was practiced.59 In 
758, during Suzong’s reign, people were allowed to buy the certificate for one 
hundred strings of cash (baimin). It is said that after the An Lushan rebellion, 
more than ten thousand Buddhist and Daoist monks purchased their certifi-
cates.60 Although the practice of selling certificates (maidie) started during the 
Tang dynasty, it did not become national policy until the reign of Shenzong 
during the Song. From 1067 on, the sale of ordination certificates was carried 
out regularly to produce badly needed revenues.61

The contradictory policy of restricting ordination on paper but selling cer-
tificates in actuality continued during the Ming. But the Ming rulers brought 
that contradiction to a new height of absurdity. On the one hand, they tight-
ened quotas on the number of monks. On the other, they indulged in the sale 
of certificates on a much greater scale. Early in Taizu’s reign, in the fifth year 
of Hongwu (1372), the emperor issued the following edict:

Buddhist and Daoist monks are to be given ordination certificates. Right now 
there are under heaven more than 57,200 [Buddhist] monks and nuns, [and] 
Daoist priests and priestesses. They should all be given ordination certificates 
so that imposters can be found out. In former dynasties, ordination certifi-
cates were sold to aid the national treasury. This was called the money to avoid 
corvée (mianding qian). From now on we decree its abolition and we shall have 
this codified into law.62

As this edict made clear, Taizu intended to abolish the notorious custom of 
selling certificates and imposing religious taxes, which had been practiced in 
both the Song and the Yuan dynasties. As was the case in the decision to 
limit the number of monasteries, the primary purpose of this edict was to 
enable the state to achieve firmer control over the monastic community, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. In 1373 the government ruled that a person 
seeking ordination had to take an examination and prove his proficiency in 
Buddhist sutras. This was reaffirmed in 1395, when it was stated that all 
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Buddhist and Daoist monks had to go to the capital to take the examination 
and that those who failed would then be laicized.63

Meanwhile, in 1391, in order to restrict the religious community further, the 
Ministry of Rites was instructed to put Buddhism and Daoism into better 
order (qingli shidao). From then on, ordination was to be performed only once 
every three years, and the number of Buddhist and Daoist monks was not 
to exceed forty per prefecture, thirty per district, and twenty per county. In 
order to leave household life, men had to be over forty and women over 
fifty.64 In 1392, in order to test the genuineness of monks, the Central Buddhist 
Registration (Senglu si) was asked to prepare a register (sengji ce) listing monks 
residing in monasteries both inside and outside the capital. The register con-
tained each monk’s name, year of ordination, and certificate number. Once 
completed, it was distributed to all the monasteries in China. Whenever a 
monk arrived at a monastery and asked to stay, his name was checked against 
the register. If he was not registered, he was exposed as an imposter and sent 
to the capital to receive severe punishment. All those who accepted his claim 
were subject to the same punishment.65

Although the government took painstaking precautions to ensure the qual-
ity and quantity of monks, private ordination was never successfully stamped 
out. In 1407, about 1,800 people, said to be children of military and civilian 
households (junming zidi) in Zhili and Zhejiang (perhaps draft dodgers), had 
been secretly ordained as monks. When they came to the capital to ask for cer-
tificates, they were apprehended. The emperor ordered the Department of 
Military Affairs to change their status to that of soldiers and to exile them to 
Liaodong and Gansu.66 Undoubtedly this was not the only time a private ordi-
nation had taken place. The incident in question left a historical trace only 
because it was discovered by the authorities. Many more probably were not.

It is, however, safe to argue that before the mid- fifteenth century the gov-
ernment never condoned private ordination. On the contrary, it consistently 
reinforced Taizu’s policies. Chengzu in 1418 issued an edict reaffirming the pre-
vious quotas and adding a few new requirements. Except for provisions low-
ering age limits, the new requirements were no different from those applied 
during the Song dynasty:

Henceforth those who desire to become monks may not exceed forty per pre-
fecture, thirty per district, and twenty per county. One must be over four-
teen but under twenty. He must have his parents’ permission. After having 
reported to the magistrate and been recommended by his neighbors, he may 
go to a monastery to study under a teacher. After five years, when he is well 
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versed in the scriptures, he may go to the Bureau of Buddhist Affairs for 
examination. If he is proved to be proficient in the scriptures, only then is he 
given an ordination certificate. If he cannot pass the examination, then he is 
returned to lay life. If his parents are unwilling, if there is no other son or 
grandson to serve the parents or grandparents, a person is not allowed to leave 
household life. If anyone is over thirty or forty years of age, has previously 
been a monk but later returned to lay life, is an escaped convict, or has been 
tattooed for committing some crime, he will not be allowed to leave house-
hold life.67

As we have seen, Taizu set the age limit for people who wanted to become 
monks and nuns at over forty and fifty, respectively. Chengzu changed this 
restriction to read above fourteen and below twenty for monks (age limits for 
nuns were not given). We are not told whether this regulation superseded or 
complemented Taizu’s. But despite Chengzu’s efforts, private ordination con-
tinued to be a vexing problem. In 1435 another imperial edict was issued pro-
hibiting monks from shaving off their hair secretly (sizi zanti).68 This edict 
referred to private ordination. According to the procedure of the Chinese 
sangha, the first step on the path to becoming a monk was to obtain parental 
and official permission, to find a monastery, and to be received as a postulant 
(tongxing). After a few years’ study, during which one kept one’s hair, one had 
to become familiar with the Buddhist scriptures. The next step was to apply 
for an ordination certificate. By demonstrating that he possessed the required 
knowledge, one signaled his readiness to take the third step and have his hair 
shaved off. This procedure was disrupted by anyone who simply shaved off his 
hair and assumed the appearance of a monk without further ado. As the practice 
of private ordination increased, it became more difficult to prevent undesir-
able elements from entering the monastic community. In 1436, investigating 
censors of the thirteen circuits memorialized the throne with this observation:

Within the monasteries and temples of the capital, there are criminals, arti-
sans, and others desiring to escape from military service, who secretly shaved 
off their hair to become Buddhist and Daoist monks. There are also women 
who, because of family disputes, have left their parents or husbands and bla-
tantly become nuns. Moreover, they do not observe monastic rules but give 
public lectures in temples at festivals or on the first and the last days of the 
month. Several thousand men and women are often attracted to attend. They 
gather at dusk and disperse at dawn. Since they corrupt public morals, we 
beg you to order the Censorate to prohibit this.69
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In two very important respects, the Jingtai era (1450– 1456) marked a cru-
cial turning point. Before this time, the government issued ordination certifi-
cates free of charge and generally observed the quotas set down in previous 
edicts. After this time, neither was true. As we mentioned earlier, from the 
beginning of the Ming, ordination was held once every three years, and a defi-
nite quota was set for each prefecture, district, and county. Since there were 
147 prefectures, 277 districts, and 1,145 counties, the total number of monks 
permitted to receive ordination should have been 37,090. However, in the sec-
ond year of Jingtai (1451), the emperor suspended the rule restricting ordina-
tion to once every three years. At the same time, the eunuch Taixing, acting 
on an order from the empress, had more than 50,000 Buddhist and Daoist 
monks ordained. This was only the beginning; during Xianzong’s reign, there 
was a further escalation. In 1477, 100,000 monks were ordained; in 1487, it 
was 200,000.70

The first government sale of ordination certificates also occurred during the 
Jingtai era. Within a short span of four years, the government repeated such 
sales three times (in 1451, 1453, and 1454). The immediate cause for the first sale 
was relief for a famine in Sichuan. The left vice- minister of the Ministry of Jus-
tice, Luo Ji, memorialized the throne saying that if a person could contribute 
five piculs of rice and transport it to Guizhou, he should be able to receive an 
ordination certificate. His suggestion was apparently accepted. The next two 
sales were also occasioned by economic need.71 When this policy was first car-
ried out, it was regarded as an emergency measure. Once undertaken, how-
ever, it offered a convenient precedent. In subsequent years, whenever there 
was a famine, the government repeatedly resorted to the sale of certificates. 
But at this early stage, there was still some semblance of governmental con-
trol. Theoretically at least, the government knew the name of the person to 
whom it sold the certificate, for the practice was called “ordination certifi-
cate with name” (jiming dudie). Starting with Xianzong’s reign, however, the 
situation got increasingly out of control. In 1484, 10,000 blank certificates 
(kongming dudie) were given to the grand coordinator and the censor- in- 
chief of Shanxi and Shaanxi. In exchange for one certificate a person had to 
contribute ten piculs of grain to areas suffering from famine. In the following 
month of the same year 60,000 certificates were sold for twelve ounces of 
silver apiece in the thirteen provincial administrative offices. The number of 
Buddhist and Daoist monks ordained reached 370,000, prompting one offi-
cial to remark that “at present monks are about half our population.”72 In this 
instance, the government did not even bother to record the buyer’s name.
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As Ryūchi Kiyoshi has carefully documented, government control of monas-
tic life underwent a steady decline from Xianzong’s time onward. Not only 
did the government drop any pretention of demanding proof of an applicant’s 
suitability, but it also indulged in indiscriminate sale of certificates. As the 
years passed, the price went up and the procedure was made simpler. During 
Wuzong’s reign, the price for a certificate was quoted in silver instead of rice 
(eight to ten ounces of silver bought a certificate at this time). The substitu-
tion of silver for rice continued in subsequent reigns. Although the next 
emperor, Shizong, was hostile to Buddhism, he was not at all averse to the sale 
of certificates. In 1540, a few years after Zhuhong was born, a new regulation 
went into effect. Now if a person desired to become a monk but did not live 
in the capital, he could deposit ten ounces of silver at the provincial adminis-
trative office. He did not even have to go to the capital.73

This procedure was further clarified in a 1555 edict that contained the fol-
lowing provisions: A person who wanted to become a monk was to pay the 
necessary amount of money to the county, district, or prefectural offices. At the 
end of the year these offices were to compose a register to be sent, together 
with receipts, to the Ministry of Revenue, which would then issue certificates 
(hao zhi) made out to the purchasers. With such certificates, they or others 
could go to the Ministry of Rites to have them formally filed as ordination 
certificates.74 According to this, it appears that the purchaser did not have to 
go to the capital himself, but could get his certificate by proxy. This impres-
sion is confirmed by a 1573 ruling which said that the Ministry of Rites could 
print blank ordination certificates (kongtou dudie) and distribute them to dif-
ferent places for sale. If anyone chose to come to the capital, he could do so and 
pay five ounces of silver to the Ministry of Revenue to get a certificate. After 
that, he could go to the Ministry of Rites to apply for a formal ordination 
certificate.75

This last ruling remained in effect until the end of the dynasty. When the 
sale of certificates was institutionalized in this way, anyone who could pay the 
price had no difficulty in becoming a monk. All the qualifications and quota 
limitations, which the two earlier emperors had set out so elaborately, were 
set aside. It was up to the abbots of individual monasteries to keep up whatever 
standards there were. As we will see in chapter 8, Zhuhong set down specific 
requirements for people who sought to stay at the Yunqi Monastery as postu-
lants or who wished to receive ordination and the precepts. In most cases, the 
requirements he set were similar to the earlier government regulations; in other 
cases, they were even stricter. When the government gave up its attempt to 
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control the quality and quantity of monks, the monastic community had to 
assume responsibility for self- examination and self- criticism. In a curious fash-
ion, autonomy was finally restored to the sangha.

MONK- OFFICIALS

The institution of the monk- official (sengguan) had a long history. Tradition-
ally, Yao Xing of the Later Qin dynasty (384– 417) was credited with its estab-
lishment. Qisong (d. 1072), the Song Buddhist master, traced the evolution of 
monk- officials as follows:

The practice of appointing sengzheng [monk regulators] was not an old one. It 
started with the Later Qin. The next four dynasties, Song [420– 478], Qi [479– 
501], Liang [502– 556], and Chen [557– 587], all followed the practice of the Later 
Qin. The Western Wei [535– 554], the Eastern Wei [534– 549], the Northern Qi 
[550– 577], and the Northern Zhou [557– 581] abolished the Qin system but sub-
stituted sengtong [monk governors]. The Sui dynasty [581– 617] followed this prac-
tice, but the Tang [618– 906] replaced it with the establishment of senglu [direc-
tors of the Buddhist registry]. The present dynasty [Song] followed this system. 
In the two capitals there are senglu and in the various prefectures, sengzheng.76

In another place, Qisong expressed his dissatisfaction and questioned the ratio-
nale for monk- officials. He also remarked that this was an innovation started 
some five hundred years after the introduction of Buddhism into China, giv-
ing a date somewhat later than the one usually given.77

The control of monks did not exist in ancient times, but was due to the wish 
of the tyrant Zhou [Emperor Wu of the Northern Zhou, who reigned 561– 577]. 
Monks avoid the secular world and live apart from the four classes of people 
[scholars, peasants, artisans, and merchants]. To control monks by bureau-
cratic means is to treat them as ordinary subjects. In the time of our Sage 
[Shakyamuni?] monastic laws were used to rule monks, and secular laws were 
used to rule ordinary people. Each was ruled by different laws, and to control 
monks with secular laws was something unheard of.78

This feeling of resentment toward the institution of monk- officials was 
typical among Buddhist monks after the Tang, for the Tang dynasty was a 
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turning point in its development. Before the Tang, the degree of bureaucrati-
zation was comparatively low, and a certain amount of autonomy was enjoyed 
by the Buddhist sangha. Except for grave crimes such as murder, monks were 
subject only to the judgment of monk- officials, who used monastic laws, not 
state statutes, in passing sentences. We find that in the Northern Qi dynasty, 
there was a monk- official with the title duanshi shamen (the monk who deliber-
ates cases), whose job was to judge erring monks.79 Starting with the Tang 
dynasty, monk- officials had only nominal juridical authority. Except for 
minor infractions of monastic rules, in which case the abbot of the monas-
tery had the right to mete out punishment, monks who committed crimes 
against civilians were liable to civil prosecution. The monastic order no longer 
enjoyed its former special privilege of extraterritoriality vis- à- vis the central 
authority.80

The Tang dynasty was decisive for the institutionalization of monk- officials 
in other aspects as well. It was during the Tang that the number, titles, and 
duties of monk- officials of both the central and the local levels were first for-
malized. In the beginning, Yao Xing named only four monk- officials. The high-
est post was the sengzheng, who was supposed to supervise the entire sangha. 
He held a post equivalent to a shizhong (attendant to the emperor) and occu-
pied the third degree in the civil service hierarchy. He was assisted by the 
yuezhong (the one who pleases the sangha), whose function was like a general 
manager of Buddhist affairs. He had a grade lower than that of the sengzheng. 
Under these two, there were two senglu (monk recorders), whose job was to 
keep a record of affairs relating to the sangha as well as to take note of transla-
tion projects and other important events. All four positions were filled by 
monks. They received government salaries and were given carriages and ser-
vants by the state.81 There were no monk- officials on the local level.

During the Wei dynasty officers of individual monasteries were first cre-
ated. They were the so- called three principals: sangang, which comprised the 
shangzuo, “superior”; the sizhu, “rector”; and the weinuo, “precentor.” These offices, 
whose exact titles sometimes varied, have continued to exist until the present 
day.82 Generally speaking, the superior, who was the highest of the triad, was 
to be a monk of seniority noted for his learning and virtue. He was the head 
of the monastery. The rector took care of the daily affairs related to the 
monastery as a whole, while the precentor was responsible for matters related 
only to the monks.

Throughout the early years of the Tang dynasty the three principals were 
the only monk- officials; the government did not create any other positions.83 
During the early Tang monks and nuns had been put under the jurisdiction of 
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the Bureau of Ceremonies for Foreigners (Honglusi), but the Empress Wu in 694 
changed this and put them under the control of the Bureau of Sacrifices (Cibu). 
This signaled a change of attitude toward the monastic community, for whereas 
before monks and nuns were seen as foreigners, now they were regarded as no 
different from other Chinese subjects. However, this did not stabilize the sta-
tus of Buddhist monastics in China once and for all. In later periods, they were 
again shifted back and forth between the two offices.84 The decision reflected 
the emperor’s general attitude toward Buddhism. Even as late as the Song, shifts 
and changes still occurred.85

During the reign of Daizong (763– 779), special monk- officials were created. 
They were called “commissioners of good works” (gongde shi) and were in charge 
of the entire Buddhist community. All things having to do with ordination 
requirements, such as permission to enter monastic life, examination of the 
proficiency of an applicant, granting of the ordination certificate, and so on, 
were theoretically under their jurisdiction. They stood between the Bureau of 
Sacrifices and the sangha. In 779, after Daizong’s death, the office was divided 
into three positions— a commissioner of good works for the left part of Chang’an, 
one for the right part of Chang’an, and one for the eastern capital of Luoy-
ang.86 These positions, however, were not always filled by monks. We are told 
by the Song monk Zanning (d. 996), who wrote the Da Song sengshi lue (Brief 
History of the Sangha in the Song Dynasty), that frequently eunuchs or mili-
tary commanders who had made special contributions to the state were given 
these positions as an imperial favor.87 This practice differed sharply from ear-
lier times, when monks were the sole appointees to the office of monk- official.

Around the beginning of the ninth century two more central monk- officials 
were created. These were the directors of Buddhist registration for the left and 
right parts of Chang’an (zuoyoujie senglu). The positions were filled by monks, 
who were also said to be in charge of the entire monastic community in their 
area.88 They were under the nominal supervision of the commissioners of good 
works, who usually held only honorary titles but did not carry real authority 
or have real functions. The directors of the Buddhist registration had the actual 
duty of overseeing the Buddhist community.89

The Japanese pilgrim Ennin (793– 864), who visited China from 838 to 847, 
made an entry in his diary in 839 describing the hierarchy of monk- officials 
as he knew it at that time:

As a rule in China there are three categories [of Buddhist officers]: eccle-
siarchs [the directors of Buddhist registration], sacrists, and monastery 
supervisors [jiansi]. Ecclesiarchs control the monasteries of the whole land 
and regulate Buddhism. Sacrists control only the area of jurisdiction of a single 
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government- general, and monastery supervisors are limited to a single mon-
astery. Aside from these there are also monastic officers (san’gang) and the 
monastery stewards (kusi).90

According to Ennin, by the mid- Tang there were monk- officials on the central 
and the local levels. This system was also followed in the Song dynasty.91 How-
ever, the division between central and local Buddhist offices was more theo-
retical than actual, for the duties and functions of monk- officials of the two 
levels coincided to a large degree. It was often difficult to tell the exact rela-
tionship between them. For example, although the directors of Buddhist reg-
istration were supposed to nominate the local directors, in actual practice, as 
Ennin indicated in one anecdote, it was a civil official (the minister of state) 
who made the nomination.92 By the Song dynasty, the central directors had 
only nominal control over the sangha. In fact, they had a say only in affairs 
relating to the monasteries within the capital.93

MONK- OFFICIALS DURING THE MING

One of the very first administrative measures undertaken by Taizu of the Ming 
dynasty on assuming the throne was to install officials to control the religious 
communities. In the first month of the first year of Hongwu (1368), he set up 
the Shanshiyuan (Buddhist Worthies Department) at the Tianjie Si in Nan-
jing to take charge of all affairs relating to the Buddhist sangha. He also set up 
the Xuanjiaoyuan (Daoist Department) to supervise the Daoist community.94 
We know the titles of the four officers of the Buddhist Worthies Department, 
and a monk named Huitan, abbot of the Tianjie Si, headed the list.95 Although 
the details of their jobs were unclear, their main duties were to appoint and 
dismiss abbots of famous public monasteries as well as to punish monks who 
had committed crimes. But this first attempt to institute monk- officials in the 
Ming was short- lived. It seems that when Huitan retired in the following year, 
the system again collapsed. It is unclear when the Buddhist Worthies Depart-
ment was abolished,96 nor is it known when the Central Buddhist Registra-
tion (Senglusi) was set up to take its place. Nevertheless, by 1383 it was already 
in existence, for an entry concerning the officers of the Registration together 
with the definition of their duties is found in the Shilu under this year.97

According to the 1383 regulation, the Central Buddhist Registration 
had jurisdiction over monks living in the capital and those living in other 
localities. There were eight monk- officials in the capital: left and right 
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shanshi (worthies), whose rank was sixth grade; left and right chanjiao 
(instructors) whose rank was the sub- sixth grade; left and right jiangjing (lec-
turers on sutras), whose rank was the eighth grade; and finally left and right 
jueyi (enlighteners), whose rank was the sub- eighth grade. On the local level, 
at first there was to be a Prefectural Buddhist Registration (Senggangsi) in 
each prefecture manned by one supervisor (dugang) and one deputy supervisor 
(fudugang), a District Buddhist Registration (Sengzhengsi) in each district manned 
by one regulator (sengzheng), and a County Buddhist Registration (Senghuisi) in 
each county manned by one coordinator (senghui). The supervisor was assigned a 
sub- ninth grade, while from the deputy supervisor downward the officers were 
unclassified (wei ruliu). But some of the local officers existed in name only. Only 
the Prefectural Buddhist Registration was ordered to be set up in the latter 
part of 1383; the subprefectural and county registrations were deemed unnec-
essary and were never established.98

The officers of the Central Buddhist Registration not only received admin-
istrative ranks but also, from 1342 on, received stipends. Although a worthy 
received a monthly stipend of ten dan of grain, those for an instructor, lecturer, 
and enlightener were eight, six and a half, and six dan, respectively. On the local 
level, a supervisor received five dan, but there was no stipend for monk- officials 
from deputy supervisor downward.99

The duties of the monk- officials in the capital were carefully defined. The 
left worthy was responsible for supervising meditation, study of gong’an, and 
general religious practices. The right worthy oversaw the work of the seven 
other officers in the registration and presided over the examination of monks 
seeking ordination certificates. The two instructors assisted in the supervision 
of meditation. The two lecturers took care of donors and explained Buddhist 
teachings to them. The duty of the two enlighteners was to govern monks 
according to monastic discipline and punish a wrongdoer whose crime was 
strictly intramural (a quarrel with another monk). When a monk committed 
a civil or criminal offense against society at large, he had to be handed over to 
the regular civil authorities, for this was beyond the jurisdiction of the monk- 
official. The duties of the local monk- officials were not as clearly defined as 
those of the higher ones.

When the capital was in Nanjing, the Central Buddhist Registration was 
situated within the Tianjie Si, which was the primary public monastery in the 
city. Monk- officials were usually officers of this monastery. For instance, the 
left worthy was the superior (shouzuo), the lecturer could be the guest prefect 
(zhike), and the enlightener the treasurer (jiansi). Although the monk- officials 
appeared to hold independent positions, in fact the monastic officers of 
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Tianjie Si held these positions concurrently. After the capital was moved to 
Beijing, the registration was again located in a great monastery, most proba-
bly the Jingshou Si.100 The same arrangement held true for the Prefectural 
Registration; it was also usually located in the largest or the most famous 
monastery in a prefecture.

The efficiency of the monk- officials in the Ming was highly questionable. 
As with Taizu’s other measures directed at Buddhism, the design was more 
impressive than its implementation. Monk- officials were intended as inter-
mediaries between the government and the sangha. They were supposed to 
rule the monks as delegates from the government, and they were thus account-
able to the government. Another attempt on Taizu’s part to achieve account-
ability may be seen in the curious and short- lived institution of the zhenji-
daoren (the man of the Way who takes care of the land with buildings on it).101 
The Ministry of Rites was ordered to make a proclamation that in every large 
monastery in the country there should be a zhenjidaoren who took care of the 
zhenjibu (record of land with buildings on it), paid land taxes for the monas-
tery, and served generally as its representative. He was the only monk permit-
ted to have any dealings with the government. If there were any questions or 
difficulties, the monks of the monastery were to address themselves to him; 
no one was allowed to bypass him and go to the local authorities directly.102 
But this policy was soon discontinued, because someone who acted as the 
zhenjidaoren had abused his power and maltreated his fellow monks.103

Like the zhenjidaoren, the institution of monk- official was primarily designed 
to facilitate bureaucratic control. Monks were segregated from the population 
at large and especially barred from any contact with government officials. If 
this system functioned ideally, the monk- officials would serve as administra-
tors governing the total monastic population. The government could keep a 
watchful eye on all monks simply by holding the monk- officials responsible. 
At the same time, government officials with orthodox Confucian views could 
be protected from the possible undesirable influence of frequent exposure to 
monks in general.

Although the office of monk- official had a much longer life than that of the 
zhenjidaoren, its record was by no means more successful. Whatever functions 
monk- officials may have performed in the early Ming, they stopped having any 
real effect after Yingzong’s time in the mid- fifteenth century. As the sale of 
ordination certificates gained momentum, the sale of this office also became a 
profitable business. According to the Shilu, the going price for an office in 1482 
was 120 ounces of silver or 100 dan of grain. The number of monk- officials also 
increased rapidly. During the Chenghua reign (1465– 1487), the rate of increase 
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was phenomenal. In 1486 there were ninety- eight monk- officials instead of the 
original eight stipulated for the Central Buddhist Registration. The number 
rose to 120 in the next reign and finally reached 182 in the early Jiajing (1522– 
1566).104 The government from time to time tried to reduce their numbers, but 
it was not until the Wanli reign (1573– 1619) that they were finally reduced to 
four (one left enlightener and three right enlighteners).

As the number of monk- officials increased, the nature of their offices also 
changed considerably. Instead of having real administrative power over mon-
asteries and monks, the title of a monk- official gradually came to denote only 
some dubious honor. In fact, an abbot of a famous monastery was often far 
more powerful and prestigious. Examples of this change may be found in the 
following two cases. During the early Ming, in 1388, monk Hongdao, who was 
the left worthy at the time, was entrusted with the power to choose the new 
abbot if the abbotship should become vacant in a great monastery in the capi-
tal, such as the Linggu, Tianjie, Nengren, or Jiming Si. The qualifications for 
the abbotship were strict observance of monastic discipline and a good knowl-
edge of Buddhist scripture. The left worthy had the power to examine candi-
dates from all over the country. If he did not find a suitable person, he could 
leave the post vacant.105

This was no longer the case by the late Ming.
According to Shen Defu’s (1578– 1642) description of some abbots in Nan-

jing during the Wanli reign, as given in his Wanli yehubian (Literary Gather-
ings of a Rustic Scholar of the Wan- li Era), the situation had altered markedly. 
It is true that abbots still had to be examined by the Ministry of Rites, although 
no longer by the left worthy. But Shen was most impressed by the power, the 
glory, and the worldly sophistication of the abbots, and any hint that monk- 
officials were important is absent from his account. It is also interesting to note 
that the Buddhist elite now paid more attention to literary accomplishments 
than to religious cultivation. They were consciously modeling themselves on 
the Confucian literati. According to Shen:

Monks in the two capitals [Beijing and Nanjing] are under the supervision of 
the Ministry of Rites. Whenever an abbotship becomes vacant, the director 
of the Ministry of Rites examines the monks in these areas. The one who comes 
out on top fills the vacant post. Formerly I visited the three big monasteries 
in Nanjing and found the abbots very elegant. This is probably because the 
three monasteries of Linggu, Tianjie, and Bao’en were the largest in the area, 
and the monks living there number several thousand. The abbot of Linggu 
Si was barely twenty. His appearance was very handsome and delicate. The 
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examination papers he showed me were no different from those of a Confu-
cian scholar, being composed in “eight- legged” style. There were also elegant 
poems and novel verses. The titles of these compositions usually were taken 
from the Diamond and the Sūraṅgama sutras. The monk who passed the exami-
nation also called the director of the Ministry of Rites his teacher (zuoshi) and 
addressed his fellow monks who took the examination with him as “class-
mates” (biyin). This is all very amusing.106
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Internal Causes of Monastic Decline 
in the Ming Dynasty

I n the previous chapter, we discussed some factors that historians of 
institutional Buddhism have suggested contributed to the decline 
of the sangha. Yet one must accept their explanations with great cau-

tion. For one thing, most government measures did not originate in the Ming, 
but were reiterations of earlier policies. If government control were the sole 
cause, evidence of monastic decline should have emerged long before the Ming, 
and the notoriety of the sangha should have elicited about the same amount of 
concern in the Song as in the Ming. But, although complaints about the sangha 
were heard in the Song, they were neither so frequent nor so vociferous as dur-
ing the Ming. Indeed, the Song period has been looked upon as the mature 
age of the Chan school, and many Confucian scholars were impressed by the 
lofty behavior of Chan monks. Also, except for the sale of ordination certifi-
cates, which definitely did continue to adulterate the composition of the sangha, 
attempts to limit the number of monasteries and to control monks with monk- 
officials failed to accomplish the purposes for which they were designed. Even 
in the case of the sale of certificates, had the monastic order itself been stron-
ger, it should have been capable of either transforming bad elements into 
acceptable monks or of expelling undesirables. If the monastic order had both 
well- established standards of discipline and the power to enforce them, cor-
ruption induced by factors external to the sangha itself might not have been 
so devastating.

As Zhuhong and other monks saw so accurately, the source of decay came 
as much from within as from without. This inner decay, which was far more 
difficult to combat, was helped along by the influx of unqualified and 
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uncommitted monks. In order to reverse this trend, Zhuhong prescribed 
internal reform. Rather than demand that the government stop the sale of 
certificates or raise the requirements for ordination, he demanded that the 
monastic community reexamine itself. Zhuhong gave eloquent testimony to 
the spiritual and moral stagnation of his fellow monks during the late Ming. 
Roughly speaking, we may divide his criticisms into three categories: abuses 
of Chan practice, neglect of discipline, and secularization.

ABUSES OF CHAN PRACTICE

Ever since the Chan school had become predominant during the Northern 
Song, Buddhism had been virtually synonymous with Chan Buddhism. It was 
the monk proficient in Chan meditation and successful in gaining enlighten-
ment who was the object of universal admiration. Scriptural understanding 
and devotional acts, though encouraged by some monks and pursued by oth-
ers, could not match the mastery of Chan meditation in the estimation of the 
general public as well as the monks themselves. By Zhuhong’s time, it was no 
longer a question of whether one should engage in scriptural study or Pure 
Land devotionalism instead of Chan. For Zhuhong, the question was how to 
combine Pure Land devotion, scriptural study, and monastic discipline with 
Chan meditation. Never for one moment did he belittle or discourage Chan 
practice. Zhuhong’s innovation lay in the fact that he saw compatibility between 
Buddha invocation and traditional Chan meditation.

Despite its popularity, the Chan school of the Ming was quite different from 
that of the Tang and the Song. Since the Chan experience was, and still is, basi-
cally nonintellectual, nothing was more fatal to its spiritual efficacy than tak-
ing an intellectual approach to it. Chan experiences could not be verbalized. 
The utterances of a monk after achieving enlightenment were an immediate 
and spontaneous expression of his spiritual awakening. They were not literary 
compositions that required the intermediation of deliberate thought. Unfor-
tunately, as time went on, the sayings of Chan masters were gradually col-
lected, memorized, and what is worse, imitated. There were gong’an “public 
cases,” published in collected works, the more famous being the Biyan lu 
(Record of the Blue Cliff) and the Wumen guan (The Gateless Gate).1 By 
Zhuhong’s time, people interested in Chan were doing things diametrically 
opposed to the original spirit of Chan, and he was understandably horrified 
by them:
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The decline of Chan Buddhism is the fault of people who talk about it in order 
to make clear its principles. How can I say that they corrupted it? I say that 
because the sutra, Vinaya, and shastra all have a conceptual aspect (you yilu). 
Unless we talk about it, it cannot be made clear. But Chan does not have any 
theory. The more one talks about it, the more obscure it becomes. The best 
way is to let a person meditate and achieve [the truth] by himself.2

More seriously at fault than those engaging in pedantic discussions of Chan 
were people who liked to show off their spiritual attainments by making up 
clever phrases:

The ancient worthies used to instruct beginners by saying that as long as you 
could present an appropriate “turning phrase” (zhuanyu),3 it would be unnec-
essary for anyone to fathom your concentration, wisdom, eloquence, or mag-
ical powers. Now a beginner, upon hearing this, starts to learn to compose 
clever phrases day and night. This is really a mistake. The phrase must natu-
rally flow from genuine enlightment. If a person seeks it from the scripture 
or recorded dialogues of former sages, and imitates them with clever ingenu-
ity, it is no more than scratching an itch from outside one’s boots.4

As Zhuhong makes clear in the following passage, quite a number of peo-
ple were expert in creating new “public cases.” Since there was no genuine 
enlightenment behind it, they were merely charlatans sporting counterfeit 
testimonials:

Nowadays, there are people who do not have any enlightenment in their hearts, 
but because they are quick- witted and clever with words, they sneak a look at 
various recorded dialogues and imitate some of the phrases. They only value 
the absurdity and strangeness of the phrasing. As long as the phrases can 
delight and startle the ordinary people, they are satisfied. For instance, you 
have such creations as these: “The third watch occurs at high noon, the sun 
rises at midnight.” “Waves rage on top of the mountains, dust gathers at the 
bottom of the sea.” “Beat him [the Buddha] to death with a club and feed him 
to a dog.” “Is the patriarch here? Call him over to wash my feet.” They open 
their mouths to say all kinds of nonsense. People who do not know better 
praise them with one voice and frequently imitate them. To talk about wis-
dom foolishly and vainly is indeed a great sin.5

The fad of composing clever, enigmatic phrases that passed as “public cases” 
naturally served to discredit the serious pursuit of Chan practice. The real 
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victim, however, was the monk who engaged in such vain tasks himself. For 
without a genuine and often tortuous process of cultivation, no one could ever 
achieve lasting enlightenment. As much as Zhuhong was annoyed by the non-
sense these monks produced, he was even more horrified by the facile and reck-
less attitude they took toward religious cultivation as such. They made a cari-
cature of the Chan enterprise. What in fact they were saying was that there 
was nothing to enlightenment. One needed only to be clever, to glance occa-
sionally at some recorded saying of former Chan masters, and one would eas-
ily arrive at the desired goal. This was untrue, and as Zhuhong tirelessly 
attempted to demonstrate, Chan was a painfully long and difficult path to take. 
There was no shortcut to real enlightenment. One had to seek teachers, work 
ceaselessly on meditation, and— most important— be consumed by commitment 
so great that no amount of physical hardship would become an obstacle to 
progress.

But monks of his own time fell short of this ancient ideal in many ways. 
First of all, they would not exert themselves to seek out teachers:

When the ancients had the slightest doubt in their minds, they would not 
cheat themselves, but had to find out the answer from a teacher. Thus they 
did not regard going a long distance as a tiresome task. But nowadays people 
are otherwise. If it is for seeking out a teacher and asking about the truth, 
they knit their brows even if they have to cover only the distance of a frog’s 
leap. But if it is for fame and profit, they can easily start a journey of ten thou-
sand li.6

Second, many monks had the mistaken notion that physical hardship was not 
only undesirable but also unnecessary. They made an artificial distinction 
between themselves as the elite and other monks who engaged in physical labor. 
As an elite, they wanted to be waited on hand and foot. Like the Confucian 
literati, most of them disdained menial tasks that required physical exertion:

[Speaking of people in former times] while they managed various affairs, they 
were not deterred from study. While they worked in the kitchen, they also 
went into the master’s room to discuss the Way (candao). They say, “I am only 
interested in cultivating the Way (bandaozhe), unlike those other monks who 
manage mundane affairs (xingwuzhe).” How different they are from the 
ancients!7

Young people nowadays won’t touch water with their ten fingers, and noth-
ing deserves their concern. After holding begging bowls, they complain about 
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sore arms. When they have to carry a broom, they say that their backs hurt. 
If someone advises them to work hard on their cultivation in the early morn-
ing or at night, they say: “My health is poor and I am often sick.” If you ask 
them further, they say: “The stupid use their bodies, but the wise use their 
minds. The stupid cultivate blessedness, but the wise cultivate wisdom.” If this 
were true, then both Kāśyapa and the Sixth Patriarch were stupid men, for 
the former engaged in austerities (toutuo), and the latter worked as a rice 
pounder.8

Due to their arrogance and indolence, few of Zhuhong’s contemporaries 
practiced the time- honored Chan customs of visiting teachers everywhere (can-
fang) and touring on foot (xingjiao). A Chan monk, when first embarked on 
his career, was usually advised to visit various masters in the country until he 
found one who could help him. In his search for the ideal teacher, he toured 
the country on foot, stayed at different monasteries, and in the process gained 
physical stamina and spiritual maturity. Although the Chan school did not 
emphasize scriptural learning, the importance of a teacher was recognized from 
the beginning. A teacher might not impart any theoretical knowledge about 
Chan Buddhism, but he did give practical guidance on meditation and steer 
his students on an appropriate course. He plotted programs of cultivation, 
watched over the student’s progress, and authenticated the final breakthrough.

Moreover, the relationship between the teacher and student was a subtle 
one. Temperamental and psychological compatibility between the two was 
essential if the student was to benefit from the teacher. As numerous anec-
dotes in the Jingde chuandeng lu (The Transmission of the Lamp Compiled in 
the Jingde Era) and other Chan works testify, finding the right teacher was 
often the first step in the process leading to enlightenment. In the first inter-
view, one might well be subjected to intolerable humiliation, to jeering and 
taunting from one’s teacher. This was usually a ploy for testing a student’s tem-
perament, determination, and endurance before the latter would be accepted. 
If a student discovered that after some time under one teacher he was still get-
ting nowhere, either his teacher would recommend another master or he him-
self would ask leave to seek out another teacher. Thus the search for a right 
teacher was a two- way process and a crucial first step in Chan training.

Zhuhong repeatedly warned his fellow monks that they should never rest 
before they reached the state of enlightenment. The best way was to follow the 
traditional method of traveling widely to test and temper themselves. We are 
told what monks in former times were like: “Before their understanding reached 
clarity, they sought out teachers regardless of the distance. No sooner had they 
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left one monastery than they entered another. They traveled far and wide, and 
never had the time to rest. Only after they attained enlightenment did they 
choose a site near the water or under the trees to nurture the embryo of sage-
hood (shengtai).”9 Compared to this earlier model, how did his contemporaries 
fare? Zhuhong looked around him and saw very different practices indeed:

As soon as they join the monastic order they can live in a nicely established 
monastery. They can have everything they desire. Just like sons of a million-
aire, they have no knowledge of the sufferings of the common people. Even 
though they might be more intelligent than ordinary people, since they do 
not engage in study tours but arrogantly take pride in themselves behind 
closed doors, they retain their basic ignorance.10

On the other hand, one could go to the other extreme. Zhuhong said he 
knew some monks who, though shunning the luxury and comfort of monas-
tery living, ended up in an equally deplorable state when they failed to seek 
instruction. Zhuhong cited the example of a monk named Xingkong from the 
Sizhou temple in Jiangsu. Probably imitating the famous example of Master 
Gaofeng of the Yuan, this monk shut himself up in a hut on Mount Gaofeng 
and sat in confinement (biguan). Since he did not have enough spiritual matu-
rity, he went crazy and eventually died. The reason, according to Zhuhong, was 
that he had faith but did not possess wisdom:

When a person has just left a burning house [the household life], he should 
not go into retreat right away. If he does so, he cannot know his mistakes, nor 
can he dispel his doubts. He may want to climb higher, but in truth he will 
fall lower. . . .  I have seen quite a few beginners in Buddhist cultivation who 
built huts in some remote mountains and lived there alone. They regarded 
themselves as lofty and refined. Although they may not all go mad in the end, 
I am sure that they all lose much benefit.11

Konggu Long, an early Ming monk, had already deplored the practice of sealed 
confinement and regarded it as a corruption of the Chan tradition:

During the Tang and Song dynasties, there was no such thing as sealed con-
finement. It was only in the Yuan dynasty that people constructed confine-
ment houses (guanfang) and sat there waiting for enlightenment. Nowadays 
people imitate this custom. But if you are genuinely interested in awakening, 
you should not sit in a confinement house, where food and robes are prepared 
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for you, and pass your days at ease. Moreover, sometimes companions and lay 
patrons drop by for a visit. You then gossip for half a day in the confinement 
house. Is this the way of true cultivation? Master Gaofeng sat in the “cave of 
death” (siguan), but he did it after awakening in order to nurture the Way. 
Unlike people of today, the ancients treasured every moment of time. Wast-
ing not even the time to cut their fingernails, they sought enlightenment 
regardless of the cost to life and limb.12

NEGLECT OF DISCIPLINE

Although Zhuhong considered it vital to study under a good teacher, he thought 
it extremely difficult to find many monks who could qualify as teachers. There-
fore, along with his advice on undertaking study tours, he also impressed 
upon his fellow monks the necessity of choosing the right teacher:

When a monk lives in the age of the True Law, he should never make discrimi-
nations in regard to people. But when a monk lives in this age of the Degener-
ate Law, he should fear nothing more than failing to make discriminations in 
regard to people. The reason is that in this last age of the Law, good and bad 
elements mingle together. If one does not make a right judgment but chooses 
the wrong person, if one regards him who is heterodox as orthodox, if one 
becomes friendly with him whom he ought to avoid and avoids him whom he 
ought to be friendly with, one will surely become the same as one’s teacher. 
Furthermore, in future lives he will always be a companion to Māra. Is it then 
not apparent that one has to be watchful in seeking out a teacher?13

The cause for such concern had to do with the general lack of discipline among 
the monastic community. Even though what was under immediate discussion 
here was the Chan method of reaching enlightenment, for Zhuhong, as for all 
orthodox Buddhists, the search was not an isolated endeavor but an integral 
part of the total Buddhist training. This training traditionally consisted of the 
three interrelated areas of discipline (jie), concentration (ding), and wisdom 
(hui). Zhuhong witnessed both the corruption of Chan practice and the neglect 
of monastic discipline. Although Zhuhong decried the fall of both with equal 
vehemence, he in fact devoted much more energy to reviving the spirit of 
discipline than to restoring the Chan tradition. He rightly felt that the empha-
sis on discipline was especially important, for this was the foundation of a 
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monk’s career. Concentration and wisdom must rest on the foundation of good 
discipline.

In order to highlight the significance of moral discipline, Zhuhong wrote 
Zimen chongxing lu (Record of the Exalted Conduct of Buddhist Monks, YCFH 
15), and intended it to be read and emulated by his fellow monks. In the pref-
ace, Zhuhong made clear the fundamental importance of discipline for a 
Buddhist:

A monk asked me, “What did the Buddhist order serve?” I answered that it 
served the Way (shidao). When he asked what the basis of serving the Way was, 
I said that it was moral conduct (dexing). The monk laughed at me, saying: “You 
are indeed very obstinate. The smart enter the Way through wisdom and the 
stupid by cultivating blessedness. Therefore it will be sufficient if monks just 
seek after wisdom.” To this I answered in the following manner: “The ancients 
said that moral conduct was the basis for a man. They also said that those who 
could go far were first recognized for their capacity. How can the wonderful 
Way of Supreme Enlightenment be realized by someone who does not have 
the correct capacity? Lion’s milk must be stored in a bottle made of precious 
stones, for if we put it in any other container, the container will burst. If we 
put a tripod of enormous weight in a leaflike boat, what can we expect but 
that it will capsize and sink right away? Nowadays, monks who have some abil-
ity engage in studying historical documents and writing commentaries like 
Confucian students. If they are more gifted, then they repeat bits and pieces 
of earlier masters’ sayings. It is like following the echo or chasing after the 
shadow. No wonder that people in the know laugh at this. The utterances of 
these monks sound grander than those of the patriarchs, but their conduct is 
inferior to that of ordinary people. This is the extreme degeneracy of the last 
age of the Law.”14

The decline of monastic discipline had many causes. When the government 
began to sell ordination certificates to anyone who could afford the price, what-
ever institutional control there was on moral and intellectual standards dis-
appeared. This no doubt contributed to the general indifference to discipline. 
But a more important cause probably was the increasing commercialization 
of funeral services and sutra chanting. Since the Song, Buddhist monasteries 
had been divided into the chan, the jiang (scriptural study), and the lü (disci-
pline). Taizu, as I mentioned earlier, replaced the Lü division with the jiao (or 
yujia). This act officially relegated discipline to limbo. Zhuhong lamented that 
in his day all monasteries had turned into lecture halls, and none specialized 
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in Chan and discipline.15 Although this might be an exaggeration, the fact 
remained that most monks were interested only in performing funeral services 
or giving lectures on sutras.16 This, however, was only one manifestation of the 
overall secularization of the monastic order in the late Ming.

THE WORLDLINESS OF THE MONKS

As monks paid less attention to Vinaya and the true spirit of Chan practice, 
they became more open to unorthodox pursuits and material comforts. World-
liness indicated a lack of spirituality. In turn, it served to prevent the reemer-
gence of religious fervor. Thus it is not surprising that Zhuhong devoted much 
space in his writings to the exposure of the various worldly foibles of the monks 
of his day. He insisted that monks should return to the strict observance of 
Vinaya rules, sutra studies, Chan, and Pure Land cultivation. He also insisted 
that they must give up non- Buddhist interests and pursuits.

On this latter point, he showed a remarkable departure from the concilia-
tory attitude toward Confucianism he adopted in winning lay believers: He 
demanded strict adherence to Buddhist orthodoxy from his fellow monks. This 
is an example of the complex nature of the problem of syncretism. In studying 
syncretism, one has to identify the syncretist’s degree of involvement with each 
constituent ideology. The statement that everyone in the late Ming was a syn-
cretist really does not help much; one must try to approximate the points along 
the continuum between complete rejection and complete acceptance that best 
describe the subject’s affiliation. At the same time, one also has to identify the 
particular circumstances as well as the reason for which a person advocates 
this syncretism. Thus, when Zhuhong showed open- mindedness toward Con-
fucianism and to a lesser extent toward Daoism before his lay followers, he 
knew this would help his cause. Ming China was a Confucian society, and any 
outright rejection of Confucian values would only cause official censure and 
public alienation. As eagerly as Zhuhong wanted to convert people to Bud-
dhism, he was aware that the task could not be accomplished overnight. The 
people must be shown that there was no basic incompatibility between the 
tenets of Confucianism and Buddhism. In the case of lay Buddhism, the main 
problem was how to integrate Buddhism into a Confucian society.

He faced a different situation, however, in his attempt to reform monastic 
Buddhism. His task here was to extricate the monks from secular concerns 
and instill in them a sense of dedication to Buddhism. Monks were to serve as 
models for lay Buddhists— even though, in his anger and exasperation, Zhuhong 
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often regarded monks as inferior to the latter in spirituality. Love of Confu-
cian learning was naturally different from material indulgence, yet in the final 
analysis it also distracted a monk from his proper goal.

When we see these quite contrary attitudes toward non- Buddhist preoccu-
pations, it is easy to say that Zhuhong was simply inconsistent and hypocriti-
cal. But a study of his intentions in both cases is of critical importance. In 
encouraging the lay movement, he wanted to incorporate and integrate Bud-
dhism into the larger society. But in reviving monastic Buddhism, he had first 
to isolate the community from the distractions of the secular world. He stressed 
the importance of Buddhism’s entering into and merging with the larger soci-
ety in the first case, that of withdrawing and separating from it in the second 
one. His intentions in both cases were the same: to rejuvenate Buddhism. The 
difference in approaches was only a tactical one. One might say that it was 
another example of Zhuhong’s “skill in means.”

The secularization of the monastic order manifested itself in three general 
aspects: the monks’ pursuit of non- Buddhist interests and avocations, their 
greed for donations, and their love of material comforts.

Zhuhong noted with great dismay that monks of his day liked to dabble in 
calligraphy, poetry, and the art of letter writing, the three genteel pursuits of 
the literati.17 He felt that this amateur interest could only hinder their prog-
ress in Buddhist understanding, which should be their true profession. Yet this 
does not mean that Zhuhong felt Confucian learning was worthless; on the 
contrary, he valued it highly. However, he thought that the Confucian classics 
were good for Confucians and should be studied primarily by them, just as 
Buddhist scriptures should be the primary concern of Buddhists. He approved 
the single- minded dedication of Confucian scholars who would study only 
Confucian classics. For him, whether one was a Confucian or a Buddhist, one’s 
principal task was to become firmly grounded in one’s own tradition. Only 
when this was accomplished could one approach the other tradition from a 
standpoint of strength:

The learning of a Confucian is based on the Six Classics, the Analects, and Men-
cius. He does not study Laozi, Zhuangzi, or Buddhist scriptures. Each profes-
sion has its specialty. As this is the correct principle, we do not blame him. 
The same holds true for monks. But monks nowadays do not study Buddhist 
scriptures. On the contrary, they study Confucian works. Not only do they 
study Confucian works, but they also study Laozi and Zhuangzi. Those who 
are slightly more quick- witted write commentaries. Furthermore, they learn 
to write poems and essays; they practice calligraphy and letter writing. All 
these are signs of the decay of the monastic order.18
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Although some monks did not hesitate to imitate Confucian literati in their 
pursuit of literary and artistic virtuosity, in Zhuhong’s view they failed to learn 
the single- minded dedication of the Confucian student. This manifested itself 
in the careless attitude the monks took toward the study of Buddhist 
scriptures:

The sutras and shastras are numerous, and it is very difficult to be proficient 
in them all. That is why the ancients usually specialized in one work, such as 
the Lotus or the Avataṁsaka Sutra. People nowadays, however, lecture on all 
the sutras and discourse on all the shastras. Does this mean that they are more 
intelligent than the ancients? [Of course they are not.] Therefore, you have peo-
ple who do not study under anybody but, relying on their own opinion, 
advocate newfangled theories. You also have people who wantonly criticize 
former worthies with their new ideas. Or else they rework ever so slightly some 
passages [in the scriptures] but in fact have nothing new to say.19

What offended Zhuhong here was again the lack of discipline. He contrasted 
the lighthearted attitude of these monks with the seriousness of Confucian 
scholars and showed the former to great disadvantage:

Among the stories about ancient scholars was one about how a scholar did 
not even look at the garden for three years; there was another about a person 
who shut his doors and would not step over the threshold; then there was a 
third about a person who, after receiving a letter from home, as soon as he 
read the words “Everyone is well” would throw it in the water without read-
ing the rest. They did these [things] in order to become single- minded in their 
study. Yet monks whose concern should be the study of the otherworldly 
Dharma often let profane affairs confuse their minds. When we read these 
stories, we should feel deep shame and thereby learn a lesson.20

The rejection of the traditional emphasis on scriptural specialization, the dis-
respect toward established views, and the boldness of unorthodox opinions all 
reflected the prevailing spirit of individualism. This independence from the 
past could theoretically lead to innovation and inject new life. Yet in Zhuhong’s 
view it worked to the disadvantage of Buddhism, for the lack of intellectual 
conscientiousness, like the disregard of monastic discipline and the true spirit 
of Chan training, would lead inevitably to laxity and dilettantism.

Not only did Zhuhong feel that monks of his day failed to devote themselves 
to the study of Buddhist scriptures or to observe Vinaya rules, but he also 
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thought that their amateur approach had destroyed the very effectiveness of 
Buddhist rituals. As we saw in the previous chapter, during the Ming dynasty 
monks specializing in Tantric rituals were grouped under the yujia sect. They 
were presumably not required to have deep scriptural learning or expertise in 
Chan cultivation. Yet the performance of these rituals presupposed great sin-
cerity and concentration on the part of the performer, a quality which, in 
Zhuhong’s estimation, was in short supply among his contemporaries. In order 
to impress on his readers the dire effects of an ill- performed ritual, Zhuhong 
did not hesitate to tell stories of monks who had allegedly suffered painful ret-
ribution as a result of their neglect. In the following passage, Zhuhong first 
talked about the proper way to perform the ritual of feeding the hungry ghosts, 
and then described the terrible consequences of performing it incorrectly, as 
apparently happened quite frequently in his day:

The ritual of feeding the burning mouths (yankou shishi) was first instituted 
by Ānanda and was included in the teachings of the Yogācāra school. The Yoga 
teaching came to be propagated by the two masters Vajrabodhi (d. 741) and 
Amoghavajra (d. 774) of the Tang dynasty. It could command gods and spir-
its and move mountains and oceans, its majestic power being beyond human 
imagination. After it was transmitted for a few generations, there was no one 
capable of inheriting it. The ritual of feeding the hungry ghosts was the only 
one preserved. [In performing this ritual], one makes signs with hands (jie-
yin), recites spells orally (songzhou), and enters into a trance (zuoguan). Because 
the three acts must coordinate with each other, it is called yoga [i.e., a yoke]. 
This is indeed not at all easy to do. Nowadays few people are proficient in 
employing mudrās and dhāraṇīs, not to mention the ability to enter into a 
trance. Since this is the case, they cannot achieve coordination. Once coordi-
nation is lost, then not only will they not be able to help sentient beings, they 
will also end up harming themselves.

Not long ago a monk living on this mountain became seriously ill. One eve-
ning when food was laid out for the hungry ghosts, he said to the monk who 
was tending him: “Just now some ghosts wanted to drag me out to get food. I 
refused, but they came back soon afterward and said to me that the master 
who was performing the ritual was insincere and therefore they did not get 
any food. After they go back, they will definitely avenge themselves. So say-
ing, they grabbed my arms and forced me to go with them. Some ghosts took 
out ropes and chains and said that they would drag the officiating priest to 
the ground. I was greatly frightened and cried out for help. Only then did 
they depart.” This same monk died a few days later. Alas, even before he died, 
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he had become friends with ghosts. If he had not cried out, the monk per-
forming the ritual probably would have been endangered. This was not an iso-
lated case. I have heard of one monk who because of insincerity was dragged 
by ghosts to a river and almost drowned. I have heard of another monk who 
had lost the key of his trunk and thought of the key while performing the 
ritual. As a result, the ghosts could not eat the rice because it was covered with 
iron pieces. I have heard of a third monk who had put out his blanket to air 
and before he took it indoors it rained. While he was performing the ritual, 
he thought about the blanket. As a result, the ghosts could not eat any of the 
rice because it was all covered with animal fur. Each of these monks received 
retribution in their lifetime. Once there was a man who visited the nether 
world and saw several hundred monks in a dark room. They were emaciated 
and dried out and appeared to be in extreme pain. When he asked about their 
identity, he was told that they were all monks who had officiated at the ritual 
of feeding hungry ghosts incorrectly in their previous existences. Thus you 
must believe me when I say that it is indeed not at all easy to perform such a 
ritual.21

Among the various forms that secularization took, the penchant for Con-
fucian embellishment was certainly the least serious. Next on the list of 
Zhuhong’s indictments were the Daoist practices in which some monks engaged. 
His attitude toward Daoism, as we saw in chapter 5, was consistently critical. 
He said disapprovingly that “among the monastic community, some monks 
acted as geomancers, some as mediums, some as pharmacists, some as healers 
of female diseases, while there were also some who practiced the art of mak-
ing elixirs and cinnabar.”22 He had the utmost disdain for some Daoist beliefs 
which he regarded as especially superstitious. One was the practice of com-
municating with spirits by the use of a planchette. He gave the following advice 
to one of his lay disciples, warning him of its bad effects: “Spirits called forth 
by divination are seldom real. They pretend to be such and such a spirit, but 
in truth they are not. If one engages in this practice, one’s spirit (shen) and vital 
breath (qi) will be harmed. In the triple world, only the Buddha is the great 
teacher. Recite the Buddha’s name with one mind, and then all demons will 
cease of their own accord.”23 Spirit and vital breath were two favorite and cen-
tral concepts in religious Daoism. It is ironic, perhaps, that even in attacking 
Daoism, Zhuhong could not avoid using its terminology.

Another target for Zhuhong’s attack was the popular belief in alchemy:

Everybody knows that alchemy is nothing but a sham. One might ask why 
there are still so many people who become deceived by its claims. The ancient 
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sage [Confucius] said: “The wise are not perplexed.” Therefore those who are 
deceived by the practitioners of alchemy are people deficient in wisdom. How-
ever, one can forgive the ordinary people [who believe in alchemy], but what 
amazes me is that within the sangha there are also monks who are deceived 
by it. This is truly regrettable. Ordinary people of the world regard money as 
their life. Thinking that cinnabar could be transmuted into gold, even emper-
ors could not help being deceived by the talk of Daoists. That is why it is not 
strange that laypeople should believe in it. But have monks forgotten the words 
of the Buddha? The Buddha says that there are 84,000 rays of light issuing 
from the white curl between his eyebrows (baihao). When even one ray of light 
is bestowed universally on the disciples in the age of the Degenerate Law, it 
will not become exhausted. Then what need is there for them to engage in 
alchemy?

I know of an old monk in Suzhou who wanted to build a temple. He used 
to recite the seven volumes of the Lotus Sutra and call on Buddha’s name ten 
thousand times in the hope of helping the success of a project in alchemy. Even 
though he had been cheated repeatedly, he still did not repent. . . .  He eventu-
ally ended up in utter failure. His desire to build a temple for the Buddha is, 
of course, a good one. Yet a temple will cost no less than ten to twenty thou-
sand ounces of gold. It is indeed naïve to believe that he could do so with the 
success of alchemical transmutation. On the other hand, if he had sought for 
the Way with the same dedication as he sought for the cinnabar, if he had 
served the good friends of the world with the money he spent in serving the 
alchemists, . . .  if he had transferred the merits accrued from reciting the seven 
volumes of the Lotus Sutra and calling ten thousand times the Buddha’s name 
to the rebirth in the Western Paradise, he would have succeeded in building 
his temple even if he had not erected one beam.24

Indeed, the old monk in this anecdote typified the misguided piety that 
Zhuhong regarded as prevalent at the time. Monks wanted to promote Bud-
dhism by engaging in temple building and other projects, yet they did not 
realize that these were peripheral when compared with what should be their 
proper concern— the search for wisdom. Zhuhong contrasted good works, 
which he called “the cultivation of blessedness” (xiufu), with religious enlight-
enment, which he called “the cultivation of wisdom” (xiuhui). In an interesting 
passage, he made clear where his own sympathies lay and showed himself once 
again to be unconventional and yet strangely conservative:

There is a verse written by the ancient worthies that says: “If one cultivates wis-
dom but not blessedness, he will become an arhat who enjoys little offering; 
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if one cultivates blessedness but not wisdom, he is like an elephant wearing a 
necklace made of precious stones.” Now there are people who are deeply 
impressed by the first sentence. They are busy all day long trying to get dona-
tions. They tell people that they want to make images of the Buddha, or build 
temples, or feed the monks. Now although these are accepted acts of a good 
Buddhist, we must be careful about two things: namely, first of all we must 
know distinctly what is the cause and what is the effect; second, we must 
deal with the affair of our own salvation before we do anything else. You may 
accuse me by saying that if people really do what I advocate, then who will 
repair the Buddha’s image when it becomes damaged, who will rebuild the 
temple when it crumbles, and who will save the monks when they fall by the 
wayside because of hunger? If everybody is concerned only about his own 
salvation, then the Three Jewels would undoubtedly become neglected.

My answer to this is that what you have said is not true. We should fear 
only the neglect of the Three Jewels inside ourselves (yiti sanbao). As for the 
Three Jewels of the world (shijian sanbao), ever since Buddhism was introduced 
into China, there has never been a time when the casting of images, the build-
ing of temples, and the feeding of monks was not carried out. You can see 
this is still being done everywhere. What need is there for you to worry your-
self about these things excessively? I am alone in feeling sorry for the monks 
who are engaged in these projects. We do not have to talk about those monks 
who are ignorant of cause and effect, who do not fear punishment and retri-
bution but cheat the sangha and deceive the faithful laity.

Even in the case of honest monks, because they do not know the Vinaya 
rules, they think it is all right as long as they do not embezzle public funds. 
Consequently, they use the money intended for one thing to do something 
else. . . .  They do not know that if they use the money set aside for buying food 
to buy bricks for the construction of a temple hall, they will receive only pun-
ishment for their pains. . . .  In this case, not only have they created no merit, 
but they have done positive harm. Master Zhongfeng once told the assembly: 
“Having the one mind is the root, and the myriad good acts must occupy a 
secondary place.” This is exactly what I mean when I say that one must first 
devote oneself to the affair of one’s own salvation. After one has done so, only 
then should he concern himself with the cultivation of blessedness. All monks 
must keep firmly in mind this true advice.25

The tendency to lay more stress on blessedness than wisdom led to other 
abuses. In order to repair or build temples, to cast images and to print sutras, 
it was necessary to ask for lay donations. Among the monks who went around 
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asking for money, there were no doubt some who sincerely wanted to do good 
deeds, but there were also many more who were using the donations for self-
ish aggrandizement. Regarding the former, Zhuhong’s feeling, as is made clear 
in the passage cited above, was that these monks were misguided in their 
efforts. In the case of those who asked alms out of greed, his judgment was 
much harsher. In the following passage, he reported a dialogue between him-
self and a Daoist priest who ridiculed the monks’ greed for donations. This Dao-
ist priest also claimed that far more Buddhist monks than Daoist priests 
engaged in this endeavor. Zhuhong, whose aversion to Daoist practices and ani-
mosity toward Daoism in general are by now familiar to us, could only agree, 
for the charges were undeniably true:

A Daoist priest said to me, “We keep our hair under a cap, but you monks 
shave off your hair. A man who has shaved off his hair ought to isolate him-
self from the secular world. Why is it that among those who roam the streets 
for lay donations, one seldom sees a Daoist priest, but always encounters Bud-
dhist monks? Some monks carry pledge books in their hands and look like 
those infernal judges in front of the City God. Some beat their wooden fish, 
while others sing loudly and talk about the law of karma in the manner of 
blind storytellers. Some carry images of bodhisattvas on their shoulders and, 
accompanied by drums and gongs, ask people for donations. Some drag iron 
chains that weigh several tens of catties behind them like prisoners. Some beat 
their bodies with rocks as if they were wronged and are full of hatred. Finally, 
there are monks who wear formal clothes and carry incense sticks going from 
door to door and doing obeisance all the way. They are like census takers. 
Aren’t they a blemish to your religion?” I could make no answer.26

As a matter of fact, the Daoist priest’s caricature of the money- crazed monks 
appears rather mild when it is compared with Zhuhong’s own description. In 
the following passage, Zhuhong described some favorite austerities that monks 
practiced in order to attract the attention, sympathy, and, most important, 
the money of the gullible passersby:

Recently there have been Buddhist and Daoist priests who build brick walls 
around themselves. The space is so small that it can contain only one person. 
They stand inside as a sword inside its sheath or a clam inside its shell. Some 
put nails on the four sides and make the space into a box bed. There are 
some who cut off one hand and wrap the stump in a piece of cloth which is 
covered with dirt and tar. They show this mutilated hand to passersby. There 
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are some who dig a pit into the ground. They then bury their heads in it and 
stick both feet upward. Some people either beat their backs with large bricks 
until they turn green and swollen, or they go barefoot in winter. Some only 
drink water but never touch any grain. Some stand on the balustrade of a 
bridge and read sutras, and thus amaze everyone walking by. There are also 
some people who walk around dragging iron chains weighing more than a 
hundred catties. Strange deeds like these cannot be exhaustively enumer-
ated. If we want to know the reason, they use these methods to attract peo-
ple’s attention and beg for alms. They fool the world and deceive the people. 
Whether it is out of greed or stupidity, they deserve our pity. All enlightened 
people should advise such persons to give up this kind of evil practice and to 
concentrate on practicing the right Way. If this advice is taken, it will be a 
great good fortune for Buddhism.27

The most conspicuous sign of a monk’s worldliness was his interest in mate-
rial luxury and personal comfort. Zhuhong saw the danger of succumbing to 
these temptations and felt it to be most damaging to a spiritual progress. In a 
letter to a fellow monk, he had this advice:

As long as one seeks perfection in food, clothing, and housing, one cannot be 
perfect in regard to the Buddhist Law. You should be able to get by with the 
hall you have already built; the rest of the rooms can wait for the future. In 
former times, they often built rooms gradually, one after another. For if you 
want to finish the whole temple all at once, you will have much difficulty and 
this will obstruct your work in the Way.28

The disdain for physical labor, which was usually thought to be peculiar to 
the Confucian literati, was also shared by monks in this period. Despite the 
high value put on work in the Chan tradition (which was epitomized by Mas-
ter Baizhang’s dictum, “If one does not work one day, he should not eat for 
one day”), monks of Zhuhong’s time seldom practiced this virtue. Instead, they 
bought and kept servants: “Nowadays, monks cherish their disciples as if they 
were sons of rich families. They do not let their disciples work but spend money 
to buy servants who cook food, carry firewood, and hold umbrellas and trav-
eling staffs for them.”29

Zhuhong was well aware that the surrender to materialism was not entirely 
due to a monk’s ingrained greed and weak character. Recalling his own initial 
hesitation to head the Yunqi Monastery, he often repeated the warnings against 
a monk’s becoming too interested in the power and prestige of being a 
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religious leader. For fame always led to corruption. He felt that a monk had to 
renounce the world twice: once when he first entered the sangha, and again 
when he had to renounce the temptation of personal fame:

When a man first becomes a monk, no matter whether he has a great or a 
slight commitment, inevitably he is full of good intentions. Yet after a long 
time, as a result of circumstances, he becomes influenced by the desire for fame 
and profit. So he seeks to build temples and add new rooms to the temples 
already built; he wants nice clothes and buys land; he keeps servants and dis-
ciples; he hoards money. In order to get all these, he works hard at different 
projects and behaves in no way different from the men of the world. . . .  I once 
knew of a monk who had practiced austerity deep in a mountain. As soon as 
he left the mountain, he was surrounded by several dozens of the faithful who 
wanted to serve and take care of him. In this way, whatever he had achieved 
in his life was now completely lost. . . .  To “leave the household” the first time 
is easy, but to “leave the household” the second time is difficult. I tremble at 
this thought morning and night.30

Elsewhere Zhuhong told a similar story of how a serious- minded monk became 
corrupted by well- meaning admirers. This monk, of whom Zhuhong claimed 
to have personal knowledge, lived in a hut deep in the mountains for over ten 
years. During that time he worked hard at religious cultivation. Then, because 
his admirers respected him, they built a temple and invited him to live there. 
Consequently the monk began to indulge himself in material comforts and ret-
rogressed spiritually beyond hope.31

Since indiscriminate lay support sometimes created this undesirable effect, 
Zhuhong, who devoted so much effort to winning lay support, found himself 
in the curious position of discouraging certain types of lay patronage. There is 
an interesting passage in which he laid down guidelines for the lay patron who 
wanted to promote Buddhism. The message, which was formulated in various 
ways throughout his writings, is that the religious community must reform 
itself first. Otherwise, outside protection would not only fail to revive Bud-
dhism but also hasten its downfall:

Everyone knows that the duty of protecting Buddhism lies with kings and 
ministers, but few know that monks who receive such protection must be 
extremely careful. There are three kinds of lay patronage: first, the building 
or restoring of temples; second, the propagation of the great teaching; and 
third, the help and protection extended to the sangha. However, in the case 
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of restoring a temple, one must be sure that it was indeed originally a Bud-
dhist temple. If it was once a Buddhist temple but later was taken over and 
occupied by someone forcibly, then it is justified that we should return it to 
the Buddhists. . . .  But if some monk makes a powerful personage believe in 
gaining merit by turning an old temple over to the Buddhists without mak-
ing sure it was originally a Buddhist temple, he is not thinking of the Bud-
dha’s equal regard for all sentient beings. This results only in demerits, not 
merits. In the case of propagating the teaching, if a monk’s writing really con-
forms to the intention of the Buddha and the principle of the scriptures, it is 
justified to praise it and spread it abroad. But if his theory is biased and heret-
ical, it should not be praised. When a monk asks famous persons to write a 
preface or a postscript for his writing, he is not aware of the danger that he 
might mislead people of later generations. This too will result not in merits, 
but in demerits. Finally, in the case of protecting the sangha, if the monk has 
indeed achieved genuine enlightenment and possesses great knowledge, he 
should of course be respected. Moreover, if a monk observes discipline and 
sincerely practices the religious life, people should of course believe in and 
draw near to him. But if the monk is a vulgar fake, then respect and devotion 
are naturally out of the question. When a monk ingratiates himself with the 
rich and powerful, he hopes to take advantage of their patronage. This is like 
using silk and brocade to cover up a festering sore. It can only help the poi-
son grow worse, and lead to demerits. Even though kings and ministers are 
willing to protect Buddhism, monks often harm it. How sad!32
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Zhuhong’s Monastic Reform

The Yunqi Monastery

A s the previous chapter makes clear, Zhuhong felt that the 
main cause for the decline of Buddhism was the neglect of 
monastic discipline. Therefore, throughout his long career he 

tirelessly stressed the importance of strict adherence to Vinaya rules. A con-
crete example of his achievement in monastic reform was the success of the 
Yunqi Monastery. From the founding of the monastery until his death at the 
age of eighty- one, Zhuhong worked continuously to make Yunqi a model of 
religious cultivation and Vinaya observance. The fame of Yunqi attested to 
Zhuhong’s gift as an administrator. Undoubtedly, his personal charisma as an 
inspiring leader contributed to the ready cooperation provided by the monks 
at Yunqi. But it was primarily his ability to put theory into practice, his astute 
sense of the essential, and his fine eye for administrative detail that enabled 
him to create order and discipline at Yunqi.

When Zhuhong set out to build Yunqi as a model of “pure living,” he was 
faced with a serious problem. Despite various governmental measures aimed 
at control, the monastic order was by and large left to regulate itself because 
the measures were ineffectual. There were, in fact, no uniform and effective 
regulations governing the recruitment, training, and supervision of monks. It 
was up to the individual abbot to make sure that sincere applicants were 
brought in and that a good standard of behavior was maintained. When we 
examine the content of the Yunqi gongzhu gueyue (Rules and Agreements for 
Communal Living at Yunqi, YQFH 32), we cannot but be impressed by Zhuhong’s 
penetrating and comprehensive insights into the problems of running a mon-
astery. Starting with the requirements for an applicant who desired to join 
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8.1 Panoramic View of Yunqi Monastery (YCFH 33, 2a– b)
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194 Zhuhong’s Monastic Reform: The Yunqi Monastery

Yunqi, Zhuhong laid down clear and concise rules concerning every aspect of 
monastic life. In the following pages we will examine in some detail areas of 
special interest, such as the formal requirements for joining the monastery (chu-
jia) and for receiving the tonsure (tidu) and the precepts (shoujie), as well as the 
general principles governing life at Yunqi and the structure of its religious and 
liturgical life.

It has been traditionally asserted that the first Chan monk to have drawn 
up rules and regulations for monastic life was Baizhang Huaihai of the Tang 
dynasty. He was supposed to have set down “monastic statutes for the arrange-
ment of buildings, the order of the monastic administration, special ascetic 
practices during the course of the year, as well as penalties for causing distur-
bances and transgressing the rules.”1 However, recent scholarship has cast doubt 
on this tradition. There is no evidence that Baizhang in fact wrote a monastic 
code. In the writings of his contemporaries and disciples, neither the term 
“Pure Rules of Baizhang” nor the fact that he had compiled a code is mentioned. 
If Baizhang had compiled a code, this silence is remarkable. The extant ver-
sion of the Baizhang qinggui (Pure Rules of Baizhang) was compiled by impe-
rial order during the Yuan dynasty. It was a synthesis of various monastic codes 
compiled in the Sung, the earliest being the “Chanmen guishi” (Rules of the 
Chan Order, 1004).2 Zhuhong followed the tradition that Baizhang set down 
the first Chan code, but he was dissatisfied with the Yuan version of the Pure 
Rules and cast doubt on its authenticity:

The Pure Rules is a work expounded by later writers, but is not that written 
by Baizhang. . . .  It is undoubtedly true that Baizhang was the first one who 
established the system of “public monasteries” and made rules to govern the 
monastic community. But the complexity of the Pure Rules and the triviality 
of its fine points only make a person befuddled and bewildered. Since he will 
have to spend all his time trying to study the intricate details, how can he 
devote his energy to pursuing the Way? That is why I believe that the Pure Rules 
as we know it now is a product of latter- day busybodies, and does not repre-
sent Baizhang’s original intention.3

The purpose of drawing up a code was to regulate monastic life so that 
monks could pursue meditation and study in an orderly fashion. But if the code 
were to become too complex and legalistic, it would interfere with rather than 
help the work of spiritual cultivation, which should be the primary task for 
all Buddhist monks. Zhuhong therefore did not use the Pure Rules of Baizhang 
but worked out his own code for Yunqi because he felt the former was too 
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cumbersome and detailed for practical use. As its formal name, Chan Monas-
tery of Yunqi (Yunqi Chan Si) indicates, Zhuhong considered Yunqi to be 
within the Chan tradition, but Pure Land devotionalism and Chan medita-
tion were combined in the work of the monks at Yunqi.

THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTERING YUNQI

The first step a layman had to take in joining the monastic order was to become 
a postulant (tongxing). While serving as a postulant, he did not have to shave 
off his hair, but he did have to observe the five precepts: not to kill, not to steal, 
not to engage in sexual activities, not to lie, and not to drink wine. For this 
reason, postulants were referred to as the “five- precepts class” (wujie ban) at 
Yunqi.

A person desiring to join Yunqi had to meet the following four 
requirements.4

 1. The postulant must be personally accompanied by his parents. If his par-
ents are dead, then his next closest kin ought to accompany him.

 2. He must satisfy the following eight conditions: (1) He is not a disobedient 
and unfilial son; (2) he is not an escaped convict; (3) he is not forced to enter 
by external circumstances and poverty; (4) he is not interested in an easy 
and desultory life; (5) he has not done evil deeds; (6) he is not a member of 
a prosperous and famous family (dajia); (7) he does not have any unpaid 
debts; (8) he does not have any unfinished family business.

 3. He should know the rudiments of sutra chanting. He should be familiar 
with sutras such as the Heart Sutra and the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra, 
which are used in morning and evening devotions.

 4. He must be fairly proficient in reading and writing. Even though he does 
not have to be well read, he should have some background in reading. He 
does not have to be a calligrapher, but he should be able to write charac-
ters with ease.

The emphasis on parental approval and the applicant’s moral character are 
two points that immediately strike the reader. In this regard, Zhuhong followed 
similar requirements found during the Song. Their purpose was to protect Bud-
dhism from the charges of disrupting family cohesion and harboring criminal 
elements. Especially interesting among Zhuhong’s requirements are those which 
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stipulate that the postulant must not be a member of a prosperous and famous 
family and that he must not have any unfinished family business. As far as I 
know, these two conditions are not found elsewhere. Did this conscious avoid-
ance of gentry families and government officials reflect Zhuhong’s attitude 
toward officialdom, an attitude instilled in him by his father and one that 
remained with him throughout life? One can only speculate.

Once a person became a postulant, he lived in the monastery but was not 
yet counted as a full- fledged member of the community. He was not, for exam-
ple, qualified to enroll in the Great Hall to engage in meditation work, nor 
was he qualified to hold responsible monastic offices. Neither was he exempted 
from paying taxes and serving as a corvée laborer. The next step was to become 
a novice (shami). This step was highlighted by the ceremony of tonsure, which 
signified a final and radical break with the secular world and was therefore 
treated with appropriate solemnity. At this ceremony, he also received the ten 
precepts and advanced to the “ten- precepts class.” The ten precepts consisted 
of the five previously described plus five more: not to use perfume or a deco-
rated headdress; not to sing and dance or attend the same; not to sleep on big 
beds; not to eat at improper times; and not to handle gold, silver, or precious 
jewels. A commentary on the ten precepts together with some twenty- four 
rules regulating a novice’s deportment were included in Zhuhong’s Shamilüyi 
yaolue (Essential Rules and Ceremonies for a Novice, YQFH 13). A novice was 
expected to observe the ten precepts and become thoroughly familiar with the 
contents of this work. If he failed to convince the examiner of his knowledge 
of the book, he would not be allowed to receive the complete precepts for a 
monk (jujie).

The requirements for receiving the tonsure at Yunqi were as follows:5

 1. Before tonsure is given, the postulant must be reexamined to see if he qual-
ifies in the four areas as stated in the requirements for joining the sangha. 
After this, he must satisfy the examiner that he knows the sutras for the 
morning and evening devotional services6 and that he has committed no 
offenses against the sangha.

 2. The tonsure is performed only once at the end of a year in this monastery. 
But if someone comes here to seek tonsure and leaves soon afterward, this 
can be done at any time during the year. In the latter case, the person has 
to be examined in great detail as well. Tonsure is given to no one lightly.

 3. If a woman seeks the tonsure, she must be accompanied by her parents, 
parents- in- law, husband, son, or grandson. Otherwise, she must be strictly 
refused.
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The decisive step in joining the sangha was formally to shave off one’s hair. 
Henceforth, as a novice, one was counted as a full member of the monastic 
order and could enjoy the privileges of tax and corvée exemption. It was for 
this reason that the central government, since the Tang dynasty, had sought 
to control the number of novices and monks by reserving the right to issue 
ordination certificates. Theoretically, during the Ming a postulant had to secure 
an ordination certificate before he could ask to have his hair shaved off. The 
fact that ordination certificates were not even mentioned in the requirements 
cited above indicates that this practice was no longer followed in Zhuhong’s 
time. Private ordination was now the rule of the day.

Most members of the sangha in China remained novices, while a monk, or 
bhikshu (biqiu), had an exalted status.7 At Yunqi, however, novices were encour-
aged to advance to the bhikshu stage, to take the full ordination for a bhikshu 
by receiving the complete set of 250 precepts. After that they were encouraged 
to advance even further by receiving the fifty- eight precepts for a bodhisat-
tva. He who desired to receive the full ordination had to be equipped with the 
Sifenjie ben (Extracts from the Four- Division Vinaya) and the Essential Rules and 
Ceremonies for a Novice. He should, presumably, already be familiar with both. 
For those who wanted to receive the bodhisattva ordination, familiarity with 
one section of an additional scripture, the bodhisattva precepts from the chap-
ter called “Ground of Mind” in the Sutra of Brahma’s Net (Fanwang jing xingdi 
pin) was also required.8

When one became a novice at Yunqi, he was subject to periodic examina-
tions on his knowledge of the Vinaya rules as well as other Buddhist scriptures. 
The occasion for this examination was provided by the semimonthly recita-
tion of the prātimokṣa (banyue songjie shi), for the test was carried out the day 
before this ceremony took place. (Details concerning the test will be supplied 
in the section dealing with the administration of the Vinaya Hall.)

The point that must be stressed once again is Zhuhong’s organizational skill. 
No rule was ever made without the support of other measures that could serve 
to reinforce its implementation. The method of inculcating novices with a 
knowledge of the scriptures was similarly designed. First of all, only a selected 
list of sutras and other religious texts was stipulated as required reading. They 
were given in the following order: the complete texts of certain sutras, and 
mantras for morning and evening devotional services.9 The sutras included the 
Sutra in Forty- two Chapters, the Foyijiao jing, the Admonitions of Master Guishan,10 
the Essential Rules and Ceremonies for a Novice, the Extracts from the Four- Division 
Vinaya, the bodhisattva precepts in the chapter called “Ground of Mind” in 
the Sutra of Brahma’s Net, the Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra, the Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha 
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Sutra, the Awakening of Faith, the Diamond Sutra, the Sutra of Perfect Enlighten-
ment, the Vimalakīrti Sutra, the Śūraṅgama Sutra, the Laṅkāvatāra Sutra, the Lotus 
Sutra, and the Avataṁsaka Sutra.11 Second, no one was permitted to change the 
prescribed order. One had to master one sutra before he was permitted to take 
up the next, following the sequence just given. Violation of this rule resulted 
in a fine of one cash.12

THE RITUAL OF THE SEMIMONTHLY  
PRĀTIMOKṢA RECITATION

The technical term for this ritual is poṣadha (busa). The recital of the prātimokṣa 
(the 250 precepts for a bhikshu) forms the central part of this ritual. The rit-
ual originated in India and was at least as old as the Vinaya Piṭaka.13 Twice 
monthly, on the days of the full moon and half moon, monks gathered together 
to listen to the recitation of the prātimokṣa. Any monk who committed an 
offense while the rules were being read aloud had to confess in front of the 
assembly. He would then receive either absolution or punishment, depending 
on the nature and severity of the offense. According to Zhuhong, this ritual 
had utmost significance for the maintenance of a highly disciplined monastic 
life. Although there is some indication that the ritual had long ago been per-
formed in China, it had apparently fallen into disuse. In the Record of the Exalted 
Acts of Buddhist Monks, Zhuhong included the story of Sengyun, a Northern Qi 
monk, to highlight the importance of this ritual:

Sengyun of the Northern Qi dynasty [550– 589] lived in Baoming Si, and he 
was famous for his ability to lecture. On the fifteenth day of the fourth month 
during the ceremony of reciting the prātimokṣa, he told the assembly: “Every-
one can recite the precepts, and it is unnecessary to listen to them so often. 
Why don’t we simply have one monk explain the meaning to young novices 
for their understanding?” No one dared to object to him, and from then on 
the practice of reciting commandments was abolished. On the fifteenth day 
of the seventh month, when the monks assembled, Yun was missing. They went 
out to search for him everywhere and finally found him in an old tomb. His 
body was covered with blood. When asked, he said that a ferocious being with 
a huge knife had scolded him, saying: “Who did you think you were that you 
dared to abolish the ritual of reciting precepts and substitute for it having a 
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monk lecture on their meaning?” After that the being stabbed him with the 
knife, and the pain was unendurable. The people took Yun back to the mon-
astery. He repented sincerely and for the next ten years observed the ritual of 
semimonthly recitation of the prātimokṣa faithfully. On the day he died, a strange 
fragrance filled the room, and he died joyfully. The people all respected him 
for his ability to acknowledge his mistake and correct it during his lifetime.14

After relating this dramatic anecdote, Zhuhong concluded with the following 
observation:

In the present age, it is fashionable to study sutras and shastras, but discipline 
is treated with neglect. For over two thousand years, the practice of semi-
monthly recitation of the prātimokṣa has not been continued. Though I am 
not talented, I have revived this practice in my mountain monastery. Some 
people have reservations about this, but in the story of Sengyun, reward and 
retribution is as clear as day and night. I hope readers will ponder this well.15

According to Zhuhong, before he revived the semimonthly prātimokṣa recita-
tion at Yunqi, the ritual had not been performed for over two thousand years. 
This was obviously an exaggeration, since he had already told us, in the story 
of Sengyun, that it was still being observed during the Northern Qi, which 
was about a thousand years before Zhuhong’s time. Be that as it may, Zhuhong 
did restore a long- neglected ritual to its rightful place.

Since there was no established format for the performance of the ritual, 
Zhuhong had to write his own text. What he wrote, which was called Banyue 
songjie yishi (Rite of Semimonthly Recitation of the Precepts, YQFH 13), deserves 
a brief description. The text starts with the five and ten precepts. Those who 
have received these two classes of precepts are called upon to listen. After the 
precepts are read aloud one by one, the text concludes with this statement: 
“Members of this assembly, if anyone has broken the basic precepts [genben jie, 
the four unpardonable sins: unchastity, theft, killing another man or encour-
aging a person to kill himself, and falsely claiming to understand truth], he is 
expelled from the monastery. If anyone has committed minor mistakes (xiao 
guo), he should come forward to confess.”16 This statement is followed by a sec-
tion on the full precepts, which is more elaborate in the liturgy. It begins with 
a hymn to the Shakyamuni Buddha and the Extracts from the Four- Division 
Vinaya. Then the reciter asks if all the monks in the monastery have assem-
bled and if they are now of one mind (hehe). When he has been answered in 
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the affirmative, he makes sure that the audience consists entirely of fully 
ordained monks, and all those who are not are asked to leave. A short speech 
by the reciter then follows:

Reverend sirs, I would now like to recite the prātimokṣa. As you are all gath-
ered here, you ought to listen attentively and consider it well. If anyone has 
committed an offense, he should make a confession. If no one has done so, 
then remain silent. From your silence, I know that you are pure. If anyone 
should want to ask, you should answer him truthfully. Now if anyone among 
you upon being asked three times remembers his sin but does not reveal it, he 
commits the sin of lying. The Buddha has said that lying obstructs the Way. 
Therefore, that monk who knows he has sinned ought to confess if he desires 
to be pure. Confession will bring ease and comfort.17

This passage, incidentally, agrees almost verbatim with a passage from the 
Mahā- Vagga.18

Once the speech has been completed, the reciter proceeds to read the 250 
precepts. He reads the full texts of the four unpardonable sins (pārājika) one 
by one and says, “Now I have recited the four pārājikas. Any monk who has bro-
ken any one of these is not permitted to live with the other monks in the same 
place.” He then repeats three times: “Are you all pure with regard to these?” If 
there is silence, he says: “Since you have proven your innocence by remaining 
silent, then take and cherish these precepts as before.” After the four pārājikas 
the text simply names the thirteen saṅghā vaśeṣas, the two aniyatas, the thirty 
naiḥsargikāyattikas, the ninety prāyaścittikas, the four pratideśanīyas, the one hun-
dred śiksākaraṇīyas, and the seven kinds of regulation for ending disputes, 
without detailing each individual precept. After each group has been called 
out, the assembly is once again questioned three times. The final section deals 
with the bodhisattva precepts. The format is similar to that given for the full 
precepts but for the fact that it begins by invoking the Vairocana Buddha, who 
is the Buddha of the Sutra of Brahma’s Net. Of the fifty- eight precepts, the first 
five are read in full; only the titles of the others are read.

Judging from the rules of the Yunqi Monastery, this ritual was apparently 
practiced in good faith. It also appears that not only resident monks at Yunqi 
but also monks from elsewhere attended the ceremony. The latter would come 
to Yunqi for this express purpose. Unfortunately, we have no way of knowing 
whether this custom was continued after Zhuhong’s death, or whether it was 
imitated by other monasteries.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES GOVERNING LIFE AT YUNQI

The principles behind Zhuhong’s code for Yunqi are forcefully and succinctly 
set forth in two short documents translated below: Agreement with the 
Sangha (Sengyue) and Ten Things for the Cultivation of the Self (Xiushen shishi). 
In their insistence on the strict observance of discipline, these have the power 
of a credo. There is no doubt that discipline must have been the beginning 
and the end of monastic life at Yunqi. By and large, these rules were designed 
to curb the trend toward irreligiosity and worldliness, some characteristic 
manifestations of which were pointed out in the last chapter. They also shed 
light on Zhuhong’s understanding of Buddhist discipline. Zhuhong clearly did 
not advocate a slavish adherence to the letter of the Vinaya Piṭaka. Rather, he 
adapted the Vinaya to the needs of his own times. Because Buddhism was in 
serious competition with Daoism throughout the Ming, Zhuhong was a harsh 
critic of the latter. He prohibited his followers from learning or practicing 
Daoism. On the other hand, as we have noted, he tended to be conciliatory 
toward Confucianism. It is interesting to note that he used the Confucian 
expression “cultivation of the self” (xiushen) for the title of the second docu-
ment. Indeed, some of the virtues he elaborated in this document are as much 
Confucian as they are Buddhist.

agreement with the sangha19

What is the goal you seek in renouncing the world and entering the moun-
tain? It is for the sake of cultivation that you leave the society of men far 
behind. If it is not for this purpose, what is the good of coming here? Now I 
wish to make an agreement with the assembly. Those who abide by this can 
live here together, but those who will not are asked to leave.

1. Reverence for the discipline: The following people are asked to leave the 
temple: those who break any one of the four basic precepts for a monk; those 
who without a valid excuse do not join the assembly of monks in reciting 
the prātimokṣa; those who are unfilial to parents; those who cheat and oppress 
their teachers and elders; those who willfully disobey governmental prohibi-
tions; those who habitually consort with women; those who though they 
received the precepts years ago do not know the distinctions between rules 
nor the appropriate way of performing each rule (jiexiang); those who go near 
heretical teachers.
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2. Poverty and contentment with the Way: The following people are to be 
expelled from the monastery: those who are unwilling to eat simple and plain 
food; those who wear colorful and fine clothes; those who go out of their way 
to give Buddhist services; those who fight over money given by a donor; those 
who engage in farming, or raising silkworms and livestock; those who gather 
together men and women to set up vegetarian feasts for worldly purposes.

3. Holding to the root: The following people are to be expelled from the 
monastery: those who without reason often go out to the outside world or 
return to their secular homes; those who study rhymed poetry, music, and 
other miscellaneous arts for social purposes; those who study such heretical 
learning as astrology, geomancy, healing water with spells read over it (fushui), 
and the Daoist alchemy (luhuo); those who study heretical practices such as 
holding the breath (biqi), unnatural feats of meditational sitting (zuogong), and 
the Five Books in Six Volumes (wubu liuce);20 those who like to start unbeneficial 
enterprises.

4. Justice and uprightness: The following people are to be expelled from 
the monastery: those who use force to get lay contributions; those who take 
financial advantage of lay believers for personal gain; those who use things 
belonging to transient monks without their permission; those who destroy 
utensils and articles but fail to compensate; those who eat food behind oth-
ers’ backs and by themselves; those who appropriate an article that does not 
belong to anyone without telling the others; those who pocket money illegally 
and secretly; those who evade hard work stealthily and without excuse.

5. Gentleness and endurance of insults: The following people are to be 
expelled from the monastery: those who curse and beat others with their fists; 
those who oppress people by force; those who insult elder monks who have 
much learning.

6. Deportment: The following people are to be expelled from the monas-
tery: those who joke and laugh without restraint; those who pollute sutras and 
images; those who purposely wear clothes and caps different from the others; 
those who argue in a loud voice and will not stop even after having been 
warned three times.

7. Diligence of cultivation: The following people are to be expelled from 
the monastery: those who repeatedly fail to attend sutra recitation and wor-
ship services without excuse; those who are in charge of temple affairs but do 
not perform their duty; those who hate to be warned in meditation but per-
sist in indolence; those who continue to fail in the examinations on under-
standing of the scriptures; those who do not believe in the teachings of Pure 
Land.
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8. Dealing with the assembly with a straight mind: The following people 
are to be expelled from the monastery: those who incite others to quarrel; 
those who establish cliques and parties; those who employ cunning and dis-
honest means; those who ridicule the pure rules and the pure assembly; those 
who make friends secretly with bad people.

9. Circumspection and contentment with one’s status: The following peo-
ple are to be expelled from the monastery: those who boldly create distur-
bances; those who falsely expound sutras and shastras; those who wantonly 
imitate the expedient acts and utterances of famous Chan masters in former 
ages; those who have no knowledge but write books to fool people; those who 
accept a cripple or deformed person (feiren) into the assembly; those who build 
up their own disciples and following; those who keep young children and male 
novices without permission; those who have a weak understanding themselves 
but like to be others’ teachers; those who encourage another’s disciple to dis-
obey his original teacher; those who go to government offices without per-
mission and without serious reasons; those who wantonly criticize and judge 
the right and wrong or the good and bad of current political affairs; those 
who condemn sages and good men of former ages with a light heart; those who 
give away permanent property [of the monastery]; those who encroach on 
other people’s property; those who have their own kitchens apart from the 
group.

10. Obedience to the rules: The following people are to be expelled from 
the monastery: those who do not do a thing when ordered and do not stop 
[doing it] when prohibited; those who though they commit errors do not 
accept the punishment; those who live in the temple but do not enter their 
names in the monks’ register; those who hinder the law and do not allow a 
functionary to carry out his duty; those who, though functionaries, change 
what is already established; those who do things as they please without inform-
ing anyone; those who purposely socialize with someone who has committed 
mistakes and been expelled from the monastery.

ten things for the cultivation of the self21

Before one studies Buddhism, one first studies the cultivation of the self. Now 
the ten matters are listed below to which everyone should pay strict 
attention.

1. Do not cheat: This means to steal permanent objects belonging to the 
temple, to get things out of a donor by ruse, to use money intended for the 
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making of images of the Buddha, the printing of scriptures, preparing vege-
tarian feasts for monks, building temples, casting bells, repairing bridges and 
paving roads . . .  to do any of these things for one’s own purposes; to deceive 
people, officials, heaven, and the gods— all such murky dealings are called “to 
have a cheating heart.”

2. Do not be greedy for money: Even though one does not cheat and steal 
as mentioned above, yet if one likes to accumulate wealth, is stingy in giving 
money away, buys land to receive rent interest, or gives loans for interest, he 
will be regarded as greedy.

3. Do not be crafty: If one keeps back and does not say what ought to be 
said, if one sits to one side and does not remonstrate against a mistake that 
ought to be remonstrated against, or if one appears to be stupid and slow- 
witted yet harbors contempt inside, these are all called “being crafty.”

4. Do not use designs: If one is dissatisfied with his natural lot but uses 
designs to get a living place, to attract a following among disciples, to per-
form confessional services, to seek donations, to become a master of the 
Dharma or a teacher of the discipline, even to the point of befriending evil 
men, of going into government offices to plot for one’s own benefit with the 
aid of partisan help, and of carrying out plans contrary to principle . . .  such a 
man is then regarded as using designs.

5. Do not create disaster: To slight and laugh at others, to scold and slan-
der others, to envy others’ ability and broadcast others’ shortcomings, to keep 
articles others have lost, to take others’ property, to delight in lawsuits and 
be unwilling to concede to others; all these will create disaster.

6. Do not be extravagant: To build spacious rooms, to eat rich food, to wear 
beautiful clothes, to buy a lot of property, to use refined utensils, to waste 
grain, to engage in excursions as one pleases, to keep slaves and servants, to 
be generous to undeserving acquaintances; to do all these without shame is 
called “being extravagant.”

7. Do not go near women: If one enters into friendship with young nuns, 
adopts a woman from the outside world as a godmother, goes frequently to 
relatives’ homes to visit relatives and dependents, or even if one lives with his 
mother who is not yet seventy, oblivious of ridicule and suspicion; all these 
are regarded as being near women.

8. Do not busy oneself with outside affairs: To hurry to rich families and 
visit noble households in order to beg for poems and essays or a horizontal 
plaque with an inscription; to run around all day long either to avail oneself 
of their power and prestige or to extort money forcibly, but not to think about 
quiet preservation— this is to busy oneself with outside affairs.
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9. Do not be lazy: If one repeatedly makes mistakes in morning and eve-
ning worship; if one does not follow the others in performing duties and labor; 
he is regarded as lazy.

10. Do not lose time: Life rests with one breath and time does not wait for 
men. Before one realizes the Great Matter [of Birth and Death], even one sec-
ond is precious. If one passes time with apathy, this is wasting time. The nine 
matters above should be observed closely, while this final point should be 
taken as a goal to be striven for.

ROLE MODELS

Zhuhong stated in the rules for the Dharma Hall that all monks had to famil-
iarize themselves with the Record of the Exalted Acts of the Buddhist Monks. They 
were, moreover, to be examined on it from time to time. This work, like his 
Wangsheng ji (Record of Rebirth in the Western Paradise, YQFH 16), was com-
piled to supply role models for emulation. Brief biographies of some 132 monks 
were provided in which unusual and exemplary acts were singled out. In order 
to give more emphasis to such acts, Zhuhong often appended remarks to the 
end of one biography or a group of biographies.

The work itself is divided into ten sections, each of which concerns one type 
of ideal behavior. In the order of their appearance, they are: pure and unadorned 
conduct (qingsu zhi xing), strict and upright conduct (yanzheng zhi xing), acts of 
respect for the teacher (zunshi zhi xing), acts of filial piety (xiaoqin zhi xing), loy-
alty to the sovereign (zhongjun zhi xing), compassionate acts toward living crea-
tures (ciwu zhi xing), noble and lofty behavior (gaoshang zhi xing), persevering 
and serious conduct (chizhong zhi xing), acts of austerity (jianku zhi xing), and 
acts calling forth supernatural response (ganying zhi xing). Zhuhong explained 
in his preface, which is given below, why he regarded these ten kinds of behav-
ior as ideal models, and why he arranged them in this particular order:

Since to be a monk is to depart from worldly impurities, pure and unadorned 
conduct heads this collection. But purity unaccompanied by strictness is the 
purity of a wild man, for the teaching of all the buddhas insists on the disci-
pline of body, speech, and mind. Therefore, the next category is strict 
and upright conduct. This strictness and uprightness is inculcated by the 
instructions of one’s teacher, for the teacher is a model for men. There-
fore, respect for the teacher forms the third category. Since we can receive 
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instruction from our teachers only after our parents give us birth, to leave 
out parents is to forget our origins. Within the Buddhist discipline too, 
although there are ten thousand rules, filial piety is regarded as their basis. 
Therefore, to be filial to parents is the next category. Filial piety and loyalty to 
the sovereign come from the same principle. To know the existence of only 
one’s parents but not that of one’s sovereign is selfishness. That one can enjoy 
the luxury of living in the forest and by the mountain stream is because of 
the grace of one’s emperor. Since nothing is greater than the grace of the 
emperor, loyalty to the sovereign constitutes the next category. However, if 
one is loyal to one’s superior but is unkind to those under oneself, one will 
be deficient in the way of salvation. Therefore, kindness to living creatures is 
discussed next. Kindness is close in nature to love and affection. Since affec-
tion gives rise to attachment, which is an obstacle to one’s leaving the world, 
I put lofty conduct next. Loftiness does not mean that one should keep one-
self aloof and forsake sentient beings. Since we hope that by accumulating 
virtue we can radiate the brightness outward, the next category is about 
deliberate and serious conduct. Yet since to sit there solemnly all day long 
without doing anything is undesirable, we complement it with hardship and 
suffering. If labor does not bring results, then people will stop when they 
encounter difficulties. Since the law of cause and effect is really true, we 
conclude the entire collection with the category of conduct which brings 
response. When one cultivates these ten kinds of conduct, his virtue will be 
complete, and he can be a utensil worthy of containing the true Law. Only 
when the earth is fertile do we plant good seeds. Only when the heart is pure 
can it receive the inpouring of true words. It is only then that we can possibly 
hope to achieve enlightenment. Otherwise one is merely a lowly person who, 
not having even fulfilled the way of humanity, can never hope to know the 
way of the Buddha. Even if he is endowed with sharp understanding, clever-
ness will only serve to create more obstacles. With so many obstacles, what 
use can he make of his intelligence?22

In the following pages, one or two biographies from each category are pre-
sented to give some idea of the kinds of behavior Zhuhong hoped to inculcate 
in the monks at Yunqi. Since the biographies are clearly written and make their 
point eloquently, further analysis may not be necessary. Two points, however, 
stand out. First of all, among the ten categories of ideal behavior, at least three— 
respect for the teacher, filial piety, and loyalty to the sovereign— are also basic 
Confucian virtues. Indeed, one may legitimately argue that the story of Fushang 
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represents the Confucian value of integrity as much as the Buddhist value of 
purity. The glorification of these traditional Chinese virtues derives from 
Zhuhong’s general attitude toward syncretism. We see it at work in his orga-
nization of the lay movement, and it forms the motivation behind the compi-
lation of this present work as well. Zhuhong wanted to show the basic com-
patibility of the Buddhist and the Confucian moral ideals.

The second point deserving notice is that the entire collection, like the fif-
teen examples included here, consists predominantly of biographies of pre- Song 
monks. This agrees with Zhuhong’s low opinion of his contemporaries and 
recent predecessors. As we have seen on different occasions, Zhuhong firmly 
believed that he was living in the last epoch of the Law. Yet instead of feeling 
regret and manifesting nostalgia for the lost golden age, he hoped to recapture 
the best of the past by studying and incorporating it into the present. Zhuhong 
was both practical and realistic, but he was not a pessimist.

SELECTIONS FROM THE RECORD OF THE EXALTED  
ACTS OF THE BUDDHIST MONKS

I. Pure and Unadorned Behavior

Refusal to Organize Vegetarian Feasts

Sengmin of the Liu- Song dynasty [420– 479] left household life at the age 
of seven. He was foremost in the country in his understanding of Buddhist 
doctrine, and the people called him Dharma Master Min. He never tired of 
building temples, printing sutras, casting images, releasing captured crea-
tures, and giving alms. Someone said to him: “The merits you have created are 
indeed numerous, but perhaps the blessing is still incomplete, as we have 
never heard of your organizing a great vegetarian feast.” Min answered: “Veg-
etarian feasts are seldom ideally done. Furthermore, to do it one must use 
rice, vegetables, salt, vinegar, boiling water, and burning charcoal, and conse-
quently a lot of tiny creatures are harmed, if not by water and fire, then by 
being trampled underfoot. This is why I do not perform the service. If one 
has to ask favors from the imperial family, high officials, or some prestigious 
people for help, it will be even more difficult to achieve satisfactory results. 
Therefore it is better not to do it.”
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Zhuhong’s praise:
Nowadays when people perform any act to obtain blessings, they must 

always organize a vegetarian feast, and call this “perfection.” Some monks even 
start to plan for it after they have spent half the intended time living in sealed 
confinement. They plan for the vegetarian feast day and night in their closed 
rooms and can no longer have right thought. How sad! What Master Min said 
above can serve as a valid instruction for ten thousand generations. (YQFH 
15, 8a– 8b)

Disregarding the Money Left Behind

Fushang of the Sui dynasty [581– 618] lived in Jingde Si in Yizhou [in present- 
day Sichuan]. He used to put up a large bamboo hut by the roadside and sit 
under it reading sutras. When people walked by him, he would not ask for 
alms; and if someone gave him something, he would not thank him. Since 
the street was in a quiet neighborhood, he never got much. A man said to 
him: “In the northwest section of the city there are many people and I am 
sure that you will get a lot of contributions. Why do you stay here?” Fu 
answered: “As long as I get one or two copper coins, it will be sufficient to 
keep me alive. I have no use for lots of money.” Zhao Zhongshu, the governor 
of Lingzhou [in present- day Sichuan], was a notoriously harsh official. He 
neither respected nor trusted anyone. When he heard of this, he wanted to 
test Fu. One day he rode by Fu and purposely dropped a string of cash on 
the ground. Fu read his sutra as usual and did not even glance at the money. 
After Zhao went some distance, he had his followers pick up the money. 
When this happened, Fu still did not pay any attention. Finally, Zhao asked 
him: “You sit here all day and only get a coin or so. Now you see a whole 
string of cash lying on the ground. Why don’t you stop the man who takes it 
away?” Fu answered: “Since it does not belong to me, how dare I claim it to 
be mine?” Upon hearing this, Zhao got off the horse and paid Fu his respects.
(YQFH 15, 9b– 10a)

Zhuhong’s concluding remark:
In Chinese “bhikshu” is rendered qishi, that is, a mendicant who lives in 

purity. To seek a lot, to have a lot, or to busy oneself with a lot all contradict 
the title. Starting with Master Min, the acts of all these masters have not been 
forgotten to this day even though a thousand years have elapsed. Whoever 
hears of them and fails to rise up is not worthy of being called a bhikshu. 
(13a– 13b)
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II. Strict and Upright Conduct

Refusal to Look at Women

Daolin of the Tang dynasty was a native of Heyang, Tongzhou [in present- day 
Shanxi]. When he was thirty- five years old, he became a monk and went to 
live as a hermit on a remote cliff on Mount Taibai. He was empowered by an 
imperial decree to live in the Daxinghuo Si, but he soon left quietly for the 
north side of Mount Liang. He was diligent and thrifty all his life. Since he 
regarded women as the source of transmigrations and impurity, he never went 
near them. He did not preach to them, receive food from them, nor allow them 
to enter his room. Just before he died, a woman came to inquire about his 
illness. When he found out about it, he had someone stop her far away, so that 
he did not have to look at her.

Zhuhong’s comment:
The Vinaya allows preaching to women provided the monk does not show 

his teeth; nor should he say much. That this master should refuse to preach at 
all may seem to be overly strict. However, in this demoralized last age of the 
Law, we do not have to worry about not preaching to women, but should 
worry about being contaminated by desire through preaching to women. We 
who have come after this old master ought to imitate him. (15a– 15b)

Closing the Door in His Son’s Face

Congjian of the Tang dynasty was a native of Nanyang [in present- day Henan]. 
He became a monk in middle age, and soon understood the deep principle 
completely. During the Huichang persecutions [845], he took refuge by living 
in the villa of the Huangfu household. When the religion was reestablished at 
the beginning of Dazhong [847– 860], he returned to his old abode in Luoy-
ang. His son came to see him from Guangling [in present- day Jiangsu] and met 
Jian at the door of the temple. His son did not recognize him and asked him 
where Master Congjian was. Jian pointed to the east. After his son left, he 
closed the door and did not go out. Such was his resolve to cut off his family 
attachments. (16b)

Zhuhong’s concluding remarks:
Some people may say that since a monk must pay attention to the six kinds 

of monastic harmony23 and also practice the perfection of patience, strictness 
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should not apply. Yet what I mean by strictness is not of harshness (yanli) but 
that of sternness or seriousness (yanzheng). If one controls one’s mind with seri-
ousness, then his mind will become correct. If he holds the Law with serious-
ness, the Law will also be established. This is the exact opposite of gaining 
notoriety by strange behavior or showing off one’s power with a vicious tem-
per. Monks should be careful in making the distinction between the two. 
(18a– 18b)

III. Respect for the Teacher

Blaming Oneself for the Failure of a Disciple

Fayu of the Jin dynasty served Dao’an (312– 385)as his teacher. Later on he 
stayed at Changsha Si in Jianglin (in present- day Hubei)and lectured on vari-
ous sutras. More than four hundred monks studied under him. One day one 
of the monks drank wine. Fayu punished him, but did not drive him out of 
the monastery. When Dao’an heard about this, he sent Fayu a bamboo tube 
that contained a thorn stick. As soon as Fayu opened the sealed tube and saw 
the stick, he said: “This must be about the monk who drank. My neglect of 
instruction has caused my teacher who is far away to worry and send me this.” 
He then beat the drum and assembled all the monks. When this was done, he 
put the bamboo tube in front, burned incense, lay on the ground, and asked 
the precentor (weinuo) to beat him three times with the stick. He reproached 
himself with tears in his eyes. Both monks and laymen in the neighborhood 
were greatly moved, and the people who were thus encouraged to strive for 
progress became more numerous. (19a)

Zhuhong’s comment:
Suppose nowadays a person does what Master An did. I would not be sur-

prised if the receiver smashed the bamboo tube, broke the stick, and more-
over cursed while doing so. Such a good teacher and disciple have been hard 
to find over the past thousand years. (19b)

Reproaching Oneself for Having Left the Teacher

Qingjiang of the Tang dynasty understood the transitory nature of existence 
when he was still a child. He later studied under the Vinaya master Tanyi. 
Whether reciting sutras or expounding doctrines, he understood their 
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meaning completely as soon as he laid his eyes on them. All the people who 
knew him said: “This is the hope of the Buddhist order.” Once, after he had a 
slight disagreement with the teacher, he left. He wandered to different places 
and attended many lectures. Finally, he reproached himself, saying: “I have 
walked over half the country but seldom is anyone as good as my own teacher.” 
So he went back to his teacher. When the monks were all assembled, he came 
forward and declared: “I would like to present myself once more as your dis-
ciple. Pray accept me.” In reply, Master Tanyi gave him a vigorous scolding. 
Jiang cried and said in repentance: “I was ignorant before, but realized my mis-
take later on. Please show compassion to me and bestow joy.” After repeated 
pleading, Master Tanyi finally took pity on him and, as before, treated him 
as his disciple. When Tanyi died, Jiang went to study with the National Mas-
ter Zhong, who secretly passed on to him the essentials of the doctrine. (20b)

Zhuhong’s concluding remarks:
In former times, a disciple’s faith in the master was even stronger after the 

latter’s death. But, nowadays even during his teacher’s lifetime a disciple shifts 
his loyalty. Why is this so? We feel that this is because when he first became a 
monk, he did not originally desire to rely on a true teacher who could resolve 
his doubts about life and death. He went to a teacher only as a result of coin-
cidence. That is why he can shift his loyalty when he sees profit, when he is 
persuaded by evil friends, or when he is angry because his teacher has repri-
manded him. . . .  It is truly sad. (23a) 

IV. Acts of Filial Piety

Saving One’s Mother by Praying at the Tower

Zilin of the Tang dynasty was formerly surnamed Fan. His mother, whose sur-
name was Wang, did not believe in Buddhism. He escaped to the Eastern 
Capital and received the tonsure from the Vinaya master Qingxiu of the 
Guangshou Si. Then one day he suddenly missed his parents and went back 
to see them. But by this time his father was blind, and his mother had died 
three years before. So he went to the temple of the God of the Eastern Peak 
(Mount Tai), sat on the mat he brought with him, and chanted the Lotus Sutra. 
He vowed that he would see the god of Mount Tai and ask him the place of 
his mother’s rebirth. That night he was summoned by the god, who told him 
his mother was imprisoned in hell and was at present suffering all kinds of 
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torture. Lin cried bitterly and begged for his mother’s absolution. The god of 
Mount Tai said to him that in order to save his mother, he should go to pray 
at the stupa of King Ashoka on Mount Mo (east of Jin xian in present- day 
Zhejiang) Lin immediately went to the stupa and, crying bitterly, prostrated 
himself forty thousand times in front of the stupa. Then suddenly he heard 
someone call him. When he looked up, he saw his mother in the sky thanking 
him. She said that she was enabled by his help to be reborn in Trāyastriṅśā 
Heaven [Daolitian, the heaven of the thirty- three devas, the second of the 
desire heavens, the heaven of Indra]. After she said this, she disappeared. 
(25a– 25b)

Zhuhong’s concluding remarks:
People in the world used to accuse monks of not recognizing their fathers, 

but it is abundantly clear from historical records that monks were more filial 
than ordinary people. If today there are still people who regard monks as 
snakes and scorpions, this is surely the fault of monks. Three sins committed 
by monks should be hated most grievously: first, to enjoy offerings from ten 
directions but fail to think of one’s parents; second, to sit in the boat and cart 
oneself and make one’s parents carry the reins or drag the chains as servants; 
third, to respect someone else as a parent after one has cut off ties with one’s 
own. It is hoped that the public will not blame monks in general on account 
of the renegades who commit these three sins. (27b)

V. Loyalty to the Sovereign

Preaching the Dharma to Enlighten the Sovereign

Sengchou of the Northern Qi dynasty was a native of Zhangli [in what later 
became Rehe province]. When he was twenty- eight years old he followed mas-
ter Shi of Julu [in present- day Hebei] and became a monk. Emperor Wenxuan 
[550– 559] of the Northern Qi called him to court, but he refused to go. When 
the emperor came to visit him, he welcomed the emperor inside and preached 
the Dharma. He said that the three worlds [of desire, form, and formlessness] 
were all illusory, and the kingdom was the same. After he talked of the transi-
tory nature of all worldly things, he expounded the method of fourfold mind-
fulness (Sinianchufa).24 When the emperor listened to this, he was so shaken 
that he perspired profusely. Consequently, the emperor took the bodhisattva 
precepts, forswore meat and wine, released his falcons and sparrow hawks, 
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did away with fishing and hunting, forbade slaughtering, and ordered his sub-
jects to keep the fast during the six days of the month and the three months of 
the year. (30b)

Zhuhong’s concluding remarks:
In the previous section, I recorded acts of loyalty. Does loyalty contradict 

loftiness? I do not think so. For everything depends on what one holds to be 
true. When one’s virtue fills the mountain cave and one’s fame reaches the 
imperial court, it is certainly one’s true obligation to save one’s emperor as 
well as the people. Yet it is a shame for us monks if we seek only glory by 
demeaning ourselves when the Great Way is not established. For monks have 
to respect themselves for the sake of the Way. If there be monks who enjoy 
the search for Truth but forget about power and positions, emperors and offi-
cials will be amazed and moved. This is loyalty. For loyalty does not come 
into being only after one serves the emperor face to face. (45a)

VI. Compassion for Creatures

Cutting Off One Ear to Save a Pheasant

Zhishun of the Sui dynasty [589– 618] was a native of Zhaozhou [in present- 
day Hebei]. He went north to Mount Ding [in Shandong] and stayed in a lit-
tle temple there. One day a pheasant who was being chased by a hunter ran 
into his room. The hunter was adamant, despite Shun’s pleading. Shun cut off 
his own ear and gave it to the hunter, who was shocked into enlightenment, 
laid down his arrow, and released his falcon. After this people in several vil-
lages gave up hunting as their profession. Whenever Shun saw anyone suffer-
ing from poverty, he would cry copiously and give him whatever food and 
clothing he had. (34b– 35a)

Attending Filthy Diseases Without Complaint

Daoji of the Tang dynasty was a native of Shu [Sichuan] and lived in Fugan Si 
in Yizhou [in present- day Sichuan]. He was compassionate by nature. There was 
a man who suffered from dysentery, and the smell from the rotten flesh he 
excreted was so strong that everyone near him had to cover their noses. Yet Ji 
took care of the patient with single- minded attention. He would eat from the 
same bowl which the sick man used, and he often washed and mended the latter’s 
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clothes. When people asked him why, he said: “Purity is what the mind loves and 
filth what the mind hates. I take this as an exercise to unify my mind.” (36b)

VII. Lofty Behavior

Refusing to Obey Imperial Summonses

Lanrong of the Tang dynasty lived on Mount Niushou in Jinling [near present- 
day Nanjing and Jiangning] as a hermit. The emperor heard about his fame 
and sent a messenger to fetch him. When the messenger arrived, Rong was 
sitting on the ground and, with mucus dropping from his nostrils [it was very 
cold], eating sweet potatoes he had cooked in cow dung. The messenger said: 
“The emperor has sent for you. Please get up.” Rong looked at him intently 
but did not stir. Then the messenger smiled and said: “You have mucus on your 
cheeks.” Rong said, “I haven’t got time to wipe away the mucus for a worldly 
man.” When the emperor learned of this, he was amazed and he properly glo-
rified Rong by bestowing gifts upon him. (41a– 41b)

Putting the Recommendation Letter Away

Chan master Xuedou Xian of the Song dynasty attained enlightenment under 
Master Zhimen Zuo and planned to go to the Zhejiang area. Mr. Zeng, a Han-
lin scholar, said: “Linyin Si is one of the excellent places in the world, and I know 
Chan master Shan there very well. Take the letter I write recommending 
you.” Xian came to Linyin and stayed there inconspicuously for three years. 
Then suddenly Mr. Zeng was sent to the area on official business. When he 
came to Linyin to look for Xian, nobody had ever heard of him. At that time 
there were more than a thousand monks in the monastery. He had his follow-
ers look in the dormitory, and there they found Xian. Zeng asked about the 
recommendation letter he had written, and Xian took it out from his sleeve. 
It was sealed as before. He said: “You are very kind to me. But I am just a men-
dicant monk who desires nothing from the world. How dare I hope to gain 
notoriety by using your recommendation letter!” Mr. Zeng laughed heartily, 
and Master Shan was amazed. (436)

Zhuhong’s comment:
Nowadays monks treasure letters from great officials like precious jade. 

They hope to sell themselves day and night. Is it possible that no one has heard 
of Xuedou’s behavior?
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VIII. Persevering and Retiring Acts

Mingling with Woodcutters and Cattle Herders

Puyuan of the Tang dynasty was a native of Xinzheng, Zhengzhou [in present- 
day Henan]. He first studied under the Chan master Dahui of Mount Dawei, 
and achieved enlightenment under the great master Mazu of Jiangxi. After 
this, he hid his brilliance and acted as if he had lost his power of speech. In 
the tenth year of Zhenyuan [794], he came to Mount Nanquan in Chiyang [in 
present- day Anhui]. Wearing a bamboo hat, he tended cows with the local 
herdsmen. He went into the forests and worked as a woodcutter. He some-
times also worked in the rice fields. For thirty years he did not leave Mount 
Nanquan. In the middle of the Yonghe era [827– 835], the governor of Chiyang 
as well as other prominent officials asked him to preach the Dharma. His 
teaching attracted a universal following, and he was called the Ancient Bud-
dha of Nanquan. (46b)

IX. Hardship and Suffering

He Will Not Drive Away Fleas and Lice

Tanyun of the Tang dynasty was a native of Gaoyang [in present- day Hebei] 
and stayed in Mugua Si on Mount Wutai. He wanted to be alone and lived by 
himself in a cave made of bricks. His clothes became rags after many years, 
and they were covered with fleas and lice. He let them suck his blood, using 
the suffering as a means to subdue his mind. During the summer retreats, fleas 
became even more numerous in the place he stayed. Since he would not drive 
them away, his body was covered with dried blood like a blanket. He felt that 
to feed the fleas with his blood was a proper way to expiate his past trans-
gressions, and he had no hesitation. He practiced charity in this fashion for 
more than forty years.

Zhuhong’s comment:
Although somebody may think that to let fleas and lice feed on his body 

is similar to the self- mortification practiced by heretics, yet in truth there is 
a difference. For if one desires to gain truth by mortification, it is indeed a 
heretical view. But what he was doing here was expiating his past transgres-
sions by benefiting other creatures. This should not be regarded in the same 
way as the practices of the heretics. (52a)
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X. Acts That Call Forth Supernatural Response

Sutra Chanting Prolongs the Life Span

Zhizang of the Liang dynasty [502– 557] was a native of Wu [present- day Jiangsu] 
and lived at Kaishan Si on Chongshan. One day he met a fortune- teller who 
said to him: “You are unsurpassed in intelligence, but unfortunately you have 
not long to live. Your life span is only thirty- one years.” At the time Zhizang 
was twenty- nine. After this conversation, he stopped giving lectures. He took 
out the Diamond Sutra from the library and chanted it with utmost sincerity. 
He confessed his sins and worshipped the Buddha day and night. When the 
time predicted for his death arrived, he suddenly heard a voice from the sky 
declaring: “Your life span should end now. But because of the merit of chanting 
the Wisdom Scripture, it is doubled.” Later he met the fortune- teller again and 
the latter was amazed to see him still alive. Zhizang told him what had hap-
pened, and he then understood the unthinkable power of the scripture. (58b)

Zhuhong’s comment:
In recording the exalted deeds of the ancients, I conclude the record with 

the chapter on supernatural response. There may be someone who will laugh 
at me and say, “There is no way that can be cultivated or realized. Since there 
is no way to cultivate it, there is no one to receive a reward, and since there is 
no way to realize it, there is no one to receive punishment. When you talk 
about reward and punishment, doesn’t this indicate a mind that calculates 
merit and schemes for profit?” I would answer him: “The drum is beaten by a 
drumstick and responds with sound. The water is touched by the moon and 
responds with reflection. Where is the calculating and scheming here? There 
is a reason why a loyal official can make a withered bamboo sprout with his 
vows and a filial son can dissolve ice with his tears. If there were no reward 
and punishment through stimulation and response, then the law of cause and 
effect would become invalid. Talking about emptiness in such manner can 
only get one into trouble. We must be careful.” (61b)

RELIGIOUS LIFE AT YUNQI

The arrangement of buildings and daily schedules at Yunqi reflected Zhuhong’s 
ideal of a monastic community. There were two main halls where the princi-
pal activities were carried out. In the Great Hall (Datang), monks worked on 
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Pure Land meditation. Behind it, in the Vinaya Hall (Lütang), they studied pre-
cepts, performed the prātimokṣa ceremony, and perfected their understanding 
of the Vinaya. The same hall was also used as the Dharma Hall (Fatang), in which 
monks chanted sutras, listened to lectures, and mastered Buddhist doctrine. 
In this way doctrine, meditation, and discipline, the three branches of Bud-
dhist cultivation, were given equal emphasis. However, the Great Hall was Yun-
qi’s nerve center, just as Pure Land meditation was the primary task of every 
monk living there. The schedule of the Great Hall determined the rhythm of 
the entire monastery.

Zhuhong fixed the number of monks admitted to live in the Great Hall at 
forty- eight. Before they were admitted, they had to prove that they had been 
ordained as novices for at least five years, that they observed discipline, under-
stood Pure Land teaching, and had a general idea of the teachings of other 
schools. These forty- eight were chosen from among those residing at Yunqi. In 
addition, twenty- four vacancies were reserved for visiting monks, who were 
housed in the Western Hall (Xitang). They too had to satisfy the four condi-
tions for admission mentioned earlier, and two additional requirements were 
demanded of them. They had to have a subtle grasp of doctrine, and they had 
to manifest a sincere desire for cultivation.25 The visiting monks followed the 
same schedule as that for monks at the Great Hall, although they carried on 
the work of silent contemplation in their own Western Hall. Only for the 
morning devotional services did they join the monks in the Great Hall.

The actual size of the community at Yunqi was much larger than the forty- 
eight noted above, for it included functionaries, postulants, and persons not 
enrolled in the Great Hall. But since the Great Hall was the place where the 
principal work at Yunqi was carried out, it was a symbol for the entire mon-
astery. Zhuhong realized that some Chan monasteries of the Tang could accom-
modate several hundred monks in their meditation halls. By comparison, 
Yunqi had facilities for only forty- eight. But the limitation was consciously 
imposed by Zhuhong, who felt that quality was more important than quan-
tity, and that the only way to ensure a standard of quality in his own time was 
to keep the enrollment small:

When masters in former times established monasteries to take in monks, they 
often gathered around themselves three hundred or five hundred followers. 
The fifth patriarch, Hongren, had seven hundred. Master Xuefeng (Yizun, 
822– 909)had over a thousand, and Master Jingshan (Daoqin, 713– 792) had sev-
enteen hundred disciples. I was very anxious at first and regretted very much 
that I was born too late to take part in these assemblies of dragons and ele-
phants. Now I am getting old and realize that the differences between the 
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True, Counterfeit, and Degenerate Law were indeed real ones. In the present 
age, it is hard to find even one sincere seeker of the Way among large multi-
tudes of people. . . .  What use is it if one has numerous followers but few of 
them ever achieve true understanding? In my monastery, the meditation hall 
can accommodate only forty- eight persons. This accounts for one- tenth the 
number of former masters’ disciples. Yet I still feel this is too many and want 
to further reduce the number. This is not because I am not interested in uni-
versal salvation. It is rather because the epoch of the Degenerate Law makes 
this necessary.26

Monks enrolled in the Great Hall followed a fixed daily schedule of silent 
Buddha recollection (zhijing), devotional chanting (lisong), and meditation 
(ruguan). As Zhuhong made clear in his rules on the Great Hall (rule 5), the 
orthodox method of religious cultivation being pursued here was nianfo san-
mei. Earlier (chapter 3) we discussed Zhuhong’s view on nianfo. In these rules 
for the Great Hall, he put his theories into practice. In the course of a day’s 
work, monks enrolled in the Great Hall had to practice all four kinds of nianfo. 
Zhijing refers to silent nianfo; while one recites the Buddha’s name silently, one 
also tries to achieve mental concentration by dwelling on the image (either 
actual or mental) of Amitābha. Ruguan, on the other hand, denotes a higher 
form of contemplation and concentration. The purpose is to actualize nianfo 
sanmei, to achieve the coalescence between the meditator and the object of med-
itation, or identity between Amitābha and oneself. Throughout the four peri-
ods, the invocation of the Buddha’s name is also carried out.

The essential rules of the Great Hall, the Vinaya Hall, and the Dharma Hall 
follow. They give us a fairly clear picture of religious life at Yunqi. Titles of 
monastic personnel appear, along with frequent mention of punishment for 
any failure to observe the rules. For details of personnel and their functions, 
and the regulations regarding punishment, see appendixes 2 and 3.

RULES OF THE GREAT HALL27

 1. The daily schedule is as follows: There are four periods (sishi)28 of silent Bud-
dha recollection,29 three periods of devotional chanting, and one period 
of meditation.

 a. After the fifth watch [about 6 a.m.], it is the first period. When the 
incense for silent Buddha recollection is finished, recite the Śūraṅgama 
Mantra (Lengyan zhou), the chapter on superior rebirth as the superior 
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[of nine] grades [of the Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra], then call out the Bud-
dha’s name aloud a thousand times. Recite the shorter version of 
the “Essay on the Pure Land” (Xiao jingtu wen).30 Transfer the merit 
(huixiang).31

 b. After daybreak, it is the second period. This lasts until the incense for 
silent Buddha recollection is finished. Then comes the noon meal. After 
the noon meal, recite the forty- eight vows, and call out Buddha’s name 
a thousand times. Transfer the merit as before.

 c. After midday, it is the third period. It lasts until the incense for silent 
Buddha recollection is finished. After that, at the evening service, read 
the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra and the Confessional (Chanhui wen).32 Put 
out an offering for sentient beings (chusheng).33 Then call out the Bud-
dha’s name a thousand times, recite the longer version of the “Essay on 
the Pure Land,”34 and transfer the merit.

 d. After dark, it is the fourth period. It lasts until the incense for silent 
Buddha recollection is finished. After that, call out the Buddha’s name 
a hundred times. Retire to your sleeping place, and enter into medita-
tion. Sleep peacefully.

Thus silent Buddha recollection, devotional exercise, and meditation 
form a day’s pure work (jingye). They are neither too complicated nor too 
simple and can be continued without interruption. In the summer months, 
the devotions in the third period may be changed to before noon.

 2. One is admitted into the hall only after he has the following four qualifi-
cations: (a) he has finished five summer retreats; (b) he observes discipline 
strictly; (c) he understands the teaching of the Pure Land; (d) he has a gen-
eral concept of the teachings of other schools.

 3. The meditation patrol (xunxiang) in the hall uses a small flag. The flag is to 
be two inches long and the handle one foot two inches. If someone has 
dozed off, tap his knees with the flag handle, but do not hit him carelessly. 
When a person has sat for a long time, flash the flag in front of his eyes. If 
he is not asleep, he has to call out the Buddha’s name once. When a person 
does not wake up after being warned three times, wake him up by beating 
on the patrol board. He who refuses to leave his seat is fined twenty wen. 
If he does not reform after several times, he is expelled from the hall.

 4. Four semesters (siqi) are instituted according to the four seasons. In winter 
and summer, the semesters last three months; in autumn and spring they 
are shorter and last about two months and ten days. When the semester is 
over, monks from outside are dismissed, and they can come and ask to be 
enrolled when a new semester starts. For the monks of this monastery, 
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there is a fixed rule for their rotation. When a semester is over, neither 
those who do not want to leave the hall nor those who want to enter the 
hall by force are allowed.

 5. There may be someone in the assembly who, though enrolled in the Hall 
of Pure Deeds, does not practice the samadhi of Buddha recollection, but 
practices other methods. If such is the case, we do not dare retain him and 
thereby obstruct his progress, for this hall practices only nianfo. He may 
come again if later on he should make a fervent decision to do the same.

 6. Everyone in the hall should have studied and possess the three sutras of 
the Pure Land school [the Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra, the Amitāyurdhyāna 
Sutra, and the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra]. He should also have studied 
and own the following: the Commentary to the Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha 
Sutra, the Commentary to the Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra, the ancient version of 
the Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra, the Forty- eight Vows, the Vow to be Reborn 
in the West (Xifang yuanwen)35 (both of the latter have been newly reprinted), 
and the rosary. There are altogether six items. None who lacks one of them 
is allowed to enter the hall. No one is allowed to borrow any item from 
another person.

 7. The forty- eight vows included in the old version of the Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha 
are to be read aloud during the third period. Each time only sixteen vows 
are recited, and it takes three days to complete the cycle. But in summer, 
when the weather is too hot, the recitation may be omitted.

 8. The Buddha instituted the practice of sitting in meditation in winter and 
summer and of doing austerities in spring and autumn when begging is 
carried out. But even in the time of the Sage, if one had no elder teacher for 
guidance, one was apt to be troubled by Māra. Now it will be more so as we 
are in the last epoch of the Law. So for the sake of expediency, begging ought 
to be replaced by doing chores. Begging is practiced only when necessary.

 9. When old acquaintances meet in the hall, they should not enter into con-
versation. They may converse in the sacristy (xiangdeng liao), but even there, 
they should not talk long. Those who talk a long time are fined ten wen, 
and those who linger too long, thirty wen.

 10. If one has to go out of the hall on business, he has to ask for a plaque [on 
which “leave to go out” is written] from the rector (shouzuo). If he leaves 
without the plaque, he is fined twenty wen. Outside the hall, anyone below 
the prior (zhiyuan) may report him.

 11. When one leaves the monastery grounds with permission, if he exceeds a 
day in spring, summer, and fall, he is fined ten wen. He is counted as absent 
when he exceeds three days. During the winter semester, he is counted 
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absent as soon as he asks for permission. When a leave is granted, the time 
limit varies according to the distance he is going.

 12. People enrolled in the hall are excused from these tasks: carrying rice and 
firewood, lecturing on scriptures, taking care of the sick, doing routine 
duties, and so on. But they have to work as instructors (jingce) and patrol 
just like everybody else.

 13. Whenever one has doubts, he must ask. One should not conceal them.

RULES OF THE VINAYA HALL36

 1. Each person should have the Vinaya Sutra, whose commandments he has 
received, the Rules and Ceremonials for a Novice, the Extracts From the Four- 
Division Vinaya, and the Further Elucidation of the Commentary on the Bodhisat-
tva Precepts. When any one of the above is missing, he is fined thirty wen. 
Each person should have his own robes and bowls. When one is missing, 
he is also fined thirty wen.

 2. One day before the recitation of the prātimokṣa, novices who are recently 
tonsured are examined on the Rules and Ceremonials for a Novice. Those 
who have imperfect understanding of its meaning are fined five wen. 
Those who have imperfect memory in reciting it by heart are fined ten 
wen. Those who fail to memorize anything are demoted to the five- precepts 
group. The format for examining those who have received the precepts for 
a bhikshu and a bodhisattva is similar to this.

 3. Those who have received the ten precepts should study Vinaya for five years. 
During this time, they are not allowed to go out to attend lectures, but 
they may study sutras inside the monastery. They take turns in setting 
grains of rice in the courtyard for [hungry] ghosts, attending semesters in 
the Great Hall, serving as acolytes, and taking care of the sick when there 
is no one else to do so. If a person falls short in observing precepts, on the 
day of prātimokṣa recitation the leader says loudly: “So- and- so who has 
received the ten precepts does not study or learn; therefore he is now 
demoted to the five- precepts group.” After three months, when he has accu-
mulated fifty good points,37 he is restored to his original group.

 4. Those who have received the bhikshu precepts may take turns leading 
prayer, teaching required sutras, chanting the five, ten, and bhikshu pre-
cepts, and delivering admonitions. Anyone who falls short in observing 
the precepts is demoted to the ten- precepts group on the day of prātimokṣa 
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recitation in the manner described before. After three months, when he 
has accumulated seventy good points, he may be restored to his original 
group.

 5. Those who have received the bodhisattva precepts may take turns chant-
ing the bodhisattva precepts, lecturing on Buddhist teaching, teaching 
Mahāyāna scriptures, performing almsgiving [of goods and doctrine], deliv-
ering admonitions, serving as priors, and receiving robes from the laity. 
Anyone who falls short in observing the precepts is demoted to the bhikshu 
group on the day of prātimokṣa recitation, in the manner described before. 
After three months, when he has accumulated ninety good points, he can 
be restored to his original group.

 6. When one fails to attend the prātimokṣa recitation and does not express his 
intention beforehand, he is fined ten wen.

 7. At the semimonthly Vinaya recitation, when a person reports that some-
one has violated the ten monastic agreements or has committed some other 
serious offense, the reciter should acknowledge his report right away. If the 
one who is so named is innocent, he should step out of the assembly and 
say: “I want to defend myself.” The proctor (yuezhong) should answer: “You 
may do so tomorrow.” The person should then step down. If he creates fur-
ther disturbance, he is fined fifty wen.

 8. People who come to the monastery to attend the prātimokṣa ceremony 
should arrive on that day. If they come from far away, then they may come 
a day before. They should return when the ceremony is over. Those who 
come too early or leave too late do not really come for the purpose of 
attending the ritual.

 9. To cheat officials and conceal from the rest of the monks such things as 
not paying taxes, hiding grain, or using dishonest scales are all considered 
theft. One is either given first- degree punishment or expelled from the 
monastery.

 10. If one falsely claims to have his master’s order and cheats the brothers in 
the monastery or any other people, he is fined 500 wen. If the matter is 
serious, he is expelled after paying the fine.

 11. If one accepts women as lay disciples before he is sixty years old, he is fined 
500 wen and after that expelled from the monastery.

RULES OF THE DHARMA HALL38

 1. In the hall, make sets of the Avataṁsaka Sutra available in spring, summer, 
and autumn. Choose people who know how to chant and put their names 
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on a board. Each day they take turns chanting one juan. After the whole 
sutra is finished, begin again. During the three months of winter, no chant-
ing is practiced.

 2. In studying the sutras, one ought to follow the order stipulated, but not 
disregard the order. If one does, for each sutra of great length he is fined 
100 wen, and for each sutra of short length, 50 wen. The money is used to 
buy scriptures and to give to monks from other monasteries.

 3. Everyone should memorize by heart the Foyijiao jing, the Instructions of Guis-
han, and the Record of the Exalted Acts of Buddhist Monks, and conscientiously 
act in accordance with the teachings embodied in these works. Every fif-
teen days, several persons are selected at random and examined on these.

 4. Lecturers take turns lecturing on the Pure Land sutras, first the Smaller 
Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra and next the Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra. After these, they 
lecture on the Lotus Sutra, the Sūraṅgama Sutra, and the others. When they 
finish the cycle, they start again.

 5. People who study doctrine are divided into two groups: those of dull intel-
ligence should read the text, and those of sharp intelligence should study 
its meaning. Those of the latter group should be further differentiated into 
two groups: one group practices according to the teaching, and the other 
group gives lectures to make clear the doctrine. Those who are chosen to 
be lecturers on the sutras must be persons endowed with sharp intuition 
and persons who act with strict discipline. They must be chosen with great 
care and become a select group, lest they bring shame to Buddhism.

 6. He who secretly studies the ritual of “bestowing food on hungry ghosts” 
without telling his superior or who merely studies the text is fined 500 wen.

 7. The printing office must keep a careful account of the wooden blocks used 
for printing sutras. If no person of sincere faith can be found to take care 
of them, then choose several persons who will take turns in taking charge.

 8. The person who proofreads sutras is given special food by the business 
office. When he discovers one mistake, he is given five good points; but if 
others point out a mistake, he is deprived of five good points.

 9. Sutras which are kept in the monastery permanently: twenty- four sets of 
the Avataṁsaka Sutra, forty- eight sets of the Lotus Sutra and the Confessional 
of Emperor Wu of Liang. The extra copies are kept in the Pavilion of Many 
Buddhas (Duofoge) and given away. Those that are given to the monastery 
to be kept permanently do not come under this limitation.
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Conclusion

T he focus of this study has been the career of Yunqi Zhuhong, 
and his ideas on nianfo, lay Buddhism, and monastic reform. In 
tracing his career, I have also touched on the general condition 

of Ming Buddhism. This concluding chapter will recapitulate the main find-
ings reached and offer some observations and evaluations concerning Zhuhong 
and Ming Buddhism.

One of the conspicuous features of Buddhism in the Ming dynasty was its 
syncretic nature. Although Chan Buddhism, in the form of its two subschools, 
Linjii and Caodong, was nominally the dominant school of Buddhism, the 
impression one gets from Zhuhong and other Buddhist monks is that a pure 
Chan tradition of meditation and manual work had ceased to exist. Although 
the lineages of the schools were carefully maintained and monks continued to 
receive training in how to sit and work with gong’an, their affiliation with Chan 
usually amounted to mere lip service. It seldom meant that they were engaged 
in the exclusive pursuit of training in Chan meditation. It was far more likely 
that although they affirmed their allegiance to the glorious memory of the 
Chan tradition, they were also concurrently engaged in Pure Land devotion-
alism, study of the Buddhist scriptures, performance of religious rites and rit-
uals, and other secular and non- Buddhist interests and vocations. Since a per-
son’s sectarian identity no longer denoted actual expertise or genuine 
commitment, monks such as Zhenke, Zhuhong, and Deqing could view their 
exclusion from the Chan lineage as a matter of little consequence.

When we examine the thought and careers of these three prominent monks 
of the late Ming, we find that all advocated some kind of syncretism both 
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within Buddhist schools and between Buddhism and Confucianism. We also 
discover that although all three received Chan training and even practiced 
Chan meditation, they were listed in the “lineage unknown” section of con-
temporary and later biographical works of Chan monks. It is tempting to sug-
gest that they advocated syncretism because they represented the minority 
point of view, because they were outcasts from the established families of Linji 
and Caodong, the assumption being that all the time there was a Chan tradi-
tion of strictness and purity which rejected any admixture of alien elements. 
But such an interpretation would hardly accord with the true situation. In fact, 
monks throughout the Ming period (and especially in the later years of the 
Ming) already practiced different types of syncretic mixes of Buddhism. 
Zhuhong and other Buddhist leaders were not offering syncretism as an alter-
native to a monolithic orthodoxy. On the contrary, they were interested in 
imposing a sense of order on and establishing some criterion of values for what 
must have appeared to them as a state of chaos. Since most people were prac-
ticing one type of syncretism or another, they felt it desirable to seek out the 
best possible mixture.

This tendency toward sectarian syncretism was, of course, not unique to 
Ming Buddhism. Both Tiantai and Huayan, in their comprehensive, architec-
tonic approach toward the entire corpus of Buddhist teaching, as evidenced 
by their “doctrinal classification” (panjiao), were in their own way syncretic sys-
tems of thought. They also provided theoretical rationales for the sectarian 
syncretism of later periods. To give a few examples, both Yanshou and Deqing 
used the Tiantai concept of “one mind” (yixin) or “true suchness” (zhenru, 
bhūtatathatā) to justify the simultaneous adoption of different paths for reach-
ing enlightenment. Zhuhong, on the other hand, turned to the Huayan phi-
losophy of dharmadhātu to establish his claim that nianfo was no different from 
Chan meditation. Specifically, he held that one could view the act of reciting 
the Buddha’s name on two levels, or in two realms: that of li or universality, 
and that of shi or particularity.

But to acknowledge the inherent comprehensiveness of Tiantai and Huayan 
is not to equate these systems of thought with the general looseness and fluid-
ity that characterized the outlook of most Ming monks. Indeed, the difference 
could not be more striking. While the former was a syncretism born of strength, 
the latter was born of weakness. Zhiyi, Fazang, and others like them could 
accept other approaches in Buddhism as valid because they could find an 
appropriate place for such approaches in their systems, and subsume all views 
and practices under a comprehensive vision of Truth. A monk in the early Ming 
period pursued various paths because he did not have a central vision that could 
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serve as an integrating and unifying force in his life. One might say that what 
Zhuhong tried to do was change a prevailing sense of weakness into a sense of 
strength. He sought to establish a center and to impart a vision, and he tried 
to do this through his theory and practice of nianfo.

Before we take up a critical review of Zhuhong’s efforts as a leader of the 
lay Buddhist movement and of monastic reform, it may be helpful to review 
briefly the condition of the Buddhist order in the Ming. We have little infor-
mation about the overall composition of the Buddhist order in any dynasty, 
and therefore it would be dangerous to make sweeping comparisons between 
the sangha in the Ming and, let us say, the sangha during the Tang and Song. 
It is, however, still possible to agree with Zhuhong and other witnesses that 
the sangha had suffered a considerable loss of prestige, and that it seemed to 
have declined intellectually, religiously, and morally from the standards of for-
mer days. What led to this decline? Zhuhong frequently explained it by refer-
ring to mofa, or the Age of the Decay of the Law. But in moments of critical 
reflection he suggested that the neglect of Vinaya rules and the lifeless formal-
ism of Chan training were most responsible for the secularization and degen-
eration of the order.

The review in chapter 6 of some of the major government regulations enacted 
during the Ming concerning the control of the Buddhist order shows that most 
laws and statutes were seldom enforced and hardly effective, with the sole 
exception of those which divided Buddhist monasteries into three categories: 
chan (meditation), jiang (scripture study), and jiao (religious services). Even 
though the tripartite division of monasteries was already to be found in the 
Song, Taizu made a significant change when he substituted for the former cat-
egory of lü (discipline) that of jiao or yujia. Henceforth, the lü monasteries, 
which theoretically made ordination and the study and observance of Vinaya 
their exclusive concerns, were no longer recognized by the state. Moreover, 
Taizu tried to encourage the growth of jiao at the expense of the other two 
categories. Although monks specializing in religious rituals were given privi-
leged treatment, laws were created to restrict those specializing in meditation 
and doctrinal study from free association with the general population. It mat-
ters little whether Taizu’s laws created the conditions for the secularization and 
commercialism of the monastic community or merely exacerbated an existing 
condition; their effect was to contribute to the decline of the order. When a 
monk made skill in performing religious rituals (mostly funeral rites, “plenary 
masses,” and other related rituals concerning the dead) his primary function, 
he was merely an instrument of potential customers. Such a monk indeed no 
longer deserved the title of “bhikshu.”
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Living in the inauspicious age of mofa, what was Zhuhong’s answer to the 
need for revitalizing Buddhism? His concern was essentially twofold: on the 
one hand, he was interested in securing the survival of the monastic order and 
guarding it against the inroads of mercantilism and formalism; on the other 
hand, he wanted to help Buddhist values and ideas penetrate the larger society 
through the spread of the lay Buddhist movement. The motivating and inte-
grating force behind both was his comprehensive understanding of nianfo.

Zhuhong is usually regarded as the proponent, if not the originator, of the 
joint cultivation of Chan and Pure Land Buddhism. This is generally taken to 
mean the simultaneous pursuit of Chan meditation and Pure Land devotion-
alism. However, I believe that Zhuhong intended to make nianfo central for 
himself and his followers. In supplying nianfo with a new theoretical frame-
work, Zhuhong attempted to make it so comprehensive that it would contain 
Chan meditation within itself. As chapter 3 has shown, quite a few monks 
before Zhuhong advocated the use of Amituofo as a gong’an. It thus may appear 
that Zhuhong was simply reiterating a well- worn theme, but a careful analysis 
of his views on the subject suggests otherwise. Although there is much simi-
larity between his yixin nianfo (recitation and remembrance of Buddha’s name 
with one mind) and the nianfo gong’an of earlier monks, there is, in fact, a major 
difference. When earlier Buddhists used Amituofo as a gong’an, they incorpo-
rated nianfo within the overall framework of Chan meditation. They argued 
that the intense concentration on Amituofo could lead to enlightenment. Since 
it had the same usefulness as other Chan gong’an, it ought to be accepted as 
one of them. Zhuhong, however, argued that as long as one focused on nianfo, 
other gong’an and Chan practices would be unnecessary, because nianfo already 
contained the Chan path and was a more suitable form of religious cultivation 
during the age of mofa.

Zhuhong also showed himself to be an innovator in his success with the lay 
Buddhist movement. Although its essential components were drawn from Pure 
Land Buddhism, the lay Buddhist movement was syncretic in nature. It empha-
sized recitation of the Buddha’s name, nonkilling, and compassion both for 
one’s fellow human beings and for animals, and concretized this compassion-
ate attitude in acts of social philanthropy and the release of animals from cap-
tivity and slaughterhouses. Although there were historical precedents for all 
of these, the late Ming movement was more than a revival of earlier movements. 
One of the principal reasons for this was Zhuhong’s success in affecting lay 
practice as well as reorganizing the monastic order. Not only did he accord 
the lay devotee the same attention as the monk, but he gave him detailed, prac-
tical, and programmatic directions for his religious practice. Zhuhong’s choice 
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of nonkilling and the release of life as central themes in lay proselytization was 
another reason. Since the Confucian tradition did not put particular empha-
sis on reverence for the life of animals, lay Buddhist practice could serve to 
complement and even deepen the religious consciousness of lay devotees. It 
definitely facilitated the eventual syncretizing of Confucian and Buddhist val-
ues in their lives.

A more striking feature of Zhuhong’s approach to the lay Buddhist move-
ment was his emphasis on moral action and his relative neglect of theological 
speculation. Instead of viewing the human condition as transient, illusory, and 
painful, Zhuhong regarded it as the best opportunity to realize the Truth. In 
his eyes, therefore, one should cherish and use this life to achieve enlighten-
ment and not look at the human condition with horror and disgust. Instead 
of viewing human relationships and social obligations as obstacles to one’s sal-
vation, Zhuhong regarded them as among the appropriate means to salvation. 
One did not have to reject the world or escape from society in order to find 
release; one could find it in the midst of secular activities. To be a filial son 
and a loyal subject did not bar one from enlightenment. On the contrary, if 
one failed to be a filial son and a loyal subject, one also failed to be a true Bud-
dhist. The Chan saying that carrying water and chopping wood are in the Way 
was now brought to its logical conclusion.

The lay Buddhist movement at the end of the Ming was more activist than 
contemplative, more moralistic than theological, more world- affirming than 
world- rejecting. All these signify a considerable transformation, if not a com-
plete about- face, from the traditional Buddhist teaching. Complex social, polit-
ical, economic, and historical factors were involved in this eventual “Confu-
cianization” of Buddhism. Because Confucianists had consistently attacked 
Buddhists for their alleged suppression of natural feelings and disregard for 
social and familial obligations, the Buddhists had to come to terms with the 
realities of a Confucian state in order to survive. It was also undoubtedly true 
that unless Buddhism had broken away from monastic isolation, doctrinal 
rigidity, and scholastic obscurity, it would have had a poor chance of reaching 
the general populace. Zhuhong, in some measure, did exactly this with his inno-
vations in lay Buddhism. Precisely because the lay movement did not demand 
a radical break from the social system in which it existed, it not only survived 
but continued to flourish throughout the Qing and into the present time. Dur-
ing this period, those who were responsible for the two major attempts at 
revitalization, Zhou Mengyan (1655– 1739) and Peng Shaosheng (1739– 1796) in 
the Kangxi and Qianlong eras, and Yang Wenhui (1837– 1911) in the late 
Qing and early Republican periods, all claimed Zhuhong as their source of 
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inspiration. In Zhuhong’s work lay the movement’s strength. The lay move-
ment, then, was neither ephemeral nor sporadic. On the contrary, it became a 
permanent and pervasive phenomenon.

It would be an oversimplification, however, to attribute the changes in Bud-
dhism to its accommodation to Confucianism, for in truth Confucianism 
(and Daoism) had also been greatly affected by Buddhism. This brings us back 
to the problem of syncretism in Chinese thought. Syncretism usually has neg-
ative connotations. It frequently suggests or implies an indiscriminate mixture 
of disparate elements, accompanied by vulgarization of doctrine, weakening 
of commitment, and corruption of practice. It is perhaps for this reason that 
purists tend to condemn the syncretic practices of post- Tang Buddhism as 
impure and degenerate. Yet I feel that the late Ming case offers a positive exam-
ple of syncretism. The lay movement proved to be durable and workable, 
important criteria for the evaluation of any religious movement. Similarly, the 
combining of the three teachings generated an openness and a receptivity in 
spiritual, moral, and intellectual spheres of life. What is more significant, it 
made the separation of the three spheres unnecessary. It was in this fusion, I 
believe, that late Ming thought gave new expression to an underlying tendency 
of Chinese thought.

Finally, I will discuss briefly Zhuhong’s achievement as a monastic reformer 
and his possible influence over the sangha of later generations. When compared 
with the preceding remarks on his contribution to the lay Buddhist movement, 
the assessment that follows will appear to be less enthusiastic and more ambiv-
alent. The reasons are twofold: first, despite the existence of copious rules and 
regulations at the Yunqi Si, we have no way of ascertaining whether they were 
indeed implemented. We have only the laudatory testimony of his followers 
and associates to go by, which quite possibly contains hagiographic exaggera-
tion. Furthermore, if these rules were implemented at Yunqi during Zhuhong’s 
residence there, we still have no way of knowing how they were implemented. 
Were all the rules in his code carried out to the letter? Were some of them 
implemented and others abrogated or ignored? Or were only a few rules (such 
as the semimonthly recitation of prātimokṣa and the schedules of the Medita-
tion Hall) faithfully observed because of their importance or because of the 
ease of detection if they were neglected? Likewise, were more rules in fact over-
looked because of their comparative triviality and the difficulty of supervi-
sion (such as the system of counting good points and the apparatus for impos-
ing fines)? Again, we are in the dark. If we know little of actual conditions at 
Yunqi during Zhuhong’s lifetime, we can claim to know even less of prevailing 
practices at other monasteries both in the late Ming and afterward. Since we 
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have only written documents but no first- hand testimony, the difficulty pre-
sented by this kind of problem seems insurmountable. There are no living 
witnesses to cross- examine; neither are there contemporary sources for corrob-
oration, so far as I know. We are forced to deal with only the ideal picture 
suggested by the written word.

Another reason for ambivalence toward Zhuhong’s monastic reforms has 
to do with their very nature. It was doubtless true that the sangha of the late 
Ming was, by and large, in a sorry state. The monks probably were, just as he 
claimed, worldly, ill- disciplined, poorly informed in Buddhist doctrine, and 
not adept at or interested in religious cultivation. It is also undoubtedly true 
that Zhuhong managed to instill a new sense of commitment and dedication 
in his followers at Yunqi. But was the revival seriously affected by his insis-
tence on discipline? Although we have no conclusive evidence to the contrary, 
my conjecture is that Zhuhong’s personal charisma probably contributed just 
as much to his success at Yunqi. The leadership of strong masters has always 
been one of the deciding factors behind the rise or fall of a school, a sect, or a 
monastery in Chinese Buddhism. By laying special emphasis on discipline and 
the organizational aspects of monastic life, Zhuhong had hoped to create a kind 
of institutionalized charisma. He intended to invest the body of monastic codes 
with a new authority parallel, if not superior, to that of personal leadership.

Keenly aware of the critical challenges the sangha faced in his time, Zhuhong’s 
primary goal was to seek a way of survival for monastic Buddhism. He suc-
ceeded in winning the case for discipline; the Chinese monastic community, 
even in the twentieth century, is famed for its meticulous observance of rules 
such as chastity and vegetarianism. For this reason, one may credit Zhuhong 
with the achievement of preserving Buddhism. One may argue that Zhuhong 
helped to make the monastic order institutionally viable and thereby provided 
an environment for the rise of future Buddhist leaders.

Yet one can also see his influence on the monastic order in another light. 
By overemphasizing strict observance of rules and regulations, Zhuhong had 
a tendency to lapse into legalism. One reads that if a dish steward at Yunqi 
broke a dish out of anger, he had to repay tenfold, and if he refused to pay, he 
was expelled from the monastery. When one recalls that expulsion from the 
monastery was the most severe penalty for a monk, and that it was reserved 
for the monk who committed the four unpardonable sins, one is left to won-
der at the judiciousness and practicality of such a ruling. This tendency to eval-
uate qualitatively different acts in terms of quantitative equivalents already 
appears in his adoption of the merits and demerits system in The Record of Self- 
knowledge. As I pointed out in chapter 5, a legalistic and mechanical treatment 
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of morality leads to moral petrification. Reward and punishment may serve 
as incentives and deterrents, but they cannot be substituted for the life- spring 
of moral action— conscience. In a similar way, discipline must be closely inter-
woven with meditation and wisdom. When the latter two are absent, disci-
pline easily degenerates into sterile conservatism.

Zhuhong showed that he was fully aware of the complexity of the question. 
He tried, both in his writing and in his work at Yunqi, to strive for a balanced 
development of discipline, meditation, and doctrinal study. He criticized the 
rules of Baizhang because they were too detailed and hard to implement. Yet 
his own rules could be criticized as having some of the same shortcomings.

Having said this, however, I do not intend to end the book on a negative 
note. Buddhism indeed experienced a renewal in the late Ming and received 
new life energy. It penetrated deeply into the fabric of Ming society. Buddhist 
ideas and values were accepted widely by the general population and formed 
integral parts of their mental universe. As a result, monastic Buddhism also 
maintained its institutional viability throughout the Qing and down to the 
present day. Without Zhuhong and the other Buddhist leaders of the late Ming, 
the renewal of Buddhism might not have happened.
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CATEGORY OF GOOD DEEDS (SHANMEN)

Loyal and Filial Deeds

(Zhongxiao lei)

 1. Serve parents with the utmost respect and loving attention; one day, one 
merit.

 2. Observe their instructions righteously and do not disobey them; each 
instance counts as one merit.

 3. When parents pass away, help their deliverance by performing Buddhist 
rites; each hundred cash spent counts as one merit.1

 4. Preach the worldly goodness (shijian shandao) to one’s parents; each time 
this is done, count as ten merits.

 5. Preach the supramundane goodness (chushijian shandao) to one’s parents; 
each time this is done, count as twenty merits.

 6. Serve a stepmother with the utmost respect and loving attention; each day 
counts as two merits.

 7. The same goes for serving one’s grandparents.
 8. Serve the emperor with the utmost loyalty; each day counts as one merit.
 9. If you are an official, propose a benevolent policy; when it benefits one per-

son, it counts as one merit.
 10. When it benefits a region, it counts as ten merits.
 11. When it benefits the whole country, it counts as fifty merits.

appendix 1

A Translation of  
The Record of Self- knowledge (Zizhi Lu)
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 12. When it benefits the country in later generations, it counts as one hun-
dred merits.

 13. Observe the laws and the institutions of the present dynasty without vio-
lation; each instance counts as one merit.

 14. Be honest and undeceiving in managing affairs; each instance counts as one 
merit.

 15. Treat teachers and elders with respect; each day counts as one merit.
 16. Follow the teacher’s good advice; each instance in which the advice is 

heeded counts as one merit.
 17. Respect elder brothers and love younger brothers; each time one does so 

counts as one merit.
 18. Love and respect stepbrothers; each time one does so counts as two merits.

Altruistic and Compassionate Deeds

(Renci lei)

 19. To save one person afflicted with serious illness counts as ten merits.
 20. To give a person a dose of medicine counts as one merit.
 21. For each sick person one meets in the street and carries back to one’s home 

by carriage for rest and treatment, count twenty merits.
 22. No merit is earned if one accepts a bribe. (It is a bribe if one accepts the 

sick person’s money.)
 23. To save one person from the death penalty counts as one hundred merits.
 24. To pardon one person sentenced to the death penalty counts as eighty 

merits.
 25. To reduce one person’s sentence from the death penalty counts as forty 

merits.
 26. No merit is earned for a deed done under bribery or out of personal 

sentiment.
 27. To save one person from military exile (junxing)2 or penal servitude (tux-

ing)3 counts as forty merits.
 28. To pardon one person from military exile or penal servitude counts as 

thirty merits.
 29. To reduce one person’s term of military exile or penal servitude counts as 

fifteen merits.
 30. To save one person from heavy bambooing (zhangxing)4 counts as fifteen 

merits.
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 31. To pardon one person from heavy bambooing counts as ten merits.
 32. To reduce one person’s sentence of heavy bambooing counts as five merits.
 33. To save one person from light bambooing (chixing)5 counts as five merits.
 34. To pardon one person from light bambooing counts as four merits.
 35. To reduce6 one person’s sentence of light bambooing counts as three 

merits.
 36. No merit is earned if the above is done under bribery or out of biased and 

unfair judgment.
 37. The same merit scheme applies to a household head when he pardons or 

reduces the punishment of his men and women servants.
 38. To save an infant from being drowned and bring it up oneself counts as 

fifty merits.
 39. To persuade others not to drown an infant counts as thirty merits.
 40. To adopt a deserted infant counts as twenty- five merits.
 41. To refrain from killing a soldier who has surrendered or a person coerced 

into surrendering counts as fifty merits.
 42. When one saves domestic animals capable of repaying human kindness 

(youli baoren), for each animal thus saved count twenty merits.
 43. For each domestic animal saved that has no power to return human kind-

ness (wuli baoren), count ten merits.
 44. For each small animal saved, count one merit. For ten very small creatures 

saved, count one merit.
 45. If one saves only small creatures but not large ones because small creatures 

are easy to add up into merits, or if for the same reason one saves only large 
animals regardless of their cost, neither is meritorious.7

 46. For the saving of each animal that harms others,8 count one merit.
 47. In preparing for sacrificial ceremonies or banquets, it is customary to kill 

animals. If one does not kill but buys already cooked dishes, every hun-
dred cash thus spent yields one merit.

 48. When one’s hereditary profession is taking care of silkworms, if one refuses 
to look after them, he earns five merits.9

 49. Talking to fishermen, hunters, and butchers in order to make them change 
their professions counts as three merits.

 50. To succeed in making one of them change his profession counts as fifty 
merits.

 51. When one is an official, officially to prohibit slaughtering for one day 
counts as ten merits.

 52. When domestic dogs, domesticated water buffalo, or draft horses die, bury 
them. For each large animal buried, count ten merits.
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 53. For each small animal buried, count five merits.
 54. If one further helps animals through religious services for speedy deliver-

ance, each animal counts as five merits.
 55. In helping widows, widowers, orphans, the childless, the blind, the bed-

ridden, and the poor, for each hundred cash spent, count one merit.
 56. If small amounts of money are spent at different times for charity, when 

they accumulate to one hundred cash, count as one merit.
 57. If rice, wheat, cloth, and money are given out, they should be converted 

into their monetary value and counted the same way.
 58. Charity given to members of one’s own clan or to people in misfortune is 

considered the same as above.
 59. When one takes in poor people and feeds them, each day one does so counts 

as one merit.
 60. To comfort a person who is burdened with worries successfully counts as 

one merit.
 61. When one sells grain at a fair price in years of famine, each hundred cash 

lost will earn one merit. (Loss below what one would make if one were a 
profiteer.)

 62. To give one meal to a hungry person counts as one merit.
 63. To give ten drinks to a thirsty person counts as one merit.
 64. To give a person who is cold a warm room for one night counts as one merit.
 65. To give him a suit of padded cotton clothing counts as two merits.
 66. To provide light for someone on a dark night counts as one merit.
 67. To give one person raingear on a rainy day counts as one merit.
 68. To give two feedings to domestic animals and fowl counts as one merit.
 69. In canceling the debt others owe you, for each hundred cash thus canceled, 

count one merit.
 70. If the debt has stood for many years and a great deal of interest has accu-

mulated, and one knows that it is difficult to recover the debt but cancels 
upon the debtor’s piteous pleading, for each two hundred cash canceled 
count one merit.

 71. But no merit is earned if one goes to the official first and, because the offi-
cial does not agree to deal with it, only then is one forced to cancel the 
debt.

 72. To relieve men or beasts for one hour because they suffer from fatigue 
counts as one merit. (“To relieve” means either to stop their work or to do 
the work for them.)

 73. When giving coffins to families who have no money to bury their dead, 
for each hundred cash spent, count one merit.
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 74. To bury one abandoned corpse earns one merit.
 75. To give land to a family that has no burial ground earns thirty merits.
 76. No merit is earned if one charges land rent on it.
 77. To set aside charitable burial ground (yizhong), each hundred cash spent 

counts as one merit.
 78. To pave a road that is muddy, obstructed, and dangerous, for each one hun-

dred cash spent, count one merit.
 79. The same goes for digging charitable wells, building or repairing rest pavil-

ions, bridges, ferries, and so on.
 80. No merit is earned if it is done after receiving a bribe.
 81. As a superior in office, be kind to subordinates. For each person thus 

treated, count one merit.
 82. To keep a man in a post after he has committed a pardonable mistake earns 

ten merits.
 83. No merit is earned if it is done after receiving a bribe.
 84. Also, no merit is earned if the superior does not mistreat his subordinates.
 85. Treat the emperor’s subjects as one’s own children lest you hurt them; for 

each instance that so illustrates kindness, count one merit.
 86. Make good [marriage] arrangements for one’s concubines and maids after 

their dismissal. For each person thus taken care of, count ten merits.
 87. For each hundred in cash so spent in giving them away, count one merit.
 88. Return men or women servants to the person who sold them free and do 

not take the man’s money in redemption. For each hundred cash of their 
original sale price thus annulled, count one merit.

 89. The same applies if one spends one’s own money to redeem men and women 
servants and return them to their original owners.

Deeds Beneficial to the Three Jewels

(Sanbao gongde lei)

 90. When you pay for the making of Buddhist images, each hundred cash spent 
counts as one merit.

 91. In having images made of devas (zhutian), former sages, orthodox gods who 
govern the world, and virtuous men and women,10 each two hundred in 
cash spent earns one merit.

 92. Each hundred cash spent in engraving Mahāyāna scriptures earns one 
merit.
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 93. Each two hundred cash spent engraving Hīnayāna and ethical texts11 dis-
cussing karma and retribution, heaven and man (rentian yinguo) earns one 
merit.

 94. No merit is earned if this is done under bribery. (That is, if one takes oth-
ers’ money for doing this or if one sells them for profit.)

 95. Printing and distributing the scriptures are also considered the same as 
above.

 96. Each hundred cash spent in building Buddhist temples, nunneries, or mon-
asteries or in buying beds, seats, and ritual utensils earns one merit.

 97. In giving land to Buddhists, for each hundred in cash of its value, count 
one merit.

 98. The same applies to the maintenance of [permanent] monastic property.
 99. For each two hundred cash spent in building temples for devas, orthodox 

gods, and sages, count one merit.
 100. No merit is earned if one uses animal meat in sacrifices.
 101. Each hundred cash spent in offering incense, candles, lamps, and oil to Bud-

dhist monasteries earns one merit.
 102. Receiving the great bodhisattva precepts counts as forty merits.
 103. Receiving Hīnayāna precepts counts as thirty merits.
 104. Receiving the ten precepts counts as twenty merits.
 105. Receiving the five precepts earns ten merits.
 106. Writing one volume of commentary on Mahāyāna sutras, shastras, and 

Vinayas counts as fifty merits. (If one writes many volumes, the maximum 
number of merits is fifteen hundred.)

 107. Writing one volume of commentary on a Hīnayāna or ethical text counts 
as one merit. (If one writes many volumes, the maximum number of mer-
its is three hundred.)

 108. No merit is earned if the interpretation is biased or unfounded.
 109. To compose or edit one volume of a religious nature counts as twenty- five 

merits. (If there are many volumes, the maximum number of merits is five 
hundred.)

 110. If it is one volume of an ethical nature, count as ten merits. (If there are 
many volumes, the maximum number of merits is one hundred.)

 111. No merit is earned if the content is not beneficial.
 112. When you find a forged sutra and persuade others not to study it, count 

one merit.
 113. To recite one volume of a sutra for the benefit of one’s emperor, parents, 

relatives, friends, and sentient beings in the Dharma realm counts as two 
merits.
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 114. To call on the Buddha’s name a thousand times counts as two merits.
 115. To prostrate oneself a hundred times in repentance counts as two merits.
 116. No merit is earned if this is done under bribery.
 117. For one’s own benefit to recite one volume of a sutra, call on the Buddha’s 

name a thousand times, and prostrate oneself a hundred times in repen-
tance counts as one merit.

 118. For every hundred cash spent in performing the ritual of “bestowing food” 
for the sake of one’s emperor, parents, and sentient beings in the Dharma 
realm, count one merit.

 119. To perform one ritual of “bestowing food” counts as three merits.
 120. No merit is earned if this is done under bribery.
 121. For each hundred in cash spent in performing one rite to avert disasters 

for the sake of the nation, count one merit.
 122. No merit is earned if this is done under bribery.
 123. In giving lectures on Mahāyāna sutras, shastras, or Vinaya, when five per-

sons are present, count one merit. (When many people are present, the 
maximum number of merits is one hundred.)

 124. In giving lectures on Hīnayāna or philosophical works, when ten persons 
are present, count as one merit. (When many people are present, the max-
imum number of merits is eighty.)

 125. No merit is earned if it is done under bribery or for fame, or if the con-
tent of the lecture is empty, unorthodox, and not beneficial to men.

 126. Paying obeisance to Mahāyāna scriptures fifty times counts as one 
merit.

 127. When lectures on the True Law are given, attend them with a sincere heart; 
each attendance counts as one merit.

 128. To feed three monks who ask for food counts as one merit.
 129. To feed two monks after inviting them to one’s home counts as one merit.
 130. To feed one monk by donation to a monastery counts as one merit.
 131. For each monk whom one feeds with utmost respect and sincerity, count 

five merits.
 132. No merit is earned if one feeds monks only after their repeated begging.
 133. In giving food to monks, do not refuse to give beggars food, but offer them 

the same amount. For two beggars fed, count one merit.
 134. To protect one monk earns one merit.
 135. No merit is earned if the monk is a criminal.
 136. To ordain one person who later becomes a disciple of great virtue counts 

as fifty merits. (A disciple of great virtue is one who can glorify Buddhism 
and benefit mankind and the universe.)
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 137. To ordain one person who becomes a disciple of clear understanding and 
good discipline counts as ten merits. (If the disciple only has clear under-
standing or only observes discipline well, count five merits.)

 138. No merit is earned if one ordains people indiscriminately (landu).

Miscellaneous Good Deeds

(Zashan lei)

 139. For each hundred cash one refuses to accept because it is contrary to one’s 
integrity, count one merit.

 140. For each hundred cash one refuses to accept when one’s integrity is not 
affected by accepting the money, count two merits.

 141. For each one hundred cash one refuses to accept even when one is extremely 
poor, count three merits.

 142. To remain chaste when faced with sexual temptation counts as fifty 
merits.

 143. No merit is earned if one stops doing anything only because circumstances 
prevent it.

 144. To return debts or borrowed articles on time counts as one merit.
 145. For each hundred cash of someone else’s debt that you pay for him, count 

one merit.
 146. For ceding one hundred cash worth of land or real estate, count one merit.
 147. Instruct children with lessons about justice (yifang); each instruction so 

given earns one merit.
 148. The same applies to the instruction given to members of the family and 

houseguests (menke) in an upper- class family (dajia).
 149. Persuade others to donate money for philanthropy. For each one hundred 

cash donated as a result, count one merit.
 150. No merit applies if the persuasion is carried out for one’s own fame or 

profit.
 151. Persuade people to stop lawsuits. One person thus saved, who would oth-

erwise be sentenced to death,12 counts as ten merits.
 152. To save one person who would otherwise be sentenced to military exile or 

penal servitude counts as five merits.
 153. To save one person from heavy bambooing counts as two merits.
 154. To save one person from light bambooing counts as one merit.
 155. To reconcile two parties who are quarreling counts as one merit.
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 156. No merit is earned if it is done under bribery.
 157. To pronounce a lasting maxim of virtue counts as ten merits. (Maxims such 

as Duke Jing of Song’s three words or Yang Boji’s four kinds of 
knowledge.)13

 158. Do good whenever there is opportunity; each good deed counts as one 
merit.

 159. Reform whenever you become aware of error; each error corrected counts 
as one merit.

 160. To recommend one good person counts as ten merits.
 161. To dismiss one evil person counts as ten merits.
 162. Make known the good deeds of other people; for every deed so publicized, 

count one merit.
 163. Conceal other people’s shortcomings; for every shortcoming so concealed, 

count one merit.
 164. To stop others from publicizing another person’s shortcomings counts as 

five merits.
 165. To pay respect and offer gifts to one virtuous man counts as five merits.
 166. To stop others when they ill- treat or vilify a virtuous man counts as five 

merits.
 167. To persuade one person to forsake evil and turn to good counts as ten 

merits.
 168. To help one person become established in his family affairs counts as ten 

merits.
 169. To help one person become established in scholastic accomplishment 

counts as twenty merits.
 170. To help one person become established in moral cultivation counts as thirty 

merits.
 171. If one has made a promise to a friend, to keep it counts as ten merits.
 172. To keep a serious promise such as a promise to the orphaned child of a 

friend or to respect the chastity of a friend’s wife counts as one hundred 
merits.

 173. To keep a promise regarding the safekeeping of money for the young son 
of a friend, each one hundred cash so taken care of counts as one merit.

 174. For each favor returned, count one merit.
 175. To return a favor with extra kindness counts as ten merits.
 176. To forego avenging a wrong counts as one merit.
 177. No merit is earned if one returns a private favor by using public means.
 178. To wear old clothes with patches counts two merits. To wear clothes made 

of coarse cloth counts as one merit.
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 179. No merit is earned if they are worn because one has no good clothes, or if 
one wears them in order to invite praise.

 180. For a meat- eater to do without one meal counts as one merit. [Because fast-
ing is meritorious.]

 181. For a vegetarian to do without one meal counts as two merits. [Because 
vegetarianism is already meritorious.]

 182. No merit is earned if one does so because one cannot afford the meal.
 183. For a meat- eater to refuse to eat the meat of an animal when he witnesses 

its killing counts as one merit.
 184. To refuse to eat it because he hears the sound of the killing counts as one 

merit.
 185. For a meat- eater to refuse to eat it when he knows that the killing is for 

his sake counts as one merit.
 186. For each time one bears rude treatment by others, count one merit.
 187. For everything worth one hundred cash that one returns to the person who 

lost it, count one merit.
 188. For each time one bears blame oneself and leaves the praise to others, count 

two merits.
 189. For each instance when one leaves fame, status, or profit to fate and refuses 

to scheme for them, count ten merits.
 190. For every day in one’s job when one always plans for the group and not for 

oneself, count one merit.
 191. To cause other people to obtain their money and position even if one sac-

rifices one’s own counts as fifty merits.
 192. Do not blame other people or fate when you lose money or encounter 

various difficulties; for each time one avoids blaming, count three 
merits.

 193. When one prays for blessings and the avoidance of disaster, to make only 
good vows and to refrain from sacrificing animals counts as five merits.

 194. To transmit one volume on hygiene and the preservation of life counts as 
five merits.

 195. To transmit five prescriptions that cure illness counts as one merit.
 196. No merit is earned if this is done after receiving a bribe or if the treat-

ment prescribed does not work.
 197. Pick up papers with words on them in the street and burn them; for every 

hundred characters so burned, count one merit.
 198. For each instance where a man with money and power refrains from exert-

ing his own authority but acts reasonably, count ten merits.
 199. To refrain from allying with the powerful counts as ten merits.
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 200. To refuse to accept instruction about the Daoist technique of making cin-
nabar (luhuo danshu) counts as thirty merits.

 201. When given finished cinnabar, refuse to use it as counterfeit silver (dan-
yin). For each hundred cash of value involved, count thirty merits.

Addition

 202. To save one person’s life counts as one hundred merits.

CATEGORY OF BAD DEEDS (GUOMEN)

Disloyal and Unfilial Deeds (Buzhongxiao lei)

 1. For each time one fails to respect one’s parents or fails to take care of them, 
count as one demerit.

 2. For each time one disobeys their moral instructions, count one demerit.
 3. For each time one becomes angry when scolded by one’s parents, count one 

demerit.
 4. When one talks back to one’s parents, count ten demerits.
 5. For each time one purposely neglects someone whom one’s parents love, 

count one demerit.
 6. For each religious service one omits to perform, but which ought to be per-

formed after the death of one’s parents, count ten demerits.
 7. For each time one fails to use skill in remonstrating with one’s parents for 

a fault, count one demerit.
 8. For each time one is disrespectful or fails to take care of one’s grandpar-

ents or stepmother, count one demerit.
 9. For each time one fails to exhaust one’s strength to serve one’s emperor 

loyally, count one demerit.
 10. When one fails to speak truthfully, a small matter counts as one demerit, 

a serious matter counts as ten demerits, an extremely serious matter counts 
as fifty demerits.

 11. For each time one disobeys the laws and institutions of the land, count one 
demerit.

 12. For each time one cheats one’s emperor with false reports, count one 
demerit.
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 13. For every day one fails to respect or take care of one’s teachers and elders, 
count one demerit.

 14. For each instruction of the teacher one disobeys, count one demerit.
 15. For every time one does exactly the opposite of what the teacher tells one 

to do, count thirty demerits.
 16. No fault applies if one disobeys because the teacher is an evil man. (When 

Chen Xiang imitated Xu Xing’s behavior,14 this was to do the exact opposite 
of what one should do. But when Mulian [Maudgalyāyana]15 left his teacher 
of an unorthodox sect, this was to forsake one’s teacher because he was evil.)

 17. For every time brothers hate each other, count two demerits.
 18. For every time one ill- treats brothers born of a stepmother or one of the 

father’s concubines, count three demerits.

Unaltruistic and Uncompassionate Deeds

 19. To refuse to save a very sick person who asks for help counts as two 
demerits.

 20. To refuse to save a slightly sick person who asks for help counts as one 
demerit.

 21. No fault applies if the reason for not saving him is one’s lack of money or 
skill.

 22. Making poison counts as five demerits.
 23. To make poison with the intention of harming people counts as ten 

demerits.
 24. To poison one person to death counts as a hundred demerits.
 25. If the person does not die but becomes sick, this counts as fifty demerits.
 26. To kill one animal or bird by poison counts as ten demerits.
 27. If the creature does not die but becomes sick, count as five demerits.
 28. To cause one person’s death by spells, prayers, and curses counts as one hun-

dred demerits.
 29. If he does not die but becomes ill, count as fifty demerits.
 30. To sentence one person by mistake to the death penalty counts as eighty 

demerits.
 31. To sentence one person to the death penalty intentionally counts as one 

hundred demerits.
 32. To sentence one person by mistake to military exile or penal servitude 

counts as thirty demerits.
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 33. To do so intentionally counts as forty demerits.
 34. To sentence one person by mistake to heavy bambooing counts as eight 

demerits.
 35. To do so intentionally counts as ten demerits.
 36. To sentence one person by mistake to light bambooing counts as four 

demerits.
 37. To do so intentionally counts as five demerits.
 38. The same applies to punishment meted out to domestic servants in one’s 

own household.
 39. For illegal use of instruments of punishment, count ten demerits for every 

time they are used.
 40. For beating an innocent person, each light stroke counts as one demerit.
 41. As to plotting a person’s death sentence, if successful, count as one hun-

dred demerits; if unsuccessful, count as fifty demerits; a suggestion to this 
effect counts as ten demerits.

 42. As to plotting a person’s military exile or his penal servitude, if success-
ful, count as forty demerits; if unsuccessful, count as twenty demerits; a 
suggestion to this effect counts as eight demerits.

 43. As to plotting a person’s heavy bambooing, if successful, count as ten 
demerits; if unsuccessful, count as eight demerits; a suggestion to this effect 
counts as five demerits.

 44. As to plotting a person’s light bambooing, if successful, count as five demer-
its; if unsuccessful, count as four demerits; a suggestion to this effect 
counts as three demerits.

 45. If parents drown their newborn infant, it is fifty demerits. One abortion 
counts as twenty demerits. (This is a serious crime because the Supreme 
Lord [Shangdi] has instructed that for parents to kill their innocent chil-
dren is the same as for them to kill people in general.)

 46. One person killed in a surrendered city earns fifty demerits.
 47. Taking an ordinary citizen prisoner of war earns fifty demerits.
 48. To cause him to die counts as one hundred demerits.
 49. A judge may clearly know that the defendant is innocent, yet either because 

of outside pressure or because the verdict has been given in a lower court 
or by a previous judge, he does not clear the person of guilt. Count as eighty 
demerits if the death sentence results from this.

 50. Military exile or penal servitude counts as thirty demerits.
 51. Heavy bambooing counts as eight demerits.
 52. Light bambooing counts as four demerits.
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 53. If the judge receives a bribe and passes the death sentence, it is one hun-
dred demerits. (The number of demerits is counted the same as above in 
regard to other sentences.)

 54. To harbor evil thoughts against a person and desire to harm him counts as 
one demerit; to succeed in doing him harm counts as ten demerits.

 55. To kill a person intentionally counts as one hundred demerits.
 56. To hurt a person without killing him counts as eighty demerits.
 57. The same applies if one causes another to kill.
 58. To kill intentionally one domestic animal that is capable of returning man’s 

kindness counts as ten demerits; if by mistake, two demerits.
 59. To kill intentionally one domestic animal that is incapable of returning 

man’s kindness counts as ten demerits; if by mistake, two demerits.
 60. To kill a small animal intentionally counts as one demerit. To kill ten small 

animals by mistake counts as one demerit.
 61. To kill ten very small animals intentionally counts as one demerit.
 62. To kill twenty very small animals by mistake counts as one demerit.
 63. The same applies if one causes others to kill animals, helps others to kill 

them, or kills them for food; or if one first raises them oneself and then 
sells them to a butcher; kills them because one believes in fate16 and offers 
them to ghosts and gods as sacrifice; or kills them to make medicine. Keep-
ing silkworms is the same as raising domestic animals and later having 
them butchered.

 64. Intentionally to kill an animal harmful to men counts as one demerit.
 65. Unintentionally to kill ten animals harmful to men counts as one 

demerit.
 66. When one witnesses a killing and fails to prevent it, the demerits are half 

those listed above. (For instance, five demerits instead of ten in the case of 
allowing an animal capable of returning man’s kindness to be killed.)

 67. No fault applies if there is no way to prevent it.
 68. If one does not feel compassion when one cannot prevent the killing, count 

two demerits.
 69. When ploughing buffaloes, riding horses, domestic dogs, and so on, die of 

old age or sickness and one sells their meat, count ten demerits for a large 
animal.

 70. Count five demerits for a small animal.
 71. If one intentionally slaughters animals during the time when prohibition 

is appropriate, the demerit is increased to twice the above. (Since to kill 
an animal that is capable of serving men is twenty demerits, to kill it now 
will be forty demerits. The same rule applies to other cases.)
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 72. To buy meat secretly during the prohibition against slaughtering17 is 
regarded as the same as above. (To buy the meat of an animal capable of 
serving men is forty demerits, and so on.)

 73. If officials who occupy high posts give leave to common people who 
want to break the prohibition against slaughter, they receive the same 
demerits.

 74. To cook living creatures in a strange way and make them suffer excruciat-
ing pain (boiling turtles or crabs alive or roasting a young lamb alive by 
fire, and so on) counts as twenty demerits.

 75. In training hawks or dogs in fishing and in shooting birds, and so on, to 
harm one creature without killing it counts as five demerits.

 76. Causing one creature’s death is counted the same as killing it intention-
ally, and rule 58 applies.

 77. In the case of disturbing a hibernating animal, surprising a nesting bird, 
filling up a hole in which animals live, upsetting a bird nest and breaking 
the eggs, or harming a fetus, it is the same as killing animals with intent, 
and rule 58 applies.

 78. No fault applies if one harms creatures unintentionally in these situa-
tions because one is engaged in some good activities (repairing bridges, 
paving roads, building temples, erecting pagodas, and so on). These are 
good activities done with good intentions. Therefore it is not demeritori-
ous if one harms some creatures in the course of these activities. Even so, 
one ought to show repentance by performing a religious service for their 
salvation.

 79. To keep birds in a cage or to bind animals with strings for one day counts 
as one demerit.

 80. To feel no compassion when seeing people or animals die counts as one 
demerit.

 81. To fail to help a widower, widow, orphan, childless person, or poor per-
son who suffers from hunger, thirst, or cold counts as one demerit.

 82. No fault goes to him who has no money to do anything about it.
 83. To tease, cheat, or harm a blind person, a deaf person, a sick person, a fool, 

an old person, or a child counts as ten demerits.
 84. To fail to comfort a person who has worries counts as one demerit.
 85. To feel happy when one sees a person who has worries counts as two 

demerits.
 86. To increase his worry counts as five demerits.
 87. To take delight in someone’s loss of profit or prestige counts as two 

demerits.
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 88. To wish that a rich and prestigious man become poor and lowly counts as 
five demerits.

 89. To pile up one’s store of rice in years of famine and ask exorbitant prices 
counts as fifty demerits.

 90. The same applies to people who refuse to sell rice.
 91. To press a poor person to repay his debt by resorting to physical violence 

and criminal charges counts as five demerits.
 92. For every hundred cash of loans in either money or materials that one fails 

to return, count one demerit.
 93. To make a domestic animal work to the point of physical exhaustion and, 

without any pity for its suffering, force it to continue working, for each 
hour count ten demerits.

 94. For every stroke one whips it, count one demerit.
 95. To set people’s houses and forests on fire counts as fifty demerits.
 96. If one man is killed in the resulting fire, count fifty demerits.
 97. When animals are killed, the rule concerning the killing of animals (rule 

58) applies.
 98. If the original intent is to kill somebody, for every man thus killed count 

one hundred demerits.
 99. To dig up a person’s grave and expose the bones counts as fifty demerits.
 100. To level a grave mound counts as ten demerits.
 101. No fault applies if the grave is old and there are no bones in it.
 102. If one takes over someone’s fields, house, and so on, because one has the 

support of the powerful, for every hundred cash value of property thus 
taken count ten demerits.

 103. If one forces others to sell property cheaply, for every hundred cash value 
involved count one demerit.

 104. If one destroys roads and makes passersby suffer inconvenience, each day 
they suffer counts as five demerits.

 105. The same applies to the destruction of pavilions, wells, bridges, and 
ferryboats.

 106. An official of high position who obstructs his surbordinate’s future 
advancement earns thirty demerits.

 107. If he obstructs it by illegal means, he earns fifty demerits.
 108. The same applies to an official of high position who mistreats his 

subordinates.
 109. To lock up a maid or a concubine18 counts as one demerit.
 110. To scheme for the possession of another man’s wife or daughter counts as 

fifty demerits.
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Deeds Harmful to the Three Jewels

 111. For the destruction of each hundred cash value of Buddhist images, count 
two demerits.

 112. For the destruction of each hundred cash value of images of celestial beings, 
orthodox gods19 who govern the world, saints, and good men, count one 
demerit.

 113. No fault applies if the image is of a heretical god20 who demands blood 
offerings and has deceived the world.

 114. For every utterance that slanders the Buddha, bodhisattvas, and arhats, 
count five demerits.

 115. For every utterance that slanders celestial beings, orthodox gods, saints, 
and good men, count one demerit.

 116. No fault applies if the denunciation is aimed against heretical teachings, 
is meant to save the deluded, and issues from sincerity.

 117. To fail to worship the Buddha at the right time counts as one demerit.
 118. To fail to worship the Buddha at the right time because of indulging in 

wine, meat, and sexual acts counts as five demerits.
 119. Double the number of demerits when one is guilty of negligence on the 

six fast days. [The 8th, 14th, 15th, 23rd, 29th, 30th of the month.]
 120. If one destroys Buddhist buildings, beds, and seats, and various religious 

paraphernalia, for each hundred cash value of damage done, count one 
demerit.

 121. The same applies if one teaches another person who originally had no inten-
tion of doing so to destroy them.

 122. To fail to admonish and stop him when one sees another person doing the 
destruction counts as five demerits.

 123. To help another destroy them counts as ten demerits.
 124. In the case of a temple housing celestial beings, orthodox gods, and images 

of good men, for every two hundred cash value of damage caused, count 
one demerit.

 125. No fault applies if the temple is a licentious shrine (yinci) belonging to a 
heretical sect that practices blood offerings and deceives people.

 126. If one occupies by force the land of a Buddhist monastery, for every one 
hundred cash value (of the land occupied), count one demerit. The same 
applies to buildings.

 127. Newly to erect a temple where blood offerings are accepted counts as fifty 
demerits (especially to set up a new temple where there was none before).

 128. To cast an image of a deity to be so worshipped counts as ten demerits.
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 129. One incurs half the demerit if the temple or image is already there and 
one does repairs on it.

 130. If one destroys scriptures expounding the otherwordly true law [Mahāyāna 
Buddhism], for every one hundred cash value of damage, count as two 
demerits.

 131. If the scripture belongs to the Hīnayāna sect or if it is an ethical text dis-
cussing the causal relationship between heaven and man, for every one hun-
dred cash value of damage, count as one demerit.

 132. For every word that slanders scriptures of the otherworldly true law, count 
as ten demerits.

 133. For every word that slanders a scripture of this- worldly morality [Confu-
cian classics], count as five demerits.

 134. To be stingy about spreading the Dharma and to refuse to teach others 
counts as ten demerits.

 135. No fault applies if the reason is because the recipient is unworthy of being 
taught.

 136. To obstruct the spread of the good Dharma counts as ten demerits.
 137. No fault applies if the obstructed teaching is heretical or unfounded. Also, 

no fault applies if, although it be good Dharma, one refrains from propa-
gating it because objective conditions are unfavorable.

 138. In chanting sutras, to misread one character counts as one demerit; to omit 
one character counts as one demerit.

 139. To think all kinds of irrelevant thoughts while chanting a sutra counts as 
five demerits.

 140. To think evil thoughts while chanting a sutra counts as ten demerits.
 141. To say things that have no relation to sutra chanting counts as five 

demerits.
 142. To interrupt the sutra chanting to say good things [things beneficial to the 

hearer] counts as one demerit.
 143. To rise up to receive a guest [while chanting the sutra] counts as two 

demerits.
 144. No fault applies if the guest is an imperial official.
 145. To chant in a desultory manner and disregard the correct form counts as 

five demerits.
 146. To become angry while chanting counts as ten demerits.
 147. To scold people while chanting counts as twenty demerits.
 148. To beat people while chanting counts as thirty demerits.
 149. The same number is counted for making mistakes or leaving out charac-

ters in writing prayers and supplications.
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 150. If one teaches disciples unorthodox and evil ways, for every person taught, 
count twenty demerits.

 151. To compose one juan of forged scripture counts as ten demerits.
 152. If one gives public lectures to propagate unorthodox teachings and mis-

lead the people, for every person present at the lecture, count one demerit.
 153. If one goes to such lectures and is a member of the audience, for each lec-

ture attended, count one demerit.
 154. If, in giving a lecture on the true Dharma, one gives his own biased views 

and departs from the teachings of the sutras and former sages, for every 
five persons in the audience who attend the lecture, count one demerit.

 155. If one writes romantic rhymed verses, prose, tales, and so on, for every piece 
composed, count one demerit. (A “piece” here refers to one complete poem, 
one paragraph of prose, or one scene of a play.)

 156. To transmit the piece to one person counts as two demerits. To memorize 
one such piece counts as one demerit.

 157. In teaching people such evil skills as bringing harm to others through mak-
ing a human image (yanmei), abortion, and so on, for each skill passed on, 
count twenty demerits.

 158. To refuse to give food to a begging monk counts as one demerit.
 159. To refuse to give food to two ordinary persons counts as one demerit.
 160. No fault applies if one refuses because one has no food.
 161. Not only to refuse to give food but also to scold and insult the beggar counts 

as three demerits.
 162. When a monk refuses to give food to another monk, he earns two demer-

its. (This rule makes it clear that when laypeople refuse to feed monks their 
demerit is not that grave, but when monks refuse it, their fault is indeed 
serious.)

 163. To keep and care for bad disciples and refuse to send them away— in the 
case of one disciple, count as fifty demerits.

 164. If, when disciples make mistakes, one fails to instruct and correct them, for 
a small matter count one demerit; for a serious matter count ten demerits.

Miscellaneous Bad Deeds

 165. For each hundred cash worth of property accepted that does not belong 
to one and is therefore unrighteous, count one demerit.

 166. While one is already rich, for each hundred cash of such money accepted, 
count two demerits.
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 167. To have sexual intercourse with extremely close kin counts as fifty 
demerits.

 168. To have sexual intercourse with a person of good family counts as ten 
demerits.

 169. To have sexual intercourse with a prostitute counts as two demerits.
 170. To have sexual intercourse with a nun or a chaste widow counts as fifty 

demerits.
 171. If upon seeing a beautiful woman of a good family, one desires to make 

love to her, count two demerits. (This is for lay people. In the case of a 
monk, no matter whether the woman is related to oneself or not, of good 
family, or of lowly origin, to commit such an offense will be counted uni-
formly as fifty demerits, and to have the desire to make love to her will be 
uniformly counted as two demerits.)

 172. If one steals money or goods, for each hundred cash they are worth, count 
one demerit.

 173. When the stealing is done little by little, for each one hundred in cash worth 
accumulated, count one demerit.

 174. The same applies in the case of concealing taxes from the government.
 175. If one takes money from others either by force or by trickery, for each one 

hundred cash, count ten demerits.
 176. When one takes charge of an affair and accepts a bribe to promote a per-

son to become an official or charges him falsely with a crime, of which he 
is innocent, for each hundred cash of the bribe received, count one demerit.

 177. If, because of receiving bribes, one obstructs somebody from becoming an 
official or foists a crime on him, for each hundred cash of the bribe received, 
count ten demerits.

 178. To fail to return money or things to the lender, for each hundred cash 
involved count one demerit.

 179. To wish the lender dead because one owes him debts counts as ten 
demerits.

 180. If in using containers or weights one underweighs when measuring out to 
others and overweighs when receiving from others, for each one hundred 
cash worth of the commodity, count one demerit.

 181. To fail to recommend a worthy person when one finds him counts as five 
demerits.

 182. To persecute him counts as ten demerits.
 183. To fail to dismiss a bad person when one finds him counts as five demerits.
 184. To help him counts as ten demerits.
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 185. If one hides the good deeds of others, for every good deed count one 
demerit.

 186. If one broadcasts the bad deeds of others, for every bad deed count one 
demerit.

 187. No fault applies if one exposes another person’s bad deed after having first 
admonished him.

 188. It is also not demeritorious if one exposes another person’s bad deeds for 
the sake of eliminating danger and saving people.

 189. If one tries one’s very best to seek out the shortcomings of former worthies 
and create one’s own theory [in order to surpass them], for every pro-
nouncement, count one demerit.

 190. For every pronouncement that is in conflict with the truth, count ten 
demerits.

 191. To write unofficial histories, novels, plays, or songs; to calumniate and 
defame good people counts as twenty demerits.

 192. To broadcast others’ secrets and family affairs without ascertaining if they 
are true counts as ten demerits.

 193. To fabricate secrets out of nothing counts as fifty demerits.
 194. If one distributes anonymous placards to reveal someone’s infamous past, 

then when the accusation is half correct and half incorrect, count twenty 
demerits.

 195. When it is completely untrue, count fifty demerits.
 196. No fault applies if everything one says is true and one does it out of a sense 

of public duty to get rid of a public menace.
 197. If, after asking for public donations to be used for some felicitous enter-

prise, one steals the money for oneself, for each hundred cash, count one 
demerit.

 198. If one steals the money intended for religious equipment, for each ten cash, 
count one demerit.

 199. In using the money, if one reverses cause and consequence, if one uses the 
money intended for one thing for something else, for each one hundred 
cash, count one demerit.

 200. If one encourages or helps others to enter into a lawsuit and a death sen-
tence results from it, count thirty demerits.

 201. When military exile or penal servitude results, count twenty demerits.
 202. When beating by heavy bamboo results, count ten demerits.
 203. When beating by light bamboo results, count five demerits.
 204. To encourage and help others to quarrel and fight counts as one demerit.
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 205. If one profits from encouraging and helping such lawsuits and death sen-
tences result, count as one hundred demerits.

 206. When military exile or penal servitude results, count as thirty demerits.
 207. When beating with light bamboo results, count as fifteen demerits.
 208. To separate children from their parents counts as thirty demerits.
 209. To destroy others’ marriages counts as five demerits.
 210. No fault applies if there is some reason why the parties should not be 

married.
 211. If one pronounces utterances detrimental to morality, for each utterance, 

count ten demerits. (Such utterances as Cao Cao’s [155– 220 CE] “It is bet-
ter for me to fail others than for others to fail me” belong to this category.)

 212. For every lie one utters, count one demerit.
 213. When the lie hurts people, count ten demerits.
 214. For every time one fails to do good when there is an opportunity, count 

one demerit.
 215. For each mistake one fails to correct, count one demerit.
 216. When one is in the wrong and does not admit it but argues that one is 

right and contends with one’s own generation, this counts as two demerits.
 217. Arguing against parents, teachers, and elders counts as ten demerits.
 218. If, in argument, one persists in holding one’s own opinion and refuses to 

acknowledge others’ good points, for every point that one does not acknowl-
edge, count one demerit.

 219. For every time one fails to teach children but lets them do bad things, count 
one demerit.

 220. The same applies if one shows indulgence toward servants and family 
retainers.

 221. To fail to learn from a great worthy counts as five demerits.
 222. To fail to befriend a superior counts as two demerits.
 223. To defame and insult them counts as ten demerits.
 224. To say vile things to one’s superior counts as ten demerits.
 225. To say vile things to one’s contemporary counts as four demerits.
 226. To say vile things to one’s inferior and junior counts as one demerit.
 227. To say vile things to a worthy or a gentleman counts as ten demerits; to 

say such things to a sage, one hundred demerits.
 228. If a person teaches others to do bad things, one bad thing counts as two 

demerits.
 229. To teach others great evils such as disloyalty and unfiliality counts as fifty 

demerits.
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 230. If one fails to advise and remonstrate when one sees someone do evil, count 
as one demerit.

 231. In great matters, the failure counts as thirty demerits.
 232. It is no failing if the reason is that one knows the other person is obstinate 

and will not listen to advice.
 233. To compose a ditty about a person or to give someone a nickname counts 

as five demerits.
 234. To utter one untrue word counts as one demerit. If one proclaims that he 

has understood the true intention of sages and deludes people, for every 
such proclamation one makes, count fifty demerits.

 235. If one fails to carry out a promise made to a friend in a small matter, count 
as one demerit.

 236. In a serious matter, it counts as ten demerits.
 237. If one fails to return money or things one has accepted for safekeeping, 

for each one hundred cash involved, count one demerit.
 238. Failure to return a kindness counts as one demerit.
 239. Revenging a wrong counts as one demerit.
 240. If, in revenging a wrong, one takes an excessive measure, count as ten 

demerits.
 241. Causing someone’s death earns one hundred demerits.
 242. To wish the person one has wronged to die counts as one demerit.
 243. To feel joy upon hearing that a person one has wronged has died counts as 

one demerit.
 244. For each time one eats meat, count one demerit.
 245. For each time one eats such prohibited things as turtle or tortoise, count 

two demerits.
 246. For each time one eats the meat of helpful animals such as water buffa-

loes, riding horses, or domestic dogs, count three demerits. (This refers to 
meat of animals one purchases at the market. If one kills them oneself and 
then eats, that will belong to the earlier category of killing with intent.)

 247. If one drinks wine while discussing bad things, for every sheng [pint] con-
sumed, count six demerits.

 248. If one drinks with bad company, for every sheng consumed, count one 
demerit.

 249. If one drinks with ordinary people for no particular reason, count as one 
demerit.

 250. No fault applies if one drinks in the course of serving parents, entertain-
ing guests, or using wine as an accompaniment to medicine.
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 251. If one opens a wine shop and invites people to drink, for every person thus 
induced to drink, count as one demerit.

 252. To eat the five forbidden pungent roots21 without any good reason counts 
as one demerit. No fault applies if one eats them to cure sickness.

 253. To recite a sutra after eating the pungent roots counts as one demerit.
 254. If one eats meat during the six fast days, for every time one does it, count 

two demerits.
 255. To go to the great Buddha hall after eating meat counts as one demerit.
 256. The same applies to people who go to the great Buddha hall after drinking 

wine or partaking of the five pungent roots.
 257. To wear excessively fine clothes, for each article of clothing one wears, count 

one demerit.
 258. To eat excessively fine food, for each meal one eats, count one demerit.
 259. No fault applies if the food is for serving one’s parent. (What do we mean 

by “excessive”? Rich people have the right to enjoy blessings because of 
their allotted share. But if they want luxury above and beyond their sta-
tus, this is excessive. The exception is made for parents only and does not 
apply to sacrifice to gods or the entertainment of guests. This is because, 
as the Zhouyi, the Book of Changes, says: “The grain which is contained in 
two square baskets of bamboo is sufficient for the enjoyment [of gods].” 
Or as Ma Rong22 said: “Vegetarian food is not too humble for serving a 
guest.”)

 260. When a person who keeps a vegetarian diet seeks only to wear beautiful 
clothes and to eat fine food, for every article of clothing he wears, count 
one demerit; for every meal of fine food of which he partakes, count one 
demerit. (Since a person is already a vegetarian, he ought to know how to 
value blessings. If he uses beautiful clothes even though they be made of 
cotton cloth, or if he eats delicious food even though it be vegetable, this 
will reduce his blessings.)

 261. If one despises and wastes the five grains, which are the products of 
heaven (tianwu), for each hundred cash they are worth, count one 
demerit.

 262. To sell butcher knives, fishing nets, and so on, for each hundred cash they 
are worth, count one demerit.

 263. If one picks up something on the street and fails to return it to its original 
owner, for each hundred cash it is worth, count one demerit.

 264. Every time one claims an achievement for oneself or puts the blame on 
others, count two demerits.
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 265. To plot and scheme by every possible means for status, prestige, and profit 
so that one goes to any length, even to do unrighteous things— for every 
time this happens, count ten demerits.

 266. If, while occupying the position of a leader, one thinks about one’s own 
good but not that of the rest of the people, for each day one occupies this 
position, count one demerit.

 267. If, in order to preserve one’s own position and property, one does not 
hesitate to make others lose their positions and property, count as fifty 
demerits.

 268. If, every time one meets with misfortune, one blames heaven or men, count 
as three demerits.

 269. If, in praying for blessing and to avoid disaster, one does not cultivate good 
deeds but promises to sacrifice animals or makes some other evil pledge, 
count as ten demerits. To sacrifice an animal this way is the same as kill-
ing an animal gratuitously. (As soon as one makes such a promise, his heart 
is already devoid of goodness. Therefore the ten demerits apply. When later 
on the person slaughters the animal to fulfill his promise, his demerit is 
the same as that for killing an animal.)

 270. If one is unwilling to pass on prescriptions that cure diseases, for five pre-
scriptions refused, count as one demerit.

 271. For discarding paper with written characters on it, for every ten charac-
ters thrown away, count as one demerit.

 272. If, after leaving one’s own parents to become a monk, one regards some-
body else as one’s godparent, count as fifty demerits.

 273. To accept someone’s instruction in the Daoist technique of making cin-
nabar counts as thirty demerits.

 274. In using silver transformed from cinnabar, for each hundred cash involved, 
count as three demerits.

 275. No fault applies if it is really silver and if it does not revert to the original 
substance even after repeated boiling and burning.

Additions

 276. To loiter in the Great Hall and climb to the pagoda without good rea-
son counts as five demerits. (Burning incense, sweeping, chanting 
sutras, and so on are good reasons for being at the Great Hall or the 
pagoda.)
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 277. To drink wine and eat meat and thus to pollute the hall and pagoda counts 
as ten demerits.

 278. If one promotes a person to an official post or clears him of criminal charges 
because one has received a bribe, for every five hundred cash received, 
count one demerit.

 279. To obstruct a person from becoming an official or to put a criminal charge 
against him because one receives a bribe, for each five hundred cash 
received, count ten demerits.
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 1. The abbot (dangjia). The abbot supervises everything. He must be alert and 
energetic.

 2. The business prefect (zhike).
 a. He weighs grain together with the prior and the grounds prefect [the 

person in charge of the land in the surrounding mountains] on the 
third day after seasonal grain arrives. He seals its containers. When-
ever he opens them, he has to report to the assembly and record it in 
the books. If he fails to do this, he receives the second degree of pun-
ishment (zhongfa). If he uses it for other purposes, he has to repay its 
value at the rate of one to ten.

 b. The amount of rice used for meals, congees, and breakfast has to be 
decided in consultation with the proctor and the rice steward. It should 
be just right. If he wastes rice or if he serves spoiled food, he is to receive 
the second degree of punishment.

 c. He is responsible for supplying utensils such as lamps, candles, shoes, 
and the like on time and for buying vegetables, fruits, or condiments 
for sick people when they give him the money. To fail to do so will 
result in the third degree of punishment (xiafa).

 d. Each season he audits the accounts once. To fail to do so results in the 
second degree of punishment.

 3. The proctor (zhizhong).
 a. He names people to various functionary posts when there is a vacancy 

and tells them their duties and responsibilities. Laziness in five 
instances yields the third degree of punishment.

appendix 2

Personnel at Yunqi and Their Duties
(Condensed from “Regulations Governing 
Various Functionaries,” YQFH 32, 42a– 56b)
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 b. He checks on the diligence and moral quality of the monks. Unfair-
ness results in the second degree of punishment.

 c. He takes care of tables and chairs in the Dharma Hall, the Great Shrine 
Hall, and the refectory. Disorder leads to the third degree of 
punishment.

 d. He sees to it that bedding, mats, mosquito nets, and so on are prepared 
ahead of time for the term of meditation (anchan) and the summer 
retreat (jiezhi) [the 16th of the 4th month to the 15th of the 7th month]. 
In the summer he makes the rooms cool, and for the winter, he has 
the windows papered and the stoves ready. To fail to do so five times 
results in the third degree of punishment.

 e. He should often check on the infirmary and the old people’s hall. He 
should have bedding, medicines, and lamps well stocked. Negligence 
results in the second degree of punishment.

 4. The guest prefect (zhike; two people occupy this post).
 a. If anyone wishes to stay in the monastery or to receive the precepts 

[be ordained], the guest prefect investigates and takes care of the visi-
tor. On the next day he takes him to see the prior. Carelessness results 
in the second degree of punishment.

 b. Whoever desires to live in the monastery must be asked to read the 
Rules and Agreements for Communal Living at Yunqi. If he agrees really to 
observe these, then the guest prefect together with other functionar-
ies checks carefully on his credentials and his intentions. The guest pre-
fect permits him to stay only when he is satisfied that the visitor is a 
genuinely good man. If by mistake he has admitted undesirable ele-
ments, then both he and the visitors have to be expelled.

 c. If people want to see different parts of the monastery, he accompanies 
them.

 d. At feast offerings (zhaigong) and light meals (xiaoshi), monks from out-
side should be treated as our own. Partiality is punished by the second 
degree of punishment.

 e. When a guest has just arrived, the guest prefect takes him first to the 
Meditation Hall to worship the Buddha if meditation is not in session. 
But if meditation has already started, then he asks the guest to with-
draw or to look around. When the monks in the hall have finished 
silent meditation, he asks the guest to come in and questions him 
regarding how many are with him. He is not supposed to lose count.

 f. He consults with the abbot, the clerk, and others concerning money, 
rice rent, interest, and feast offerings belonging to the monastery.
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 g. He reports to the abbot and the clerk in order that the latter may 
record the number of cows, deer, pigs, and sheep presented by lay 
donors to be released. He also records which animal keeper looks after 
which animal.

 5. The secretary (shuji). When writing supplications (shuwen) for donors, he 
should write with care. He must not do it hastily or perfunctorily.

 6. The grounds prefect (zhishan; two people occupy this post).
 a. He should see to it that the boundaries of the monastic land are clear. 

They must not encroach on others’ land so as to cause lawsuits. Every 
year he tours the land of the monastery with all the monks.

 b. He discusses with the supervisor the interest on grain produced on 
monastery land.

 c. When it is time to plant, he does so with the gardener on time.
 d. When land has been cleared, he should follow a certain order as to 

which plot is to be cultivated first. Disobedience must be reported. Fail-
ure to take care of this results in the second degree of punishment.

 7. The rooms prefect (zhiwu). The rooms prefect checks on the roofs of vari-
ous halls and rooms. If there is a leak, he repairs it early. Whenever there 
is repairing or building to be done, he reports to the prior and he does it in 
good time. Failure to do this results in the second degree of punishment.

 8. The meditation patrol (zhiban).
 a. He patrols the premises day and night. When he sees someone chat-

tering and joking, he sounds the wooden board and recites the Bud-
dha’s name ten times. If the offenders do not collect themselves and 
think virtuous thoughts, he reports them for punishment.

 b. At night he sounds the board in front of the Meditation Hall and the 
different rooms. If there are people who recite the Buddha’s name in 
their sleep following the sounding of the board, he reports them for 
credit.

 9. The chef (dianzuo; four persons occupy this post).
 a. When there is fighting and quarreling in the kitchen, he first tells them 

to stop. If this has no effect, he strikes the wooden board five times. If 
they still do not stop, he beats the drum and reports to the persons in 
charge for the day, both inside and outside the Great Hall. If out of 
indulgence he fails to report, he gets the third degree of punishment. 
If the incident is grave, he gets the second degree of punishment.

 b. He ought not to cook special food different from the rest for anyone. 
The giver and the receiver of such food receive the third degree of pun-
ishment. Food for the sick is an exception.
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 c. Before offering food to the Buddha, he should not give others any of it 
to eat. If he does so, both he and the receiver are to be punished in the 
third degree.

 d. He must taste all food to be sure it has the right flavor.
 10. The rice steward (fangtou; two persons occupy this post).
 a. Anyone who takes his own bowl to get food at the stove rather than 

receiving food at the Refectory must be reported. Failure to do this 
results in the third degree of punishment.

 b. During the summer months water in the monastery pond [for fish, tur-
tles, and other creatures which have been released by the faithful] has 
to be changed every day, and the bamboo water ducts [which carry 
water to the pond] have to be swept clean once every third day. In the 
winter the water in the pond has to be changed once every three days, 
and the water ducts swept clean once every seven days. Failure to do 
so results in the third degree of punishment.

 11. The vegetable steward (caitou). Vegetables have to be washed with clean 
water three times. Pickle jars must be covered with tops. Failure to do so 
results in the third degree of punishment.

 12. The tea steward (chatou; three persons occupy this post).
 a. At the fifth watch [6 a.m.] he lights the fire under the hot water cal-

dron. But before pouring water on the ground, he first drives away 
insects and ants. Failure to do so results in the third degree of 
punishment.

 b. In preparing breakfast for the fifth watch, he makes just enough. He 
sends it to their halls after the monks come back from their morning 
devotions.

 c. He is charged with preparing hot water for washing, making tea, reg-
ulating haircuts, and laundering clothes. There are days set for hair-
cuts: the 7th, 14th, 22nd, 30th (or 29th of short months) of each month; 
and for washing and starching clothes: the 12th, 13th, 27th, and 28th of 
the month in spring, autumn, and winter (but the 2nd, 3rd, 12th, 13th, 
22nd, and 23rd of the summer months). Failure to keep this regulation 
results in the third degree of punishment.

 13. The firewood steward (chaitou; nine persons occupy this post). The firewood 
steward piles up wood when the days are sunny in order to prepare for 
rainy days. He who neglects to do this is punished in the second degree.

 14. The fire steward (huotou; five persons occupy this post). He does not leave 
too much firewood near the stove. He should clean the stove every eve-
ning. Failure to do so results in the third degree of punishment. He cleans 
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the chimney once every month. When he forgets, he must pay a fine of ten 
cash.

 15. The dish steward (wantou; two persons occupy this post).
 a. He searches everywhere for dishes and gathers them up. Failure to do 

so results in the third degree of punishment. Anyone who uses a dish 
should return it after using it. If not, the third degree of punishment 
applies. If the steward fails to check on the loss of dishes, he himself 
must repay the value.

 b. If someone breaks a dish, he has to pay double its value. If he breaks it 
out of anger, he has to repay ten times its value. If he refuses to pay, he 
is to be expelled from the monastery.

 16. The mill steward (motou; two persons occupy this post). He takes charge 
of all work having to do with the mill. He keeps it clean after use. If he 
fails to do so, he is punished in the third degree. If rice or other things 
become spoiled as a result of his carelessness, he must reimburse the mon-
astery for them out of his own pocket.

 17. The garden steward (yuantou; six persons occupy this post). He waters the 
garden at the right time. He plants seeds and harvests in season. When he 
makes mistakes, he is to be punished in the third degree. He must also make 
restitution. Except during very cold months, he is not to burn the ground. 
Failure to follow this results in the second degree of punishment.

 18. The bath steward (jingtou; two persons occupy this post).
 a. He washes hand towels once every three days in winter, and once a day 

in summer. Failure to do so will lead to the third degree of punishment.
 b. He is responsible for the bath. The schedule for each month is the 7th, 

14th, 22nd, 30th (29th of short months) for bathing the whole body; 
the 3rd, 10th, 18th, and 26th for partial bathing. On other days, unless 
they are workers with permits saying that they have exerted themselves 
for guests, no one is allowed to bathe. Laxity in carrying out this rule 
results in the third degree of punishment.

 19. The carrier (danli; two persons occupy this post). He turns in the things he 
carries to the treasury. He must always give a clear accounting. Failure to 
do so results in the third degree of punishment.

 20. The alms gatherer (huafan; two persons occupy this post). When he arrives 
at the house of some laypeople, he does not talk with the womenfolk in a 
secluded place. He does not give gifts or carry on any communications. 
Minor violations are subject to the second degree of punishment. Serious 
violations should result in expulsion.

 21. The dining hall waiters (putang; eighteen persons occupy this post).
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 a. They serve food and soup with respect.
 b. No one is allowed to make noise with dishes. A violation is punishable 

in the third degree.
 c. Talking while eating is prohibited. If after hearing the sounding of the 

wooden fish one still does not stop, the waiters should take away the 
offender’s bowl and chopsticks. If the waiter excuses someone out of 
indulgence, the waiter himself must pay a fine of twenty cash.

 22. The verger (xiangdeng; two persons occupy this post).
 a. He keeps lamps and incense burners everywhere in good order. He fre-

quently dusts the table used for offerings. He keeps the lampshades 
tightly closed lest creatures come and be harmed. He watches the lamps 
with care at night. To fail to do any of these things results in the third 
degree of punishment.

 b. He changes the water in the basins for washing hands and sweeps the 
floor of the Great Hall each morning. If the wooden clogs used in the 
toilet become worn out, he reports to the monk in charge that a new 
pair is needed. Failure to do so results in the third degree of 
punishment.

 c. He sounds the bell and drum at the appropriate times. Failure to do 
so results in the third degree of punishment. When striking the bell, 
he does not strike it too heavily lest it be damaged.

 23. The acolyte (shizhe; four persons occupy this post).
 a. He must get up early. After finishing his own toilet, he snaps his fin-

gers three times or coughs slightly outside the abbot’s room. When he 
goes near the abbot’s bed, he asks him if he has slept well the previous 
night. He prepares hot water for the abbot to wash his face. Dry tow-
els must be kept in readiness.

 b. He folds the bedding, takes care of clothing, and remembers where it 
is all to be put.

 c. Before meals he notifies the abbot. During meals he serves him with 
care.

 d. When guests come to visit, he serves them tea. After they finish, he 
takes away the teacups.

 e. He keeps track of letters and messages. If he forgets any, he is subject 
to the third degree of punishment.

 24. The attendant to the sick (kanbing).
 a. If the patient’s illness is serious, he asks the assembly for volunteers. If 

no one volunteers, turns are taken according to date of ordination. 
Attendants to the sick change over every three days.
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 b. In taking care of a patient, one must have a heart of compassion. Do 
not be angry if the patient says things that hurt. Do not be greedy for 
the patient’s possessions, but only desire to create blessings for others 
with merit that arises from this work. Inattention results in the third 
degree of punishment.

 25. The attendant to the aged (kanlao).
 a. He prepares water for them to wash their faces. He sees to it that their 

congee and vegetables are tasty and easy to digest.
 b. He sweeps the floor, dusts the table, lights the incense, and changes 

the water in front of the Buddha.
 c. He does not sit at ease or relax too much.
 d. When he answers a question, he is patient and never loses his temper. 

He is always respectful.
 e. He is careful about lamps and candles. He puts them out when he goes 

to sleep.
 26. The instructor (jingce).
 a. Giving instruction to the infirm and the aged is done by turns. Each 

time two monks are assigned. Refusal to do the work is fined two 
cash.

 b. The dates for giving instruction to the aged are the 15th, and 30th 
(29th in the short months) of each month. The procedure is: first recite 
the “Instructions to Old People” [Jinglao wen, a short essay written by 
Zhuhong, YQFH 32, 33b]; then recite the Buddha’s name 300 times, 
then call on Guanyin [Avalokiteśvara], Shizhi [Mahāsthāmaprāpta], 
and the whole pure assembly of the sangha three times; and finally, 
transfer to the aged the marvelous merit of reciting the Buddha’s 
name.

 c. The dates for giving instruction to the infirm are the 8th, 15th, 23rd and 
30th (29th in a short month). If the patient is seriously ill, instruction 
has to be given daily regardless of the date. After the recitation of the 
“Instruction to the Infirm” [Jingbing wen, a short essay written by 
Zhuhong, YQFH 32, 34a], recite the Buddha’s name as before and finally 
transfer the merit to the patient and pray for his early recovery.

 27. The gatekeeper (shanmen).
 a. He takes itinerant monks to the kitchen, serves them tea, and accom-

panies them to the dormitory. If they act loosely, he restrains them with 
kind words. If there is any fighting, he calms them; otherwise he reports 
to the assembly and has them judged in accordance with the monastic 
pure rules. He who takes it upon himself to penalize the offenders gets 
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the second degree of punishment. They should be allowed to walk 
around and look everywhere.

 b. When officials arrive, he reports to the guest prefect. Retired officials 
and local gentry should be treated the same way. Failure to do so results 
in the third degree of punishment.

 c. When a guest leaves, if there is no one to see him off, it is the duty of 
the gatekeeper to do so. Failure leads to the third degree of punishment.

 28. The errand runners (dingyong; ten for heavy work and thirty for light work). 
When appointed by the abbot, they should not evade the work. But if there 
is reason to suspect unfair practices, it should be pointed out without fear 
(zhiju).

 29. The printer (yinfang). He takes care of the printing blocks for scriptures so 
that they will not rot or become confused and out of order.
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GOOD DEEDS

Good Deeds in the Category of Merit

 1. In doing philanthropic acts, every two fen [.01 ounce] of silver spent is one 
good point.

 2. No matter whether it is money or things, after picking it up return it to 
its owner. Each three fen thus returned counts as one good point. (It does 
not count if one does not put out a plaque announcing the discovery. This 
procedure is the rule to be followed.)

 3. Taking care of patients suffering from slight illnesses for one day counts 
as one good point; taking care of patients suffering from serious ill-
nesses for one day counts as three good points; taking care of patients 
suffering from extremely serious illnesses for one day counts as five 
good points.

 4. If when scolded one does not scold back, count as five good points. If when 
hit one does not hit back, count ten good points.

 5. If when not on duty one volunteers for work, count as two good points. (If 
it is heavy labor, double the number of points.)

 6. If when not on duty one runs errands for the monastery, for every forty li, 
count two good points; for every one hundred li, count five good points.

 7. To carry out the duty of the meditation patrol conscientiously counts as 
two good points.

appendix 3

Regulations Regarding Good Deeds and  
Punishments at Yunqi (YQFH 32:36b– 38a)
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Good Deeds in the Category of Wisdom 

 1. If one is capable of reciting from memory the Sutra of Brahma’s Net, the Guan 
jing [Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra], or the chapter called “Xingyuan pin” [in the 
Avataṁsaka Sutra], each constitutes eight good points. To be capable of recit-
ing from memory the forty- eight vows [of the Amitābha Buddha] counts 
as three good points. To be capable of reciting from memory Guishan’s 
Instruction counts as three good points.

 2. To perform prayer services on the first and fifteenth of each month counts 
as two good points. To perform the services of reciting the five and the 
ten precepts counts as two good points. To perform the service of reciting 
the complete precepts for the bhikshu counts as two good points. To per-
form the service of reciting the bodhisattva precepts counts as three good 
points.

 3. To stop disputes counts as one good point. To make a person change from 
evil to good counts as ten good points.

 4. To dismiss one bad member of the monastery counts as two good points. 
To promote one good talent counts as four good points.

 5. To bring the defects of the monastery into open discussion, for each mat-
ter discussed count two points (for serious matters double the number of 
points).

 6. When one gives lectures on the scriptures, one small volume of scripture 
counts as three good points; one large volume counts as six good points; 
one extremely small volume counts as one good point. (If one accepts com-
pensation, no points are counted.)

 7. To be capable of explaining the meaning of a sutra when asked counts as 
one good point. (A difficult sutra counts double.)

 8. To be capable of handling an affair when consulted counts as one good 
point. (Serious matters double the number of points.)

 9. For each service of “bestowing food on the hungry ghosts” performed with-
out accepting the fee, count four good points; for each volume of scrip-
ture recited for people without accepting a fee, count one good point.

Punishments

 1. First- degree punishments. The fine is five hundred wen. If one does not have 
the money, one must “kneel for a hundred- inch incense” [kneel for the time 
it takes ten sticks of incense, each being ten inches in length, to burn down]. 
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If one does not want to kneel, he is deprived of the one hundred good 
points. When one does not have any good points, he is dismissed from the 
monastery. This is applied to light offenses. If the offense is serious, then 
he must pay a fine. If the offense is even more serious, then besides paying 
a fine he still has to “kneel for one ten- inch incense.”

 2. Second- degree punishments. The fine is fifty wen. If one does not have the 
money, one has to “kneel for one ten- inch incense.” If one does not want 
to kneel, he is deprived of ten good points. The treatment for light and seri-
ous offenses is the same as before.

 3. Third- degree punishments. The fine is five wen. If one has no money, he 
has to “kneel for one ten- inch incense.” If he does not want to kneel, he is 
deprived of one good point. The treatment for light and serious offenses is 
the same as before.

If a monk who has been demoted to a lower precept group (tuijie ren) 
because of misconduct is willing to pay double the fine and thus hopes to 
recover his previous status, he may be allowed to do so if his offense is light. 
But if his offense is serious, he must not be allowed to do so.
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In direct quotations from sources, Wade- Giles spellings of Chinese names and words 
have been silently changed to pinyin.

FOREWORD

 1. Arthur Wright, Buddhism in Chinese History (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1971), 
86– 107.

 2. Robert Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawai`i Press, 
2002), 1– 25.

 3. Philip Yampolsky, The Zen Master Hakuin: Selected Writings (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1971), 24– 27 and 10– 12; also, Heinrich Dumoulin, Zen Buddhism: A History, trans. James W. Heisig 
and Paul Knitter, Vol. 2: Japan (New York: Macmillan, 1990), 367– 99 and 300– 310; Jeffrey Lyle 
Broughton and Elise Yoko Watanabe, The Chan Whip Anthology: A Companion to Zen Practice (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2015), 45– 59.

 4. See, for example, Iwasaki Kōken (1874– 1948), Jōdo kyōshi 浄土教史 (Tokyo: Kabushiki kaisha 
Kokusho kankōkai, 1984), 1– 4 and 425– 533; Mochizuki Shinkō 望月信亨, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi 中
国浄土教理史 (Kyoto: Hōzōkan, 1942), 5– 10 and 487– 500; Takao Giken 高雄義堅, Sōdai Bukkyōshi 
no kenkyū 宋代仏教史の研究 (Kyoto: Hyakka’en, 1975), 11– 12 (jōsetsu) and 107 (Sōdai shakai to 
Jōdokyō); Ogasawara Senshū, Chūgoku kinsei Jōdokyō shi no kenkyū (Kyoto: Hyakka’en, 1963).

 5. Alternative voices of note include Tang Yongtong 湯用彤, who in a celebrated series of articles 
authored in the early 1960s adamantly refuted the concept of “sect” (zong) in Chinese Buddhism, 
echoing the views of certain influential Chinese Buddhist reformers (Yang Renshan and Taixu, 
among others) active some decades earlier. Influential Pure Land scholars active in Kyoto, includ-
ing Tsukamoto Zenryū, Makita Tairyo, Takao Giken, Ogawa Kan’ichi, and Ogasawara Senshū, 
entertained broadened interests in Buddhist popular culture and developments of the post- Tang 
period, possibly in keeping with shifting historiographical horizons from Naitō Kōnan’s theo-
rizations regarding the Tang- Song transition and China’s entry to the proto- modern era. For-
ays into the Dunhuang manuscripts by Paul Pelliot, Paul Démieville, and Jacques Gernet in 
France, as well as work on post- Tang and later imperial developments by J.J.M. de Groot in the 
Netherlands and the English scholar Glen Dudbridge, furthered those expansions, as did Holmes 
Welch’s groundbreaking study of Buddhist monastic and lay practice in modern China, The Prac-
tice of Chinese Buddhism, 1900– 1950 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1967).

Notes
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 6. Shi Dongchu 釋東初, Zhongguo fojiao jindai shi 中國佛教近代史 (Beitou: Dongchu chuban she, 
1974), 18– 21.

 7. Makita Tairyō 牧經諦亮, Gikyō kenkyū 偽経研究 (Tokyo: Kyōto daigaku jimbun kagaku kenkyūjō, 
1976). Makita’s abiding interest in Buddhist apocrypha and their history in China would have 
considerable impact on Dr.  Yü’s future work on the Chinese transformation and cult of 
Guanyin.

ON THE ILLUSTRATIONS

 1. Yunqi fahui (1897 ed.) 29, 31a (see ch. II, note 1).
 2. Chuanqi was probably another name for the southern drama (nanxi), which was most popular in 

the Song but was eclipsed by the northern drama zaju in the Yuan. Colin P. Mackerras, The Rise 
of the Peking Opera, 1770– 1870 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 2– 4.

 3. These come from the fifteen rules (guiyue) the author lists in his preface. Jingdu chuandeng gui-
yuan jing, juan 1, 1a– 2b.

 4. Lin Qing, Hongxuan yinyuan, juan 2, 67a– 68a.
 5. The edition is the Xinke Wei Zhongxue xiansheng bidian Xixiang ji [The Romance of the Western 

Chamber, Newly Printed with Mr. Wei Zhongxue’s Comments and Punctuations], Zuncheng 
tang edition, late Ming. The woodcut prints from this edition are found in Mingdai banhua xuan 
chuji, vol. II, 226– 227.

1. INTRODUCTION

 1. I thank Brook Zyporan for this translation for xingju. He also suggests an alternate translation 
of “entailment in the nature” or “inherent entailment in the nature.” Personal communication, 
October 29, 2019.

 2.  Holmes Welch, The Practice of Chinese Buddhism 1900– 1950 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1967), 399.

 3.  Zhuhong, Yunqi fahui [Collected Works of Master Yunqi], 34 ce (Nanjing: Jingling kejing chu, 
1897), 2, 32b.

 4.  Zhuhong, Yunqi fahui, 2, 34a.
 5.  Wm. Theodore de Bary, ed., The Buddhist Tradition (New York: The Modern Library, 1969), 181.
 6.  Jiang Wu, Enlightenment in Dispute: The Reinvention of Chan Buddhism in Seventeenth- Century China 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 25.
 7.  Miriam Levering, “Ch’an Enlightenment for Laymen: Ta- hui and the New Religious Culture of 

the Sung” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 1978).
 8.  Huang Ch’i- chiang, “Experiment in Syncretism: Ch’i- sung and the 11th- Century Chinese Bud-

dhism” (PhD diss., University of Arizona, 1986).
 9.  Robert Gimello, “Marga and Culture: Learning Letters and Liberation in Northern Ch’an,” in 

Path to Liberation: Marga and Its Transformations in Buddhist Thought, ed. Robert E. Buswell, Jr. and 
Robert M. Gimello (Honolulu: University of Hawai`i Press, 1992), 371– 438.

 10.  Griffith T. Foulk, “Myth, Ritual, and Monastic Practice in Sung Ch’an Buddhism,” in Religion 
and Society in T’ang and Sung China, ed. Patricia Buckley Ebrey and Peter N. Gregory (Honolulu: 
University of Hawai`i Press, 1993), 149.

 11.  Morten Schlütter, How Zen Became Zen: The Dispute Over Enlightenment and the Formation of Chan 
Buddhism in Song- Dynasty China, Studies in East Asian Buddhism 22 (Honolulu: Kuroda Insti-
tute/University of Hawai`i Press, 2008).

 12.  Albert Weller, Monks, Rulers, and Literati: The Political Ascendancy of Chan Buddhism (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2006).

 13.  Natasha Heller, Illusory Abiding: The Cultural Construction of the Chan Monk Zhongfen Mingben 
(Cambridge, Mass., and London: Harvard University Press, 2014).

 14.  Chün- fang Yü, “Buddhism in the Ming Dynasty,” in Cambridge History of China, ed. Dennis 
Twitchett and Frederick Mote (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 
VIII, ch. 14: 893– 952.
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 15.  Jimmy Yu, Sanctity and Self- Inflicted Violence in Chinese Religions, 1500– 1700 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2012).

 16.  Beverley Foulks McGuire, Living Karma: The Religious Practices of Ouyi Zhixu (New York: Colum-
bia University Press, 2014).

 17.  Dewei Zhang, Thriving in Crisis: Buddhism and Political Disruption in China, 1522–1620 (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2020).

 18.  Chen Yunü, Mingdai fomen neiwai sengsu jiaoshe de changyu (The Area of Interaction Between 
Monks and Laymen Within and Without the Sangha During the Ming Period) (Taipei: Daoxi-
ang chubanshe, 2010); Mingdai de fojiao yu shehui (Buddhism and Society in the Ming) (Beijing: 
Zhongguo shehui kexue shubanshe, 2011).

 19.  Zhou Qi, “Shilun Ming Taizu de fojiao zhengce” (On Ming Emperor Taizu’s Policies About Bud-
dhism), Shiji zhongjiao yanjiu 3 (1998): 43– 58.

 20.  Song Kejun, Mingdai xiaoshuo zhong de fojiao “xiuxing” guannian (The Concept of Buddhist “Culti-
vation” in Ming Novels) (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 2005).

 21.  Jennifer Eichman, A Late Sixteenth- Century Chinese Buddhist Fellowship: Spiritual Ambitions, Intel-
lectural Debates, and Epistolary Connections (Leiden: Brill, 2016).

 22.  Marcus Bingenheimer, Island of Guanyin (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016).
 23.  Timothy Brook, “The Ownership and Theft of Monastic Land in Ming China,” in Buddhism and 

Law: An Introduction, ed. Rebecca Redwood French and Mark A. Nathan (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), 217– 233. Michael J. Walsh, Sacred Economies: Buddhist Business and Religi-
osity in Medieval China (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010).

 24.  Wu Jiang, Enlightenment in Dispute (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).
 25.  Timothy Brook, “At the Margin of Public Authority: The Ming State and Buddhism,” in The 

Chinese State in Ming Society (London and New York: Routledge Curzon, 2005), 139– 157.
 26.  Carney Fisher, The Chosen One: Succession and Adoption in the Court of Ming Shizong (Boston: Allen 

& Unwin, 2005), 63– 70.
 27.  Mark  C. Carnes and Daniel  K. Gardner, Confucianism and the Succession Crisis of the Wanli 

Emperor (New York: Pearson Longman, 2005).
 28.  Timothy Brook, Praying for Power: Buddhism and the Formation of Gentry Society in Late- Ming China 

(Cambridge, Mass., and London: Harvard University Press, 1993), 217.
 29.  Brook, Praying for Power, 320.
 30.  For a thoughtful discussion of late Ming thought, see Wm. Theodore de Bary, “Individualism 

and Humanitarianism in Late Ming Thought,” in Wm. Theodore de Bary and the Conference 
on Ming Thought, Self and Society in Ming Thought (New York: Columbia University Press, 1970), 
145– 225; also his “Neo- Confucian Cultivation and Seventeenth- Century Enlightenment,” in The 
Unfolding of Neo- Confucianism, ed. Wm. Theodore de Bary (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1975), 141– 216.

 31.  De Bary, Self and Society in Ming Thought, 22.
 32.  See E. Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, especially his “Introductory Remarks” and “An 

Historical Survey from the First to the Beginning of the 4th Century A.D.” (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1959), 1– 80.

 33.  Jacques Gernet, Buddhism in Chinese Society: An Economic History from the Fifth to the Tenth Centu-
ries, trans. Franciscus Verellen (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), 311.

 34.  Chün- fang Yü, Kuan- yin: The Transformation of Avalokiteśvara (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2001).

 35.  Chün- fang Yü and Yao Chongxin, “Guanyin and Dizang: The Creation of a Chinese Buddhist 
Pantheon,” Asiatische Studien études Asiatiques 70, no. 3 (2016): 757– 796.

2. ZHUHONG’S LIFE AND MAJOR WORKS

 1. The edition of Yunqi fahui used here is the one reprinted by the Jinling Kejing Chu in the year 
1897. Yunqi fahui is hereafter abbreviated as YQFH. All these materials are found in juan 34. Yu 
Chunxi’s Yunqi Lian- chi dashi zhuan is contained in Huangming wenhai, juan 169, which is quoted 
in full in Makita Tairyō’s Chūgoku kinsei Bukkyōshi kenkyū, 208.
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274 2. Zhuhong’s Life and Major Works

 2. YQFH 29, 55a; YQFH 28, 50a– 55a, 53a.
 3. They are listed in the following: (1) Feiyin, Wudeng yantong, preface dated 1653, juan 16, ZZ 2B, 

12, 4, 368– 369; (2) Tongwen, Xuteng cun’gao preface dated 1666, juan 12, ZZ 2B, 18, 1, 142– 143; (3) 
Chaoyong, Wudeng quanshu, preface dated 1693, juan 120, ZZ 2B, 15, 1, 100– 101; (4) Zhou Kefu, 
Jingtu chenzhong, juan 10, ZZ 2, 14, 2, 154; (5) Peng Shaosheng, Jingtu shengxian lu, juan 5, ZZ 2B, 8, 
4, 145– 147; (6) Peng Shaosheng, Yixingju ji, juan 6; (7) Minghe, Buxu gaosengzhuan, juan 5, ZZ 2B, 
7, 1, 55– 56; (8) Xu Changzhi, Gaoseng zhaiyao, juan 1, ZZ 2B, 21, 4; (9) Huanlun, Shishi jigulue 
xuji, juan 3, T 49, 952; (10) Meiyan, Xinxu gaosengzhuan siji, juan 43; (11) Zhao Shi’an, Renhexian, 
zhi, preface dated 1690, juan 28.

 4. YQFH 28, 52a, “Xian kaobi yixing ji.”
 5. YQFH 25, 43a, “Yuan guan ze.”
 6. YQFH 28, 53a, “Xian kaobi yixing ji.”
 7. YQFH 31, 68a– 68b.
 8. YQFH 28, 57a, “Zhang neiren zhiming.”
 9. YQFH 29, 55b, “Zishang buxiao wen.”
 10. Yu Chunxi’s Yunqi Lianzhi dashi zhuan and Buxu gaosengzhuan.
 11. This is probably a work written by the Yuan monk Wencai (1241– 1302), whose biography appears 

in Fozu lidai tongzai, juan 22. See Walter Liebenthal, Chao Lun, The Treatises of Seng- chao (Hong 
Kong, 1968), 14. However, according to Liebenthal, there was also a monk who was named either 
Huideng or Huicheng who wrote a commentary on Zhao Lun in three juan entitled “Zhaolun 
chao.” This was first listed in a catalogue of books Ennin brought back from China in 839. The 
exact identity of this Huideng (or Huicheng) is, however, unknown. Nor is it clear if he ever 
wrote a book bearing his own name.

 12. Deqing’s inscription. A famous monk in the twentieth century, Xuyun, achieved enlightenment 
when he heard the sound of a teacup breaking. In his autobiography he described the incident: 
“In the last month of the year [1895], on the third night of the eighth week, during the recess 
after the sixth period, the attendants poured hot water according to the rule. It splashed on my 
hand. The teacup fell to the ground and broke to bits with a loud noise. Suddenly the roots of 
doubt were cut. In my whole life I had never felt such joy. It was like waking from a dream.” 
Welch, The Practice of Chinese Buddhism, 82.

 13. Renhe xianzhi, juan 20.
 14. YQFH 29, 59b– 60a, “Chujia bie shiren Tang.”
 15. The monastery was built by King Ye of Wu in 947 and was the first one in the western Zhejiang 

area to erect the ordination platform in 978. The platform has continued to exist to the pres-
ent, while neither of the platforms of the other two monasteries in the area, that of Kaiyuan, 
erected in 1131, and that of Xianlin, erected in 1162, remain. For this reason, this monastery has 
always been held in esteem. See Prip- Møller, Chinese Buddhist Monasteries, 345. The government 
edict prohibiting the use of ordination platforms came in 1566, in the same year that Zhuhong 
received his ordination.

 16. YQFH 33, 79b.
 17. YQFH 33, 67a– 68b.
 18. YQFH 33, 76b– 77a.
 19. Their biographies are found in, among other sources, Shishi jigu lue xuji, juan 3, T 49, 95a.
 20. YQFH 17, 60b. Zhuhong’s biography of Xiaoyan is contained in the Huang Ming mingseng jilue.
 21. YQFH 17, 60b.
 22. YQFH 25, 33a– 33b, “Bianrong.”
 23. Sources concerning the history of the Yunji Monastery and its revival under Zhuhong: Dong 

Qichang, Chongjian Yunji chanyan bei ji, YQFH 33, 18a– 20a; Tao Wangling, Hangzhou Yunqi chanyuan 
fatang ji, YQFH 33, 20a– 22b; Fen Mengzhen, Yunqi lanruo zhi, YQFH 33, 23a– 24b; Zhuhong, Chongxiu 
Yunqi chanyuan ji, YQFH 33, 24b– 26b; and his Fugu Yunqi lanruo ji, YQFH 33, 26b– 27a.

 24. “Wutai Wuyun Feng chanshi,” in Wulin Xihu gaoseng shilulue, compiled by Manao Yuanjing and 
Dongjia Yuanfu of the Song, and reprinted by Zhuhong as part of YQFH 17, 14b– 15a.

 25. YQFH 24, 25b– 26a, “Qianli zongling.”
 26. YQFH 33, 25b, “Zhuhong xiu Yunqi Chanyuan ji.”
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 27. YQFH 28, 62b– 63a, “Ranghu shu.”
 28. YQFH 34, 3b, Deqing’s Dashi taming; YQFH 33, 25b– 26a, “Chongfu Yunqi chanyuan ji.”
 29. Wolfram Eberhard, “Temple- building Activities in Medieval and Modern China.” See especially 

the section on “Temple Builders,” 312– 317.
 30. Eberhard, “Temple- building Activities in Medieval and Modern China,” 314.
 31. Xiang Shiyuan, Yunqi zhi.
 32. Sekino Tadashi and Tokiwa Daijō, Shina Bukkyō shiseki.
 33. YQFH 28, 63a– 64a, “Rangzai shu dai Yu taishou.”
 34. YQFH 28, 65a– 66a, “Chongxiu Zhujiao yuanshu”; YQFH 34, 4b; Dashi taming.
 35. YQFH 34, 7a– 7b, Dashi taming.
 36. Ōura Masahiro, “Mindai Bukkyō ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu— Unsei Shukō to sono sōrin no shakai 

shisōshiteki kenkyū,” 36– 49.
 37. Kenneth Ch’en, Buddhism in China: A Historical Survey, 263– 267; also his Chinese Transformation of 

Buddhism (Princeton, 1973), 125– 178; Jacques Gernet, Buddhism in Chinese Society: An Economic His-
tory from the Fifth to the Tenth Centuries, trans. Franciscus Verellen ( New York: Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 1995); Lien- sheng Yang, “Buddhist Monasteries and Four Money- Raising Institu-
tions in Chinese History”; Dennis Twitchett, “Monastic Estates in T’ang China,” Asia Major, N.S. 
5 (1956): 123– 146; and “The Monasteries and China’s Economy in Medieval Times,” Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies 19, no. 3 (1957): 526– 549.

 38. Kenneth Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 295.
 39. This was formulated by Takao Giken in “Unsei Daishi Shukō ni tsuite,” 238– 248. Later scholars 

followed this interpretation without any significant change. For instance, Mochizuki Shinkō, 
Chūgoku Jōdo kyōrishi; and Ogasawara Senshū, Chūgoku kinsei Jōdokyōshi no kenkyū.

 40. Included in YQFH 22, 3– 20.
 41. Peng Shaosheng in Jingtu shengxian lu gives Zhuhong’s date of death as the sixth month of the 

fortieth year of Wanli (1612). He gives the date of Zhuhong’s birth as the tenth year of Jiajing 
(1531). He, alone of all sources, gives this variant dating.

 42. Deqing’s Dashi taming, in YQFH 34, 8a– 9a.
 43. A detailed enumeration of the writings is given in the bibliography.

3. ZHUHONG AND THE JOINT PRACTICE OF PURE  
LAND AND CHAN

 1. The Zen Master Hakuin: Selected Writings, tr. Philip B. Yampolsky, 147– 148.
 2. Yampolsky, trans., The Zen Master Hakuin, 170– 171.
 3. Holmes Welch, The Practice of Chinese Buddhism, 398. On the separate hall for reciting the Bud-

dha’s name, see 89– 104.
 4. Ogasawara Senshū, Chūgoku kinsei Jōdokyōshi no kenykū, 213.
 5. Details of the latter will be discussed in chapter 8.
 6. Or the ninth patriarch. The discrepancy as well as problems of patriarchal order in the Pure 

Land school are discussed in the section entitled “Zhuhong and the Pure Land School.”
 7. Concerning the early history of Chan Buddhism, see Philip B. Yampolsky, The Platform Sutra of 

the Sixth Patriarch, 1– 57.
 8. Heinrich Dumoulin, S. J., A History of Zen Buddhism (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), 106.
 9. For a discussion of these Chan masters, see Yampolsky, The Platform Sutra, 53– 55; and Dumou-

lin, The Development of Chinese Zen After the Sixth Patriarch, 4– 6.
 10. Yampolsky, The Platform Sutra, 54– 55.
 11. Zhuding, Xu chuandenglu. Huizong’s preface, cited by Iwai Hirosato, Nisshi Bukkyōski ronkō, 460.
 12. Wudeng huiyuan xulue, cited by Iwai, Nisshi Bukkyōski ronkō, 461.
 13. Monk Haiyun, who had close relationships with several Yuan emperors, including Genghis 

Khan, Ögödei, and Möngke Khan, belonged to Linji; Zhiwen, who had influence during Qubi-
lai’s time, belonged to Caodong. Iwai, Nisshi Bukkyōski ronkō, 462– 534.

 14. Konggu Jinglong’s autobiography is found in YQFH 17, 21b.
 15. YQFH 17, 23b.
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276 3. Zhuhong and the Joint Practice of Pure Land and Chan

 16. YQFH 17, 25a.
 17. Hanshan laoren mengyou ji, juan 53, 2885.
 18. Hanshan laoren mengyou ji, juan 46, 2525.
 19. Ouyi Zhixu, Zonglun, Part 3, Vol. V. Quoted by Chen Yuan, Jingchu zengzheng ji, 14– 15.
 20. Chen Yuan, Jingchu zengzheng ji, 15.
 21. Zhuhong is listed as the eighth patriarch in two widely read biographies of Pure Land patri-

archs: Wukai, Lianzong jiuzu luezhuan, and Peng Shaosheng, Jingtu shengxian lu. See Ogasawara, 
Chūgoku kinsei Jōdo- kyōshi no kenkyū, 182– 183.

 22. This is the version given by Yang Renshan in Shizong lueshuo. See Ogasawara, Chūgoku kinsei 
Jōdokyōshi no kenkyū, 183.

 23. Luobang wenlei (block printed by Zhao Jinding, date unknown), juan 3, 36– 42.
 24. This section constitutes juan 26 of Fozutong ji, T 49, 261– 265.
 25. Peng’an Dayu, Jingtu zhiguei ji (Yangzhou: Yangzhou cangjingyuan, 1912), 86, “Lianshe lizu.”
 26. See Holmes Welch, “Dharma Scrolls and the Succession of Abbots in Chinese Monasteries,” espe-

cially 111, 116, 119, 121– 123, 136– 147.
 27. Takao Giken, Sōdai Bukkyōshi no kenkyū, 118– 119.
 28. Zhipan established the patriarchal transmission for the Pure Land tradition in “Jingtu lijiao zhi,” 

which forms juan 26 of his Fozutong ji. Zhipan based much of his narrative on Zongxiao’s, but he 
frequently included far more material.

 29. Luobang wenlei, juan 3, 36– 38. Fozutong ji, juan 26; T 49, 261– 263.
 30. Luobang wenlei, juan 3, 38– 39. Fozutong ji, juan 26; T 49, 263.
 31. Shandao advocated both the invocation of the Buddha’s name and the contemplation of the Bud-

dha in the hope of attaining a vision of Amitābha in this life. Most scholars have only empha-
sized the former in Shandao’s teaching. Julian Pas, however, has rightly pointed out that the 
Guanjing contained different layers of doctrines and that Shandao was sensitive to these in his 
commentary on the sutra: “The present texts consist of different layers of composition in which 
two or three main tendencies are noticeable. The original tendency or the basic message of the 
text has to do with meditation only: it is a manual of Amida vision in this life. A secondary (and 
later) stratum emphasizes ethical and mental conditions in order to be reborn in Amida’s Pure 
Land Sukhāvatī, and finally there is the almost casual recommendation to call the name of 
Amida Buddha at the moment of death in order to obtain remittance of one’s past transgres-
sions and— against all normal changes— to obtain rebirth in Sukhāvatī . . .  Shandao, although in 
some places feeling the difficulties involved, tried to give an objective exegesis of the text and 
to harmonize various levels of doctrine. However, it appears that, after him, his views were grad-
ually simplified even to the point of distortion. In modern works one very rarely finds his 
views on meditation explained. He seems to be known as the propagator of the nianfo practice 
only, and in the very restricted meaning of the expression at that.” See Pas, “Shan- tao’s Inter-
pretation of the Meditative Vision of Buddha Amitayus,” 98.

 32. Fozutong ji, juan 26; T 49, 263.
 33. Fozutong ji, juan 26; T 49, 263– 264.
 34. This is explained in the section entitled “The Joint Practice of Chan and Pure Land.”
 35. Fozutong ji, juan 26; T 49, 264. Luobang wenlei, juan 3, 24– 41.
 36. Fozutong ji, juan 26; T 49, 264– 265.
 37. This is a ritual for confessing the sins committed by the six senses according to the work called 

Fahua sanmei xingfa (The Method of Practicing the Lotus Samadhi), written by the Tiantai mas-
ter Zhiyi. He created the ritual according to the Lotus Sutra and other Mahāyāna sutras. It was 
first used by Master Huisi, the second Tiantai patriarch. See Oda, Oda Bukkyō Daijiten, 1050a.

 38. Fozotong ji, juan 26; T 49, 265. Luobang wenlei, juan 3, 41.
 39. Luobang wenlei, juan 3, 42.
 40. Technically there are two kinds of nianfo samadhi. The first kind is called the practice of causes 

(yinxing) and refers to three types of nianfo: (1) visualize with a single mind the wonderful char-
acteristics of the Buddha; (2) contemplate with a single mind the real nature of the dharmakāya; 
(3) call upon the name of the Buddha with a single mind. These three are all called the nianfo 
samadhi of causes, and are also referred to as “cultivation” (xiu). The second type of nianfo 
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 3. Zhuhong and the Joint Practice of Pure Land and Chan 277

samadhi is a higher stage. When the aforementioned practices are successful, either the practi-
tioner’s mind will enter samadhi, or the Buddha appears in front of him, or he understands 
truly the one nature of reality. When this happens, it is called the nianfo samadhi of successful 
result (guocheng). It is also referred to as “attainment” (fade). See Oda, Bukkyō Daijiten, 1381a.

 41. Zongze seems to have identified nianfo sanmei (samadhi of Buddha contemplation) with the oral 
invocation of the Buddha’s name. From this passage at least, he also seems to have emphasized 
the quantitative aspect of nianfo: the more one called the name, the more likely one was to achieve 
nianfo samadhi.

 42. See Leon Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” in de Bary, Self 
and Society in Ming Thought, 453.

 43. Zongmi’s theory is set forth in juan 4 of his Puxian xingyuan pin shuchao (Commentary on the 
Puxian xingyuan chapter of the Avataṁsaka Sutra). ZZ 1, 75, 457– 458. See Mochizuki Shinkō, 
Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi.

 44. YQFH 8, 66b– 67a. Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 455– 456. 
It is touched on by Welch, The Practice of Buddhism, 90, 399.

 45. In the case of Shandao, it is likely that he had put equal emphasis on the two aspects of nianfo, 
Buddha contemplation and Buddha invocation, as Julian Pas in his studies on Shandao indi-
cated (“The Significance of Shan- tao in the Pure Land Movement of China and Japan,” paper 
delivered at AAR meeting in 1976). Commenting on Shandao’s work the Guannian famen, “The 
Dharma Door to Visualization and Contemplation of the Buddha,” T. 1959, Pas pointed out 
that “He [Shandao] does not give any definition of its [nian’s] meaning and content but uses the 
term as ambiguous, i.e., including both meditation on Amida and invocation of his name. . . .  
By using the term in its ambiguity he seems to stress the fact that for him niafo is both medita-
tion and recitation and should not be separated. In other words, meditation, aiming at the 
vision of Amida here and now, is always accompanied by worship, chanting the sutras, and 
reciting the name of Amida.” See “The Significance of Shan- tao in the Pure Land Movement of 
China and Japan,” 22. After discussing the passages in the Commentary of Shandao to the Guan-
jing, Pas disagreed with the views of K. Ch’en, R. Robinson, and S. Mochizuki and concluded: 
“Shandao was not the one- tract- minded popular preacher that the Japanese Pure Land follow-
ers made him to appear. His approach to the Amida cult is many- sided; for everybody he rec-
ommends a suitable method to obtain rebirth: those of weak faith are attracted to Sukhāvatī by 
sincere invocation of Amida’s name; however, the more fervent disciples are encouraged to 
perform better: both ethical conduct and meditation (according to the guan method) are a 
higher and more perfect form of nianfo.” “The Significance of Shan- tao in the Pure Land Move-
ment of China and Japan,” 39.

 46. Yanshou contrasted the two approaches in Wanshan tonggui ji, juan 21. The pursuit of contempla-
tion leads to samadhi. This is what he called dingxin (mind of concentration), which he believed 
would result in rebirth in a superior category (shangpin wangsheng). Mere recitation of the Bud-
dha’s name, when accompanied by the performance of good deeds, leads to zhuanxin (mind of 
single devotion). This will result in rebirth in an inferior category (xiapin wangsheng). Mochizuki, 
Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 337.

 47. On the White Lotus sect, see Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 411– 425. Ogasawara, Chūgoku 
kinsei Jōdokyōshi no kenykū, 83– 130; and Daniel L. Overmyer, Folk Buddhist Religion: Dissenting Sects 
in Late Traditional China, 73– 108.

 48. According to Pudu, there were ten requirements a man had to fulfill if he wanted to achieve 
rebirth. Pudu called the ten “the orthodox practices of Buddha invocation.” They were: (1) take 
care of one’s parents with filial piety; (2) respect and serve one’s teachers and elders; (3) take 
refuge in the Three Jewels; (4) raise the mind of enlightenment; (5) keep the five precepts; 
(6) practice compassion and nonkilling; (7) perform the ten good deeds; (8) believe in cause 
and effect (i.e., the law of karma); (9) recite the Mahāyāna scriptures; and (10) persuade others 
to practice the above. Lianzong baojian, juan 1; T 49, 306a– 309a.

 49. See YQFH 16, Wangsheng ji, 1, 27b– 28c and 3, 5b, respectively.
 50. It is possible that Zhuhong did not connect these two Pure Land Buddhists with the White Lotus 

sectarians of the Ming. Overmyer noted also that “In Ming Jingtu sources Mao appears as a 
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pillar of the Pure Land tradition . . .  in Yinian’s Xifang zhihzhi (Pointing directly to the western 
land) Cizhao is quoted in sharp criticism of ignorant folk who do not understand the proper 
way to seek rebirth in the Pure Land, who recite Amitābha’s name to ward off illness and in 
times of difficulty call on gods and ancestors, burn paper money, and kill living beings for 
 sacrifice. . . .  After reading his material it is extremely difficult to conceive of Mao Ziyuan as 
the founder of a syncretic folk sect! If he had been involved in dubious or heretical activity, 
why would the Pure Land School have so venerated him as an orthodox saint of the tradition, 
described alongside Huiyuan and Shandao?” Folk Buddhist Religion, 93.

 51. The White Lotus Society was first banned when Ziyuan was sent into exile. During the Yuan, 
the ban was reaffirmed by decrees in 1281, 1308, and 1322. Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 430.

 52. Ogasawara, Chūgoku kinsei Jōdokyōshi no kenykū, 90.
 53. These include Changuan cejin (YQFH 14), Wangsheng ji (YQFH 16), Huang Ming mingseng jilue (YQFH 

17) and Zhuchuang erbi (YQFH 25).
 54. Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 330.
 55. Since the Song, Chinese Chan monks have revered Baizhang both as the originator of both the 

Chan emphasis on manual labor (“no work, no food”) and the Chan monastic code. The tradi-
tion credits him with the writing of the Pure Rules of Baizhang, the first monastic code for Chan 
monks, who had until then lived in monasteries of the Vinaya (lü) school and observed basi-
cally Hīnayāna rules. This view was accepted by many scholars. Recent studies on the history 
of Zen codes, however, have questioned this view. Martin Collcutt in his dissertation, “The Zen 
Monastic Institutes in Medieval Japan” (Harvard, 1975), discussed the works of Japanese schol-
ars such as Kondō Ryōichi (“Hajō shingi to Zen’on shingi”; “Hajō shingi no seiritsu to sono gen-
kei”), Shiina Kōyū (“Shotō Zensha no Ritsuin kyojū ni tsuite”), Yanagida Seizan (Shoki Zenshū 
shiso no kenkyū), and Kagamishima Genryū (“Hajō koshingi henka katei no ichi- kōsatsu”). The 
consensus is that not only was Baizhang not the originator of the Chan code, but he might not 
have compiled any code at all. Baizhang himself, his disciples, and his biographers all failed to 
mention any code he might have compiled. The existing Chixiu Baizhang qinggui (Imperial Com-
pilation of the Baizhang Code) was a Yuan dynasty work which, according to Collcutt, was a 
synthesis of the best- known Song dynasty codes and contained nothing that could be traced 
directly to Baizhang. See Collcutt, , “The Zen Monastic Institutes in Medieval Japan,” 189– 190.

 56. Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 394.
 57. YQFH 16, Wangshengji fu, lb.
 58. There are two versions of Banzhou sanmei jing in the Taishō Tripitaka (T 417, T 418). One is in 

eight chapters and the other in sixteen. Both are supposed to have been translated by Lokakṣema 
(Zhiloujiachan) of the later Han. See Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 12; E. Zürcher, The Bud-
dhist Conquest of China, 35. The passages in the sutra dealing with nianfo sanmei are gathered 
together in Luobang wenlei, juan 1.

 59. Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 24– 28; Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, 220– 221.
 60. Luobang wenlei, juan 1, 29b.
 61. Luobang wenlei, 29b– 30a.
 62. Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 112. Luobang wenlei, juan 1, 30– 61.
 63. Ui Hakuju, Zenshūshi kenkyū, 169– 174; Yampolsky, Platform Sutra, 43– 44. According to the Lengjia 

shizi ji, Zhixian was one of the ten great disciples of the Fifth Patriarch Hongren (T 85, 1289c). 
However, it does not give much detailed material about either himself or the school he was 
supposed to have established in Szechuan. The Lidai fabao ji, a later work centering on the thought 
of Wuzhu, who traced his lineage to Zhixian, claimed that Zhixian passed the Dharma to Chuji. 
The latter, in turn, passed it to Musang, who then passed it to Wuzhu. Moreover, the Lidai fabao 
ji made them represent the Baotang school of early Chan Buddhism, a separate tradition inde-
pendent from the Northern and Southern schools of Chan. Yanagida Seizan, Shoki no zenshi II: 
Rekidai hōbō ki, 14– 15.

 64. Ui, Zenshūshi kenkyū, 180; Yampolsky, Platform Sutra, 44.
 65. Ui, Zenshūshi kenkyū, 190. Namo means “adoration of” or “homage to.”
 66. Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 394.
 67. Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 332. Zhuhong used the same twofold distinction of “univer-

sal” (li) and “particular” (shi) to explain the two levels of nianfo.
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 68. Mochizuki, Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 341.
 69. Tianmu Mingben Chanshi zulu, ZZ 1, 2, 27, 4; 393b.
 70. Tianmu Mingben Chanshi zulu, ZZ 1, 2, 27, 4; 396a.
 71. Chan’guan cejin, YQFH 14, 21b– 22a.
 72. YQFH 17, 41b.
 73. YQFH 17, 44a.
 74. YQFH 17, 42b.
 75. YQFH 17, 13a– 14a.
 76. YQFH 17, 55b.
 77. YQFH 14, 22b.
 78. YQFH 17, 19a.
 79. Hanshan laoren mengyou ji, juan 9, 18.
 80. YQFH 6, 18b.
 81. YQFH 6, 22a.
 82. YQFH 6, 28b– 29a. The same idea was expressed by Deqing, who characterized the method of Chan 

as no- thought and that of Pure Land as thought. “The Chan path teaches the method of no- thought, 
whereas the Pure Land path teaches the method of thought. Since sentient beings have fallen deeply 
into the ocean of delusions, it is difficult for them to get rid of thoughts. If impure thoughts are 
transformed into pure thoughts, it is like using one poison to counter another poison, playing a 
game of exchange. Thus it is difficult to obtain enlightenment through the Chan path, and easier to 
attain freedom through the Pure Land path.” Hanshan laoren mengyou ji, juan 8, 45– 46.

 83. YQFH 8, 58b.
 84. YQFH 8, 59a; Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 455.
 85. YQFH 8, 66a– 66b; Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 463.
 86. Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 463.
 87. Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 463.
 88. Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 463.
 89. Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 463.
 90. YQFH 6, 10a; Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 461.
 91. YQFH 8, 70b; Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” 464.

4. ZHUHONG AND THE LATE MING LAY BUDDHIST MOVEMENT

 1. Kenneth Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 449.
 2. For instance, Ch’en uses the subtitle “Decline” for his treatment of Buddhism from the Song 

on. Arthur Wright calls the years ca. 900– 1900 “the period of appropriation.” Cf. Ch’en, chap-
ter 14, and Wright, Buddhism in Chinese History, 86.

 3. Zhuhong explains the meaning of these terms as follows: “When a thought arises in the mind 
that materializes into the intent to kill, this is the primary cause (yin). The secondary causes are 
the various factors which lead to the killing (yuan). The means and ways which the killing involves 
constitute the karma (ye).” YQFH 2; Jieshu fayin, juan 3, 8a.

 4. Fanwang jing, T 24, 1004b. This extremely important text has been translated from Chinese into 
French by J. J. M. DeGroot in Le Code du Mahāyāna en Chine (Amsterdam, 1893). This passage 
occurs on pp. 32– 33. French is given on the left side of the page and the original Chinese text on 
the right.

 5. YQFH 2; Jieshu fayin, juan 3, 9a.
 6. Fanwang jing, T 24, 1006b.
 7. Jieshu fayin, juan 4, 47b– 48a.
 8. Jieshu fayin, juan 4, 48b.
 9. Liang shu, juan 48, 7a– 13a.
 10. According to the notes supplied by Zhuhong, this refers to a passage in the Sūraṅgama Sutra 

(Lengyan jing): “The Buddha says to Ananda, ‘When a monk eats food, do you think the rest of 
the monks are also satisfied?’ Ānanda answers, ‘Although the monks are all arhats, since each 
of them has a different body, we cannot say that one person satisfies the rest.’ ” YQFH 5; Jieshu 
shijian, 27b.
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 11. Jieshu shijian, 28a. “The younger brother of Emperor Taizu of Song, King Jin, was sick. The doc-
tor applied cauterization by burning moxa. The king felt pain and the emperor cauterized him-
self with moxa in order to share the king’s pain.”

 12. Jieshu shijian, 28a. “Cai Shun lost his father at an early age and lived with his mother. One day he 
went out to gather firewood, and a visitor suddenly appeared. When he did not return quickly, 
his mother bit her finger. Shun felt something in his heart, and casting the firewood on the 
ground, rushed home.”

 13. Jieshu shijian, 28a. “In the Tang dynasty there was an official who plotted rebellion with An 
Lushan. He was formerly the prefect of Sichuan, and a statue of him remained there. When 
Emperor Xuanzong toured Shu and saw it, he was very angry and he struck its head with a 
sword. At that time this official was living in Shanxi, but his head suddenly fell to the 
ground.”

 14. YQFH 3; Jieshu fayin, juan 4, 48b– 49a.
 15. YQFH 3, 49a– 49b.
 16. YQFH 3, 50a– 50b.
 17. YQFH 5; Jieshu wen bian, lb.
 18. Cf. Suzuki Chūsei, “Bukkyō no kinsatsu kairitsu ga Sōdai no min- shu seikatsu ni oyoboseru 

eikyō ni tsuite,” 115– 141.
 19. Fozutong ji, T 49, 359c.
 20. Fanwang jing, T 24, 1007b.
 21. Tang dazhao juanji, juan 113.
 22. “Liang Yuandi Jingzhou fangshengting bei,” Yiwen lei ju, juan 77.
 23. Fozutong ji, T 49, 376a.
 24. Xin Tang shu, juan 153; Jiu Tang shu, juan 128.
 25. “Tianxia fangshengchi beiming,” Chuan Tang wen, juan 339.
 26. His biography is found in Wudeng huiyuan, juan 10; Fozutong ji, juan 26; Fozu tongzai, juan 18; Shishi 

ji gu lue, juan 3.
 27. Fozutong ji, T 49, 207a– 209a.
 28. Fozutong ji, 207c.
 29. Song shi, juan 8, “Zhenzong benji.”
 30. Song shi, juan 338; Song Yuan xue’an, juan 99.
 31. Lin’an zhi, juan 32.
 32. Tang Yongtong, Han Wei liang- Jin Nanbeichao fojiao shi, 248– 271.
 33. Suzuki Chūsei, “Sōdai Bukkyō kessha no kenkyū,” 65– 98, 205– 241, 303– 333.
 34. For example: “Dongpo jushi yin shi shuo,” 135b; “Youtan Cishi jiesha wen,” 136a; “Foyin chanshi 

jiesha wen,” 136a; “Zhenxie chanshi jiesha wen,” 136a– b; “Pu’an cishi jiesha wen,” 136b; all are 
included in Guiyuan zhizhi ji, juan 2, the preface to which is dated 1570. ZZ 2, 13, 2.

 35. “Dongpo jushi yin shi shuo,” ZZ 2, 13, 2, 135b.
 36. YQFH 22, 3– 20.
 37. Zhuhong’s reply exhorting the empress to cultivate both wisdom and blessing is included in a 

verse entitled “Cisheng Huangtaihou qian neichi wen fayao jiesong,” YQFH 29, 21a. The story of 
the establishment of the ponds at the Shangfang Si and Changshou Si is found in YQFH 33, 27b– 
30a, 30a– 32b.

 38. Cf. Ogasawara Senshū, Chūgoku kinsei Jōdokyō shi no kenkyū, the section entitled “Byakurenshū 
no kenkyū,” 79– 165; Suzuki, “Sōdai Bukkyō kessha no kenkyū,” 303– 333; Li Shoukong, “Ming-
dai bailiangjiao kaolue.”

 39. Zhuchuang erbi, YQFH 25, 23a– 23b, “Lian she.”
 40. YQFH 25, 22a– 22b, “Jie shehui.”
 41. YQFH 32, 16b– 17a, “Fangsheng wen.”
 42. YQFH 32, 17b.
 43. The nine “untimely deaths” are: (1) death by suffering from a disease that is not attended to by 

a doctor; (2) death by doing evil and being punished by the law of the land; (3) death by indulg-
ing in excessive pleasure that causes one to become careless and thus to give ghosts and spirits 
the opportunity of stealing one’s energy and breath away; (4) death by drowning; (5) death by 
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burning; (6) death through being eaten by ferocious beasts in the forest; (7) death by falling off 
a cliff; (8) death through being killed by poison or a curse; (9) death from hunger and thirst. 
The reference is Foxue da zudian, 174b– c.

 44. YQFH 31; I gao, juan 3, 78a, “Fangsheng dushuo.”
 45. The main concepts of the work, those dealing with nianfo, are discussed in chapter 3 of this book. 

See also Leon Hurvitz, “Zhuhong’s One Mind of Pure Land and Ch’an Buddhism,” in de Bary, 
Self and Society in Ming Thought, 451– 476, esp. 453– 469.

 46. Luo Jinxi gave Zhou Rudeng the Buddhist work Fayuan zhulin (Cyclopedia of the Buddhist Sys-
tem). See Mingru xue’an, juan 36, 372.

 47. YQFH 31; I Gao, juan 3, 14b, “Da Zhou Ximeng shaocan.”
 48. YQFH 22, 17b– 19a, “Fangsheng wen.”
 49. YQFH 32, 74a– 75a, “Shangfang shanhui yue.”
 50. Ming shi, juan 216; Jushi zhuan, juan 44.
 51. Ming shi, juan 288; Mingru xue’an, juan 35.
 52. Preface to Tao Wangling’s “Fangsheng bian huo” (Dispelling Doubts Concerning Releasing Life), 

in Shuofu xuji (1647 reprint), juan 30.
 53. Jushi zhuan, juan 42.
 54. YQFH 22, 3b– 6b, “Jiesha wen.” At points I have paraphrased the original in order to avoid unnec-

essary details.
 55. YQFH 22, 6b– 7a.
 56. Cf. Ōchō Enichi, “Minmatsu Bukkyō to Kirisutokyō to no sōgo hihan,” 1– 20; 18– 38. See also 

Oyanagi Shigeta, “Rimatō to Minmatsu no shisōkai,” 83– 109; Hou Wailu, Zhongguo sixiang tong-
shi, 1189– 1213; D. Lancashire, “Buddhist Reaction to Christianity in Late Ming China.”

 57. Included in Tianxue chuhan, compiled by Li Zhizao (1965 Taipei reprint), 351– 635.
 58. Li, comp., Tianxue chuhan, 501– 502.
 59. Li, comp., Tianxue chuhan, 503.
 60. Li, comp., Tianxue chuhan, 505– 506.
 61. Li, comp., Tianxue chuhan, 509.
 62. YQFH 26, 72a– 75a.
 63. YQFH 26, 73b– 74a.
 64. “Yu Deyuan quanbu yu Li Xitai xiansheng shu” and “Li xiansheng fu Yu quanbu shu” in Bianxue 

yidu, Tianxue chuhan, juan 2, 637– 641, 641– 650.
 65. Bianxue yidu, Tianxue chuhan, juan 2, “Li xiansheng fu Lianchi da heshang zhuchuang tianshuo si 

duan,” 651– 684.
 66. In the edition published in Fujian, there was a preface to Bianxue yidu written by a Migezi 

[Michael], which was the religious name of Yang Dingyun (1557– 1627). Cf. Fang Hao, Zhongguo 
tianzhujiao renwu zhuan, 126– 138. Yang claimed that before Zhuhong died, the latter repented of 
his wrong faith in the Pure Land. This preface was missing from the Zhejiang edition of the 
same book, and the fact was taken by many Buddhists as concrete proof that the book was a 
forgery, a shameless polemic against Zhuhong. Cf. “Zheng wang shuo” (Exposing the Wrong), 
by Zhang Guangtian in Mingchao poxie ji, juan 7.

 67. YQFH 2, 32b.
 68. YQFH 2, 34a.
 69. The work consists of 56 juan, with 228 full biographies, in which 69 additional persons are also 

briefly mentioned. It was published in 1776.
 70. The other two are Jushi fendeng lu in 2 juan by Zhu Shi’en, published in 1632, and Xianjue ji in 2 

juan by Tao Mingqian, published in 1672. Peng’s Jushi zhuan was based on Tao’s work, but he 
added a great deal of new material. See Ogawa Kanichi, “Koji Bukkyō no kinsei hatten,” 51– 52.

 71. Five from Jiangxi, four from Fujian, two each from Huguang (Hunan, Hubei) and Sichuan, and 
one from Shanxi.

 72. Sakai Tadao, Chūgoku zensho no kenkyū, 303– 304. Cf. Welch, Practice, 126– 128, 417, 500, note 12.
 73. While there are as many definitions of the term “gentry” as there are studies about them, I find 

the classification into official- gentry and scholar- gentry, as outlined by Ch’ü T’ung- tsu in his 
Local Government in China Under the Ch’ing, 171– 173, most helpful.
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 74. The titles (epistolary or literary) of these positions are: zhunbo (prefect, 4B), yiling (district mag-
istrate, 7B), zhongcheng (governor, 2B), taishi (compiler, 5B). Besides these, the following titles are 
also found: zongrong (brigadier- general, 2A), fangbo (lieutenant- governor or financial commis-
sioner, 2B), zongbo (director of the court of sacrificial worship, 3A), jingzhao (prefect of the met-
ropolitan prefecture, 3A), duxian (first captain, 4A), zhizhong (subprefect of Shuntianfu, 5A), 
zhuncheng (first- class subprefect, 5A), zhuzheng (second- class secretary of a ministry, 6A), zhong-
han (secretary of the grand secretariat, 7B). The translations of the titles and their grades are 
made according to Charles O. Hucker, “An Index of Terms and Titles in the Governmental Orga-
nization of the Ming Dynasty,” 127– 151; and H. S. Brunnert and V. V. Hagelstrom, Present Day 
Political Organization of China.

 75. Jushi zhuan, juan 48.
 76. Jushi zhuan, juan 40.
 77. Jushi zhuan, juan 42.
 78. Jushi zhuan, juan 48.
 79. Jushi zhuan, juan 38.
 80. Jushi zhuan, juan 44.
 81. Jushi zhuan, juan 48.
 82. Jushi zhuan, juan 48.
 83. Jushi zhuan, juan 42.
 84. Jushi zhuan, juan 48.
 85. Hsieh Kuo- chen, Ming Qing zhiji dangshe yundong kao, 8– 13.
 86. Hsieh Kuo- chen, Ming Qing zhiji dangshe yundong kao, 10.
 87. Jushi chuan, juan 42.
 88. Jushi chuan, juan 41.
 89. Whom I cannot otherwise identify.
 90. YQFH 30, juan 2, 24a.
 91. YQFH 30, 46b.
 92. YQFH 30, 34b.
 93. YQFH 30, 26b.
 94. YQFH 30, 47a– 47b.
 95. YQFH 30, juan 1, 45b.
 96. YQFH 30, juan 2, 24b.
 97. YQFH 31, 17a.
 98. One juan. There are two versions. One was translated by Tan Wuchan (d. 433) of the Northern 

Liang (T 24, 1107– 1110). The other was translated by Xuanzang (c. 596– 664) of the Tang (T 24, 
1110– 1115).

 99. YQFH 3, 10a– 10b.
 100. YQFH 31, 17a.
 101. YQFH 31, 26a.
 102. YQFH 30, juan 2, 22a.
 103. YQFH 30, 35a– 36b.
 104. YQFH 30, 36a.
 105. YQFH 30, 36b.

5. SYNCRETISM IN ACTION: MORALITY BOOKS  
AND THE RECORD OF SELF- KNOWLEDGE

 1. Helmer Ringgren, “The Problems of Syncretism,” in Syncretism, ed. Sven S. Hartman, 7.
 2. Individual studies on gnosticism, Philo, and Hellenistic syncretism and George Widgren’s stud-

ies of Syrian Christianity and ancient Near Eastern religions, of course, all bear on the subject 
matter of syncretism, but there has yet to appear a theoretical treatment of syncretism as a uni-
versal and perhaps even perennial human response to cultural and religious contact. In recent 
years, however, there has been some interest in the exploration of this area among Western schol-
ars. Several colloquia and symposia have been held on the general topic of syncretism: at the 
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Swedish University of Abo, Finland, September 1966 and 1967; at the University of Strasbourg, 
June 1971; at the German Academy of Göttingen, October 1971; and at the Santa Barbara cam-
pus, University of California, April 1972. The papers from the first colloquium were published 
as Syncretism and those of the last appear in Religious Syncretism in Antiquity, ed. Birger A. 
Pearson.

 3. In Religious Syncretism in Antiquity both Raimundo Panikkar and Stanislav Segert went into the 
etymology of “syncretism” to show why the term might have acquired a pejorative connotation 
through the ages: “The traditional and, at the same time real, etymology of the word synkretis-
mos, presented by Plutarch (De fraterno amore, 2, 490b), explains the word as the coming together 
of Cretans against an external enemy.” See “Some Remarks Concerning Syncretism” in Religious 
Syncretism in Antiquity, 63. Raimundo Panikkar further analyzed this etymology and found four 
traits: (1) the joining of forces and interests; (2) from people who otherwise were neither united 
nor friendly to each other; (3) so that, forgetting internal rivalries, they became provisional allies; 
(4) in order to fight a common enemy or threat. Thus, according to the original etymology of 
syncretism, the union of elements is provisional or momentary; it lasts as long as the external 
menace remains and is therefore superficial. Panikkar continues: “No wonder, then, in point of 
fact, that the use of the word through the ages has almost constantly had a pejorative connota-
tion, except when it began to be used as meaning a global and overall view, e.g., the ‘syncretistic’ 
perception of children or when it was used by the defenders of the respective ‘syncretistic’ doc-
trines of different periods in human thought.” “Some Notes on Syncretism and Eclecticism 
Related to the Growth of Human Consciousness,” Religious Syncretism in Antiquity, 49.

 4. Panikkar uses the imagery of “growth” to characterize the syncretic process, which would agree 
with my view presented here: “Growth is neither immobility nor mere change; it is neither exclu-
sive disrupture nor sheer continuity. . . .  Growth implies assimilation of elements outside by 
virtue of a force inside. . . .  Growth is endogenous, it comes from within and has an internal pat-
tern, only disclosed in the growing process itself. But growth requires also an exogenous ele-
ment, namely, the external materials, the food to be assimilated. . . .  Growth is a holistic phe-
nomenon; it has the paradigm of a Gestalt. We may know the elements needed for the growing 
process, but growth cannot be reduced to the increase of elementary particles forming inde-
pendent configurations.” See “Some Notes on Syncretism and Eclecticism Related to the Growth 
of Human Consciousness,” Religious Syncretism in Antiquity, 57.

 5. There is some uncertainty about the authorship and the date of this work. In the preface to 
Taishang ganying pian dushuo (printed in 1893), it is stated: “This treatise was hidden in the Dao-
zang. Before the Song dynasty, few knew of its existence.” Takao Giken thinks it was written by 
a Daoist priest between the end of the Tang and the beginning of the Sung, for two reasons: the 
Treatise was first mentioned in the Yi wen zhi section of the Song shi (History of the Song); and Li 
Changling (fl. 1008) was the first person to advocate the practice recommended in the Treatise. 
“Mindai ni taisei sareta kōkakaku shisō,” 18. Sakai Tadao credited Li Zhiji as the author of the 
Treatise. See Chūgoku zensho no kenkyū, 431.

 6. Gaozi yishu, juan 9, “Tongshan hui xu,” and “Chongke ganying pian xu,” cited by Sakai, Chūgoku 
zensho no kenkyū, 286.

 7. Hongbao ji, juan 42, “Taishang ganying pian xu,” cited in Sakai, Chūgoku zensho no kenkyū, 261. 
Besides Tu, the two Tao brothers were also interested in propagating morality books. Tao Wan-
gling wrote essays on the Treatise, and Tao Shiling wrote on The Ledger of Merits and Demerits. See 
Sakai, Chūgoku zensho no kenkyū, 257.

 8. Tachibana Shiraki, Shina shisō no kenkyū, 37.
 9. Paul Carus, who together with D. T. Suzuki translated the work into English, said in his intro-

duction: “If the popularity of books must be measured by either the number of copies in which 
they appear or the devotion of their reader, the Taishang Ganying Pian, i.e., The Treatise of the Exalted 
One on Response and Retribution, will probably have to be assigned the first place of all publica-
tions on the globe. Its editions exceed even those of the Bible and Shakespeare, which of all the 
books published in the Western world are most numerous, and many millions of devout Chi-
nese believe that great merit is gained by the dissemination of the book.” The Treatise of the Exalted 
One on Response and Retribution, tr. D. T. Suzuki and Paul Carus, 3.
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The popularity of morality books was not limited to imperial China, but to a certain extent 
carried over to modern China as well. Two Japanese authors attested to their popularity with 
eyewitness accounts. Tachibana Shiraki, who was in Manchuria in 1924, stated that even in the 
most dilapidated bookstores in Dalian and Lüshun he saw a great many copies of the Treatise 
and The Ledger of Merits and Demerits, another important morality book to be dealt with in this 
chapter. Shina shisō kenkyū, 37. Another Japanese traveler, reporting from a small village in Hebei 
in 1942, saw peasant families venerating the Jueshi jing, a late Ming morality book, as a family 
bible.

 10. The terms “great tradition” and “little tradition” were first proposed by Robert Redfield in The 
Little Community, Peasant Society, and Culture. Since then, this conceptual paradigm has been used 
by other cultural anthropologists who either refined it with modifications or questioned its basic 
assumptions and suggested alternate ways of assessing cultural contact and social change. Mil-
ton Singer suggested “text and context” (“Text and Context in the Study of Religion and Social 
Change in India,” reprinted in When a Great Tradition Modernizes). M. N. Srinivas used “Sanskri-
tization” (Religion and Society Among the Coorgs of South India) in studying the process of the per-
meation of Hinduism into the local levels of Indian society. On the other hand, some scholars 
question the validity of treating the classical literary great tradition as a monolithic whole. 
Instead, they see the coexistence of various great traditions, the Sanskrit, Brahmanical, or Hindu 
being just one of the great traditions. In this case, instead of tracing the dichotomy between 
the great and the little traditions, one tries to locate the dominant tradition in different localities 
and at different times. “I suggest that the structure of Indian culture is composed of multiple 
traditions, each tradition utilizing components (groups, centers, items, relationships) found 
through India. But I would insist that each tradition is of equal status on an all- India scale, and 
that our attention must be directed to the system which is dominant in any time, region or 
locality to assess which is the ‘Great Tradition’ of the moment. . . .  In a complex culture such as 
India represents . . .  shared components are not the indicators of participation in a single system 
or tradition. It is the perceived relationship between components, the organization of the mean-
ing of these relationships and components which give body to a ‘tradition.’ ” See Robert Miller, 
“Button, Button— Great Tradition, Little Tradition, Whose Tradition?” 40– 41. In the case of late 
traditional China, it would be more appropriate to speak of a “great tradition” consisting of 
Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist components than of three separate “great traditions.”

 11. Morality books represent the myths and values of the Chinese great tradition just as stories, 
songs, and sayings represent those of the Hindu tradition. Susan Snow Wadley collected and 
analyzed stories and songs of a North Indian village called Karimpur in Shakti: Power in the Con-
ceptual Structure of Karimpur Religion. Both can tell us the belief and value systems of the com-
mon man, be he a Ming dynasty Chinese or a contemporary Indian villager. But there are some 
differences. Whereas the morality books were written by members of the elite, the Karimpur 
texts are strictly the work of often anonymous village storytellers and priests.

 12. For instance, Holmes Welch, The Parting of the Way, 139. Welch used the term “religion of the 
masses” in the sense Wing- tsit Chan did in his Religious Trends in Modern China, 139– 185. Chan 
distinguished two levels of religion: the religion of the enlightened and the religion of the masses.

 13. Tadao Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” in Self and Society in Ming Thought, 
341.

 14. Xu fenshu, juan 1, “Da Ma Lishan,” cited by Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” 
242.

 15. Jiaoshi bicheng, juan 2, “Zhi dan shen,” cited by Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational 
Works,” 246.

 16. Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” 255– 256.
 17. In the Record of Self- knowledge Zhuhong used 100 cash (wen), or 100 pieces of copper coin as the 

basic unit in counting money. In the Ming there were three kinds of currency: the paper note, 
copper coin, and silver. Taizu, following the practice of the Yuan, attempted to make paper cur-
rency the only official means of transaction. “The note was issued in six denominations, 
namely, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 cash and one string. One string in paper currency was made the 
equivalent of 1,000 copper coins, one ounce of silver or one- fourth ounce of gold. Trading with 
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gold and silver was forbidden” (Lien- sheng Yang, Money and Credit in China, A Short History, 67). 
However, the paper note never achieved this intended status. Instead, by the mid- fifteenth cen-
tury silver had become the preferred medium of exchange. James Geiss discusses the reasons 
for this development in his dissertation, “Peking Under the Ming (1368– 1644)”: “Since govern-
ment paper currency had begun to inflate in value during the early reigns of the dynasty and 
since copper coins varied considerably in weight, metallic content and quality, people turned 
to silver. Silver had a stable value as a precious metal, and that value remained relatively unaf-
fected by economic changes during the first two centuries of Ming rule. In the late sixteenth 
century, however, when silver from Mexico and Japan entered the Ming empire in great quan-
tity, the value of silver began to decline and inflation set in, for as the metal became more abun-
dant its buying power diminished” (144). As one might expect, there was much fluctuation in 
the exchange rate between copper coins and silver. Geiss illustrated the wide range of fluctua-
tions with the following examples. “In the early years of the Hongwu reign (1368– 1399) one thou-
sand copper cash bought one ounce of silver. During the Chenghua reign (1465– 1487) eight 
hundred copper coins bought an ounce, and in the early years of the Hongzhi reign (1488– 1506) 
the figure stood at seven hundred. Although official prices in the Jiajing reign (1522– 66) indi-
cate no change in this rate of exchange, the market prices tell another story. In the markets one 
ounce of fine silver could be had for three hundred good copper coins. In other words, the value 
of copper coins had increased threefold relative to silver in the course of two centuries. During 
the Longqing reign (1567– 72), when silver had become the currency of first choice throughout 
the empire, an ounce of silver could be had for 800 copper coins of good quality, or one thou-
sand coins of inferior quality. The value of copper currency rose again slightly during the Wanli 
reign (1573– 1619), when an ounce of silver went for anywhere between five hundred to eight hun-
dred copper coins” (153– 154). Thus when Zhuhong wrote the Record of Self- knowledge in 1604, 100 
copper coins would have been worth somewhere between .20 and 0.125 ounces of silver. What 
would have been the purchasing power of this sum of money? Geiss told us that in the 1590s, 
.07 ounces of silver could buy one picul (dan) of rice, or a fresh fish, or over two pounds of either 
beef, lamb, or pork, or two chickens, or considerably larger quantities of dates, vegetables, and 
wheat flour (164). The urban poor in Beijing got 30 copper cash for a day’s work (175). Porters, 
water carriers, and other day laborers earned slightly more than.01 ounces of silver per diem (177). 
But a clerk at a government yamen could earn more than .03 ounces of silver per diem (179). 
Geiss concluded that “.10 ounces of silver sufficed to get a bit of several things, enough to pro-
vide a varied and satisfying diet for many people” (190). Another source, an account book dated 
from 1595 to 1615, tells us that .20 ounces of silver would buy two rolls of bleached cloth or pay 
the annual rent for a simple room occupied by a laborer. See Fang Hao, “Ming Wangli nianjian 
zhi gezhong jiage.” Probably, then, 100 cash in Zhuhong’s time would be the equivalent of $6 to 
$10 today.

 18. When one sees in the street a piece of paper with characters written on it, one should pick it up 
and burn it so that it will not be trampled underfoot or be used as scrap paper. This attitude 
derives from the Chinese reverence for learning and for the written language which is the con-
crete representation of it. As Stephen Feuchtwang observes, there was an incinerator for burn-
ing such paper with writings on it in most Wenchang temples (temples dedicated to the inven-
tor of writing— the god of learning). In theory this is the only place where such paper could be 
destroyed. See his “School- Temple and City God” in The City in Late Imperial China, edited by G. 
William Skinner, 607.

 19. A complete translation of the Record appears in appendix 1.
 20. The exact number is 1,277, but later generations kept adding to the work explanations, com-

mentaries, and case histories. By the late Qing, when Taishang ganying pian dushuo, the complete 
collection of materials relating to the Treatise, was published, it ran to eight juan.

 21. Suzuki and Carus, The Treatise of the Exalted One on Response and Retribution, 51.
 22. Already mentioned in Shi ji and Fengsu tong. See Takao, “Mindai ni taisei sareta Kōkakaku 

shisō,” 18.
 23. Shih ji, “Tianguan shu.” They are identified as siming, sizhong, silu, the fourth to the sixth stars of 

the seven stars included in the North Dipper group. Cf. Tachibana, Shina shisō no kenkyū, 46– 47. 
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Carus is mistaken when he regards these as the three body spirits or the Three Corpses. Suzuki 
and Carus, The Treatise of the Exalted One on Response and Retribution, 71– 72.

 24. Baopuzi records the first appearance: “there are Three Corpses in our bodies, which, though not 
corporeal, actually are of a type with our inner, ethereal breaths, the powers, the ghosts, and 
the gods. They want us to die prematurely. (After death they become a man’s ghost and move 
about at will to where sacrifices and libations are being offered.) Therefore, every fifty- seventh 
day of the sixty- day cycle they mount to heaven and personally report our misdeeds to the Direc-
tor of Fates.” Alchemy, Medicine, Religion in the China of A.D. 320, The Nei P’ien of Ko Hung, tr. 
James R. Ware, 115.

 25. According to Takao, the God of the Stove first appears in Fengsu tong, p. 18. But the term already 
appears in the Zhan’guo ce, a collection of historical episodes of feudal times under the Zhou 
dynasty, which was revised and rearranged by Liu Xiang (80 BCE– 9 CE). Sima Qian also men-
tioned it in the Shi ji. Both sources predate the Fengsu tong, which was a work of the Eastern 
Han dynasty. Morohashi, Daikanwa jiten, vol. 8, 692b.

The God of the Stove is one of the great divinities of Daoism. Very early on he became iden-
tified with the Director of Destinies (Siming): “Under the title of Director of Destinies (Siming) 
he kept a register of men’s good and bad deeds and determined the length of their lives 
through his recommendations to Heaven. By the third century A.D. he had acquired a niche in 
the house, and even today, as the kitchen god, he is worshipped in almost all Chinese families, 
who sacrifice and feast at New Year’s on the occasion of his annual trip to report to the Jade 
Emperor.” Welch, Parting of the Way, 100. Welch continues: “This title (Siming) originally may 
have represented a separate divinity and one which had had a long history. At least as early as 
the eighth century B.C. the Book of Documents tells us, ‘Heaven, looking upon men below, keeps 
a record of their righteousness and accordingly bestows on them many years or few.’ There is a 
bronze from the sixth century B.C. that records offering two jade goblets and eight tripods to 
Da Siming, the great Director of Destinies. This bronze comes from Qi, the land of the sha-
mans and magicians. In the fourth or third century B.C. Siming was a god with whom the 
shamans of Chu sought mystical dalliance. For them he was already the regulator of the length 
of human life.”

In a recent article, Rolf A. Stein discusses the relationship between the God of the Stove, 
the Siming or the Controller of Destiny, and the Three Corpses: “It [the god of the stove] was 
identified with a stellar divinity, the Controller of Destiny, Siming. In both forms it was 
adopted by the Daoists, who regarded the Controller of Destiny as a quite important god and 
the stove as a minor one (a “demon,” gui, as it was often put). The two of them functioned sepa-
rately at the same time: Siming received the reports of the Three Corpses (sanshi) and of the 
stove god. Yet when it is the stove who oversees good and bad deeds and keeps watch on the 
house, he is again associated with the soil god.” See his “Religious Taoism and Popular Religion 
from the Second to Seventh Centuries” in Facets of Taoism, Essays in Chinese Religion, ed. Holmes 
Welch and Anna Seidel, 76– 77.

 26. This is according to the Baopuzi: “For the man who commits a wrong of great enormity, the Direc-
tor of Fates will deduct a period of three hundred days; for lesser wrongs, a reckoning of three 
days. Deductions vary according to the degree of the transgression. In receiving his destiny each 
man is assigned a basic longevity. If this is large, it is not used up despite many deductions; so 
death arrives slowly. But if the assigned quantity is small and the wrongs are many, the deduc-
tions rapidly exhaust it and death arrives early.” Alchemy, Medicine, Religion, 66.

 27. Suzuki and Carus, The Treatise of the Exalted One on Response and Retribution, 64– 65, with minor 
changes.

 28. Tachibana’s enumeration is followed here. Tachibana, Shina shisō no kenkyū, 49, 58– 60.
 29. Two of five classes of immortals, the others being aerial, human, and ghostly. See E. J. Eitel, Hand-

book of Buddhism, 130. “You qian jing says, ‘Those wishing to become earth genii must do three 
hundred consecutive good deeds; those wishing to be heavenly genii must acquire twelve hun-
dred. If, after acquiring 1,199, one commits a single bad deed, all the ones previously acquired 
are lost, and one must begin anew.’ Therefore, there is no question of the good merely outweigh-
ing the evil. Even though no wrong has been committed, if one merely speaks of one’s own 
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deeds and demands a reward for alms, the merit from the one vaunted deed will be lost imme-
diately; but the whole series of merits will not be lost. It further says, ‘No benefit is to be derived 
from taking geniehood medicine before the full quota of merits has been acquired.’ If the medi-
cine is not taken but the good deeds are performed, geniehood may not be acquired, but one 
can at least avoid the misfortune of sudden death.” Alchemy, Medicine, Religion, 66– 67. A major 
difference between this and the Treatise is that the latter requires 1,300, not 1,200, good deeds.

 30. Welch, Taoism, The Parting of the Way, 127. The Baopuzi contains two parts, the Neipian (Inner chap-
ters) and the Waipian (Outer chapters). The Neipian has been translated into English by James R. 
Ware (Alchemy, Medicine, Religion in the China of A.D. 320: The Nei P’ien of Ko Hung). The Waipian 
has now been translated into English by Jay Sailey as well. It is called The Master Who Embraces 
Simplicity; A Study of the Philosopher Ko Hung; A.D. 283– 343.

 31. Suzuki and Carus, The Treatise of the Exalted One on Response and Retribution, 65– 66.
 32. Suzuki and Carus, The Treatise of the Exalted One on Response and Retribution, 65– 66, with minor 

changes. The correct original for “thinks what is good” is sishan and not shishan; i.e., sees or looks 
at what is good.

 33. Taiping jing, juan 110, cited in Tang Yongtong, Han Wei Nanbeichao fojiao shi, Vol. 2, 283.
 34. For instance, the Foshuo jie zui fu jing, and the Miaofa lianhua jing Maming pusa pin. Both were found 

in Dunhuang. See Tang, Han Wei Nanbeichao fojiao shi, vol. 2, 283– 284.
 35. Tang, Han Wei Nanbeichao fojiao shi, vol. 2, 284. The sutra is included in the Chinese Tripitaka. 

See T 15 (No. 590).
 36. The reason why “fast” should be kept in the first, fifth, and ninth months and the six days of 

each month (sanzhai, liuzhai) was supplied by Zhiyi in his commentary on the 30th precept of 
the Sutra of Brahma’s Net. He said that since these were the days when supernatural beings were 
in ascendance, one should do good and the merits accrued on these days would surpass those 
of other times. Zhuhong, in the subcommentary, added that during the three months (first, fifth, 
and ninth) the heavenly king Vaiśravaṇa, Guardian of the North, would personally oversee the 
affairs of Jambudvīpa. Each month on the eighth and the twenty- third the messengers of the 
king, on the fourteenth and twenty- ninth the prince, and on the first and the fifteenth the king 
himself would come down to the world to inspect the good and evil deeds of men. YQFH 4, 76a.

 37. Tang, Han Wei Nanbeichao fojiao shi, vol. 2, 284. The Dazhidu lun, juan 13, contains the same pas-
sage, but the phrase “increase life span” is missing. Therefore, Tang maintains that the Sitian-
wang jing, as it now stands, was not a translation from the original Indian source made by Zhi-
yan (602– 668) but a product of Chinese monks who believed in Daoism.

 38. Such as “to receive favors as if surprised”; “to accuse heaven and find fault with men”; “to take 
up the new and forget the old”; “to assert with the mouth what the heart denies”; “to be greedy 
and covetous without satiety.”

 39. For instance, the protection of animals during the period of their procreation. Tachibana, Shina 
shisō no kenkyū, 63.

 40. Shimizu Taiji, “Mindai ni okeru shūkyo yūgō to kōkakaku,” 29– 55.
 41. For Hui Dong’s explanation of “shooting at the flying birds and chasing after the running 

animals,” and so on, see Taishangganying pian dushuo. It is quoted in Tachibana, Shina shisō no 
kenkyū, 63.

 42. YQFH, 15, 3a.
 43. Huicuan gongguoge (printed in 1858 by the Jinhua jingxinhui), “Yu Jingyi yu zuoshen ji,” juan 13, 

9a– 11a.
 44. “Yu Jingyi yu zuoshen ji,” juan 13, 9a.
 45. Cf. Wm. Theodore de Bary, “Neo- Confucian Cultivation and the Seventeenth- Century ‘Enlight-

enment,’” in The Unfolding of Neo- Confucianism, 141– 216, esp. 153– 188.
 46. YQFH 15, 1b.
 47. The following anecdote, found in Huicuan gongguoge, “Yinguo sanshi shuo,” juan 13, 16b, further 

illustrates the same point: “In former times someone asked a monk if there was heaven and the 
monk said yes. He then asked if there was hell and the monk also said yes. The man said, ‘Mas-
ter Jingshan [d. 1160] said that there was neither heaven nor hell. Now why do you say there is?’ 
The monk asked him, ‘Did Jingshan have a wife or eat meat?’ To which the questioner answered 
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no. Thereupon the monk said, ‘It is all right only for Master Jingshan to deny the existence of 
heaven and hell. Generally speaking, men of superior virtue may regard the theory of retribu-
tion or cause and effect as nonexistent, while men of supreme evil definitely do not believe in 
it. However, since under heaven men of middle range occupy the majority, this theory of retri-
bution is most effective in teaching them. Its success is also the greatest.”

 48. Huicuan gongguoge, “Yao Longhuai yinguo sanshi shuo,” juan 13, 17a.
 49. Daozang, “Dongzhen bu, Jielu lei.”
 50. Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” 372. Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, “Shoki no 

kōkakaku ni tsuite,” 119– 125.
 51. Yoshioka, “Shoki no kōkakaku ni tsuite,” 119– 120.
 52. Yoshioka, “Shoki no kōkakaku ni tsuite,” 120– 123.
 53. Yoshioka, “Shoki no kōkakaku ni tsuite,”123.
 54. Preface to Zizhilu, YQFH 15, 2b.
 55. Preface to Zizhilu, YQFH 15, 1a.
 56. Huicuan gongguoge, “Liming pian,” juan 13, 5a.
 57. Cited by Yoshioka, “Shoki no kōkakaku ni tsuite,” 116.
 58. YQFH 15, 1a, preface to Zizhilu.
 59. Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” 358.
 60. Merit- making in Sri Lanka is described by Michael Ames in Religious Syncretism in Buddhist Cey-

lon, chapters VI, VII. Melford  E. Spiro discusses the practice of merit- making in Burma in 
Buddhism and Society: Its Burmese Vicissitudes, chapters 3, 4, 5.

 61. Spiro, Buddhism and Society, 119.
 62. Spiro, Buddhism and Society, 111. These “merit account books” contain much useful information 

about the financial aspects of Burmese Buddhism. “Where merit account books are kept, each 
case of dāna is entered in the following details: the date, the occasion, the number of persons 
involved, and the total cost.” Spiro, Buddhism and Society, 112. The merit account books, how-
ever, do not quantify acts of dāna (donation) on a sliding scale. This is a very important differ-
ence between the Theravāda Buddhist and the Chinese case— that is, there is in Burma and Sri 
Lanka no similar document giving the precise number of merits or demerits associated with 
particular acts. Likewise, Michael Ames says certain “unit acts” of merit always occur in Cey-
lonese merit- making ceremonies. Each unit act is worth a certain amount of merit, “although the 
amount itself is never concretely specified for that would be an expression of greed” [emphasis added], 
111. I think this difference is significant. It proves that while the Record shares the “karma/merit” 
ideology of popular Buddhism, it must also owe its quantitive and legalistic approach toward 
morality to other sources, a point to be taken up in detail later in this chapter.

 63. Huicuan gongguoge, “Liming pian,” juan 13, 5a.
 64. Huicuan gongguoge, “Liming pian,” juan 13, 7b.
 65. Huicuan gongguoge, “Liming pian,” juan 13, 7b.
 66. Zhu Guozhen, Yongchuang xiaopin, juan 10, 223. “Nowadays people who do good all hope to receive 

rewards. There is even such a saying that one can expect one thousand pieces of gold when one 
does ten thousand good deeds. I think this belief must have been created for ignorant men and 
women. Educated people should realize that we ought to be concerned only with doing our own 
duty, that we do good for its own sake, but do not expect rewards. Take the man who saved the 
ants or the man who returned the belt. They did these things spontaneously, just like the man 
mentioned in the Mencius who saved the child who was about to fall into a well. If the two men 
had had the mind to seek for reward, the god would not have rewarded them.”

 67. Huicuan gongguoge, juan 13, 21b.
 68. Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” 359– 361.
 69. On the correspondence between actualities and names, the Han Feizi says: “When a ruler wishes 

to prevent wickedness, he examines the correspondence between actualities and names, words 
and work. When a subject makes claims, the ruler gives him work according to what he has 
claimed, but holds him wholly responsible for accomplishment corresponding to this work. 
When the accomplishment corresponds to the work, and the work corresponds to what the man 
has claimed he could do, he is rewarded. If the accomplishment does not correspond to the work, 
nor the work correspond to what the man has claimed for himself, he is punished.” Han Feizi, 
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juan 7, as quoted in Fung Yu- lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy, 324. On the “two handles”: “The 
way in which the intelligent ruler leads and governs his subjects is by means of two handles. 
These two handles are penalty and benevolence. What are penalty and benevolence? By penalty 
is meant capital punishment, and [by] benevolence is meant the giving of rewards. Then sub-
jects will stand in fear of punishment and will receive benefit from rewards. Therefore when 
the ruler uses penalty and benevolence, his multitude of subjects stand in fear of his majesty 
and rally around what is beneficial to them.” Juan 7, in Fung, 326.

 70. Xu Hanshu, juan 24, “Bai guan zhi” (photoprint copy of the Jingyoujian ben of North Song), 3a, 
5a, 6a. Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” 360.

 71. Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Educational Works,” 360.
 72. Zheng Kangcheng [127– 200 BCE] said, “A gentleman has a hundred different acts. He may can-

cel his demerits with merits. In the Zhengyi to the Odes, we read that when a gentleman per-
forms a great merit, it can cancel his slight demerit. Therefore merit and demerit may cancel 
each other out.’ ” Shijiazhai yang xin lu, juan 18, cited in Sakai, “Confucianism and Popular Edu-
cational Works,” 401.

 73. Charles O. Hucker, The Censorial System of Ming China, 4– 29, esp. 12– 13.
 74. Sanguo zhi, juan 22, 3a– 9a.
 75. Zhao Yi, Nianershi da ji, 148, “Jiupin zhongzheng.” The defect of this system is also pointed out 

by Etienne Balázs in Chinese Civilization and Bureaucracy, 231– 232.
 76. Even though the sutra was supposed to have been translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by 

Kālayaśas in 424 CE, no Sanskrit text has been discovered. In fact, the title of the sutra, 
Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra, was a reconstruction made by J. Takakusu based on the Chinese title, Guan 
Wuliangshou jing. Attribution of a Buddhist sutra to an Indian or central Asian origin is not 
uncommon. There is a strong possibility that the sutra was composed in Central Asia or even 
in China. Detailed discussion on this question is found in Fujita Kōtatsu, Genshi Jōdo shisō no 
kenkyū.

I owe this information to Professor Masatoshi Nagatomi through a personal communica-
tion. If the sutra is indeed a Chinese forgery, the nine- grade classification of rebirth was prob-
ably influenced by secular bureaucratic practices. However, since the sutra was regarded as 
canonical by faithful Buddhists, this classificatory approach might have served to reinforce the 
native tradition and give it spiritual sanction.

 77. T 12 (No. 365), 344c. The Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra, tr. J. Takakusu, in Buddhist Mahāyāna Texts, ed. 
F. Max Müller, The Sacred Books of the East, vol. XLIX, 188.

 78. Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra, 189.
 79. Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra, 198. The technical length of a kalpa is 4,200 million earthly years, which 

constitute a “day of Brahma.” According to Indian cosmology, to which Buddhism basically con-
forms, the cosmos passes through cycles within cycles through eternity. A kalpa is the basic 
cycle.

 80. Xu gaoseng zhuan, juan 20. See also the biography of Daochuo contained in Jiacai’s Jingtu lun 
(T 47, 98b).

 81. In fact, the rosary was supposed to have been invented by Daochuo. See Mochizuki Shinkō, 
Chūgoku Jōdo kyōri shi, 137– 138.

 82. YQFH 26, 60b– 70a, “Niandou fo.”
 83. YQFH 26, 5b– 6a, “Zhouye mituo shiwan sheng.”
 84. Ch’ü T’ung- tsu, Law and Society in Traditional China, esp. the section on magic, religion, and the 

law. Derk Bodde and Clarence Morris, Law in Imperial China, chapter 1, “Basic Concepts,” esp. 
43– 48.

 85. Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 45– 46.
 86. Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 46. The specific dates are then listed: (1) an unbroken 

period from the beginning of spring (ca. February 4 in the Western calendar) to the autumn 
equinox (ca. September 23); (2) the first, fifth, and ninth lunar months, these being Buddhist 
months of fasting; (3) the twenty- four days that were “breaths” or “joints” of the year; (4) other 
annual sacrifice days and holidays; (5) days one, eight, fourteen/fifteen, twenty- three/twenty- 
four, and twenty- eight/thirty of each lunar month, these being Buddhist fast days. Connecting 
with some of them, but separately listed, are the four days in each lunar month of new and full 
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290 5. Syncretism in Action

moon and the first and last lunar quarters; (6) rainy days and nighttime. Cf. Ch’ü T’ung- tsu, 
Law and Society in Traditional China, 219.

 87. Ch’ü T’ung- tsu, Law and Society in Traditional China, 47.
 88. Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 47.
 89. Ch’ü T’ung- tsu, Law and Society in Traditional China, 219.
 90. Ch’ü T’ung- tsu, Law and Society in Traditional China, 217– 218.
 91. Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 99.
 92. On the nature and function of diffused religion in China, Yang says: “Diffused religion . . .  lacks 

any independent ethical position of its own, for its chief function lies in furnishing supernatu-
ral support for the ethical values in the basic concepts of the secular institutions. Diffused reli-
gion itself is not the source of ethical values for the operation of the secular institutions.” C. K. 
Yang, Religion in Chinese Society, 285.

 93. Yang, Religion in Chinese Society, 291.
 94. Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 100.
 95. Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 30.
 96. Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 30– 31.
 97. In the category of good deeds, the new entries are 1– 18, 21, 36, 38– 40, 41, 45– 51, 54, 58– 61, 65– 68, 

70– 71, 81– 89, 91, 96– 105, 112, 127– 135, 138– 148, 157– 159, 164– 177, 180– 202. In the category of bad 
deeds, the new entries are 1– 18, 30– 40, 45– 54, 62– 64, 70– 84, 86– 111, 113– 114, 120, 127– 138, 151– 
165, 167, 170, 171, 174– 244, 258– 279. The text of the Ledger, on which the comparison is based, is 
the one reproduced in Yoshioka’s article, “Shoki no kōkakaku ni tsuite,” 130– 160. According to 
the author, it is identical to the one contained in the Daozang. Sakai also made a comparison 
between the entries in the Ledger and those in the Record. His enumeration of the entries, being 
less detailed, is different from that of Yoshioka, but his conclusion is similar. See “Shukō no 
jichiroku ni tsuite,” 471– 478.

 98. Sakai, “Shukō no jichiroku ni tsuite,” 480. These two entries are interesting, as they reflect a con-
temporary social problem. Citing an account in the Tiangong kaiwu, Sakai says that some people 
used qiangong or qiandan, which was a substance produced by combining mercury (shuiyin) and lead 
(qian), to extract the content of silver. As a result, although the silver thus extracted resembled sil-
ver in its external shape, it was in fact counterfeit and worth nothing. It was called zhushayin.

 99. Nos. 107– 110 of the Ledger; Yoshioka, “Shoki no kōkakaku ni tsuite,” 135.
 100. Nos. 148– 160 of the Ledger; Yoshioka, “Shoki no kōkakaku ni tsuite,” 137.
 101. Zhuhong’s view on the relationship of Buddhism, Confucianism, and Daoism is best summa-

rized by himself in a short essay: “People always say, ‘The three teachings are one.’ But it would 
be a mistake if one took this to mean that there is no distinction among them. The three teach-
ings indeed belong to one family. However, among members of a family, is there no difference 
between the senior and the junior, the exalted and the humble, and the intimate and the dis-
tant? Buddhism makes clear what happened before the dissolution of the cosmos and is there-
fore most senior, whereas Confucianism and Daoism expound what is near in time. The Bud-
dha is the most heavenly of the heavens, and he is the most saintly of the saints and is therefore 
the most exalted, whereas Confucians and Daoists occupy the position of ordinary men. Bud-
dhism enables all beings to realize their original selfhood and is therefore closest [to our life], 
whereas Confucianism and Daoism want us to serve the external. Even though the three reli-
gions agree in principle, yet they differ most clearly in their profundity and shallowness. How-
ever, although there is the difference in profundity and shallowness, they nevertheless lead to 
the same principles. Only in this sense can we say that the three teachings are one. It certainly 
does not mean that there is therefore no difference among them.” “Sanjiao yijia,” in Zheng’e ji, 
YQFH 27, 15b.

6. THE CONDITION OF THE MONASTIC ORDER  
IN THE LATE MING

 1. A world cycle (jie) is called kalpa in Sanskrit and kappa in Pali. It is of almost infinite length in 
time and is divided into a variable number of “incalculables” (asaṃkhyeya in Sanskrit; asankheyya 
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in Pali). Buddhaghosa, the Ceylonese Buddhist scholar who lived in the fifth century CE, spoke 
of four phases of the destruction, the continuance of destruction, the renovation, and the con-
tinuance of renovation of a world cycle. He also discussed three kinds of destruction at the end 
of each world cycle: by fire, by water, and by wind. Visuddhi- magga, chapter xiii, in Warren, Bud-
dhism in Translations, 315– 330. However, the process of deterioration and the final destruction of 
the world as depicted by Buddhaghosa are not the only tradition; in the twenty- sixth sutta of 
the Dīgha Nikāya we see a somewhat different version. Here there is not a total destruction of 
the earth consequent on its corruption, but only deterioration to an unbelievably low point 
before the ensuing improvement sets in: “At this lowest point human life is only ten years long 
and a woman is married at five years. Food is coarse and scarce. The good old customs are 
neglected. Sexual promiscuity abounds, including the sexual use of animals. But seeing the evil 
of their ways, human beings repent and amend their conduct. As they begin to practice the 
virtues again, life, health, and wealth increase. The life span doubles to twenty years, twenty 
years to forty, until ‘at the apex among humans living 80,000 years, brethren, maidens are mar-
riageable at 500 years of age!’ And there arise then the Maitreya Buddha and his fitting com-
panion, a wise, ‘wheel- turning,’ i.e., Buddhist, universal monarch who rule in peace and plenty.” 
Winston L. King, A Thousand Lives Away, 105– 106.

 2. Both King and Gombrich (Precept and Practice, 287– 293) were told by their respective Burmese 
and Ceylonese informants that the gradual decay of Buddhism would last for about 5,000 years. 
King further reports that according to Theravāda Buddhists, the influence of Buddhism will 
disappear in five stages: “There are five stages of the disappearance of Buddhist influence in cer-
tain epochs, taking place roughly every thousand years in succession. First, there is the disap-
pearance of spiritual attainment above the grade of Sotapanna or Stream- Enterer. (The Once- 
Returner to human life, the Non- Returner, and the Arhat who goes directly to Nibbana upon 
death, no more appear). Then, good Buddhist conduct disappears from the earth; then Bud-
dhist learning itself, beginning with the Abhidhamma, proceeding “downward” through the Ang-
uttara, Samyutta, Majjhima, Dīgha, Kuddaka Nikāyas, and lastly through the Jātaka Tales and the 
Vinaya Pitaka (or monk’s rules portion of the scriptures). And in the fourth period there are not 
even any monks left. Finally, the last and greatest Buddhist treasure, the relics of the Buddha 
and his saints, all come together to form one Buddha image, but this can be seen only by the 
devas, and finally disappears altogether. Thus is the universe in five thousand years bereft of all 
Buddha influence, and thus it becomes impossible for any living being to make any progress 
toward Nibbana, even though the universe itself may not immediately disintegrate. Currently, 
it is held that the teaching of the Gotama Buddha is half- way (2,500 years) towards its ultimate 
disappearance. Hence Buddhists must now exert themselves individually to escape the catas-
trophe of its total disappearance on this planet, to be born in a more fortunate one.” King, A 
Thousand Lives Away, 106.

 3. (1) True, five hundred years; counterfeit, five hundred years; (2) true, five hundred years, coun-
terfeit, one thousand years; (3) true, one thousand years; counterfeit, five hundred years; and 
(4) true, one thousand years; counterfeit, one thousand years. See Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 298.

 4. Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 298– 300. Yabuki Keiki, Sankaikyō no kenkyū.
 5. Zhongfeng Mingben (1286– 1323) was a native of Qiantang (in present- day Chekiang). He stud-

ied under Gaofeng Miao of Mount Tianmu and attained great enlightenment. Emperor Ayur-
barwada honored him with the title of Chan Master Foci Yuanzhao Guanghui. Among his works 
are the Zhongfeng guanglu and the Zhongfeng zalu. The views on Chan and the Pure Land of Min-
gben and the following two monks were discussed in chapter 3.

 6. Tianruu Weize (fl. 1341), a native of Yongxin, Ji’an (in present- day Jiangxi), was a disciple of 
Zhongfeng and lived in the Lion’s Grove of Gusu. He wrote the Jingtu huowen, in which he argued 
for the dual practice of Chan and Pure Land. He also left behind nine volumes of collected say-
ings, Tianru Weize chanshi yulu.

 7. Chushi Fanji (1295– 1370) was a native of Mingzhou, Xiangshan (in present- day Zhejiang). His 
collected sayings, in 20 juan, are contained in Zoku- zōkyō. His biography, sayings, and ten excerpts 
from his Poetry on the Pure Land are found in Zhuhong’s Huang Ming mingseng jilue, YQFH 17, 
2a– 12a.
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292 6. The Condition of the Monastic Order in the Late Ming

 8. YQFH 24, 30a, “Gujin ren bu xiang ji.”
 9. YQFH 24, 26a, “Sengsu xinxin.”
 10. According to Wu Han, the novel was written between the tenth and the thirtieth year of Wanli 

(1582– 1602). He states that the earliest date would have been the second year of Longqing (1568), 
and the latest could not have been the thirty- fourth year of Wanli (1606). Jinpingmei yu Wang 
Shizhen zhi zhuzuo shidai ji qi shehui beijing, 72– 73. Zheng Zhenduo did not give the exact date but 
felt that it was clearly a work of the Wanli period, not of the Jiajing. Wu denied that the author 
was Wang Shizhen; Zheng did not go into the problem of authorship. See Zheng Zhenduo, 
Chaduben Zhongguo wenxue shi, 921.

 11. Discussion of this novel is based on the Wanli edition of the work entitled Jinpingmei cihua (the 
preface is dated 1617, the forty- fifth year of Wanli). The copy used here is in five juan, reprinted 
by Daian Bookstore, Tokyo, 1963. See Jinpingmei cihua, juan 1, 20, 487. The translation is mine, 
although there is an English translation made by Clement Edgerton, The Golden Lotus.

 12. Cf. Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium: Revolutionary Millennarians and Mystical Anarchists 
of the Middle Ages.

 13. Vincent Y. C. Shih, “Some Chinese Rebel Ideologies”; Shigematsu Shunshō, “Tō Sō jidai no 
Mirokukyō hi”; Tao Xisheng, “Yuandai Mile Baolianjiaohui di baodong”; Ogasawara Senshū, 
“Gendai Byakurenshū kyōdan no shōchō”; Li Shoukong, “Mingdai bailiangjiao kaolue”; Daniel L. 
Overmyer, Folk Buddhist Religion: Dissenting Sects in Late Traditional China.

 14. See above, chapter 4.
 15. The so- called plenary mass or shuilu ceremony was different from the funeral service proper, 

which was performed before it. Wu Da, for instance, was buried three days after he died. Another 
service was performed on the hundredth day after Wu Da’s death. It was called “water and land” 
(shuilu) and was supposed to help release the dead man’s soul from hell. After the ceremony, 
which lasted for a day, the soul tablet of the dead was buried, and only then were the rites con-
nected with a death considered complete. The ceremony which is called “water and land assem-
bly” (shuilu fahui) in its complete form was originally a Tantric rite. Tradition dates it as early as 
the time of Emperor Wu of Liang. It was performed for the sake of “universal salvation” (pudu). 
The term shuilu refers to the lost souls of people who have died in water and on land. These are 
the souls that are not taken care of by anyone. For this reason, the ceremony is also connected 
with the rite of “bestowing food on hungry ghosts,” and during the shuilu ceremony, which lasts 
seven days, the rite for bestowing food is also performed. Zhuhong revised the text for perform-
ing the ceremony, and the revised version, which is entitled Shuilu yigui (YQFH 18, 19), has been 
the authoritative text in China ever since. For a detailed study of the history and evolution of 
this rite, see Makita Tairyō, Chūgoku kinsei Bukkyō shi kenkyū, 169– 193. Holmes Welch, in his Prac-
tice of Chinese Buddhism, translates the term “plenary mass,” and on 190– 191, 198– 199, 231– 233, 
and 296– 297 gives a description of it as it was performed during the Republican period. Accord-
ing to the description in juan 8 of Jinpingmei, the shuilu service lasted only one day. But it does 
contain the ritual elements of reciting the “Confessional of Emperor Liang” (Liang huang chan), 
the invocation of deities from all regions, and the offering of food to the hungry ghosts. The 
author may have been describing a variant of the service current at that time. It is also possible, 
of course, that the standard procedure for performing the rite as outlined in Zhuhong’s text 
was not then in use.

 16. Shishi jigu lue xuji, juan 2, T 49, 936a– b, “Shenming fojiao bangce.”
 17. Huangzhao benji, quoted in Wu Han, Zhu Yuanzhang zhuan, 8– 18.
 18. Wu Han, “Zhu Yuanzhang nianbiao,” in Zhu Yuanzhang zhuan, 236. He puts Zhu’s age at seven-

teen (1344).
 19. The Huangchao benji says: “The Master had a wife and dependents. Therefore the resources were 

not adequate.” Quoted by Wu Han in Zhu Yuanzhang zhuan, 18.
 20. Wu Han, Zhu Yuanzhang zhuan, 10.
 21. The primary sources for this summary are Ming shilu (Veritable Record of the Ming Dynasty), 

Da Ming lü (Code of the Great Ming Dynasty), Da Ming huidian (Collected Institutions of the 
Great Ming Dynasty), Ming huiyao (Essential Institutes of the Ming Dynasty), and Shishi jigulue 
xuji (Continuation of a Brief Compilation of Buddhist History). I have also drawn upon the find-
ings of several excellent studies by Japanese Buddhist historians.
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 22. Ming shilu, Taizu, Hongwu sixth year, twelfth month, juan 86, 4/1537; Ming huiyao, juan 39; Da 
Ming huidian, juan 226, 2979.

 23. Ryūchi Kiyoshi, “Minsho no jiin.”
 24. Ryūchi Kiyoshi, “Minsho no jiin,” 15.
 25. Ryūchi Kiyoshi, “Minsho no jiin,” 15– 16. See the chart of nine monasteries with the dates of their 

reestablishment provided by Ryūchi.
 26. Some monks, it would appear, not only lived away from monasteries but also got married. A 

proclamation of Hongwu 27 says: “If a monk has a wife, he can be beaten and insulted. People 
can also demand money from him. If he has no money, people can kill him.” Cf. Shishi jigulue 
xuji, T 49, 938b.

 27. Da Ming huidian, 2979.
 28. Chixiu Paizhang qinggui, juan 3, ZZ 2, 16, 3; 251b.
 29. See the entry “Tudiyuan,” Dōchū, Zenrin shōki sen, 8.
 30. Ryūchi, 10. For a modern way of classification, see Welch, Practice of Chinese Buddhism, 395– 408.
 31. Ming shilu, Taizu, Hongwu fifteenth year, twelfth month, juan 150, 6/2368.
 32. Shishi jigulue xuji, T 49, 932a.
 33. For instance, in the edict dated the twenty- fourth year of Hongwu.
 34. Welch, in The Practice of Chinese Buddhism, 492, notes that the term yingfu seng appeared in 1735 

in an edict of Qianlong, which forced monks who had married to return to monasteries. But 
the term had already appeared in Qixiu leigao, a biji written by Lang Ying of the Ming dynasty. 
See the entry on “Monks’ Clothes,” where after the term yujia seng the author explained it by 
putting the following sentence in parentheses: “They are what we call ‘monks responding to call’ 
today.” Lang Ying, Qixiu leigao, Vol. 1, 360.

 35. Shishi jigulue xuji, T49, 936c. The document was the “Shenming fojiao bangce,” issued on the first 
day of the sixth month in the twenty- fourth year of Hongwu.

 36. Fafang, “Jinri Zhongguo fojiao xianzhuang,” Haichao yin, October 1934. Quoted by Makita Tairyō 
in his Chūgoku kinsei Bukkyō shi kenkyū, 169.

 37. Ming shilu, Hongwu fifteenth year, twelfth month, ch. 150, 6/2368. But from the Qixiu leigao we 
get a somewhat different description concerning the colors of monks’ robes: “The present rule 
provides that Chan monks should wear brown, monks specializing in doctrine red, and yoga 
monks [i.e., monks responding to calls] greenish white” (vol. 1, 360, “Seng yi”).

 38. Ryūchi, “Minsho no jiin,” 28.
 39. Qin lu ji, twenty- seventh year edict, quoted by Ryūchi, 27.
 40. Shishi jigulue xuji, T 49, 938b– c. The edict was issued on the eighth day of the first month in 

the twenty- seventh year of Hongwu (1394). The argument that begging would “corrupt the 
Buddhist tradition” is of course ironic and shows the lawmaker’s apparent ignorance of the 
Buddhist tradition. Daily begging was practiced by the Buddha and is still practiced in 
Theravāda countries, though in a somewhat formalized fashion. Begging has been regarded 
not only as a right livelihood for monks, but as a spiritual exercise in humility and 
nonattachment.

 41. Da Ming lü, juan 11, “Li lü,” 33b.
 42. Hangzhou Shangtianzhujiangsi zhi, juan 11, quoted in Ryūchi, 27.
 43. Xuanzong’s “Jin sengsu wanghuan zhao” and “Jin baiguan yu sengdao wanghuan zhi,” Quan Tang 

wen, juan 30.
 44. Shishi jigulue xuji, T 49, 938c. Edict of the twenty- seventh year of Hongwu, which would be the 

year 1394.
 45. Mano Senryū, “Mindai chūki no Bukkyō taisaku— Eisō chō o chūshin to shite.”
 46. Mano, “Mindai chūki no Bukkyō taisaku,” 23.
 47. Ming shilu, Yingzong, Zhengtong thirteenth year, second month, juan 171, 29/3290.
 48. Ming shilu, Jingdi, Jingtai fourth year, tenth month, juan 234, 34/5104.
 49. Shen Defu, Wanli yehuo bian, in Yuan Ming shiliao conggan (Shanghai, n.d.), vol. II, 686.
 50. The brief survey is based primarily on Wanli yehuo bian, 679, “Shijiao shengshuai,” 684, “Seng-

dao yi’en,” 683– 684, and “Zhushang zhong yijiao.”
 51. Wanli yehuo bian, “Zhushang zhong yijiao,” 683.
 52. Wanli yehuo bian, “Zhushang zhong yijiao,” 686.
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 53. Wu Han, Jinpingmei yu Wang Shihzhen zhi zhuzuo shidai ji qi shehui beijing, 58– 59.
 54. Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 242– 243.
 55. This is found in Gu Tang shuyi, juan 12, as cited by Ogawa Kan’ichi, “Sōgen Minshin ni okeru 

kyōdan no kōzō,” hereafter abbreviated as Kyōdan, 290.
 56. A decree issued in the first year of Jianyuan (758) during the reign of Xuanzong. Shishi jigulue 

xuji, T 49, 827c. However, the system of testing the postulant’s understanding of sutras before 
granting him the certificate was started earlier by Zhongzong, who in the eighth month of the 
second year of Shenlong (706) issued a decree which stated that a postulant must be well versed 
in the meaning of sutras in order to be ordained. Kyōdan, 822c.

 57. Quoted in full in Tsukamoto Zenryū’s “Sō jidai no zunan shikyō tokudo no seido,” 52.
 58. The regulation was found in Qingyuan diaofa shilei, cited by Tsukamoto, “Sō jidai no zunan shikyō 

tokudo no seido,” 61.
 59. Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 247– 248; See also Kyōdan, 295; Tsukamoto, “Sō jidai no zunan shikyō 

tokudo no seido,” 57.
 60. Shishi jigulue xuji, T 49, 827c; Kyōdan, 822c.
 61. Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 391– 393; See also Tsukamoto, “Sō jidai no zunan shikyō tokudo no 

seido,” 59– 63.
 62. Ming shilu, Hongwu fifth year, twelfth month, juan, 77, 4/1415– 16. The “money of leisure” was 

first instituted by Gaozong of the Southern Song in 1146. It was levied on all Buddhist and Dao-
ist monks. It was divided into nine categories ranging from three hundred to one thousand 
strings of cash. Only those over sixty or the disabled were exempted. Cf. Fozutong ji, juan 47.

 63. Da Ming huidian, juan 226, 2979.
 64. Ming huiyao, juan 39, 696. The purpose of raising the age limit was undoubtedly to prevent los-

ing young men and women from the labor force.
 65. Da Ming huidian, 2979.
 66. Ming huiyao, 695.
 67. Ming shilu, Yongle sixteenth year, tenth month, juan 205, 14/2109.
 68. Ming shilu, Xuande tenth year.
 69. Ming shilu, Zhengtong first year, juan 23, 23/0462.
 70. Ming huiyao, juan 39, 696.
 71. Ming shilu, Jingtai second year, seventh month, juan 206, 32/4422. The 1453 sale was to supply 

grain to soldiers sent out to put down bandits in Sichuan. The price was five piculs of rice. The 
1454 sale was to furnish military granaries in Wanruan. The price rose to twenty piculs. See 
Ryūchi, “Mindai ni okeru baichō,” 282.

 72. Ming shilu, Chenghua twentieth year. The official’s remark was found in Shihlu, Hongzhi ninth 
year, fifth month, cited by Ryūchi, “Mindai ni okeru baichō,” 285. This was obviously an over-
statement. According to Ping- ti Ho, “The actual population of China toward the end of the four-
teenth century was probably over 65,000,000. . . .  The later Ming population returns, however, 
indicate a mildly falling population during the first half of the fifteenth century and then a 
stationary population fluctuating slightly around the 60,000,000 level.” See Studies on the Popu-
lation of China, 1368– 1953, 9, and Welch, Practice, Appendix I.

 73. Da Ming huidian, cited by Ryūchi, “Mindai ni okeru baichō,” 288.
 74. Da Ming huidian, cited by Ryūchi, “Mindai ni okeru baichō,” 288.
 75. Da Ming huidian, cited by Ryūchi, “Mindai ni okeru baichō,” 288.
 76. Qisong, Danjing wenji (Nanjing: Jinling gejingzhu edition), vol. II, 17a– 17b, “Fo- jiao pian.”
 77. Hattori Shungai, “Shina sōkan no enkaku,” 399– 400, where he gives the date monk- officials were 

first mentioned as 398 and their formal appointment as 405. Kenneth Ch’en notes that “as far 
as is known, the earliest government organ established to exercise such control was the jianfu-
cao (Office to Oversee Blessings), set up by the Northern Wei ruler, probably in 396.” Following 
the record of the Shi Lao zhi (Treatise on Buddhism and Daoism), Ch’en also identifies the first 
monk- official as Faguo, who was given the title Chief of Monks (shamentong). See Ch’en, Bud-
dhism in China, 253.

 78. Qisong, Danjing wenji, 16a.
 79. Hattori, “Shina sōkan no enkaku,” 404.
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 80. Takao Giken, “Sōdai sōkan seido no kenkyū,” 14. In the Ming dynasty, monk- officials were spe-
cifically ordered to pass judgment on cases relating to monastic irregularities, but not civil 
offenses. “The Buddhist and Daoist Bureaus both inside and outside the capital are to restrain 
and supervise Buddhist monks and Daoist monks and priests in the land. They must keep the 
rule of purity. Whoever commits infractions against this rule must be dealt with by the Bureau 
involved. The authorities should not interfere with this. If the nature of the offense has to do 
with the military and civilian population, only then are the civilian authorities allowed to pass 
sentence.” Ming shilu, Hongwu fifteenth year (1380) fourth month, juan 144, 5/2262– 3.

 81. Hattori, “Shina sōkan no enkaku,” 400. Zanning, Da Song sengshi lue, T 54, 245b.
 82. Hattori, “Shina sōkan no enkaku,” 403. Welch translates the titles differently. He translates shang-

zuo as “rector” and sizhu as “prior.” See Practice of Chinese Buddhism, 35.
 83. Zanning, Da Song sengshi lue, T 54, 243c.
 84. Zanning, Da Song sengshi lue, T 54, 245b– c. For instance, in 727 Xuanzong listened to the sugges-

tion submitted by the Imperial Secretariat and the Imperial Chancellery and put the monastic 
order under the Bureau of Ceremonies for Foreigners. But this was reversed in the following 
year, and the Bureau of Sacrifice became the controlling agency. In 846, during the persecution 
of Buddhism by Wuzong, the monastic order was again put under the Bureau of Ceremonies 
for Foreigners.

 85. Takao Giken, “Sōdai sōkan seido no kenkyū,” 2– 3, 5– 7.
 86. Zanning, Da Song sengshi lue, T 54, 245c.
 87. Zanning, Da Song sengshi lue, T 54, 246a. Kenneth Ch’en states in Buddhism in China, 256, that 

the commissioners “were usually not monks but powerful eunuchs, who utilized the posts to 
amass great fortunes for themselves.”

 88. Zanning, Da Song sengshi lue, T 54, 243c.
 89. This is borne out by the description Takao Giken gives in regard to the monk- officials in the 

Song. He states that from 960 to 1078, the monastic order was under the commissioner of good 
works. However, the position was often simultaneously occupied by the governor of Kaifeng, 
the seat of the capital. Their original duty was to supervise the Central Buddhist Registry in 
matters relating to ordination certificates, the appointment of monk- officials on all levels, the 
handing out of purple robes and honorary titles to distinguished monks, and so on. During the 
Song, however, the post became almost just a name. At most it had jurisdiction over monks in 
the prefecture of Kaifeng, but could not claim to have control of the entire monastic order. On 
the other hand, the Buddhist Registry for the Left and Right, which was also situated in 
Kaifeng, dealt with the real workaday problems of the monasteries. “Sōdai sōkan seido no 
kenkyū,” 3.

 90. Ennin’s Diary: The Record of a Pilgrimage to China in Search of the Law, tr. Edwin O. Reischauer, 75 
(hereinafter abbreviated as Ennin). Reischauer translates the titles of monk- officials somewhat 
differently.

 91. The Central Buddhist Registry in Kaifeng has the following officials: left and right directors 
(zuoyou senglu), vice- director (fusenglu), chief lecturer on sutras and shastras (jiangjinglun shou-
zuo), and the general manager (jianyi). On the local level, there was the prefectural Buddhist 
Registry (sengzhengsi), which was headed by the sengzheng, who in turn was assisted by one dep-
uty (fusengzheng) and one judge (sengban). See Takao, “Sōdai sōkan seido no kenkyū,” 8– 9, and 
Zanning, Da Song sengshi lue, T 54, 242c.

 92. Ennin, 74– 95. “The Minister of State recently invited Guangyi, a Reverend of the Vinaya of the 
Haolin Si of Runzhou, to stay temporarily at the Huizhao Si. Since the Minister of State intends 
to make this monk the Bishop of this prefecture, he is now having him at the Kaiyuan Si.” The 
Minister of State, as identified by Ennin, was Li Deyu (787– 849).

 93. Takao, “Sōdai sōkan seido no kenkyū,” 3.
 94. Ming shilu, Hongwu first year, first month, juan 29, 2/0500.
 95. The titles of these officers, in descending order, were tongling, futongling, zanjiao, and jihua. Ryūchi 

Kiyoshi, “Mindai no sōkan,” 35.
 96. Shimizu Taiji, quoting an entry in the Dazheng zuanyao, affirmed that the shanshiyuan was abol-

ished in 1371. “Mindai ni okeru Butsudō no torishimari,” 263. Ryūchi Kiyoshi suggested that it 
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might have been left inactive around that year, but that it was not formally abolished before 
1381. He quotes the entry in 1388 in the Shilu as his proof. “Mindai no sōkan,” 37.

 97. Appointment to the office of zuojueyi, one of the offices in the Central Buddhist Registry, had 
already been made in 1379. Shishi jigulue xuji, T 49, 930a. It then must have been in existence 
before 1382.

 98. Ryūchi, “Mindai no sōkan,” 42.
 99. Ryūchi, “Mindai no sōkan,” 43, quoting an edict in the Qin lu ji.
 100. Ryūchi, “Mindai no sōkan,” 44.
 101. It was instituted either in 1386 according to Shishi jigulue xuju, juan 2, T 49, 930c, or 1394 accord-

ing to the Ming shilu, Hongwu twenty- seventh year, first month, juan 231, 8/3372.
 102. Shishi jigulue xuju, T 49, 935.
 103. Ryūchi, “Minsho no jiin,” 15.
 104. Ryūchi, “Mindai no sōkan,” 45.
 105. Shishi jigulue xuju, T 49, 935b.
 106. Wanli yehuobian, 687– 688, “Sengjiao kao ge.”

7. INTERNAL CAUSES OF MONASTIC DECLINE  
IN THE MING DYNASTY

 1. The Biyan lu consists of 100 gong’an selected from the Transmission of the Lamp. The selection 
was made by Xuedou (980– 1053), who also wrote poetic comments on these cases. Yuanwu 
(1063– 1135) wrote additional notes. Each case was preceded by an introductory remark and 
the case, and Xuedou’s poems were then annotated. The book came out in print in 1125, 
edited by Guanyou Wudang. Later, because he regarded the book as harmful to a true under-
standing of Chan, Dahui (1088– 1163) burned it. It was about two hundred years later that 
Zhang Mingyuan found a good copy, in 1302 at Chengdu. He collated this with other copies 
obtained in the south, and the resulting version is the one handed down. D. T. Suzuki, Essays 
in Zen Buddhism, 239– 240. The Wumen guan is shorter than the Biyan lu, consisting of forty- 
eight cases. It was compiled by Wumen Huikai (1183– 1260) of the Song, who also wrote 
comments on the cases. Ding Fubao, Fojiao dacidian, 2166a. Biyan lu has been translated into 
English as The Blue Cliff Records: The Hekigan Roku. The text of Wumen guan, together with the 
comments made by Shibayama Zenkei, a former Zen master of the Nanzenji of Kyoto, has 
been translated into English by Sumiko Kudo as Zen Comments on the Mumonkan (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1974).

 2. YQFH 26, 10b, “Jiang zong.”
 3. When a student monk is asked by the master, he gives a sentence that does not answer the ques-

tion directly but indicates his level of awareness.
 4. YQFH 25, 9a, “Yi Zhuanyu.”
 5. YQFH 25, 18b, “Zongmenyou puge luanni.”
 6. YQFH 15, 53a, “Wanli jueyi.”
 7. YQFH 15, 54b, “Zun lun.”
 8. YQFH 15, 55a.
 9. YQFH 24, 42a, “Seng Xingkong.”
 10. YQFH 24, 42b, “Xing jiao.”
 11. YQFH 24, “Seng Xingkong.”
 12. YQFH 17, 26a– 26b, “Shi zuoguan.”
 13. YQFH 25, 15a, “Zanfang xu ju yan.”
 14. YQFH 15, la, preface to Zimen chongxing lu.
 15. YQFH 25, 33b, “Chan jiang lü.”
 16. YQFH 31, 55b, “Shi Sikong guangshen.” “In this epoch of the Degenerate Law there is no great 

Dharma teacher comparable to those of ancient times. This is because while there are many 
monks who would respond to the invitation to perform funeral services and give lectures on 
sutras, there are very few who study sutras with conscientiousness. Therefore these are all 
Dharma teachers of worldly truth.”
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 17. YQFH 24, 29b– 30a, “Seng xi.”
 18. YQFH 26, 16a– 16b, “Seng wu waixue.”
 19. YQFH 26, 39a– 39b, “Jiang fashi.”
 20. YQFH 26, 36a– 36b, “Xue guei chuan jing.”
 21. YQFH 26, 38a– 38b, “Shishi shi.”
 22. YQFH 26, 16b, “Seng wu zashu.”
 23. YQFH 31, 58a– 58b, “Shi Sizhuan Peng jun.”
 24. YQFH 26, 44b– 45a, “Shao lian.”
 25. YQFH 26, 64b– 65a, “Xiu fu.”
 26. YQFH 26, 54a– 54b, “Dao ji shi.”
 27. YQFH 31, 47b, “Zhuanjie guowei guxing xianyi huozhong zhe.”
 28. YQFH 31, 55b, “Shi Sikong Guangsheng.”
 29. YQFH 26, 22b, “Seng chu tong pu.”
 30. YQFH 25, 53b, “Chujia, II.”
 31. YQFH 25, 28a, “Laisheng, II.”
 32. YQFH 26, 42a– 42b, “Hu fa.”

8. ZHUHONG’S MONASTIC REFORM: THE YUNQI MONASTERY

 1. Heinrich Dumoulin, S. J., The Development of Chinese Zen After the Sixth Patriarch in the Light of 
Mumonkan, 14. The title of Baizhang’s work, or rather the code attributed to him, is called Chixiu 
Baizhang qinggui chongbian (Revised Edition of the Pure Rule of Baizhang Compiled by Imperial 
Decree). It is now T 2025.

 2. Kondō Ryōichi, “Hajō shingi no seiritsu to sono genkei.”
 3. YQFH 26, 76b– 77a, “Baizhang qinggui.”
 4. YQFH 32, 39b– 40a, “Chujia shi.”
 5. YQFH 32, 40a– 40b, “Tifa shi.”
 6. The sutras for the morning and evening devotional services refer to the Heart Sutra and the Lesser 

Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra, which are included in Various Sutras for Daily Recitation (YQFH 12), a work 
Zhuhong compiled for the use of his followers at Yunqi.

 7. Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 247.
 8. YQFH 32, 68b, “Shoujie shi.”
 9. The complete list together with the full texts can be found in the Various Sutras for Daily Recita-

tion (YQFH 12), 5a– 39b. The sutras are the Heart Sutra and the Lesser Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra. The 
rest are mantras of various kinds and short devotional psalms.

 10. This work in one volume was written by Guishan Lingyou (d. 853), a disciple of Baizhang Huai-
hai. He was the founder of the Guiyang school, one of the five Chan schools.

 11. YQFH 32, 66b, “Xuejing haoci.”
 12. YQFH 32, 67a.
 13. Sukumar Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, 600 B.C.– 100 B.C., 99. Charles S. Prebish, Buddhist 

Monastic Discipline, 1– 33.
 14. YQFH 15, 56b– 57a.
 15. YQFH 15, 57a.
 16. Banyue songjie yishi, YQFH 13, la.
 17. Banyue songjie yishi, YQFH 13, 3b.
 18. Henry Clarke Warren, Buddhism in Translations, 405.
 19. YQFH 32, 27a– 29b.
 20. They are a group of works written by Luo Zu or Luo Qing (fl. 1509– 1522) in the fourth year of 

Zhengde (1506): Kugong wudao juan, Danshi wuwei juan, Poxie xianzheng yaoshi juan (2 vols.), Zhengxin 
juyi wuxiuzheng zizai baojuan and Weiwei budong taishan shengen jieguo baojuan. These works are 
arranged in the order they were written in. Altogether there are five titles and six volumes, thus 
the name. Luo Zu was the founder of a heretical sect, the Wuwei Jiao, and these works were 
condemned by the government as heretical and were suppressed. They were burned in Wanli 
46 (1618). Besides Zhuhong, Deqing also condemned the sect. The texts for these works are highly 
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syncretic, drawing materials from all three traditions. They belong to the group of popular reli-
gious literature called baojuan. See Sakai Tadao, Chūgoku zensho no kenkyū, 440, 469– 480; and 
Overmyer, Folk Buddhist Religion, 113– 129.

 21. YQFH 32, 29b– 31b.
 22. YQFH 15, 1a– 2a.
 23. Liuhe refers to bodily unity in form of worship, oral unity in chanting, mental unity in faith, 

moral unity in observing the commandments, doctrinal unity in views and explanations, and 
economic unity in community of goods, deeds, studies, or clarity. Soothill, A Dictionary of Chi-
nese Buddhist Terms, 133a– b.

 24. Smṛtyupasthāna, the fourfold stages of mindfulness. It consists of contemplating the body as 
impure and utterly filthy; sensation or consciousness as always resulting in suffering; mind as 
impermanent, merely one sensation after another; things as dependent and without a nature 
of their own. Soothill, A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms, 175.

 25. YQFH 32, 40a, “Jintang shi.”
 26. YQFH 25, 21b– 22a, “Seng tang.”
 27. YQFH 32, 3a– 6a.
 28. A period covers a complete set of activities (meditation, recitation of Buddha’s name, or devo-

tions), which is measured by sticks of incense. Welch described a period in the modern Pure 
Land temple of Lingyan Si; it lasted one and one- half hours. The Practice of Chinese Buddhism, 
92– 98.

 29. Zhijing and kaijing are terms also used in Chan meditation halls, where they signify the begin-
ning and the end of a meditation cycle (sitting and running in circumambulation, respectively). 
But I believe that here it means silent Buddha recollection (in contrast to the oral invocation of 
the name).

 30. This was written by Ciyun Zunshi (963– 1032) and is found in Zhuhong’s Zhujing risong (YQFH 
12, 23b).

 31. There is usually a brief formula in which the merit generated by the recitation of Buddha’s name 
and scriptures would be credited to three accounts. Welch lists them: “First, it was transferred 
to the benefit of others so that they too might go to the Western Paradise (huizi xiangta). Sec-
ond, it was transferred to one’s own credit in the Western Paradise so that one might have a 
higher position there (huiyin xiangguo). Third, it was transferred to one’s credit in the absolute 
(huishi xiangli).” Practice of Chinese Buddhism, 99.

 32. The Chanhui wen is included in Various Sutras for Daily Recitation (YQFH 12), 30a– 35b.
 33. It is an abbreviation for chu zhongsheng shi (to put out food for sentient beings). Zhuhong set 

down the proper way of performing this as follows: “One should offer no more than seven grains 
of cooked rice, no more than one inch of a noodle, and no more than one pinch of a cooked 
bun. To offer more is to be greedy, but to offer less is to be stingy. Vegetables and bean curd are 
not offered. When one offers the food, one puts it in the palm of one’s left hand and silently 
recites this verse (YQFH 13, 11a– 11b):

To the assembly of gods and ghosts,
I now present this as an offering.
May it prevail in the ten directions,
And be shared by gods and ghosts alike.

Welch describes the way it is done in the twentieth century. “An acolyte (chizhe) takes seven 
grains of rice from a bowl before the Buddha image and places them on a low pillar in the court-
yard. He snaps his fingers to notify the ghosts that they have not been forgotten.” Practice of 
Chinese Buddhism, 59.

 34. YQFH 12, 22b– 23a.
 35. This was written by Zhuhong himself and is included in Various Sutras for Daily Recitation (YQFH 

12), 24b– 35b.
 36. YQFH 32, 7a– 9a.
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 37. There are various things a monk could do at Yunqi to accumulate good points. A list of good 
deeds and punishments is furnished in appendix 3.

 38. YQFH 32, 10a– 12a.

APPENDIX 1. A TRANSLATION OF  
THE RECORD OF SELF- KNOWLEDGE (ZIZHI LU)

 1. Zhuhong supplies a note on the value of “one hundred cash.” He says: “A hundred cash always 
refers to a hundred wen of copper money and equals ten fen of silver. This rate holds even if the 
value of the copper money fluctuates.” In this translation, a passage enclosed in parentheses indi-
cates Zhuhong’s own explanation, but that enclosed in brackets is the translator’s gloss.

 2. Military exile (jun). This was more severe than the ordinary form of exile. It is the fourth of the 
traditional five punishments. “Military exile began to be clearly distinguishable from ordinary 
exile during Sung times, was further elaborated under the Yuan dynasty, and became really sys-
tematized and accepted as a major punishment during the Ming. During the early Ming, mili-
tary exile was primarily a substitute for ordinary exile in the case of military officers or sol-
diers guilty of crime; as such, it consisted of lifetime military service at some distant frontier 
military post or military colony (of which there were many facilitating the opening up of new 
lands). . . .  Increasingly, with the passage of time, military exile apparently became a punishment 
for civilians as well as for military personnel. At the same time, its scope was broadened to 
include service at military posts within, as well as along, the national frontiers.” Derk Bodde 
and Clarence Morris, Law in Imperial China, 88.

 3. Penal servitude (tu), the third of the traditional five punishments. It consists of five degrees, 
ranging from one to three years. “The punishment included hard labor for the offender as well 
as his removal from his place of origin to another area for a fixed term of years. In Ming times 
persons thus sentenced were sent from the province of their conviction to another province 
where, during the term specified, they worked in an iron or salt works. In these establishments the 
daily quotas required of them consisted either of the smelting of three catties [about four Eng-
lish pounds] of iron or the production, through boiling, of the same amount of salt. Persons sen-
tenced to penal servitude were not sent from their own province to another province haphaz-
ardly. On the contrary, for each province of origin there was a specific counterpart province to 
which its convicts were always to be sent. According to the account and table in Da Ming huidian, 
61:27b– 28, convicts from Fujian, for example, were to be sent to salt works in Jiangsu, and convicts 
from Jiangxi to iron works in Shandong.” Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 81– 82.

 4. Light (chi) and heavy (zhang) bamboo were the first and second of the traditional five punish-
ments in imperial China. Each consisted of five degrees: from ten to fifty blows of light bam-
boo and from sixty to one hundred blows of heavy bamboo. “Beating was administered on the 
buttocks— bared for men, covered with underpants for women. During the Han dynasty and 
for several centuries thereafter, the sticks used for beating had been made of bamboo. Begin-
ning probably in the Liang dynasty (502– 556), however, they were instead made of a special kind 
of wood known as chu. The diameters of these chu sticks, as fixed by law from the Tang through 
the Ming dynasty, were, for the small stick, 0.2 Chinese inches at the large end and 0.15 inches 
at the small end; for the large stick, 0.27 inches at the large end, 0.17 inches at the small end.” 
Bodde and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 88. The reader will notice that Zhuhong assigns more 
merit points to a person who reduces another’s sentence as a judge (M 27– 35) than to one who 
succeeds in convincing another person not to file a lawsuit, thus saving a person from receiving 
such a sentence (M 151– 155).

 5. See the preceding note.
 6. Zhuhong supplies an explanation for the various terms used. He says: “To save, jiu, means that 

when one is not in charge of the case, one tries his best to help. To pardon, mian, means that when 
one is in charge of the case, one specifically pardons the offender. Biased judgment refers to a 
situation in which one does not investigate the case carefully and according to fact, but makes 
a wanton judgment and thereby lets the real criminal get away.”
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 7. Zhuhong explains the different types of animals: “Animals capable of returning people’s kind-
ness are domesticated water buffaloes, draft horses, watchdogs, and so on. Animals incapable 
of returning people’s kindness are pigs, sheep, geese, ducks, deer, and so on; small creatures are 
those such as fish, sparrows, and so on; extremely small creatures are those such as small fish, 
shrimp, snails, even including flies, ants, mosquitoes, bedbugs, and so on. In saving them, one 
may buy them and release them, or prohibit their being killed or dissuade others from killing 
them. If one saves only small creatures but not large one, it signifies a greed for one’s own bless-
ings, and not a compassionate heart toward sentient beings. Therefore it is of no merit.”

 8. Zhuhong supplies a note which says: “Harmful animals are those such as snakes, rats, and so on. 
Before a snake bites people, it does not commit a crime worthy of death. As for rats, although 
they may do harm, it is not a crime serious enough to warrant the death penalty.”

 9. One must kill the silkworms in order to make silk; therefore taking care of silkworms, like fish-
ing and hunting, is not a proper profession for a good Buddhist. It is thus meritorious when 
one refuses to continue this line of work. Related to this is the prohibition against monks’ 
wearing silk. At the best monasteries in China, even in this century, the wearing of silk was 
forbidden.

 10. Zhuhong’s commentary makes clear who these gods and people are: “Devas refers to Brahma, 
Indra, and so on, of the three worlds of desire, of form and of formlessness, as well as Daoist 
gods and saints. Former sages refers to Kings Yao and Shun, to the Duke of Zhou, and to Con-
fucius, and so on; orthodox gods are the city god and mountain gods; virtuous men and women 
are the people who are loyal subjects, filial sons, righteous husbands, and faithful wives, and so 
on.”

 11. According to Zhuhong, the “ethical texts” are the following: “The Five Precepts and Ten Vir-
tues preached by the Buddha and bodhisattvas; the Six Classics, Analects, and Mencius, as well as 
instructions and acts of former sages, are all considered ethical texts relating to heaven and man.”

 12. The death penalty (sixing) is the last of the traditional five punishments. In the Sui Code of 581– 
583 (the prototype of the surviving Tang Code of 653), the death penalty consisted of two 
degrees: strangulation and decapitation. Besides these two standard forms of death, there was 
another, lingchi, or “death by slicing,” which was the severest of all. “The dynastic history of the 
Liao records at least six instances of rebels against Liao rule who underwent execution by ling-
chi. From Liao the punishment was then apparently transmitted to the contemporary Chinese 
Song empire in the south, where references to it appear in 1028, 1075, and later. Although it 
was used sporadically during the Sung as an extra- legal punishment, death by slicing achieved 
legal status only in the Yuan and Ming Codes, from which it passed to that of the Qing.” Bodde 
and Morris, Law in Imperial China, 94– 95.

 13. Their sayings cannot be identified.
 14. Xu Xing was a native of Chu and lived during the period of the Warring States. He advocated 

that everybody ought to plough the fields and work for food. He also advocated an extremely 
austere and simple style of life. He is mentioned by Mencius (Mencius, III A, 4).

 15. (Mahā) Maudgalyāyana. One of the ten chief disciples of Śākyamuni noted for his miraculous 
powers. Formerly an ascetic, he agreed with Śāriputra that whoever first found the truth would 
reveal it to the other. Śāriputra found the Buddha and brought Maudgalyāyana to him. Both 
became the Buddha’s disciples. Soothill and Hodous, A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms, 199a.

 16. People killed animals to placate ghosts by their sacrifice. Ghosts were thought to affect one’s 
fate supernaturally.

 17. The period during which slaughter (together with fishing and hunting) was prohibited by law 
included the so- called long fasting month: the 1st, 5th, and 9th months, as well as the ten fast 
days in each month: the 1st, 8th, 14th, 15th, 18th, 23rd, 24th, 28th, 29th, and 30th in Tang and 
Song times. See Ch’ü T’ung- tsu, Law and Society in Traditional China, 219. This practice was con-
tinued in the Ming. Moreover, not only was slaughtering prohibited, but the execution of crim-
inals was also prohibited. Ch’ü cites the Ming lü li (28, 52a), where any official who failed to 
observe this rule was subjected to a punishment of forty strokes (219).
From contemporary reports, some Ming emperors ate vegetarian food on such fast days, which 
all together numbered more than one hundred days. See Zhu Guozhen, Yongzhong xiaopin.
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 18. Zhuhong uses the terms you (to put someone in isolated confinement) and ji (to tie someone up 
in ropes). Both refer to the inhuman treatment of a man’s concubine or maid for the purpose of 
preventing the latter from having a normal social life and thus an opportunity of committing 
sexual misconduct.

 19. Orthodox gods are the gods recognized by the imperial government, whose worship is permit-
ted by the state. Gods such as the city god, Guandi (god of war), and Taishan (Mount Tai) belong 
to this category.

 20. Heretical gods are the gods who are not recognized by the imperial government and whose wor-
ship is not sanctioned by the state. The shrines housing them are called yinci (licentious shrines), 
mentioned in no. 125.

 21. According to Soothill and Hodous, garlic, three kinds of onions, and leeks are the five forbid-
den pungent roots. “If eaten raw, they are said to cause irritability of temper, and if eaten cooked, 
to act as an aphrodisiac; moreover, the breath of the eater, if reading the sutras, will drive away 
the good spirits.” See Soothill and Hodous, A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms, 128.

 22. Ma Rong (d. 166) served as prefect of Nanjun during the reign of Emperor Huan. He was noted 
for his broad learning and literary talent. He had disciples by the thousands, among them Zheng 
Xuan and Lu Zhi. He wrote commentaries on the Classic of Filial Piety, the Analects, the Book of 
Changes, the Book of Poetry, and other classics.
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anchan 安禪
baichan 拜懺
baihao 白毫
baihuai zufeng 敗壞祖風
baimin 百緡
baiyi 白衣
bajie xingxing 八節行刑
bandaozhe 辦道者
banming banmochi 半明半默持
banyue songjie shi 半月誦戒式
Banzhou daochang 般舟道場
Banzhou sanmei jing 般舟三昧經
Bao’en Si 報恩寺
baojuan 寶卷
baorang daochang 保禳道場
benjue 本覺
benlai mianmu 本來面目
benxin 本心
biji 筆記
biqi 閉氣
biqiu 比丘
biyin 敝寅
bu yue yinian, dun zheng puti 不越一念, 
頓證菩提

bubu shengsheng niannian, wei zai Mituo 
步步聲聲念念唯在彌陀

bujue 不覺
busa 布薩
busha 不殺
butui 不退
buxing fangjiu jie 不行放救戒
buzhongxiao lei 不忠孝類
Cai Huaiting 蔡槐庭
caishi 財施
caitou 菜頭
candao 參道
canfang 參方
canjiu nianfo 參究念佛
Caodong 曹洞
chaitou 柴頭
Chan Jing shuangxiu 禪淨雙修
chang nian xiangji 唱念相繼
Changshou 長壽
changxing sanmei 常行三昧
chanjiao 闡敎
Chanqi 禪七
chantang 禪堂
chatou 茶頭
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chengming nianfo 稱名念佛
chengyi 誠意
Cheng- Zhu 程朱
chicai shimo 吃菜事魔
chixing 筈刑
chizhong zhi xing 持重之行
chu zhongsheng shi 出衆生食
chuanqi 傳奇
chujia 出家
chusheng 出生
chushijian shan dao 出世間善道
cibei xin 慈悲心
Cishou Si 慈壽寺
ciwu zhi xing 慈物之行
Congjian 從諫
conglin 叢林
da 大
da zhongzheng 大中正
Dabao’en Si 大報恩寺
daiti chujia 代替出家
dajia 大家
Dalongfu Si 大隆福寺
dan yin 丹銀
dangjia 當家
danli 担力
Daoji 道積
Daolin 道琳
Daqing fawang 大慶法王
dashi 大事
Datang 大堂
Daxinglong Si 大興隆寺
Dazheng zuanyao 大政纂要
Dazhidu lun 大智度論
Denglu 燈錄
Dengshi 燈史
dexing 德行
dianzuo 典座
ding 定
Ding Jianhong 丁劍虹

dingxin 定心
dingyong 聽用
Donglin 東林
dou’erfo shifu 荳兒佛師父
duanshi shamen 斷事沙門
dugang 都綱
Duofoge 多佛閣
duxian 都閫
E- mi- tuo- fo 阿彌陀佛
fade 發得
Fagu shan 法鼓山
Fahua chan 法華懺
Fahua sanmei xingfa 法華三昧行法
Fang Dazhi 方大湜
Fang sheng wen 放生文
fangbian 方便
fangbian sha 方便殺
fangbo 方伯
fangdeng 方等
fangshenguso 放生所
fantou 飯頭
Fanwang jing xindi pin pusa jie yishu fayin 
梵網經心地品菩薩戒羲疏發隱

fashi 法施
fatang 法堂
Fayu 法遇
feiren 非人
fen 分
Feng Taiqu 馮泰衢
fenxiu men 焚修門
Foqi 佛七
foqu 佛曲
Foshuo Amituo jing shu chao 佛說阿彌陀
經疏鈔

Foshuo jie zui fu ching 佛說解罪福經
fu 福
fudugang 副都綱
fusenglu 副僧錄
Fushang 富上
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fushui 符水
fuwang 伏妄
ganying zhi xing 感應之行
Gao Yun 高允
gaoming zhiren 高明之人
gaoshang zhi xing 高尙之行
ge 格
Ge Yi’an 戈以安
geyi 格義
gong 功
Guang 廣
Guangkuo 廣闊
Guannian famen 觀念法門
guanxiang nianfo 觀像念佛
Guishan Lingyou 潙山靈祐
Guiyang 潙仰
guo 過
guocheng 果成
Haiyun 海雲
hao zhi 號紙
hehe 合和
huafan 化飯
huafo 化佛
Huang Pingqing 黃平倩
Huang Yuanfu 黃元孚
Huangchao benji 皇朝本記
Huayan 華嚴
hui 慧
hui 會
Huizhen 會眞
huiming 慧命
huishi xiangli 迴事向理
huixiang 迴向
huixiang fayuan xin 迴向發願心
huiyin xiangguo 迴因向果
huizi xiangta 迴自向他
Hujie Shen 護戒神
hun 魂
hushen 護神

ji 寂
ji 繫
ji 記
jianfucao 監福曹
jiang 講
jiangjing 講經
jiangjinglun shouzuo 講經論首座
jiangong 鉛汞
jianku zhi xing 堅苦之行
jiansi 監寺
jianyi 鑒義
jianzuo suixi 見作隨喜
jiao 敎
jiaodian men 敎典門
jiaoren sha 敎人殺
jie 戒
Jie sha wen 戒殺文
jiexiang 戒相
jieyin 結印
jiezhi 结制
jihua 紀化
jiming dudie 記名度牃
jing 敬
jing tu 浄土
jingce 警策
jingchan 經懺
jingchan shi 經懺師
jingchan tang 經懺堂
Jingming Zhongxiao Dao 淨明忠孝道
Jingshan 徑山
jingshi 經事
jingtou 淨頭
jingtu daochang 淨土道場
jingtu zhongxing 淨土中興
jingye 淨業
jingzhao 京兆
jinna 進納
jiu’e 舊額
jizu 繼祖
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Jueshi jing 覺世經
jueyi 覺義
jujie 具戒
junbo 郡伯
juncheng 郡丞
junmin zidi 軍民子弟
junxing 軍刑
juren 舉人
jushi 居士
kaijing 開靜
Kaiyuan Si 開元寺
kanbing 看病
kanlao 看老
kong sanmei 空三昧
kongming dudie 空名度牒
kongtou dudie 空頭度牒
kongyou xiangcheng 空有相成
Kugong wudao juan 苦功悟道卷
Kun 坤
Lanrong 嬾融
Lengjia shizi ji 楞伽師資記
li 理
Li Xiu 李繡
li yixin 理一心
lichi 理持
Lidai fabao ji 歷代法寶記
lidi yisheng 㘞地一聲
Lingbao jingmingyuan xingqianshi 靈寶淨
明院行遣式

lingchi 凌遲
Linggu Si 靈谷寺
Linji 臨濟
lishi wu’ai 理事無礙
lisong 禮誦
liuhe 六和
lü 律
luhuo 爐火
luhuo danshu 爐火丹術
Lütang 律堂

maidie 賣牒
menke 門客
mian 免
mianding qian 免丁錢
Miaofa lianhua jing Maming pusa pin 妙法
蓮華經馬鳴菩薩品

mingchi 明持
mingzi xiang 名字相
mochi 默持
mofa 末法
motou 磨頭
namo Amituofo 南無阿彌陀佛
nanxi 南戲
nengnian 能念
nengsuo 能所
nian 念
nianfo gong’an 念佛公案
nianfo tang 念佛堂
niannian buwang, xinxin wujian 念念不
忘，心心無間

nianxin 念心
panjiao 判教
ping sheng 平聲
pingshangsheng 平上聲
po 魄
po wang 破妄
Poxie xianzheng yaoshi juan 破邪顯正鑰
匙卷

pudu 普度
pusa jie 菩薩戒
putang 舖堂
Puyuan 普願
qiandan 鉛丹
Qin lu ji 欽錄記
Qingjiang 淸江
qingli shidao 淸理釋道
qingsu zhi xing 淸素之行
Qingxiu 慶修
qingyuan tiaofa shilei 慶元條法事類
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qishi 乞士
qiu 求
quanjiao 權敎
renci lei 仁慈類
rentian yinguo 人天因果
ru 如
ruguan 入觀
sangang 三綱
sanshi 三世
sanzhai, liuzhai 三齋, 六齋
seng ji ce 僧籍册
Sengchou 僧稠
Senggangsi 僧綱司
senghui 僧會
Senghuisi 僧會司
Senglusi 僧錄司
Sengmin 僧旻
sengpan 僧判
sengtong 僧統
sengzheng 僧正
Sengzhengsi 僧正司
seshen 色身
shafa 殺法
shamentong 沙門統
shanfa jie 殺法戒
shang 上
shang pin shangsheng 上品上生
Shangfang 上方
shangjingjin zhe 上精進者
shangpin 上品
shangpin xiasheng 上品下生
shangpin zhongsheng 上品中生
shangshi 上士
shangshu 尙書
shangzhong 上中
shangzuo 上座
shanmen 善門
shanmen 山門
shanshi 善世

shaye 殺業
shayin 殺因
shayuan 殺緣
shen jie 身戒
shen xin 深心
shendu 愼獨
sheng 升
shengmie 生滅
shengtai 聖胎
Shengyan 聖嚴
shengyuan 生員
shenzu 神足
shesheng jie 攝生戒
shi 事
Shi Lao zhi 釋老志
shi yixin 事一心
shidao 事道
shi’e 視惡
shijian sanbao 世間三寶
shijian shandao 世間善道
shijiao 實敎
Shijiazhai yang xin lu 十駕齋養心錄
shijue 始覺
shilu 實錄
shishan 視善
shishi 施食
shixiang 實相
shixiang nianfo 實相念佛
shizhe 侍者
shizhi 事執
shizhong 侍中
shizhong 十重
shizu 始祖
shoujie 受戒
shouzuo 首座
shuilu 水陸
shuilu fahui 水路法會
shuilu neitan 水陸內壇
shuiyin 水銀
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shuji 書記
shuwen 疏文
sifa 死法
Sifenjie ben 四分戒本
siguan 死關
sikong 司空
siliao jian 四料簡
silu 司錄
siming 司命
Sinianchufa 四念處法
siqi 四期
sishan shiqizui 四善十七罪
sishiba qing 四十八輕
Sitianwang jing 四天王經
situ 司徒
sixing 死刑
sizhong 司中
sizhu 寺主
sizi zanti 私自簪剃
songjing 誦經
songzhou 誦咒
suan 算
sugen 宿根
suonian 所念
Taishang 太上
Taishang ganying pian 太上感應篇
Taishang lingbao jingming feitian duren jing 
太上靈寶淨明飛天度人經

taishi 太史
taiwei 太尉
Taiwei Xianjun gongguoge 太尉仙君功
過格

Taixing 太行
Taizhou 泰州
Tanshi wuwei juan 嘆世無爲卷
Tanyi 曇一
Tanyun 曇韻
tian wu 天物
Tiangong kaiwu 天工開物

Tianjie Si 天界寺
tianren heyi 天人合一
Tiantai 天台
Tianzhu shiyi 天主實義
tijiu 體究
tijiu wujian 體究無間
tongling 統領
Tongshan hui 同善會
toutuo 頭陀
tuijie ren 退戒人
tuxing 徒刑
Waguan Si 瓦官寺
Wang Dao’an 王道安
Wang Mengsu 王孟夙
Wang Ruosheng 王弱生
Wang Yuchun 王宇春
Wang Zhen 王震
Wanshou Si 萬壽寺
wantou 碗頭
wei ruliu 未入流
weifa zhi zhong 未發之中
weiji xingming 爲己性命
weinuo 維那
Weishi 唯識
Weiwei budong taishan shengen jieguo 

baojuan 巍巍不動泰山深根結果寶卷
weixiang fasi 未詳法嗣
wen 文
Wen Cai 文才
Wen Ziyu 聞子與
Wenchang 文昌
wu 無
wu 悟
wubu liuce 五部六冊
wuli baoren 無力報人
Wumen Huikai 無門慧開
wusheng 無生
Wuyou 無憂
wuzong 五宗
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xia 下
xiafa 下罰
xiajingjin zhe 下精進者
xian 縣
xiang 相
xiangdeng 香燈
xiangdeng liao 香燈寮
xiangfa 像法
Xianlin Si 僊林寺
xianzai fo xi zai qianli sanmei 現在佛悉在
前立三昧

xiao guo 小過
Xiao jingtu wen 小淨土文
xiao zhongzheng 小中正
xiaoqin zhi xing 孝親之行
xiaoshi 小食
xiaoshun xin 孝順心
xiapin 下品
xiashi 下士
xieshu 寫疏
xin 心
xin jie 心戒
xing’e 行惡
xingjiao 行脚
xingju 性具
xingshan 行善
xingshan zhi’e 行善止惡
xingwuzhe 行務者
xinyuan xiang 心緣相
Xitang 西堂
Xitian fozi 西天佛子
xiucai 秀才
xiufu 修福
xiuhui 修慧
xiushen 修身
Xiushen shishi 修身十事
Xu Geru 許戈如
xunxiang 巡香
Yan Minqing 嚴敏卿

Yang Tingyun 楊廷筠
yanli 嚴厲
yanmei 厭魅
yanshuo xiang 言說相
yanzheng 嚴正
yanzheng zhi xing 嚴正之行
yeju xiaosan 夜聚曉散
yifang yi 義方
yiling 邑令
yinci 淫祠
yinfang 印房
yinguo sanshi 因果三世
yinian wujian 一念無間
yinsheng nianfo 引聲念佛
yinxing 因行
yinyang 陰陽
yiqing 疑情
yiti sanbao 一體三寶
yituan 疑團
yixin buluan 一心不亂
yixin chiming 一心持名
yixin nianfo 一心念佛
you 幽
you yilu 有義路
youfang wendao 遊方問道
youkong 有空
youli baoren 有力報人
Yuan Bin 袁濱
yuantou 園頭
yu’e 語惡
yuezhong 悅衆
yujia 瑜伽
yujia yankou 瑜伽焰口
yulanpen 盂蘭盆
yulu 語錄
Yunmen 雲門
yushan 語善
zaju 雜劇
zangjingtang 藏經堂
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zanjiao 贊敎
zantan sha 讚嘆殺
zhaigong 齋供
zhaijiao 齋醮
zhangjiao 章醮
zhangxing 扙刑
zhao 照
zhaoqing 招請
Zhaoqing Si 昭慶寺
Zhege nianfode bijing shi shui 這個念佛的
畢竟是誰

zhencheng xin 眞誠心
zhengfa 正法
zhengxin 正信
Zhengxin chuyi wuxiu zheng zizai baojuan 
正信除疑無修證自在寶卷

zhenjibu 砧基簿
zhenjidaoren 砧基道人
zhi 智
Zhiaoshan 焦山
zhiban 値板
zhichi 執持
zhijing 止靜
zhiju 直擧
zhike 知客
Zhiloujiachan (Lokakṣema)  
支婁迦讖

Zhimen Zuo 智門祚
zhishan 知山
Zhishun 智舜
Zhiwen 至溫
zhiwu 知屋
Zhiyan 智儼
zhiyuan 知院
Zhizang 智藏

zhizhong 治中
zhizhong 知衆
zhong 中
zhongcheng 中丞
zhongfa 中罰
zhonghan 中翰
zhongjingjin zhe 中精進者
zhongjun zhi xing 忠君之行
zhongpin 中品
zhongshi 中士
zhongxiao lei 忠孝類
zhou 咒
zhou 州
zhousha 咒殺
Zhu Baimin 朱白民
Zhuang Fuchen 莊復眞
zhuannian buwang 專念不忘
zhuanxin 專心
zhuanyu 轉語
zhuqing 主磬
zhushayin 硃砂銀
zhutian 諸天
zhuzheng 主政
Zilin 子鄰
zisha 自殺
zongbo 宗伯
zongrong 總戎
Zou Kuangming 鄒匡明
zunshi zhi xing 尊師之行
zuochan 坐禪
zuogong 坐功
zuoguan 作觀
zuoshi 座師
zuoyou senglu 左右僧錄
zuoyoujie senglu 左右街僧錄
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Zürcher, E. The Buddhist Conquest of China. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1959.
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Age of Degenerate Law (mofa 末法), 176, 185, 218; 
and decline of monastic order, 141– 143; and 
Buddha invocation, 51, 65; and Zhuhong, 65, 
88, 176, 218, 226, 227; vs. Age of True Law, 141; 
vs. Age of Counterfeit Law, 141. See also 
monastic order; Zhuhong

Agreement with the Sangha (Sengyue 僧約), 
201– 203

Amitābha Buddha: meditation on, 47, 49, 53, 
57– 58; and Lotus Society, 48; visions of, 47, 
49, 51, 57– 58, 130; invocation of name of, 8– 9, 
48, 119, 218, 276n31, 277n41; homage to, 
130– 131; and nianfo hui, 81, 83; Zhuhong on, 
8– 9, 227; and quantitative piety, 130

Amitāyurdhyāna Sutra. See Guan wuliangshou jing
Amitāyus Sutra. See Wuliang shou jing
Amituo jing (Smaller Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra): 

commentary of Zhuhong on, 54, 65– 66; and 
invocation of Buddha’s name, 48; and Pure 
Land patriarchs, 48, 50, 54; and rules at Yunqi 
Monastery, 191, 200

Avataṁsaka Sutra, 35, 182, 198, 222– 223
Awakening of Faith, 3– 4, 198

Baizhang Huaihai 百丈懷海 (749– 814), 56, 194, 
297n10

Banzhou sanmei jing (Pratyuptpannasamādhi 
Sutra), 9, 47, 50, 57– 58, 278n58

Baopuzi 抱扑子 (Ge Hong), 112– 113, 286n24, 
286n26, 287n30

begging (huayuan 化縁), 151, 220, 293n40
beitian 悲田 (fields of compassion), 36
Bianrong 辯融, 26– 27

biguan 閉關 (confinement), 175
biji (notebook) literature, 85, 142
biqiu jie 比丘戒 (precepts for a monk), 104
Biyan lu 碧巖錄 (Record of the Blue Cliff), 171
Bodhidharma, 41, 69
Book of Changes (Zhouyi 周易), 120
Brook, Timothy, 15– 16
Buddha invocation (nianfo, 念佛), 8– 9, 51, 53– 54, 

58– 59; and Chan meditation, 8, 54, 55– 56, 
59– 61, 69, 171, 225, 227; and Pure Land 
patriarchs, 48– 55; four kinds of, 54, 218; and 
lay Buddhism, 54, 82, 119; Zhuhong on, 65– 66, 
68– 70; at Yunqi Monastery, 218; with one 
mind (yixin nianfo), 65– 66, 184, 227. See also 
Zhuhong; dual practice of Pure Land and 
Chan; Yunqi Monastery

Buddhist compassion: compared to 
Confucian ren 仁, 94– 95, 98, 102, 116, 121, 124; 
advocacy of nonkilling, 74, 87, 137; in lay 
Buddhism, 92, 119; advocacy of release of life, 
137, 140

Buddhist registration, 158, 164– 168. See also 
monk- officials; monastic order

burial ground, charitable (yizhong 義塚), 237
buzhongxiao lei 不忠孝類 (disloyal and unfilial 

deeds), 243– 244

Caodong school, 41– 42, 224– 225
censorial system, “nine- grade classification of,” 

128
chan 禪 (meditation), 8, 11, 27, 39– 40, 43– 44, 

54, 55, 59– 61, 69, 99– 100, 171, 195, 298n29.  
See also Chan school

Index
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Chan (Zen) school, 36– 37, 40– 41, 47, 53, 170, 171, 
174; and nianfo, 8, 44, 55– 56, 60– 61, 68– 70, 
100, 227; in late Ming, 41– 45; patriarchal 
transmission in, 41, 45, 47; rules of, 56; and 
“no mind and no thought,” 58; yiqing (feeling 
of doubt) in, 61; yituan (ball of doubt) in, 63; 
in Song period, 15, 170; compared to Pure 
Land, 79, 81; degeneration of, 19, 87, 145, 226; 
abuses of, 171– 176; importance of teachers in, 
174; “sealed confinement” in, 175– 176; in Yuan 
dynasty, 175, 194; “Chanmen guishi” (Rules of 
the Chan Order), 194. See also monastic order; 
Buddha invocation; dual practice of Pure 
Land and Chan; pure rules of Baizhang

Chan Wing- tsit, 陳榮捷, 108
Changlu Yingfu 長蘆應夫, 59
Changuan cejin (Whip to Urge One Through 

Chan Barriers), 142
changxing sanmei 常行三昧 (constantly walking 

samadhi), 58
Chanhui wen 懺悔文 (Confessional), 219
Chen Qun 陳群, 128– 129
Chen Yuan 陳垣, 45, 276n20
Chen Yunü 陳玉女, 15
Chengguan 澄觀, 56
Chengyuan 承遠 (711– 802), 46, 50– 51, 54, 59, 70
Chengzhu school, 108
Chengzu, Emperor (1403– 1424), 154, 158– 159
Chushi Fanqi 楚石梵琦 (1296– 1370), 45, 56, 60, 

62, 142, 291n7
Ch’ü T’ung- tsu 瞿同祖, 132
Cibu 祠部 (Bureau of Sacrifices), 164
cinnabar, art of making, 184
Cisheng, Empress Dowager, 153– 154
Cishou Huaishen 慈受懷深, 56
Ciyun Zunshi 慈雲遵式 (963– 1032), 15, 79, 

298n30
Confucianism: and Ming Buddhism, 1, 8, 11, 13, 

73, 75, 78, 101; compared to Buddhism, 138, 
178, 224– 225, 228– 229; and Matteo Ricci, 92; 
and morality books, 19, 107, 108, 120; and 
religious taboos, 115; buddhahood vs. 
sagehood, 119; co- option of Buddhist ideas by, 
143; and monks, 72– 73, 178; compatibility of, 
with Buddhism, 178, 207, 224– 225; dominance 
of, in Ming period, 151; and Yunqi Monastery, 
206– 207. See also Neo- Confucianism; 
Zhuhong

Da Ming huidian (Complete Institutions of the 
Great Ming), 148

Dabei jing 大悲經 (Mahākaruṇāpuṇḍarīka Sutra), 
141

Daguan. See Zibo Zhenke

Dahui 大慧 (1088– 1163), 14, 215, 296n1
Daily Record (Rilu 日録), 122– 123
Daoan 道安 (312– 385), 48, 98– 99, 210
Daochuo 道綽 (562– 645), 9, 48, 49, 130
Daode jing 道德經, 5
Daoism, 1, 8, 11– 14, 16, 19, 22, 99, 158, 201, 

286n25, 287n37; and Ming Buddhist 
syncretism, 71– 73, 99, 106– 107; Zhuhong’s 
study of, 11, 73, 99, 137– 138, 178, 184, 290n101; 
and literati, 71; attitude of Zhuhong toward, 
13, 72– 73, 137, 138, 178, 184, 187; and morality 
books, 19, 107– 108; and religious taboos, 113; 
Jingming Zhongxiao Dao sect, 122, 136; 
limitation of temples (1373), 147– 148; and 
emperors, 147, 154; and ordination 
certificates, 155– 162

Daolitian 㣼利天 (the heaven of the thirty- three 
devas), 212

Daozang 道藏: Taiwei Xianjun gongguoge (Ledger 
of Merits and Demerits According to the 
Immortal Taiwei), 122

Dashizhi 大勢至 (Mahāsthāmaprāpta), 49
de Bary, Wm. Theodore, 17
Deng Chang’en 鄧常恩, 154
Dhammapada (Fazhu jing 法句經), 112
dharmadhātu, 3, 6– 8, 225
Diamond Sutra, 35, 198, 216
dixian 地仙 (earthly immortal), 111
Donglin faction, 107
dual practice of Pure Land and Chan (Chan Jing 

xuangxiu 禪淨雙修), 8– 11, 40, 44, 81, 227, 291n6
Duanyun Zhiche 斷雲智徹 (1309– 1386), 56, 60, 

64
Dufeng Jishen 毒峰季善 (d. 1482), 56, 60, 63
Dunhuang 燉煌, 18, 81

Eberhard, Wolfram, 33
elixir, art of making, 184
Emperor Wu of Liang, 30, 292n15
Empress Dowager Li, 16
endu 恩度 (imperial favor), 157
Ennin (793– 864), 164– 165
Esoteric Buddhism. See Tantrism
“Essay on the Pure Land” (Xiao Jingtu wen  
小淨土文), 219

Essential Rules and Ceremonies for a Novice 
(Shamilüyi yaolue 沙彌律儀要略), 196– 197.  
See also Yunqi Monastery

Fafang 法舫 (1904– 1951), 149
faith (xinxin 信心), 142
falu 法簶 (Daoist charms, spells, and registers), 138
Fan Zhen 范縝 (ca. 450– 515), 76; Shenmie lun 神滅論 

(Essay on the Extinction of the Soul), 76
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fangsheng chi 放生池 (ponds for releasing life), 79, 
82. See also release of living creatures

fangsheng hui 放生會 (societies for releasing life), 
37, 80, 82– 83. See also release of living 
creatures

Fayan 法眼 (885– 985), 41– 42
Fazang 法藏, 7, 145, 225
Fazhao 法照 (d. 822), 46, 50– 51, 54, 56, 59, 70
feeding the hungry ghosts, ritual of (Yankou shishi 
焰口施食), 183– 184, 221, 223, 268, 292n15

Five Assembly Buddha Invocation (wuhui nianfo 
五會念佛), 51

five cardinal relationships, 115
Five Houses (five Chan schools), 41
Foyijiao jing, 197, 223
Fuhu Chanshi 伏虎禪師 (Tamer of Tigers). 

See Zhifeng

Gao Panlong 高攀龍 (1562– 1625), 17, 107
Gaofeng Yuanmiao 高峯原妙 (1238– 1295), 175– 176
Ge Hong 葛洪. See Baopuzi
gengshen day 庚申日 (fifty- eighth day in the 

sexagenary system), 111
God of the Eastern Peak (Mount Tai), 211
God of the Stove (zaojun 竈君), 111, 117– 118, 

286n25
Golden Lotus, The (Jinpingmei 金瓶梅), 142
gong’an 公案 (kōan), 8, 171, 224, 227, 296n1; Chan 

meditation on, 8, 39– 40, 61, 69, 80, 100, 227; 
nianfo as, 8, 44, 60– 65, 68; use of Amituofo as, 
61, 63, 64– 65, 69, 227. See also monastic order; 
Chan school

gongde shi 功德使 (commissioners of good works), 
164

Great Learning 大學, 5
Guan wuliangshou jing, 129, 289n76
Guan Yu 關羽 (God of War and Righteousness), 

118
guanfang 關房 (confinement houses), 175
Guanyin 觀音 (Avalokiteśvara), 15, 18, 49
Guiyang school, 42, 297n10
guomen 過門 (category of bad deeds), 243– 258
Guyin Jingqin 古音淨琴, 47, 53, 56; “Nianfo 

jingce” (Instructions Urging One to Do 
Nianfo), 56, 60, 63– 64

Guyinsheng toluoni jing 鼓音聲陀羅尼經, 49

Hakuin (1686– 1769), 29– 30; Orategama Zokushū, 
39– 40, 42– 43

Halima 哈立麻 (De- bshin- gśegs- pa), 154
Han Feizi, 127, 288– 289n69
Hanshan Deqing 憨山德淸 (1546– 1623), 16– 18, 42, 

97, 140; writings of, 20– 21, 44; definition of 
nianfo gong’an, 64; reputation of, 140; and 

building of temples, 153; syncretism of, 
224– 225

He Xinyin 何心隱 (1517– 1579), 17
Honglusi 鴻臚寺 (Bureau of Ceremonies for 

Foreigners), 164
Hongming ji 弘明集, 71
Huang Ming mingseng jilue (Selected Biographies 

of Famous Monks of the Ming Dynasty), 60, 
142

Huangjue Si 皇覺寺, 146
huatou 話頭 (critical phrase), 8, 11, 43, 61, 63– 65, 

68, 100. See also gong’an
Huayan school, 7, 12, 37, 47, 53– 54, 56, 66– 67, 87, 

225
Hui Dong 惠棟 (1697– 1758), 107, 116, 287n41
Huichang era (842– 845): persecution during, 41, 

79, 209
Huideng ji 慧燈集 (Collection of the Lamp of 

Wisdom), 23
Huilin Zongben 慧林宗本 (1019– 1099), 59– 60
Huineng 慧能, 41
Huiri 慧日 (679– 748), 56
Huiyuan 慧遠 (334– 416), xxii; Lotus Society of, 

39, 48– 49, 53, 54, 81, 152; as first patriarch of 
Pure Land school, 46, 47– 48, 55; and Buddha 
contemplation, 9, 48– 49, 54; early life, 48; 
and nianfo hui, 83

Humanistic Buddhism, 2

Inexhaustible Treasuries (wujinzang 無盡蔵), 36
inherent enlightenment (benjue 本覺), 4– 5

Jiao Hong 焦竑 (1540– 1620), 17, 90, 98, 109
Jiaoshan Monastery, xxiii, 84
jiayi yuan 甲乙院 (private temple), 148
Jieshu fayin, 37
jiezhi 結制 (summer retreat), 260
Jinglaowen 警老文 (Instructions to Old People), 

265
Jingming Zhongxiao Dao 淨明忠孝道 (The Pure 

and Bright Way of Loyalty and Filial Piety), 
122, 136

Jingdu chuandeng guiyuanjing (Transmission of the 
Lamp in the Pure Land Tradition: Mirror of 
the Return to the Origin), xxii

jiuheng 九橫 (nine kinds of untimely death), 86
jiupin zhongzheng 九品中正 (impartial and just), 128

kalpa (jie 劫), 130, 289n79, 290n1
Konggu Jinglong 空谷景隆 (b. 1393), 43, 56, 60, 

64, 175; kou jie 口戒 (discipline for the mouth), 
95

Kumārajīva, 11
kusi 庫司 (monastery stewards), 165
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landu 濫度 (ordaining indiscriminately), 240
Lankāvatāra Sutra, 69, 198
Laozi 老子, 12– 13, 48, 111, 179
lay Buddhism (jushi fojiao 居士佛敎): doctrinal 

foundation of, 3, 73– 78; Zhuhong as leader in, 
54, 87, 92, 96, 103, 224, 228; and gentry class, 
97; associations of, 15, 29, 53, 55, 81; and Pure 
Land patriarchs, 54; rise of, 71– 73; devotees of, 
38, 96– 103; geographical distribution of, 96; as 
complement to Confucianism, 103– 104, 228; 
development of, 54, 71, 73, 119; 
“Confucianization” of, 228; durability of, 229

Ledger of Merits and Demerits (Gongguoge  
功過格), 19, 108, 113, 117, 120– 121, 122, 124, 
283– 284n9. See also morality books; Record of 
Self- knowledge

legalism, 127, 230
Li Zhi 李贄 (1527– 1602), 17, 108– 109; Yin’guo lu 
因果錄 (The Record of Causes and Effects), 
109

Li Zisheng 李孜省, 154
Liang huang chanfa 梁皇懺法 (Confessional of 

Emperor Wu of Liang), 30, 223, 292n15
Linji school, 41– 43, 224– 225
Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元, 50
Liuzhairi 六齋日 (six fast days), 113
Lotus Convocation (Lianhua shenghui  
蓮華勝會), 53

Lotus School (Lianzong 蓮宗), 55
Lotus Society. See Huiyuan
Lotus Sutra, 35, 141, 185, 198, 211, 223
Luo Jinxi 羅近溪, 88
Luo Qing 羅淸 (Luo Zu 羅祖), 297n20
Luxuriant Lotus Society (Shenglian she 勝蓮社), 

90. See also Yu Chunxi
lüyi jie 律儀戒 (discipline for proper conduct), 95

Mādhyamika, 3
Mahāyāna Buddhism, 2, 4, 50, 73, 80, 140– 141, 

250; sutras of, 138, 141, 238, 239; “double truth” 
theory of, 120– 121

Maitreya, 1, 83, 141, 143, 152, 290– 291n1
Makita Tairyō, xiii, 271n5, 272n7, 273n1, 292n15
Mañjuśrī, 51
Māra, xxiii, 27, 44, 176, 220
Mazu Daoyi 馬祖道一 (709– 788), 42
Mencius, 4– 5, 93, 109, 179, 288n66, 300n11
Ming Code, 132, 135
Ming shilu (The Veritable Record of the Ming), 

147, 292n21, 293n37, 294n71, 294n72, 295n80, 
296n101

Miyun Yuanwu 密雲圓悟, 45
Mohe zhiguan 摩訶止觀 (Great Concentration and 

Insight), 58

monasteries: limits on number of, 145– 152, 170; 
public, 145, 147– 148; private, 148; three types 
of, 148– 149; limits on construction of, 152– 155

monastic order, 140– 169; decline of discipline in, 
87– 88, 145, 149, 176– 178; requirements for 
joining, 194; decline of, 140– 145, 177, 226; 
worldliness of, 178– 190, 201; discipline in, 141, 
145, 147, 148, 168, 170, 171; government control 
of, 161, 170; and public monasteries, 148– 149; 
meditation in, 148– 149, 226; doctrine in, 
148– 149; practical instruction in, 149; officials 
of, 164– 169; reform of, 191– 223. See also Yunqi 
Monastery; monasteries

monk- officials (sengguan 僧官), 162– 169
morality books (shanshu 善書) 19; characteristics 

of, 160– 108; and syncretism, 106– 110; and the 
“religion of the masses,” 108; Treatise of the 
Exalted One, 19, 107, 108, 127; religious taboos 
in, 115, 132, 133; and Neo- Confucianism, 120; 
ideological sources of, 127– 136; classification 
system in, 128– 129; influence of legal code on, 
133– 134. See also Record of Self- knowledge

Mozi 墨子, 75
Musang (Ch. Wuxiang 無相; 684– 762), 59

Nagārjuna, 5
Nanyue Huairang 南嶽懷讓 (677– 744), 41– 42
Neo- Confucianism, 13– 14, 119– 120.  

See also Confucianism
Nestorian Christianity, 1
nianfo Chan 念佛禪 (Chan of Buddha 

contemplation), 59
nianfo hui 念佛會 (societies for reciting the 

Buddha’s name), 81, 83
nianfo sanmei 念佛三昧 (the concentration of 

Buddha contemplation), 48– 49, 70, 218, 277
nianfo. See Buddha invocation
Nirvāna Sutra, 3, 4
nonkilling, doctrine of (busha 不殺), 73– 80; 

attitude of Zhuhong toward, 73, 82– 92, 93, 
102, 137, 22; historical precedents for, 78– 80; 
Jie sha wen (On Refraining from Killing), 82; 
and administrative life, 102. See also release of 
living creatures

Notebook of Merits and Demerits (Gongguobu  
功過簿), 122– 123

Ogasawara Senshū, 40
ordination certificates (dudie 度牒): government 

control of, 19, 155– 162, 177; purchase of, 157; 
government sale of, 157, 160, 161, 167, 170, 171

ordination platform (jietai 戒台), 16, 24, 104
ordination, private (sidu 私度), 156– 159, 197; by 

imperial favor (endu), 157
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Ōura Masahiro, 35
Ouyi Zhixu 藕益智旭 (1599– l655), 15, 17, 40, 97

panjiao 判敎 (doctrinal classification), 2, 11– 13, 
225

pāramitā, 11, 95
penal law: and religious beliefs, 131– 132, 146
Peng Shaosheng (1739– 1796), 96, 228; Jushi juan 

(Biographies of Buddhist Devotees), 22, 96
Peng’an Dayu 蓬庵大祐, 46
Pixie yundong 闢邪運動 (Movement to Expose 

Heretical Teachings), 92
post- Tang Buddhism: characteristics of, 80– 82
Prajñāpāramitā Sutra, 48
Pratimokșa, 11, 37, 197, 198– 200, 201, 217, 

221– 222, 229
precepts: recitation of prātimokṣa, 28, 198– 202, 

215, 220– 221, 229; Buddhist, 27, 67– 68, 72, 107, 
201; bodhisattva, 67

Pure Conduct Society (Jingxing she 淨行社), 53
Pure Land school (Jingtu 淨土), 19– 20, 36, 40– 41, 

45– 48; and patriarchal tradition, 46– 47; Three 
Scriptures of, 9, 48– 49; patriarchs of, 9, 41, 46, 
48– 55; and Lotus School, 55; practice of, at 
Yunqi, 20, 36. See also dual practice of Pure 
Land and Chan; Yunqi Monastery

Pure Rules of Baizhang (Baizhang qinggui 百丈淸
規), 148, 194, 278

Pusa jieben 菩薩戒本, 102
Pusajie xindi pin 菩薩戒心地品 (The Ground of 

Mind of Bodhisattva Precepts), 35. See also 
Sutra of Brahma’s Net

Puxian xingyuan pin 普賢行願品 (The Vows of 
Bodhisattva Samantabhadra), 35. See also 
Avataṁsaka Sutra

Puxian 普賢 (Samantabhadra), 51, 52, 86

qi 氣 (vital breath), 184
Qing Code, 135
Qingyuan Xingsi 靑原行思 (d. 740), 41– 42
Qisong 契嵩 (d. 1072), 14, 162
Quan Tang wen 全唐文 (Complete Collection of 

Tang Writings), 152

Record of Rites (Liji 禮記), 116, 144
Record of Self- knowledge (Zizhi Lu 自知錄), 13, 19, 

22, 74, 87, 107, 109– 110, 116– 127; unique 
features of, 136– 137; merits and demerits in, 
73, 116, 122– 125, 230; compared to The Treatise 
of the Exalted One, 107, 110; karma in, 74, 106, 
116, 134; compared to The Ledger of Merits and 
Demerits, 19, 117, 120, 123– 124; influence of 
legal codes on, 133– 134; translation of, 19, 
233– 259

Record of the Exalted Acts of Buddhist Monks (Zimen 
chongxing lu), 37, 177, 198, 223

release of living creatures (fangsheng 放生): 
attitude of Zhuhong toward, 78, 136– 137, 
205– 206; ponds for, 37, 79, 82; societies for, 37, 
82– 83; historical precedents for, 78– 80; Fang 
sheng wen (On Release of Sentient Beings), 83; 
in morality books, 137; in Wenchang Society, 
117

renci lei 仁慈類 (altruistic and compassionate 
deeds), 234– 237

Ricci, Matteo (1552– 1610): controversy with 
Zhuhong, 92– 95; Tianzhu shiyi (The True 
Meaning of the Lord of Heaven), 93; 
controversy with Yu Chunxi, 94; Bianxue yidu 
(Posthumous Letters Concerning the 
Investigation of Knowledge), 94

Ryūchi Kiyoshi, 147, 150, 161

Sakai Tadao, 96, 108, 122, 124, 127– 128; Chūgoku 
zensho no kenkyū (Studies of Chinese Morality 
Books), 127

sanbao gongde lei 三寶功德類 (deeds beneficial to 
the Three Jewels), 237– 240

sanjiao heyi 三敎合一 (combining three teachings 
in one), 71

Sanjie jiao 三階敎 (Sect of the Three Stages), 41
Sanshi shen 三尸神 (Three Corpses), 111
Santai beidou shenjun 三台北斗神君 (three stars of 

the North Dipper), 111
Sekino Tadashi, 33
senglu 僧錄 (directors of the Buddhist registry), 

158, 162, 163, 164, 165
Sengyun 僧雲, 198– 199
shami 沙彌 (novice), 196
Shandao 善導 (613– 681), 46– 52, 54, 70, 276n31, 

277n45; “Xifang huadao wen” 西方化導文 
(Essay on Teaching People About the West), 51

Shanshiyuan 善世院 (Buddhist Worthies 
Department), 165

Shaokang 少康 (d. 805), 46– 47, 51– 52, 54, 70
Shen Defu (1578– 1642): Wanli yehuobian (Literary 

Gatherings of a Rustic Scholar of the Wanli 
Era), 155, 168

Shengchang 省常 (fl. 990), 46, 53– 54, 70
Shenxiu 神秀, 41
Shenzong, Emperor. See Wanli, Emperor
shen 神 (spirit), 91, 184
shifang conglin 十方叢林 (forest of ten directions), 

148
Shina Bukkyō shiseki 支那佛敎史蹟 (Historical 

Monuments of Chinese Buddhism), 33
Shishuo xinyu 世說新語, 71
Shitou Xiqian 石頭希遷 (700– 790), 42
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Shouchang Wuming 壽昌無明, 45
shuilu fahui 水陸法會 (plenary masses), 149, 

292n15
Shunzhi, Emperor, 107
Sifenjie ben 四分戒本 (Extracts from the 

Four- Division Vinaya), 197
siguo zhi shen 司過之神 (crime- recording spirit), 

111
Siming Zongxiao 四明宗曉 (d. 1214), 46, 47, 48; 

Lebang wenlei (Various Writings on the 
Country of Bliss), 46, 47

Siming 司命 (Director of Fates), 111, 113, 118
Sinicization: of Buddhism, 2, 18
Society of Common Goodness (Tongshan hui  
同善會), 107

Song Shouyi 宋守一, 38
Song Yingchang 宋應昌, 26
Spiro, Melford E., 125, 288n62
Su Dongpo 蘇東坡 (1036– 1101), 80, 82
Sumeru, Mount, 57
Śūraṅgama Mantra (Lengyan zhou 楞嚴咒), 

218– 219
Śūraṅgama Sutra, 13, 169, 198, 223, 279n10
Sutra of Brahma’s Net (Fanwang jing), 35, 

37, 73– 74, 78– 79, 94, 95, 197– 198, 200,  
287n36

Sutra of Perfect Enlightenment (Yuanjue jing  
圓覺經), 13, 198

Sutra of the Four Heavenly Kings (Sitianwang jing 
四天王經), 113

Sutra of the Virtue of the Original Vow of Bhaiṣajya- 
guru- vaidūrya prabhaṣa, the Buddha of Medicine 
(Yaoshi liuliguang rulai benyuan gongde jing 
藥師琉璃光如來本願功德經), 35

Suzuki Chūsei, 81
syncretism, 8, 11, 36, 106– 139, 178, 224– 225, 229; 

combining of three teachings in one, 11, 
109– 110; and morality books, 106– 110; 
definition of, 106; as creative enterprise, 106; 
complex nature of, 178; attitude of Zhuhong 
toward, 178, 207, 224– 225

Taiping jing 太平經, 113
Taizhou school, 72, 88
Taizu, Emperor, 15, 145– 147; regulation of 

monasteries, 145, 147– 148, 152, 157, 165, 177, 
226; reclassification of Buddhist temples, 149; 
edict on ordination certificates, 157

Takao Giken, 271n4, 275n39, 283n5, 295n89
Tang Code, 132
Tang Yongtong 湯用彤, 271n5
Tanluan 曇鸞 (476– 542), 9, 48
Tantrism (Zhenyan 眞言): and Zhuhong, 30, 33, 

37, 66, 99, 138, 183; ritual of “feeding the 

hungry ghosts,” 53, 183; recitation of mantras, 
35, 66, 197

Tao Wangling 陶望齢, 90, 97– 98, 283n7
Tao Zhongwen 陶仲文, 154
Tathāgatagarbha Sutra, 3
Ten Things for the Cultivation of the Self 

(Xiushen shishi 修身十事), 201, 203– 205
Theravāda Buddhism, 125, 140– 141, 288n62, 

291n2, 293n40
Three Jewels, 59, 95, 102, 129, 133, 137– 138, 

143– 144, 186, 237– 240, 249– 251
Three Refuges, 97
Three Scriptures of the Pure Land,  

9, 48
Three Treasures. See Three Jewels
Tianchuan Bridge, colloquy at, 88
Tianqi Heshan 天奇和尙, 60
Tianjie Monastery, 34, 166, 167, 169
Tianru Weize 天如惟則 (d. 1354), 56, 60– 61,  

291n6
“Tianshuo” 天說 (On Heaven), 94
Tiantai school, 5, 41, 47, 52; and patriarchal 

tradition, 47; compared to Pure Land, 41, 47, 
52; and Yanshou, 47, 52; penitential rituals of, 
52. See also Zhiyi; Syncretism

tianxian 天仙 (heavenly immortal), 111
Tianyi Yihuai 天衣義懷 (993– 1064), 59
tidu 剃度 (receiving the tonsure), 194, 196
tishenseng 替身僧 (substitute monks), 155
Tokiwa Daijō, 33
tongxing 童行 (postulant), 159, 195
transmigration of souls, 93
Transmission of the Lamp Compiled in the 

Jingde Era, The (Jingde chuan deng lu), 47, 174
Treatise of the Exalted One (Taishang ganying 

pian), 19, 107– 108, 110– 116, 127, 283
Tripitaka, printing of, 155
Tu Long 屠隆, 107

Vaipulya sutras, 129
vegetarianism: and Zhuhong, 22– 23, 37, 74, 92, 

137, 140, 230; and White Lotus Society, 55; 
motivation for, 81; tracts on, 82; pervasiveness 
of, 140; feasts of, 207

Vimalakīrti Sutra, 198
Vinaya (Lü 律), 123, 156, 178, 186, 210, 211, 226; 

and syncretism, 11, 37; observance at Yunqi 
Monastery, 29, 37, 123, 191, 217, 218, 221, 222; 
attitude of Zhuhong on, 11, 24, 74, 182– 183, 
201, 209; revitalization of, 37, 88, 89; and lay 
Buddhist societies, 90; and prātimokṣa, 197, 
198, 199, 217, 221– 222. See also monastic order; 
dual practice of Pure Land and Chan; Yunqi 
Monastery
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Waguan Monastery, 26
Wang Yang- ming 王陽明, 5, 16, 72, 88, 119
Wang Yuchun 王宇春, 38
Wangsheng ji (Record of Rebirth in the Western 

Paradise), 36, 55, 205
Wanli, Emperor (1573– 1619), 16, 30, 33, 36– 38, 82, 

85, 90, 99, 118, 123, 142, 155, 168, 284– 285n17, 
292n10

Weishi school, 53
Welch, Holmes, 10, 40, 271n5, 284n12, 286n25, 

292n15, 293n34, 298n28, 298n31, 298n33
Wenchang Society, 117
Wenchang 文昌 (God of Learning), 117, 285n18
White Horse Monastery, 51
White Lotus sect (Bailian zong 白蓮宗), 55, 

277n50, 278n51
Wu Han 吳唅, 146, 155, 292n10
Wu Yingbin 吳應賓, 20
wubu liuce 五部六册 (five divisions and six 

volumes), 202
Wuchen Yü 無塵玉, 24
Wudeng quanshu (The Complete Works of the 

Five Lamps), 21
Wudeng yantong (The Strict Genealogy of the Five 

Lamps), 21, 45
wujie ban 五戒班 (five- precepts class), 195
Wuliangshou jing (Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha Sutra), 

48, 129, 223, 289n76
Wumen guan 無門關 (The Gateless Gate), 171, 

296n1
Wutai, Mount, 51, 215
Wuwei Jiao 無爲敎, 297n20
Wuzong, Emperor (r. 1506– 1521), 154, 161, 295n84

xian 仙 (an immortal), 112
xiao 孝 (filial piety), 95
Xiaoyan Debao 笑巖德寶 (1512– 1581), 56
Xiaoyi An 孝義庵 (Abbey of Filial Piety and 

Righteousness), 26
Xifang yuanwen 西方願文 (Vow to be Reborn in 

the West), 220
Xingtian Li 西天理, 24, 26
Xinxing 信行 (540– 594), 141
Xu Hanshu 績漢書, 128
Xu Zhenjun 許眞君, 122
Xuanjiaoyuan 玄敎院 (Daoist Department),  

165
Xuedou Chongxian 雪竇重顯 (979– 1052), 59
Xunzi, 4– 5

Yan Zhenqing 顏眞卿 (709– 785), 79
Yang Wenhui 楊文會 (1837– 1911), 228– 229
Yang, C. K., 133
Yigao (Remaining Papers), 96

yingfu seng 應赴僧 (monks responding to calls), 
149

Yogācāra, 3
Yongle, Emperor. See Chengzu, Emperor
Yongming Yanshou 永明延壽 (904– 975): and dual 

practice of Chan and Pure Land, 8, 46, 52, 56, 
59, 79, 225; syncretism of, 8, 54, 79; as Pure 
Land patriarch, 46; as tax official, 52; 
conversion to Pure Land of, 52– 53; Wanshan 
tonggui ji (Ten Thousand Virtues Return to 
the Same Source), 59– 60; and Buddha 
invocation, 8, 131

Yoshioka, Yoshitoyo, 122
Youtan Pudu 優曇普度 (d. 1330), 55
Youxuanzi 又玄子, 122
Yu Chunxi 虞淳熙, 90, 94, 98
Yu Yue 兪樾 (1821– 1906), 107
Yuan Liaofan 袁了凡 (1533– 1606), 123, 125; 

“Liming pian” 立命篇 (Establishing One’s 
Destiny), 123

Yuanwu 圓悟 (1063– 1135), 45, 62, 296n1
Yuanzhao Songben 圓照宋本 (1020– 1099), 56
Yungu 雲谷, 44, 123, 125
Yunmen school, 42
Yunqi fahui (Collected Works of Zhuhong), xxi, 

20, 38, 96, 273n1
Yunqi gongzhu guiyue (Rules and Agreements for 

Communal Living at Yunqi), 37
Yunqi Monastery: and monastic reform, 11, 

188– 189, 191– 223, 229– 231; personnel at, 19, 
218, 259– 266; rules at, 11, 37– 38, 194, 200, 
267– 269; origin of, 33; restoration of, by 
Zhuhong, 29– 36, 153; source of funds, 35; as 
model of Pure Land, 36, 123; administration 
of, 37– 38, 191; requirements for entering, 
195– 198; classes of monks at, 196, 199; ritual of 
reciting pratimokṣa at, 37, 197, 198– 200, 
221– 222, 229; general principles of, 201– 205; 
expulsion from, 202– 203, 230; role models at, 
205– 216; arrangement of buildings at, 216– 218; 
daily schedules at, 216, 218– 221; Great Hall of, 
216– 221; Vinaya Hall of, 217, 218, 221– 222; 
religious life at, 216– 223; size of, 217; Dharma 
Hall of, 217, 218, 222– 223; Western Hall of, 217; 
silent contemplation at, 217– 219; punishments 
at, 268– 269

Yunqi Zhuhong. See Zhuhong

Zanning (d. 996): Da Song sengshi lue (Brief 
History of the Sangha in the Sung Dynasty), 
164

zashan lei 雜善類 (miscellaneous good deeds), 
240– 243

Zhaoqing Monastery, 24
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zhenru 眞如 (“true suchness”; bhūtatathaiā), 225
Zhenxie Qingliao 眞歇淸 了, 56
Zhifeng 志逢 (d. 985), 29
Zhipan 志磐 (fl. 1258– 1269), 46– 47, 48, 276n28; 

Fozu tongji (Record of the Lineage of the 
Buddha and Patriarchs), 46– 47

Zhixian 智詵 (607– 702), 59, 278n63
Zhiyi 智顗 (538– 597), 5; commentary on Sutra of 

Brahma’s Net, 37, 74; and meditation, 47, 58; 
penitential rituals of, 52; syncretism, 145, 225

Zhongfeng Mingben 中峰明本 (1262– 1323), 56, 
60, 291n5; Huai Jingtu shi 懷淨土詩 (Longing 
for the Pure Land), 61

zhongxiao lei 忠孝類 (loyal and filial deeds), 
233– 234

Zhou Mengyan 周夢顏 (1655– 1739), 228
Zhou Rudeng 周汝登, 88, 90
Zhu Xi 朱熹, 5, 132
Zhuangzi 莊子, 13, 48, 179
Zhuchuang suibi (Jottings Under a Bamboo 

Window), 94
Zhuhong 袾宏 (1535– 1615), 2– 3, 7– 19; syncretism 

of, 8, 11, 26– 27, 73, 82, 106– 139, 178, 225; and 
Confucianism, 8, 11, 13, 15, 21– 22, 23, 37, 72– 73, 
75, 77– 78, 95, 106– 107, 121, 136– 138, 140, 
178– 179, 182, 184, 201, 206– 207; ideas on 
nianfo, 9– 10, 18– 19, 22, 37, 54, 55– 56, 65– 70, 99, 
100, 218, 224, 225, 226, 227; and Tantrism, 30, 
33– 34, 37, 138, 183; as patriarch of Pure Land 
school, 9, 40, 45– 46; and monastic reform, 11, 
15, 18, 30, 37, 191– 123, 224, 226– 227, 230– 231; 
and lay Buddhism, 18, 19, 23, 54, 71– 105, 123, 
137, 178– 179, 207, 224, 228– 229; revitalization 
of Vinaya, 11, 19, 37, 123, 178; theories of lay 
Buddhism, 19, 37, 54, 71– 72, 228; birth, 21; 
attitude toward officials, 21– 22, 35– 36, 54, 96, 
102– 103, 196: family, 21– 26; study of Taoism, 
22; education, 22; as monk, 21– 23; pacification 

of tigers, 29, 30– 31; prayers for rain, 30, 31; 
rebuilding of Yunqi Monastery, 29– 36; death, 
36, 28, 55, 94; as abbot, 19, 36– 38; and 
nonkilling, 37, 73– 75, 78, 82– 92, 102– 103, 
227– 228; and releasing life, 37, 73, 78, 82– 92, 
227– 228; on monastic discipline, 11, 19, 36, 
140– 145, 176– 178, 198, 201; and joint practice, 
8– 11, 39– 70; and Pure Land school, 40– 41, 
45– 48; and concept of “one mind,” 9, 54, 
65– 69, 225; on filial piety, 11– 12, 37, 55, 95, 101, 
116, 211– 212; criticism of Daoism, 73, 137– 138, 
184– 185, 187, 201; on system of merits and 
demerits, 73, 116, 134; on White Lotus Society, 
83; and the Good Society of Shangfang, 90; 
controversy with Matteo Ricci, 92– 95; on 
discipline, 95, 176– 177, 182; “skill in means” of, 
102, 120– 121, 179; and theory of “double truth,” 
120– 121; reputation of, 140; on decline of 
Chan Buddhism, 170– 190; on internal reform, 
170– 190; on worldliness of monks, 178– 190; on 
ritual of “feeding the hungry ghosts,” 183– 184; 
on alchemy, 184– 185; on good works vs. 
enlightenment, 185– 186, 227– 228; 
organizational skill of, 192, 197; and Yunqi 
Monastery, 191– 223; on cultivation of the self, 
203– 205; on ideal conduct of monks, 205– 207; 
on vegetarian feasts, 207– 208; on preaching to 
women, 209; on respect for teachers, 210– 211; 
on loyalty to the emperor, 213; on reward and 
punishment, 216

Zhujin 袾錦, xxii, 26
Zibo Zhenke 紫柏眞可 (1543– 1603), 16– 17, 45, 97
Ziyang 紫陽 (Zhang Boduan 張伯端), 24
Ziyuan 子元 (1086– 1166), 55, 278
Zongjian: Shimen zheng tong (The Orthodox 

Tradition of Buddhism), 47, 55
Zongmi 宗密 (779– 841), 12, 54, 59, 145
Zongze 宗賾 (fl. 1086), 46, 53– 54, 59, 277n41
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